
International Registration designating India 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 17/07/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 004 987.2/01 ;Germany 

2890056    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225279]
BYK-Chemie GmbH
Abelstr. 45 46483 Wesel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Rheological agents; silicates used as rheological additives.

6201



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2015; Application No. : 86601057 ;United States of America 

3283370    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279884]
BIOAMBER INC.
3850 Annapolis Lane North, Suite 180 Plymouth MN 554475476 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical additives for use as ingredients in the manufacture of food, cosmetics, personal care products, haircare and 
hair color preparations, suncare products, household products; polymers, polymeric additives or polymer compositions 
for use in the manufacture of industrial products and materials, electronic materials, polyurethanes, plasticizers, plastics, 
coatings, resins, solvents, lubricants, building materials, floor coverings, consumer and household products, cosmetics, 
personal care products.

6202



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 18/06/2015; Application No. : 4020150045348 ;Republic of Korea 

3322467    17/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287650]
Mitsui Chemicals & SKC Polyurethanes Inc.
255, Yongjam-ro, Nam-gu, Ulsan, (South) Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Glycerine for industrial purposes; chemicals for industrial purposes; silicon; silicates; glycol; glycol ether; naphthalene; 
wetting agents; acetone; acetylene; ethers; ethyl ether; auxiliary fluids for use with abrasives; adhesives for industrial 
purposes; silicone resins; unprocessed plastics; polybutylene terephthalate resins; argon; helium; neon; carbide; 
alumina; ceramic compositions for sintering (granules and powders); compositions for the manufacture of technical 
ceramics.

6203



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 1 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2015; Application No. : 86601080 ;United States of America 

3326940    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290373]
BIOAMBER INC.
3850 Annapolis Lane North, Suite 180 Plymouth MN 554475476 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Chemical additives for as ingredients in the manufacture of food, cosmetics, personal care products, haircare and hair 
color preparations, suncare products, household products; polymers, polymeric additives or polymer compositions for 
use in the manufacture of industrial products and materials, electronic materials, polyurethanes, plasticizers, plastics, 
coatings, resins, solvents, lubricants, building materials, floor coverings, products (terms considered too vague by the 
International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).

6204



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 2 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/03/2014; Application No. : UK00003044905 ;United Kingdom 

2885067    09/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223763]
THE LITTLE GREENE PAINT COMPANY LIMITED
Unit 3, Wood Street, Openshaw Manchester M11 2FB United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Agents address:
PUTHRAN & ASSOCIATES
B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID (3RD FLOOR), 5/7, NORTH MADA ST., SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI-600015.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Paints, coatings, colorants, varnishes, lacquers; thinners, colouring matters, all being additives for paints, varnishes or 
lacquers; preservatives against rust and against deterioration of wood; priming preparations (in the nature of paints); 
wood stains; mastic; repositionable patches of paint, varnishes or lacquers.

6205



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

 

2890041    29/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225251]
Method Products, PBC
637 Commercial Street, Suite 300 San Francisco CA 94111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
All purpose cleaning preparations; cleaning preparations for bathrooms, kitchens, glass, shower walls and floors and 
other household and industrial surfaces; laundry detergent; fabric softeners; anti-static dryer sheets; fabric freshener; 
dish soaps; non-medicated hand washes; soaps for personal hygiene; body lotion; disposable wipes impregnated with 
non-toxic chemicals or compounds for cleaning, dusting, polishing.

6206



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 021 728.7/03 ;Germany 

2890055    19/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225278]
HUGO BOSS TRADE MARK MANAGEMENT GMBH & CO. KG
Dieselstrasse 12 72555 Metzingen Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps, perfumeries, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices.

6207



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2014; Application No. : 012685418 ;European Union 

2891157    10/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224623]
BULGARI S.p.A.
Lungotevere Marzio, 11 I-00186 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; eau de cologne; lavender water; toilet water; scented water; 
adhesives for cosmetic purposes; amber [perfume]; aromatics [essential oils]; balms other than for medical purposes; 
bases for flower perfumes; hair dyes; cosmetics; cosmetic creams; boot cream; skin whitening creams; deodorants for 
human beings or for animals; mint essence [essential oil]; bergamot oil; ethereal essences; extracts of flowers 
[perfumes]; hair spray; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; after-shave lotions; hair 
lotions; lotions for cosmetic purposes; musk [perfumery]; cosmetic kits; oils for perfumes and scents; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; perfumes.

6208



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 08/05/2014; Application No. : 012859427 ;European Union 

2891889    10/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225387]
The Body Shop International Plc.
Watersmead, Littlehampton West Sussex BN17 6LS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; cosmetics in the form of milks; cosmetic moisturisers; skin care lotions [cosmetic]; skin care preparations; 
make-up preparations; cosmetic creams.

6209



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 26/06/2014; Application No. : 86321481 ;United States of America 

2894857    23/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225779]
Living Proof, Inc.
301 Binney Street Cambridge MA 02142 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hair care preparations, hair cleaning preparations; hair styling preparations.

6210



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

 

3267511    12/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278055]
Shipman Associates, Inc.
1770 Post Street 203 San Francisco CA 94115 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Blush; cosmetic rouges; cosmetics; eye liner; eye make-up; eye shadow; eye shadows; rouges.

6211



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

3276478    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1279333]
Boguslavskaya Karina Irekovna
ul. Bogataya, 1, d. Matyushino, Laishevsky municipal district RU-422624 Republic of Tatarstan Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Balms other than for medical purposes; soap; disinfectant soap; deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening 
textile; cakes of toilet soap; cosmetic preparations for baths; toiletries; laundry soaking preparations; starch glaze for 
laundry purposes; furbishing preparations; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleaching preparations; dry-cleaning 
preparations; cleaning preparations; laundry preparations; color-brightening chemicals for household purposes 
[laundry]; stain removers; bleaching soda; detergents other than for use in manufacturing operations and for medical 
purposes; shampoos.

6212



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/04/2015; Application No. : 4020150026681 ;Republic of Korea 

3295145    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281958]
AMOREPACIFIC CORPORATION
100, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetics; lipsticks; mascaras; mask pack for cosmetic purposes; bath oils; blushers; non-medicated mouth washes; 
sunscreen lotions [cosmetics]; eyeliners; solid powder for compacts [cosmetics]; hand creams for cosmetic purposes; 
perfumes; hair gels; lavender oils; false eyelashes; hair shampoos; dentifrices; make-up foundations; adhesives for 
affixing false hair; cosmetics for pets.

6213



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

 

Priority claimed from 22/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003114363 ;United Kingdom 

3317863    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286957]
J. Choo Limited
10 Howick Place London SW1P 1GW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Soaps, bath gel, shower gel; perfumery, fragrances, perfumes in solid form; cosmetics, make-up preparations; essential 
oils, body oils, body lotion, body creams, hair lotions, hair conditioners, foot lotions; bath preparations not for medical 
purposes, balms not for medical purposes; nail care preparations, nail varnish, nail polish, nail varnish and nail polish 
removing preparations; talcum powder; sunscreen preparations; sun-tanning preparations; pumice stone; emery.

6214



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

3323088    20/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289780]
Four Cow Farm Pty Ltd
618 River Road Wootha QLD 4552 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic products for skin care; cosmetic skin care products; essences for skin 
care; non-medicated products for skin care; non-medicated skin care beauty products; non-medicated skin care 
products; skin care creams (cosmetic); skin care lotions (cosmetic); skin care oils (cosmetic); skin care preparations 
(cosmetic); skin care products (cosmetic); sun skin care products (cosmetics).

6215



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 3 
 

Priority claimed from 09/06/2015; Application No. : 675073 ;Switzerland 

3326072    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290550]
Labo Cosprophar AG
St. Jakobs Strasse 17 CH-4052 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cleaning and polishing preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, cosmetic products for skin care, hair 
lotions; dentifrices.

6216



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 4 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/07/2014; Application No. : 013101217 ;European Union 

2892183    28/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225398]
REPSOL, S.A.
C/ Méndez Álvaro 44, E-28045 Madrid (Spain)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oils and greases for industrial use; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including 
gasoline for engines) and illuminating materials; candles and wicks for lighting; fuel oils; additives, non-chemical, to 
motor fuel; methylated spirits; combustible briquettes; greases and greasing oils; fuel gas; electrical energy; petroleum, 
including petroleum ether and petroleum jelly for industrial use.

6217



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 4 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/07/2014; Application No. : 013100961 ;European Union 

2895492    28/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225083]
REPSOL, S.A.
C/ Méndez Álvaro 44 E-28045 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oils and greases for industrial use; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including 
gasoline for engines) and illuminating materials; candles and wicks for lighting; fuel oils; additives, non-chemical, to 
motor fuel; methylated spirits; combustible briquettes; greases and greasing oils; fuel gas; electrical energy; petroleum, 
including petroleum ether and petroleum jelly for industrial use.

6218



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 4 
 

 

Priority claimed from 21/07/2014; Application No. : 013101118 ;European Union 

2895527    28/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225084]
REPSOL, S.A.
C/ Méndez Álvaro 44 E-28045 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oils and greases for industrial use; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels (including 
gasoline for engines) and illuminating materials; candles and wicks for lighting; fuel oils; additives, non-chemical, to 
motor fuel; methylated spirits; combustible briquettes; greases and greasing oils; fuel gas; electrical energy; petroleum, 
including petroleum ether and petroleum jelly for industrial use.

6219



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

2683618    25/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1183013]
WinVivo Corporation
955 Benecia Ave. Sunnyvale CA 94085 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dermatological pharmaceutical products; dermatologicals; gels, creams and solutions for dermatological use; medical 
and surgical dressings; medicated diaper rash ointments and lotions; medicated skin care preparations; medicated skin 
care preparations, namely, creams, lotions, gels, toners, cleaners and peels; medicated sun care preparations; medicated 
sunburn lotions; multipurpose medicated antibiotic cream, analgesic balm and mentholated salve; nutritional 
supplements for medical purposes; parapharmaceutical products for use in dermatology; pharmaceutical preparations for
use in dermatology; plant and herb extracts for medicinal purposes; plant extracts for medical, veterinary and 
pharmaceutical purposes; plasters for medical purposes; wound dressings; dietary and nutritional supplements; dietary 
food supplements.

6220



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-037965 ;Japan 

2871722    13/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1212638]
FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd.
1-6-1 Ohtemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

6221



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-037963 ;Japan 

2871745    13/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213671]
FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd.
1-6-1 Ohtemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

6222



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-037964 ;Japan 

2871804    13/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213672]
FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd.
1-6-1 Ohtemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, namely, pharmaceutical preparations for treatment of rheumatoid arthritis under medical prescription 
and pharmaceutical preparations for prevention of rheumatoid arthritis under medical prescription.

6223



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-037966 ;Japan 

2871808    13/11/2014
[International Registration No. : 1213673]
FUJIFILM KYOWA KIRIN BIOLOGICS Co., Ltd.
1-6-1 Ohtemachi, Chiyoda-ku Tokyo 100-8185 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals.

6224



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

 

Priority claimed from 23/01/2014; Application No. : 86173488 ;United States of America 

2885986    22/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224011]
Scilabs Pharmaceuticals
17809 Gillette Avenue Irvine CA 92614 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceuticals, and/or sublingually delivered agents including pharmaceuticals or supplements for providing 
vasodilation and the treatment of cholesterol and blood pressure.

6225



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

2890084    25/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225427]
Pharm-a-Care Laboratories Pty Limited
18 Jubilee Avenue Warriewood, NSW 2012 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations, dietetic substances; herbs and herbal extracts for medicinal use; 
mineral food supplements; vitamin preparations; dietary and herbal supplements including liquid extracts, throat 
lozenges, medications, lotions.

6226



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 28/04/2014; Application No. : 658288 ;Switzerland 

2891564    19/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224403]
Actelion Pharmaceuticals Ltd
Gewerbestrasse 16 CH-4123 Allschwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6227



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 14/02/2014; Application No. : 86194167 ;United States of America 

2892211    08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225436]
Cook General Biotechnology LLC
1102 Indiana Avenue Indianapolis IN 46202 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Biological cell culture media and cell culture media supplements for medical and clinical use.

6228



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 15/10/2014; Application No. : 86424722 ;United States of America 

2894851    20/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225768]
VIAX DENTAL TECHNOLOGIES LLC
3250 Mary Street, Suite 302 Coconut Grove FL 33133 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6229



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

2900243    08/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226534]
Bode Chemie GmbH
Melanchthonstrasse 27 22525 Hamburg Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Disinfectants; disinfectants for use on the human body or the bodies of animals and for disinfecting rooms and 
equipment; chemical reagents and diagnostic preparations for medical or veterinary purposes; sanitary preparations for 
medical purposes; plasters, materials for dressings; pharmaceutical products, chemical preparations for body care, for 
protecting and cleaning hair, for medical purposes.

6230



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 02/07/2015; Application No. : 86681510 ;United States of America 

3310196    14/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284251]
Clovis Oncology, Inc.
2525 28th Street, Suite 100 Boulder CO 80301 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of cancer.

6231



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 12/08/2015; Application No. : 2015/01722 ;Ireland 

3320430    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287794]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology Park, Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6232



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 06/05/2015; Application No. : 014031471 ;European Union 

3321580    04/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287718]
Dr. Franz Köhler Chemie GmbH
Werner-von-Siemens-Str. 22-28 64625 Bensheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical and veterinary preparations and articles; pharmaceutical preparations; chemico-pharmaceutical preparations; 
chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for pharmaceutical purposes; solutions for medical 
purposes; pharmaceutical preparations for activating cellular function; cardiovascular pharmaceuticals; tissue-
regenerative pharmaceutical preparations; capillary stabilizing agents for medical purposes.

6233



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 29/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000028768 ;Italy 

3321769    02/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288703]
RI.MOS. S.R.L.
Viale Gramsci, 29 I-41037 Mirandola (MO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Advanced multifunctional self-sufficient medication for human beings; medication for healing of skin lesions related to 
diseases and disorders of numerous kinds; regenerating and bioresorbable medications; antiseptics; anti-inflammatory 
adjuvants; anti-edemic adjuvants; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; plasters; materials for dressings; 
cicatrisants.

6234



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 22/09/2015; Application No. : 2015/01982 ;Ireland 

3322779    11/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287803]
GILEAD SCIENCES IRELAND UC
IDA Business and Technology Park, Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6235



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 24/07/2015; Application No. : 014409734 ;European Union 

3324311    15/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1289509]
AstraZeneca AB
SE-151 85 Södertälje Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations and substances.

6236



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

 

3324319    09/01/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289662]
XIAMEN KINGDOMWAY GROUP COMPANY
Haicang Xinyang Industry Zone, Xiamen 361022 Fujian China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Greases for veterinary purposes; medicines for veterinary purposes; veterinary preparations; amino acids for veterinary 
purposes; enzymes for veterinary purposes; lotions for veterinary purposes; animal feed supplements for veterinary 
purposes; dietetic substances adapted for medical use; vitamin preparations; medicines for human purposes.

6237



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 06/07/2015; Application No. : 678240 ;Switzerland 

3325299    28/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288918]
Otolanum AG
c/o Auris Medical Holding AG, Bahnhofstrasse 21 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment or prevention of diseases of the ear.

6238



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

Priority claimed from 01/10/2015; Application No. : 2015/02087 ;Ireland 

3325896    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288870]
Gilead Sciences Ireland UC
IDA Business and Technology Park Carrigtohill Co. Cork Ireland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations.

6239



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

3326784    19/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290986]
Takeda Vaccines, Inc.
One Takeda Parkway Deerfield IL 60015 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vaccines for human use, namely, vaccines against dengue fever.

6240



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 5 
 

3329074    01/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290314]
Iroko Pharmaceuticals Puerto Rico Corporation
268 Munoz Rivera Avenue Suite 1400 00918 SAN JUAN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of pain and pain associated with inflammation.

6241



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 19/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-012031 ;Japan 

2886931    13/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224310]
HARDLOCK INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
6-24, Kawamata 1-chome, Higashiosaka-shi Osaka 577-0063 Japan

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Bolts of metal; nuts of metal.

6242



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 6 
 

2891632    04/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225653]
Bray International, Inc.
13333 Westland E. Boulevard Houston, TX 77041 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Valves of metal, other than parts of machines.

6243



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 6 
 

 

3325912    15/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290432]
Xinjiang Joinworld Co., Ltd.
No.18 Kashi East Road, Urumqi Xinjiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Aluminium foil.

6244



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 6 
 

Priority claimed from 08/06/2015; Application No. : 302015000021099 ;Italy 

3326721    23/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290622]
ARTURO SALICE S.P.A.
Via Provinciale Novedratese, 10 I-22060 Novedrate (Co) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal slides for drawers; finish for metal drawers; runners of metal for drawers; sliding elements of metal for 
drawers; runners for metal drawers; sliding channels of metal for drawers; metal profiles; knobs for drawers of metal; 
handles of metal for drawers; extruded aluminium profiles; semi-finished shaped metal profiles; fixing elements of metal; 
fixing devices of metal; fixing channels of metal; locking [fixing] devices of metal; fixing devices of common metal; sliding
guides of metal for drawers; sliding guides of metal.

6245



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 17/04/2014; Application No. : 658935 ;Switzerland 

2889984    21/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225067]
SAURER AG
Bleikenstrasse 11 CH-9630 Wattwil Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Double-yarn twisting frames, sizing machines, ring twisting frames, draw twisters as well as their spare parts; brake 
compensation yarn tension devices, drive belts, yarn tension devices by braking, central valves, overfeeding pulleys, 
sensor, blocking and yarn cutting devices, hysteresis brakes, braking cartridges; all these goods as parts of machines.

6246



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2014; Application No. : 2014-051197 ;Japan 

2892098    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226142]
FUJITEC KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as FUJITEC CO., LTD.)
591-1, Miyata-cho, Hikone-shi Shiga 522-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Elevators; escalators; dumbwaiter elevators; moving walkways; conveyer belts.

6247



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2014; Application No. : 2014-051198 ;Japan 

2892100    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226144]
FUJITEC KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as FUJITEC CO., LTD.)
591-1, Miyata-cho, Hikone-shi Shiga 522-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Elevators; escalators; dumbwaiter elevators; moving walkways; conveyer belts.

6248



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 19/06/2014; Application No. : 2014-051199 ;Japan 

2892103    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226143]
FUJITEC KABUSHIKI KAISHA (also trading as FUJITEC CO., LTD.)
591-1, Miyata-cho, Hikone-shi Shiga 522-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Elevators; escalators; dumbwaiter elevators; moving walkways; conveyer belts.

6249



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/04/2014; Application No. : 657995 ;Switzerland 

2894833    05/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225720]
Bélet Holding SA
Les Gasses 11 CH-2943 Vendlincourt Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cemented carbide inserts for machine tools; tools and machines for metalworking; machines and machine tools; cutters 
for gears (machine tools); thread milling cutters (machine tools); tool grinders; gear cutters (machine tools); milling 
cutters (machine tools).

6250



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 09/04/2014; Application No. : 658001 ;Switzerland 

2894837    05/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225729]
Bélet Holding SA
Les Gasses 11 CH-2943 Vendlincourt Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cemented carbide inserts for machine tools; tools and machines for metalworking; machines and machine tools; cutters 
for gears (machine tools); thread milling cutters (machine tools); tool grinders; gear cutters (machine tools); milling 
cutters (machine tools).

6251



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

2894895    30/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225793]
Veyance Technologies, Inc.
703 S. Cleveland-Massillon Rd Fairlawn OH 44333 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Power transmission belts for machines, motors and engines used in industrial applications.

6252



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

2895586    16/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225170]
A. Monforts Textilmaschinen GmbH & Co. KG
Blumenberger Straße 143-145 41061 Mönchengladbach Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Textile machines, particularly textile finishing machines, as dyeing machines and/or curing machines.

6253



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

3312074    11/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284680]
Cummins Filtration Inc.
500 Jackson St. Columbus IN 47201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Oil filters; oil, gasoline, diesel fuel and air filters for motors and engines and filter media for the foregoing.

6254



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

Priority claimed from 06/08/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 048 772 ;Germany 

3321744    16/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287852]
Neugart GmbH
Keltenstrasse 16 77971 Kippenheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gears, in particular planetary gears.

6255



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 7 
 

3325917    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290413]
Qingdao Zhixin Power Equipment Co.,Ltd.
No.26 Guangdong Road, Beiguan Industrial Park, Jiaozhou City, Qingdao Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fittings for engine boilers; scale collectors for machine boilers; flues for engine boilers; feeding apparatus for engine 
boilers; steam engines; steam engine boilers; steam turbines; alternators.

6256



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

 

2890031    21/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225236]
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer hardware; mobile digital electronic devices for sending and receiving of telephone calls, electronic 
mail, and for use as a handheld computer, digital audio and video player, personal digital assistant, electronic organizer, 
electronic book reader, electronic notepad, electronic calendar, global positioning system (GPS) device, and camera; 
computer software for use in uploading, downloading, storing, backing up, transmitting, receiving, accessing, retrieving, 
managing, organizing, and synchronizing data, email, documents, images, audio, video, multimedia content, electronic 
publications, computer files and other computer software; computer software for tracking the location of mobile digital 
electronic devices; computer software for use in accessing the Internet or other computer or communications networks; 
computer programs for personal information management; electronic mail and messaging software; database 
synchronization software; database management software; computer game software for use with or on personal 
computers, telephones, mobile telephones, or videophones; telephones; mobile telephones; videophones.

6257



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

2890036    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225245]
TECPLOT, INC.
3535 Factoria Blvd SE 550 BELLEVUE WA 98006 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer software for use in the field of plotting and data visualization.

6258



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 29/01/2014; Application No. : 064092 ;Jamaica 

2890374    29/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225901]
Apple Inc.
1 Infinite Loop Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; handheld digital electronic devices and software related 
thereto; radios, radio transmitters, and receivers; audio receivers; car audio apparatus; earphones, headphones; audio 
speakers; microphones; audio components and accessories; electronic communication equipment and instruments; 
global positioning system (GPS) devices; telephones; wireless communication devices for voice, data or image 
transmission; computer software; global positioning system (GPS) computer software; computer software for travel and 
tourism, travel planning, navigation, travel route planning, geographic, destination, transportation and traffic information, 
driving and walking directions, customized mapping of locations, street atlas information, electronic map display, and 
destination information; computer software for use in transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing text, data, audio files and 
video files in connection with telephones, and handheld digital electronic devices; character recognition software; voice 
recognition software; electronic mail and messaging software; navigational instruments.

6259



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 20/05/2014; Application No. : 2014-44110 ;Japan 

2892049    17/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226057]
Hitachi High-Tech Science Corporation
24-14, Nishi-shimbashi, 1-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-0003 (Japan) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Differential scanning calorimeters and their parts and accessories; differential thermal analyzers and their parts and 
accessories; thermogravimetry analyzers and their parts and accessories; dynamic mechanical analyzers and their parts 
and accessories; thermomechanical analyzers and their parts and accessories.

6260



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2014; Application No. : m 2014 09538 ;Ukraine 

2894859    22/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225764]
Syerykov Grygoriy Serhiiovych
vul. Pankivska, 17, kv. 8 Kyiv 01033 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Invoicing machines; cash registers.

6261



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2014; Application No. : 86225516 ;United States of America 

2894899    18/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225820]
American Technical Ceramics Corporation
One Norden Lane Huntington Station NY 11746 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electronic film components, namely, resistors, inductors and ceramic-based capacitors for radio frequency, microwave, 
and millimeter-wave applications.

6262



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 21/05/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 047 996.6/09 ;Germany 

2895282    17/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225032]
JUMO GmbH & Co. KG
Moritz-Juchheim-Str. 1 36039 Fulda Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software; fire-extinguishing apparatus.
THIS IS SUBJECT TO ASSOCIATION WITH REGISTERED/PENDING REGISTRATION NO.209851 AND 664526

6263



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 04/03/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 001 516.1/09 ;Germany 

2895416    03/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225049]
REICHLE & DE-MASSARI HOLDING AG
Binzstrasse 31 CH-8620 Wetzikon Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric, electronic, measuring, signalling and checking (supervision) apparatus, instruments and installations and parts 
and fittings therefor; telecommunication apparatus, instruments and thereof consisting telecommunications; computer 
installations and parts and fittings therefor; computer interface devices and programs; computer software; switchboxes 
(electricity); distribution boxes (electricity); electric and fibre optic cables, electricity conduits, identification threads and 
sheaths for electric wires; wire connections (electric); junction and distribution sleeves for electric and fibre optic cables; 
sockets, plugs and other contacts (electric connections), junction boxes (electricity), distribution boxes and plugs 
(electricity), fibre optic connections.

6264



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/03/2014; Application No. : 14203959 ;China 

2895635    08/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225952]
HUAWEI TECHNOLOGIES CO., LTD.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd. Bantian, Longgang District, Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Smart mobile phones; tablet computers; batteries for mobile phones; batteries for wireless routers; batteries for modems; 
batteries for tablet computers; solar batteries; batteries for communication equipment; cameras; headphones; portable 
power sources for mobile phones or tablet computers; apparatus for remote video conference; protective cases for 
mobile phones; protective cases for tablet computers; protective covers for mobile phones; protective covers for tablet 
computers; digital photo frames; set-top boxes; inverters (electricity); monitoring apparatus; chips (integrated circuits); 
low voltage power source; audio and video receivers; electric cables; submarine electrical cables; photoelectric switches 
(batteries); automatic teller machines (ATM); data processing apparatus used for managing the queue of customers in the 
field of window service industries; computer software for updating and saving information, photographs and video of 
mobile phone contacts; computer software for the protection of the privacy of mobile phone owners; screens for mobile 
phones; protective films for mobile phones; shell for mobile phones; protective films for tablet computers; uninterrupted 
power supply for machine room; regulated voltage supply; smart bracelets for use with mobile phones; smart watches for 
use with mobile phones; data lines for mobile phones, tablet computers and communication apparatus; operating system 
software for mobile phones; chargers for mobile phones or tablet computers; servers for computer room (computer 
hardware); software for servers for computer room; monitors (computer hardware); monitors (computer programs); 
instant messaging software; adapters.

6265



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2014; Application No. : 47893 ;Trinidad and Tobago 

2900247    08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226553]
Offhand LLC
1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; mobile 
digital electronic devices; global positioning system (GPS) devices; wireless communication devices for voice, data or 
image transmission; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; radio transmitters and receivers; computer software; 
parts for the aforesaid goods.

6266



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 10/02/2014; Application No. : 47895 ;Trinidad and Tobago 

2900254    08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226557]
Apple Inc. 
1 Infinite Loop, MS 169-3IPL Cupertino CA 95014 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer hardware; telecommunications apparatus and instruments; mobile 
digital electronic devices; global positioning system (GPS) devices; wireless communication devices for voice, data or 
image transmission; sound recording and reproducing apparatus; radio transmitters and receivers; computer software; 
parts for the aforesaid goods.

6267



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 014093751 ;European Union 

3315586    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286176]
Moleskine S.p.A.
Viale Stelvio, 66 I-20159 Milano (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software for mobile devices; downloadable applications for mobile devices; 
recorded content; downloadable mobile application software for use in creating, organizing, managing, sharing, reporting,
editing, integrating and synchronizing reminders, alerts, invitations, appointments, notifications, events and data relating 
to user's digital calendar, contacts or social networks; downloadable mobile application software for use in accessing and
sharing weather, traffic, and travel forecasts; downloadable mobile application software for use in integration and 
synchronization of calendar, map and social networking data from third party software.

6268



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

3316881    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286524]
NANJING HONGYI ADVERTISING CO., LTD.
No. 4 Garden West Road, Liuhe district Nanjing, Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Computer peripheral devices; printers for use with computers; data processing equipment, namely, scanners; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; portable media players; cameras [photography]; fire extinguishers; protection 
devices for personal use against accidents; eyeglasses; batteries, electric.

6269



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

 

Priority claimed from 17/11/2015; Application No. : 15 4 226 604 ;France 

3322825    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287660]
MyScript
3 rue de la Rainière - Parc Club du Perray F-44339 Nantes cedex 03 France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Software for handwriting recognition, namely, digital and interactive note taking as well as management of texts, graphics 
and sheet music.

6270



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

3325205    07/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289930]
Sivantos Pte. Ltd.
Block 28 Ayer Rajah Crescent, 06-08 Singapore 139959 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Electric and electronic apparatus and instruments for the reception, for recording, for amplification, for storage, for 
processing and reproduction of signals, data, images and sound.

6271



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 9 
 

3328031    20/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291051]
BITRON INDUSTRIE S.P.A.
Strada del Portone, 95 I-10095 GRUGLIASCO (TO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Humidity sensors; motion sensors; liquid level sensors; pressure sensors; temperature sensors; smoke sensors; sirens; 
switches, electric; control panels [electricity]; electromagnetic switches; acoustic [sound] alarms; nautical apparatus and 
instruments; coils, electric; buzzers; printed circuits; commutators; dosage dispensers; electronic tags for goods; 
gasoline gauges; users interface; inverters [electricity]; pressure measuring apparatus; relays, electric; printed circuit 
boards; boiler control instruments; thermostats for vehicles; solenoid valves [electromagnetic switches]; remote controls.

6272



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 14/05/2015; Application No. : 86629611 ;United States of America 

3263672    13/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278063]
EASYDIAL, LLC
22981 Mill Creek Drive, Suite A Laguna Hills CA 92653-1215 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Dialysis machines.

6273



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 10 
 

Priority claimed from 05/08/2015; Application No. : 014447387 ;European Union 

3300133    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1267432]
medin Medical Innovations GmbH
Adam-Geisler-Str. 1 82140 Olching Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical equipment, in particular nCPAP equipment (nCPAP - nasal continuous positive airway pressure) and parts for 
nCPAP equipment, namely active CPAP generators for nasal applications, water column pressure gauges for CPAP 
pressure measurement, nasal attachment pieces (prongs) for nCPAP equipment, connectors for nCPAP equipment, tubes 
for nCPAP equipment.

6274



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 10 
 

3321731    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288283]
IFG CORPORATION
14-9, Oritate 1-chome, Aoba-ku, Sendai-shi Miyagi 982-0261 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Medical apparatus and instruments.

6275



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 20/01/2014; Application No. : 86169746 ;United States of America 

2890218    18/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225502]
Dr. Kazem Eradat Oskoui
8914 Tewsbury Gate N Maple Grove MN 55311 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Water and waste water purification and filtration apparatus and parts therefor; water and waste water purification, 
sedimentation, and filtration apparatus for clarification, thickening and filtration of water, waste water, landfill waste and 
industrial water, process water, agricultural wastewater, sewage, mining operation wastewater, commercial wastewater, 
and hydraulic fracturing wastewater.

6276



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 11 
 

Priority claimed from 12/02/2014; Application No. : 86192185 ;United States of America 

2894826    08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225527]
GlassPoint Solar, Inc.
46421 Landing Parkway Fremont CA 94538 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Industrial steam generators, including solar powered steam generators, for use with enhanced oil recovery applications; 
interface, pigging and cleaning equipment for industrial steam generators; enclosures for industrial steam generators; 
replacement parts for all of the foregoing.

6277



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 11 
 

3316526    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286523]
ZHEJIANG ENTIVE ELECTRIC CO., LTD.
Shengzhou Economic Developing Area Zhejiang China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Extractor hoods for kitchens; cooking utensils, electric; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; radiators, electric; 
autoclaves [electric pressure cookers]; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; air conditioning installations; heaters for 
baths; disinfectant apparatus.

6278



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 11 
 

 

3316527    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286526]
Yangzhou tianxiang street lamp equipment co., LTD
Industrial Park, GuoJi Town, GaoYou Province Jiangsu China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Light bulbs; lighting (lighting lanterns); lamp mantles; viewing lamps; street lamps; LED street lamps; solar energy street 
lamps; lamp holders.

6279



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 20/01/2014; Application No. : 4020140004169 ;Republic of Korea 

2885976    19/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223984]
Hyundai Motor Company
12 Heolleung-ro, Seocho-Gu Seoul 137-938 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Automobiles; parts and accessories for automobiles; shock absorbers for automobiles; brake systems for vehicles; 
tractors for agricultural purposes; engines for land vehicles; speed change gears for land vehicles; bearings for land 
vehicles; motors for land vehicles; automobile tires; wheelchairs; parachutes; tractors; vessels (boats and ships); 
aeroplanes; locomotives; cycles; bicycles; hand cars; baby carriages.

6280



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 12 
 

Priority claimed from 15/05/2015; Application No. : 86630563 ;United States of America 

3262650    16/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278069]
MOVE Systems, Inc.
29-28 41st Ave. Long Island City NY 11101 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Non-motorized food carts.

6281



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/11/2015; Application No. : 302015000070267 ;Italy 

3321323    07/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288800]
PIRELLI & C. S.P.A.
Viale Piero e Alberto Pirelli, 25 I-20126 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Vehicles for transportation on land and/or on water; parts and accessories for vehicles for transportation on land and/or 
on water as far as included in class 12; engines for land vehicles; engine actuators (throttle valves, idle governors, linear 
actuators, air control valves, air flap actuators, exhaust gas recirculation valves); combination display instruments, land 
vehicle cockpits, instrument panels, center consoles; tires, inner tubes for tires, pneumatic, semi-pneumatic and/or solid 
tires; mousse for tires; wheels, wheel rims, treads for the retreading of tires, hub caps, rim strips, materials and kits for 
repairing tires and inner tubes not included in other classes; valves for vehicle tires; chassis and parts thereof included in 
class 12; controlled and non-controlled chassis and suspensions; electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, 
electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; parts and accessories for electronic, hydraulic, electromechanical, 
electrohydraulic and mechanical brakes for vehicles; brake cylinders, brake pads, brake calipers, brake disks, brake 
linings, brake hoses; mechanical and hydraulic controllers and regulators not included in other classes; regulated and 
unregulated electromechanical and electrohydraulic steering systems and their components, hydraulic power steering, 
steering columns, steering gear; electrical, electronic and mechanical actuators, drive shafts and electric motors (except 
for aerospace vehicles); safety equipment for motor vehicles as far as included in class 12; airbags, belt tensioners and 
their parts and accessories as far as included in class 12; shaft couplings and transmission mechanism, including shift 
clutches for land vehicles; active and passive, regulated and unregulated dampers and springs for vehicles, wheels and 
their parts, particularly air pressure springs and gas springs; air supply units for air spring systems; shock absorbers and 
suspension struts for vehicles; shock absorber springs for vehicles, suspension springs for vehicles; vibration dampers 
and torsional vibration dampers (except as components of land vehicle engines) for vehicles; vehicle engines, steering 
apparatus; vehicle cabins and driver seats; hydromounts as vehicle components as far as included in class 12; axles and 
axle modules, axle boots, diaphragms; drive belts, transmission belts not included in other classes; cooling, heating, 
brake, fuel, charge air, oil, hydraulic hoses as vehicle components and accessories as far as included in class 12; vehicle 
interiors lining; airbag covers; paneling for dashboards; interior upholstery for vehicles; motor vehicle seats; cigarette 
lighters for automobiles; cockpit cross beams; driver cockpits, driver cabins; ventilation nozzles, air deflector elements 
and air lines; window and headlight cleaning systems for motor vehicles as well as the associated containers, nozzles, 
hoses, hose couplings, pumps, heaters and valves; windshield and headlight cleaning systems; window lift and window 
positioning systems for vehicles; controllers and drives for convertible soft tops, sliding roofs and sun protection 
devices; rubber or plastic concertina walls for trains and articulated buses.

6282



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 12 
 

3325897    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290415]
XINGYUAN TIRE GROUP CO., LTD.
Xishui Industrial Zone, Dongying Shandong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Inner tubes for vehicles; tires for vehicles; treads for vehicles, namely, roller belts; tires for bicycles; casings for 
pneumatic tires; spikes for tires [tyres]; pneumatic tires; automobile tires; inner tubes for bicycles, tricycles; vehicles 
tires.

6283



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 12 
 

 

Priority claimed from 12/11/2015; Application No. : 302015000071916 ;Italy 

3327950    24/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290888]
PIAGGIO & C. S.P.A.
Viale Rinaldo Piaggio, 25 I-56025 PONTEDERA, PISA Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Two wheeled vehicles; bodies for two wheeled vehicles; brakes for two wheeled vehicles; caps for gas tanks for two 
wheeled vehicles; luggage nets for two wheeled vehicles; shock absorbing springs for two wheeled vehicles; suspension 
shock absorbers for two wheeled vehicles; pneumatic tires for two wheeled vehicles; casings for pneumatic tires for two 
wheeled vehicles; non-skid devices for tires for two wheeled vehicles; adhesive rubber patches for repairing inner tubes 
for two wheeled vehicles; tire pumps for two wheeled vehicles; repair kits for inner tubes for two wheeled vehicles; rims 
for wheels for two wheeled vehicles; valves for rims for two wheeled vehicles; anti-theft devices for two wheeled vehicles; 
antitheft alarms for two wheeled vehicles; horns for two wheeled vehicles; safety seats for children for two wheeled 
vehicles; stands for two wheeled vehicles; mudguards for two wheeled vehicles; direction signals for two wheeled 
vehicles; frames for two wheeled vehicles; luggage carriers for two wheeled vehicles; pedals for two wheeled vehicles; 
rear-view mirrors for two wheeled vehicles; saddle covers for two wheeled vehicles; saddlebags adapted for two wheeled 
vehicles; saddles for two wheeled vehicles; engines for two wheeled vehicles; electric motors for two wheeled vehicles; 
two wheeled vehicles' bags namely tank bags, sissy bar bags, tail bags, side hard bags, top cases.

6284



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 14

Priority claimed from 30/05/2014; Application No. : 144094624 ;France
2891629    20/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225615]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys, precious stones, jewelry, jewelry products, necklaces, chokers [necklaces], bracelets, 
rings, earrings, pendants, brooches, badges [jewelry], cuff links, medals, medallions, charms, tie clips, tie pins, chains 
[jewelry], boxes of precious metal, caskets [cases], jewelry cases [caskets], watch cases [boxes], jewelry and watch cases, 
timepieces and chronometric instruments, watches and component parts thereof, chronographs [watches], chronometers, 
wristwatches, clocks, pendulum clocks, small clocks, watch straps, watch clasps, watch dials, watch cases, watch chains, 
movements for timepieces, cases for timepieces, presentation cases for timepieces, key rings [trinkets or fobs], jewelry for 
the head.

6285



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 14 
 

Priority claimed from 27/05/2015; Application No. : 1311129 ;Benelux 

3293806    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281707]
Thierry Silber
De Beemdekens 7 B-2980 Zoersel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Diamonds; synthetic diamonds; zirconia stones; precious stones; jewellery; bracelets; watches and watch bands; 
horological and chronometric instruments; clocks; alarm clocks.

6286



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 14

Priority claimed from 29/05/2015; Application No. : 676807 ;Switzerland
3308050    19/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283324]
Chopard International SA
Route de Promenthoux CH-1197 Prangins Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys; jewelry; precious stones; semi-precious stones; jewelry products; cuff links, pins 
(jewelry), tie pins, jewelry; timepieces and chronometric instruments, namely, watches, wristwatches, pocket watches, 
chronometers, chronographs, alarm clocks, clocks, wall clocks, small clocks and other chronometric instruments, sports 
timing apparatus, apparatus and instruments for measuring and marking time, not included in other classes; components 
of parts for clocks and watches, namely, clock hands (clock and watchmaking), anchors (clock and watch making), 
pendulums (clock and watch making), barrels (clock and watch making), watch cases, watch straps, dials (clock and watch 
making), watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch glasses; watch springs; accessories for timepieces not included 
in other classes, boxes, cases and presentation cases for timepieces and jewelry, jewelry cases of precious metal.

6287



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 14

3320417    23/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288805]
Gemfields plc
23 King Street London SW1Y 6QY United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Precious metals and their alloys; horological and chronometric instruments; clocks; watches; precious stones; semi-
precious stones; unwrought and semi-wrought precious stones; polished gemstones; artificial stones (precious and semi 
precious); semi finished articles of precious stones for use in the manufacture of jewellery; jewellery; imitation jewellery; 
costume jewellery; cufflinks; ornaments made of precious metal or precious stones; silver ornaments; containers made of 
precious metals or precious stones; figurines, statues and objects of art made of precious metal or precious stones; 
keyrings made of precious metal or precious stones; pearls; brooches; bracelets; earrings; watch straps; watch cases.

6288



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 17

Priority claimed from 11/04/2014; Application No. : 14 4 085 022 ;France
2891884    26/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225326]
HUTCHINSON SA
2 rue Balzac F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Raw or semi-worked rubber containing phase change materials used for the manufacture of thermal storage systems, fluid 
transfer pipes, battery packs, heating mats for thermal energy storage and sound insulation application.

6289



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 17

Priority claimed from 06/07/2015; Application No. : 014338701 ;European Union
3315106    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285567]
ROXTEC AB
Rombvägen 2 SE-371 23 Karlskrona Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cable and pipe penetration seals, made from plastic or rubber.

6290



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 18

Priority claimed from 19/02/2014; Application No. : 2014-012301 ;Japan
2892094    17/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226123]
SUPER PLANNING CO., LTD.
1937, Uriuchi-cho, Hamamatsu-shi, Shizuoka-ken 430-0854 (Japan)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tote bags; shoulder bags; backpacks; bags for sports; briefcases; suitcases; carry-on bags; trunks; handbags; boston 
bags; rucksacks; shopping bags; bags for climbers; bags for campers; school bags; schoolchildren's backpacks; 
travelling bags; bags; card cases; credit card cases; wheeled shopping bags; key cases; drawstring pouches; wallets; 
commutation ticket cases; business card cases; pouches; vanity cases [not fitted]; umbrellas and their parts; walking 
sticks; canes; metal parts of canes and walking-sticks; handles for canes and walking-sticks.

6291



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 18

Priority claimed from 30/06/2015; Application No. : 4193381 ;France
3322927    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287857]
HERMES INTERNATIONAL
24 rue du Faubourg Saint-Honoré F-75008 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Leather, imitation leather, handbags, travel bags, backpacks, satchels, school bags, school satchels, beach bags, 
shopping bags, garment bags (for travel), sports bags (other than those adapted to the products for which they are made), 
wheeled bags, carrier bags, purses, beggars' bags, saddlebags, shoe bags, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather for 
packaging, wallets, coin purses, card cases (wallets), document holders, attaché cases, briefcases (leather goods), key 
cases (leather goods), trunks, suitcases, traveling sets, traveling trunks, sets and cases intended for toiletry articles 
(empty), vanity cases, clutch bags (evening handbags), minaudières.

6292



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 19

3310037    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283838]
B&M Noble Co.
8480 Miralani Drive San Diego CA 92126 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Hardwood flooring; vinyl flooring.

6293



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 20

3318130    23/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286914]
Calia Trade S.p.A.
Via del Vignola, n.68/C I-00196 Roma Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture, mirrors, picture frames; goods (not included in other classes) of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, 
ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for all these materials, or of plastics.

6294



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 20

Priority claimed from 30/04/2015; Application No. : 16850295 ;China
3321493    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288046]
HUNAN KINGCERA ENGINEERING CO., LTD.
No. 8 Lixiang West Road, Economic and Technical Development Zone, Changsha Hunan China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Furniture; containers, not of metal [storage, transport]; tanks, not of metal nor of masonry; troughs, not of metal, for 
mixing mortar; reservoirs, not of metal nor of masonry; reels, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; winding 
spools, not of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; valves, not of metal, other than parts of machines; door fittings, 
not of metal.

6295



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 21

Priority claimed from 24/02/2014; Application No. : AM 458/2014 ;Austria
2890362    31/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225734]
Ludwig Reiter Schuhmanufaktur GmbH
Weingartenallee 2 A-1220 Wien Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Combs; sponges; brushes (except paint brushes), cleaning brushes for shoes, brush-making materials; cleaning utensils; 
shoe trees; shoe horns; shoe care products, boot polishes; leather for cleaning purposes.

6296



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 24

2892108    24/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226128]
DUNLOP SPORTS CO., LTD.
6-9, 3-chome, Wakinohama-cho, Chuo-ku, Kobe-shi Hyogo 651-0072 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Woven fabrics; knitted fabrics; felt and non-woven textile fabrics; oilcloth; gummed waterproof cloth; vinyl coated cloth; 
rubberized cloth; filtering materials of textile; woven textile goods for personal use; dish towels for drying; mosquito nets; 
bedsheets; futon quilts; futon quilt cases [linen]; futon ticks [unstuffed futon]; pillowcases; blankets; wall hangings of 
textile; curtains; shower curtains; table cloths [not of paper]; draperies [thick drop curtains]; bath towels; face towels of 
textile; towels of textile; sports towels of textile; handkerchiefs of textile.

6297



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 25

2886956    17/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224364]
Windsor Smith Pty Ltd
189-193 High Street PRESTON VIC 3072 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Footwear.

6298



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 25

2894829    14/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225016]
INNER MONGOLIA EERDUOSI RESOURCES CO., LTD.
No. 102 Dalate South Road, Dongsheng District, Ordos City 017000 Inner Mongolia China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L & M INTERNATIONAL
A-48, YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI-110092

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Clothing; wedding dresses; shoes; hats; hosiery; gloves [clothing]; neckties; scarves; shawls; girdles.

6299



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 28 
 

 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 86746602 ;United States of America 
3262305    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277086]
Trainingmask, LLC
2141 Plett Road Cadillac MI 49601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Body-training apparatus; exercise equipment, namely, resistance training exercise masks which restrict airflow; martial 
arts training equipment; physical fitness equipment, namely, resistance training exercise masks which restrict airflow; 
training apparatus for boxing, martial arts, and similar sports.

6300



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 86746608 ;United States of America 
3266278    14/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277085]
Trainingmask, LLC
2141 Plett Road Cadillac MI 49601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Body-training apparatus; exercise equipment, namely, resistance training exercise masks which restrict airflow; martial 
arts training equipment; physical fitness equipment, namely, resistance training exercise masks which restrict airflow; 
training apparatus for boxing, martial arts, and similar sports.

6301



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 28 
 

Priority claimed from 22/09/2015; Application No. : 86764062 ;United States of America 
3291190    08/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1280925]
TRAININGMASK, LLC
2141 Plett Road Cadillac MI 49601 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Body-training apparatus; exercise equipment, namely, resistance training exercise masks which restrict airflow; martial 
arts training equipment; physical fitness equipment, namely, resistance training exercise masks which restrict airflow; 
training apparatus for boxing, martial arts, and similar sports; face masks for scent suppression; face masks for outdoor 
sports and activities.

6302



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 28 
 

 

3300020    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1236493]
KMA Concepts Limited
Ste 1003, Silvercord Tower 1, 30 Canton Road, Tsim Sha Tsui, Kowloon Hong Kong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Positionable toy figures; toy figures.

6303



 
Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 29 
 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 40201515318U ;Singapore 
3267552    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277161]
Fong Yit Kaya Pte Ltd
1 Senoko Avenue, 03-08 Foodaxis @ Senoko Singapore 758297 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Fruit spread; sweet spreads (jams); kaya; kaya spread; kaya jam; coconut spread; coconut jam; coconut and egg spread; 
coconut and egg jam; kaya sweet spread; coconut and eggs sweet spread.

6304



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 30 
 

Priority claimed from 20/04/2015; Application No. : 1308895 ;Benelux 
3312545    08/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1275093]
Rigo Trading S.A. 
Route de Trèves 6 EBBC, Building E L-2633 Sennigerberg LU

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Confectionery.

6305



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 30 
 

3325919    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290524]
Joint-Stock Company "Krasnyj Octyabr"
ul. Malaya Krasnoselskaya, d. 7, str. 24 RU-107140 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Pastry; confectionery made of sugar, namely candy, sweets, pralines, chocolate, pastilles [confectionery], halvah, wafers; 
fruit jelly candy; marshmallows; honey; ice-cream; cocoa-based beverages.

6306



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 32 
 

2886942    28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224316]
Premier Beverages P.B. Limited
Arch. Makariou III, 2-4, Capital Center, 9-th floor CY-1065 Nicosia Cyprus

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages; non-alcoholic isotonic beverages.

6307



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 32 
 

2891554    13/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224323]
Zakrytoe aktsionernoe obshchestvo "Moskovskaya pivovarennaya kompaniya"
Vokzalnaya pl., 2 RU-141009 Mytichtchi, Moskovskaya oblast Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers; mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.
THE CHARACTER APPEARING ON THE MARK REPRESENT THE WORDS LOSSINY BEREG means COAST OF ELK in 
ENGLISH Language

6308



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 32 
 

Priority claimed from 14/04/2014; Application No. : 2014711995 ;Russian Federation 
2892227    30/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226161]
Zakrytoe aktsionernoe obchtchestvo
"Moskovskaya Pivovarennaya Kompaniya" 2, Vokzalnaya pl. RU-141009 Mytichtchi, Moskovskaya oblast RU

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Beers, particularly, ales.
THE RUSSIAN CHARACTER APPEARING ON THE MARK REPRESENT THE WORDS El Mokhnatyu Chmel Means Bumble-
bee woolly ale in English Language

6309



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 32 
 

3324309    04/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1289454]
INMO SIGLO S.L.
c/ Innovación 18, (Pol. Ind. Los Olivos) E-28906 Getafe, Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Energy drinks.

6310



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 02/05/2014; Application No. : 1288813 ;Benelux 
2891891    15/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225377]
Salentein Argentina B.V.
Putterstraatweg 5, NL-3862 RA NIJKERK (Netherlands)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

6311



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 10/07/2014; Application No. : 2014-57878 ;Japan 
3285346    04/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1232761]
THE NIKKA WHISKY DISTILLING CO., LTD.
4-31, Minami-Aoyama 5 chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107-8616 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Whisky.

6312



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 33 
 

3312063    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284688]
BELLONNIE ET BOURDILLON SUCCESSEURS
ZI de Genipa F-97224 DUCOS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (except beers); rums; rum-based cocktails, punches and beverages; ciders; spirits; liqueurs; 
digesters (liqueurs and spirits); wines; eau-de-vie (brandy); alcoholic fruit extracts; alcoholic beverages containing fruit; 
alcoholic extracts or essences.

6313



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 33 
 

Priority claimed from 08/07/2015; Application No. : 014348452 ;European Union 
3322775    21/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288371]
ALLIED DOMECQ SPIRITS & WINE LIMITED
Chivas House, 72 Chancellors Road London W6 9RS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Alcoholic beverages (excluding beer).

6314



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 34 
 

 

3309779    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283221]
Yeyo International Inc.
Sixth Floor, West Tower, R&D Building, Fenda Park, Shiyan, Baoan Shenzhen City China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cigarettes; electronic cigarettes; cigarettes containing tobacco substitutes, not for medical purposes; liquid nicotine 
solutions for use in electronic cigarettes; cigarette cases; cigarette tips; lighters for smokers; cigarette filters; 
flavourings, other than essential oils, for use in electronic cigarettes; flavourings, other than essential oils, for tobacco.

6315



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 34 
 

 

Priority claimed from 09/12/2015; Application No. : 65492/2015 ;Switzerland 
3309877    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283857]
Philip Morris Brands Sàrl
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products; cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-your-own cigarettes, pipe 
tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical purposes); electronic 
cigarettes; tobacco products for the purpose of being heated; electronic devices and their parts for the purpose of 
heating cigarettes or tobacco in order to release nicotine-containing aerosol for inhalation; liquid nicotine solutions for 
use in electronic cigarettes; smokers' articles, cigarette paper, cigarette tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette 
cases, ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters, matches.

6316



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 34 
 

 

3323693    04/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289940]
AKTSIONERNO DROUJESTVO "BULGARTABAC HOLDING"
Oulitsa "Graf Ignatiev" 62 BG-1000 SOFIA Bulgaria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Tobacco and cigarettes.

6317



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

2890040    30/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225250]
Motorola Trademark Holdings, LLC
222 W. Merchandise Mart Plaza Suite 1800 Chicago IL 60654 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail store services and on-line retail store services featuring smartphones, cell phones and accessories, namely, battery 
chargers, adapters, headphones, headsets, mobile phone covers, carrying cases and films.

6318



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 12/03/2014; Application No. : 86219041 ;United States of America 
2895541    04/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225092]
ALLEGIS GROUP, INC.
7301 Parkway Drive Hanover MD 21076 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KHURANA & KHURANA
IFAIA CENTRE, S/20-22, GREATER NOIDA SHOPPING PLAZA, UPSIDC SITE IV, KASNA ROAD, GREATER NOIDA - 201 308, 
NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION, DELHI-

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Business management and consultation; employment hiring, recruiting, placement, staffing and career networking 
services; employment outplacement services; outsourcing services in the nature of arranging service contracts for 
others; professional staffing and recruiting services; temporary employment agencies.

6319



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 05/04/2015; Application No. : 2015/29082 ;Turkey 
3259200    24/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276872]
PINAR YIGITOGULLARI
H.cevdet Pasa Sok. Çam 2 Apt. No:1 D:18 Kat:5 Nisantasi ISTANBUL Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Administrative processing of purchase orders; advertising; advertising agencies; advertising by mail order; advisory 
services for business management; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to 
telecommunication services for others; auctioneering; bill-posting; book-keeping; business appraisals; auctioneering; 
bill-posting; book-keeping; business appraisals; business auditing; business efficiency expert services; business 
information; business inquiries; business investigations; business management and organization consultancy; business 
management for freelance service providers; business management of hotels; business management of performing 
artists; business management of reimbursement programs for others; business management of sports people; business 
organization consultancy; business project management services for construction projects; business research; 
commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; commercial information agencies; 
commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; commercial intermediation services; 
commercial or industrial management assistance; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of 
statistics; computerized file management; cost price analysis; data search in computer files for others; demonstration of 
goods; design of advertising materials; direct mail advertising; dissemination of advertising matter; distribution of 
samples; document reproduction; drawing up of statements of accounts; economic forecasting; employment agencies; 
import-export agencies; invoicing; layout services for advertising purposes; marketing; marketing research; marketing 
studies; modelling for advertising or sales promotion; negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for third 
parties; news clipping services; office machines and equipment rental; on-line advertising on a computer network; 
opinion polling; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; outsourced administrative 
management for companies; outsourcing services [business assistance]; pay per click advertising; payroll preparation; 
personnel management consultancy; personnel recruitment; photocopying services; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; price comparison services; procurement services for others [purchasing 
goods and services for other businesses]; production of advertising films; professional business consultancy; providing 
business information via a web site; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; 
provision of commercial and business contact information; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; 
publication of publicity texts; publicity material rental; public relations; radio advertising; relocation services for 
businesses; rental of advertising space; rental of advertising time on communication media; rental of billboards 

6320



[advertising boards]; rental of photocopying machines; rental of sales stands; rental of vending machines; retail or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sales promotion for 
others; search engine optimization; secretarial services; shop window dressing; shorthand; sponsorship search; 
systemization of information into computer databases; tax filing services; tax preparation; telemarketing services; 
telephone answering for unavailable subscribers; television advertising; transcription of communications [office 
functions]; typing; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; updating of advertising material; web site 
traffic optimization; word processing; writing of publicity texts; writing of resumes for others.

6321



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

3293663    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281618]
HOYA CORPORATION 
6-10-1 Nishi-Shinjuku, Shinjuku-ku Tokyo 160-8347 JP

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; 
Retail services or wholesale services for kitchen equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or 
wholesale services for photographic machines and apparatus and photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale 
services for clocks, watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; advertising and publicity services; business 
management analysis or business consultancy; marketing research; providing information concerning commercial sales; 
preparation of financial statements; import-export agencies.

6322



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

3325470    29/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289250]
Multiple Natures International
154 Boonton Ave. Kinnelon NJ 07405 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Personality testing for business purposes.

6323



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

Priority claimed from 08/04/2015; Application No. : 3556386 ;Spain 
3327859    10/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290667]
EUNASA ELECTRONICA, S.L.
Potosi, 32-34 E-08030 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Wholesale services; retail sale services in stores and via global computer networks for hotel service spare parts and 
machinery and accessories thereof.

6324



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 35 
 

3328177    30/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290349]
Dun & Bradstreet International, Ltd.
103 JFK Parkway Short Hills, NJ 07078 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing data for categorizing business entities for tax purposes, provided through an on-line computer database; 
preparation of business reports for categorizing business entities for tax purposes, provided through an on-line computer 
database.

6325



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 24/04/2014; Application No. : 86261150 ;United States of America 
2890035    28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225244]
The Gideons International
50 Century Boulevard Nashville, TN 37214 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Charitable fund raising services, namely, raising monetary and in-kind donations to support Christian ministry services 
and the dissemination of Bibles and Testaments.

6326



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 36 
 

 

Priority claimed from 25/03/2014; Application No. : 86230888 ;United States of America 
2890222    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225510]
GlobeOne LLC
16301 North Rockwell Edmond OK 73013 US

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Banking services; credit card services; charge card services; debit card services; issuing credit cards, prepaid credit 
cards and debit cards; commercial lending services; consumer lending services; checking account services; savings 
account services; investment banking services; merchant banking services; financial asset management; private 
banking; bank and financial services, namely stock custodial services, payments and treasury services, corporate money 
management, and institutional trust services; retail banking services, namely, deposit accounts, safe deposit services, 
home mortgage lending and servicing, auto lending, and financial banking services; financial banking support in the form 
of loans for community development; electronic commerce payment services, namely, establishing funded accounts used 
to purchase goods and services on the internet.

6327



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 40201515336P ;Singapore 
3307843    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283228]
Vertex Venture Management Pte. Ltd.
250 North Bridge Road, 05-01 Raffles City Tower Singapore 179101 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Venture capital investments, management and services, private equity investments and services, financial services, fund 
and capital investment services.

6328



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 36 
 

Priority claimed from 16/10/2015; Application No. : 86790674 ;United States of America 
3327054    22/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290691]
Principal Financial Services, Inc.
711 High Street Des Moines IA 50392 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Annuities underwriting; investment management of and distribution of annuities; issuance and administration of 
annuities; annuity services, namely, account and investment administration; funds investment; trust and custodial 
services for retirement plans, namely, investment of funds for others in the field of mutual funds and individual retirement 
accounts; financial administration of employee pension plans; personal trust services; nonqualified deferred 
compensation consulting and administrative services; financial services in the nature of an investment security; 
investment management services; mutual fund investment, distribution and brokerage; registered and non-registered 
securities investment, distribution and brokerage; investment management services; administration of employer provided 
and individual pension and fixed investment income programs; registered investment advisory services and broker-dealer 
securities services, namely, brokering and trading in securities and providing investment advisory services; consumer 
loan financing; estate planning; financial planning; insurance administration services, namely, life, disability, dental, 
vision, critical illness, accident, accidental death and dismemberment; financial administration and consulting of 
employee benefit plans, namely, deferred compensation benefit plans, defined benefit pension plans, and defined 
contribution plans such as profit sharing, 401(k) and employee stock ownership plans; financial administration of 
cafeteria plans and other employee benefit plans; insurance underwriting and brokerage services for groups and 
individuals in the fields of life, disability and dental; real estate mortgage lending and mortgage asset procurement for 
others; maintaining real estate mortgage escrow accounts; real estate investment services; real estate management 
services; leasing of commercial real estate; financial investment in the field of real estate development; administration of 
employee welfare benefit plans concerning pre-paid dental plans and claims administration, namely, claims processing; 
banking services, namely, savings accounts, money market accounts and certificates of deposit held in iras.

6329



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 38 
 

Priority claimed from 31/07/2014; Application No. : 14 4 109 450 ;France 

2895323    08/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225033]
EURORDIS EUROPEAN ORGANISATION FOR RARE DISEASES
96 rue Didot F-75014 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Telecommunications; broadcasting of radio and television programs; broadcasting of radio and television 
programs; cable television; electronic messaging; message transmission; communications by computer terminals; 
computer-aided transmission of messages and images; provision of discussion forums on the Internet, particularly 
regarding the exchange of data between patients concerning the development of their diseases and their treatments.

6330



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 39 
 

3319526    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287826]
DEPENDABLE GLOBAL EXPRESS, INC.
19201 Susana Road Rancho Dominguez CA 90221 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Freight forwarding, freight transportation by truck, ship and aircraft, and warehouse storage services.

6331



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 41 
 

 

2888326    29/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224680]
COREPOWER YOGA, LLC
2434 West Caithness Place Denver CO 80211 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Providing yoga instruction and classes and training services in the field of yoga.

6332



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 41 
 

Priority claimed from 17/02/2014; Application No. : 86195434 ;United States of America 

2897532    15/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227232]
Box, Inc.
4440 EL CAMINO REAL LOS ALTOS CA 94022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Educational services, namely, conducting classes, workshops, conferences, courses, and seminars in the fields of 
advertising, social networking, the internet, business development, technology, cloud computing, online collaboration, 
file sharing, and entrepeneurship and distribution of training materials in connection therewith.
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3263673    08/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277450]
Amazing Selling Machine LLC
300 W 6th St. Austin TX 78701 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education services, namely, providing live and on-line courses, arranging and conducting of seminars and workshops in 
the field of sales, marketing, entrepreneurship, business strategies and business management.
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Priority claimed from 31/10/2015; Application No. : 86805846 ;United States of America 

3293624    04/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281627]
Pilgrim Films and Television, Inc.
12020 Chandler Blvd., Suite 200 North Hollywood CA 91607 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Entertainment services in the nature of a continuing television and multimedia reality program series, distributed across 
multiple forms of transmission media, namely, television, satellite, cable, and the internet; television and film 
entertainment services, namely, providing non-downloadable television programs and entertainment programming related
to a reality television series online via a global computer network; entertainment services, namely, providing website and 
social media portals featuring photographic, audio, video and prose presentations about a reality television series; 
publication of electronic journals and web blogs featuring user generated or specified content in the field of entertainment
relating to reality television programs; facilitating interactive multiplayer and single player game services for games 
played via computer and communication networks; providing a web-based system and online portal for customers to 
participate in online gaming for entertainment purposes.
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3322447    11/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288251]
Denisova Darina Borisovna
1-st Dubrovskaya, 1, build. 1, flat 44 RU-109044 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Gambling; providing recreation facilities; operating lotteries; providing amusement arcade services; entertainment; 
providing casino facilities [gambling].
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3325930    24/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290551]
GÖKHAN COSKUN
Harbiye Mahallesi Cumhuriyet, Caddesi Seyhan, Apartmani No: 36/12 Sisli Istanbul Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Education and training; arranging and conducting of conferences, congresses and seminars; sporting and cultural 
activities; entertainment; ticket reservation and booking services for entertainment, sporting and cultural events, 
including ticket reservation and booking services for theatres, cinemas, museums and concerts; publication and editing 
of printed matter, including magazines, books, newspapers, other than publicity texts; electronic publication services; 
production of movie films, radio and television programmes; news reporters services; photographic reporting services; 
photography; translation.
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Priority claimed from 10/04/2015; Application No. : 15/4172353 ;France 

3327858    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290721]
ASSOCIATION DE L'ENSEIGNEMENT SUPERIEUR COMMERCIAL RHÔNE-ALPES - A.E.S.C.R.A.
23 avenue Guy de Collongue F-69130 ECULLY France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Education; training; teaching; entertainment services; sporting and cultural activities; information and advice in 
connection with education, training and teaching; organization and conducting of training workshops; practical training; 
continuous training; correspondence courses; interactive distance learning; organization and conducting of conferences, 
congresses, colloquiums, seminars, symposiums, round tables; organization and conducting of focus groups in 
connection with business organization and management, industrial or commercial companies; organization and 
conducting of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of meetings of students and former students; 
vocational guidance (education or training advice); organization of educational competitions with or without distribution 
of prizes and awards; educational examinations; publication of books; publication of texts (other than advertising texts); 
publication of books, manuals, journals and multimedia teaching aids; electronic publication of books and periodicals on-
line; photographic reporting; lending libraries.
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2681261    08/07/2013
[International Registration No. : 1181994]
PARAT HALVORSEN AS
Tjørsvagstrand 27 N-4400 FLEKKEFJORD Norway

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Control systems for steam boilers and hot water boilers.

Cl.11;Steam boilers, hot water boilers, piping (systems) for steam and hot water.
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Priority claimed from 02/09/2013; Application No. : 2013-068178 ;Japan 

2687008    20/09/2013
[International Registration No. : 1183770]
INOUE JIKUUKE KOGYO CO., LTD.
2-87, Mokuzaidori 2-chome, Mihara-ku, Sakai-shi Osaka 587-0042 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Shafts, axles or spindles [not for land vehicles]; bearings [machine elements not for land vehicles]; shaft couplings 
or connectors [machine elements not for land vehicles].

Cl.12;Shafts, axles or spindles [for land vehicles]; bearings [for land vehicles]; shaft couplings or connectors [for land 
vehicles]; mechanical elements for land vehicles.
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2786031    14/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1210529]
Jérôme Lambruschini
19 chemin Yves Dollo F-13007 Marseille France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Perfumery products, soaps, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotion, dentifrices.

Cl.4;Candles.

Cl.24;Household and table linen of textile.
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Priority claimed from 21/10/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 056 115.5/30 ;Germany 

2789820    15/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1211170]
CALCAGNI, Barbara
Will-Schaber-Straße 36, 74074 Heilbronn (Germany) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Chocolate, chocolate goods; chewing gum; chocolate coated nuts and chocolate coated dried fruits; coffee, tea, 
cocoa and artificial coffee.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.
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Priority claimed from 18/10/2013; Application No. : 30 2013 055 766.2/30 ;Germany 

2859589    15/04/2014
[International Registration No. : 1218632]
CALCAGNI, Barbara
Will-Schaber-Straße 36 74074 Heilbronn DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Chocolate, chocolate goods; chewing gum; chocolate coated nuts and chocolate coated dried fruits; coffee, tea, 
cocoa and artificial coffee.

Cl.32;Mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages; fruit beverages and fruit juices; syrups and other 
preparations for making beverages.
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2871680    26/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1206708]
Hunkemöller International B.V. 
Liebergerweg 28 NL-1221 JS Hilversum NL

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions, body lotions.

Cl.25;Clothing, shoes and headgear; underwear, underclothing and lingerie; swimming wear; bathing wear; pyjamas; 
nightwear; dressing gowns.

Cl.35;Business intermediary services relating to purchase and sales of soaps, perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair
lotions, body lotions, clothing, shoes and headgear, underwear, underclothing and lingerie, swimming wear, bathing 
wear, pyjamas, nightwear and dressing gowns; retail (store) services in the field of soaps, perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions, body lotions, clothing, shoes and headgear, underwear, underclothing and lingerie, swimming 
wear, bathing wear, pyjamas, nightwear and dressing gowns; promotional services.
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Priority claimed from 19/02/2014; Application No. : 28495 ;Andorra 

2885274    11/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223820]
Philip Morris Products S.A.
Quai Jeanrenaud 3 CH-2000 Neuchâtel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Batteries for electronic cigarettes; batteries for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco, battery 
chargers for electronic devices that are used for heating tobacco; USB chargers for electronic devices that are used for 
heating tobacco; car chargers for electronic cigarettes; car chargers for devices that are used for heating tobacco.

Cl.11;Electronic vaporizers; apparatus for heating liquids; apparatus for generating vapor, wired vaporizers.

Cl.34;Tobacco, raw or manufactured; tobacco products, including cigars, cigarettes, cigarillos, tobacco for roll-your-
own cigarettes, pipe tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff tobacco, kretek; snus; tobacco substitutes (not for medical 
purposes); smokers' articles, including cigarette paper and tubes, cigarette filters, tobacco tins, cigarette cases and 
ashtrays, pipes, pocket apparatus for rolling cigarettes, lighters; matches; tobacco sticks, heated tobacco products, 
electronic apparatus that heat cigarettes; electronic smoking apparatus; electronic cigarettes; electronic cigarettes for 
use as an alternative to traditional cigarettes; electronic nicotine inhalation devices; vaporizing apparatus for tobacco, 
tobacco products and tobacco substitutes; smokers' articles for electronic cigarettes; chargers, extinguishers and 
accessories, parts and fittings for use in connection with electronic cigarettes or apparatus for heating tobacco; 
electronic rechargeable cigarette cases.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2014; Application No. : VI2014C00043 ;Italy 

2885634    29/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223720]
BOMA ENGINEERING SRL
VIA G. LEOPARDI, 8 I-20123 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machine tools for the production of yarns and non-woven fabric.

Cl.16;Paper; boxes of paper; table cloths of paper; table napkins of paper; cardboard and cellulose wipes. 

Cl.24;Non-woven fabrics.
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Priority claimed from 07/05/2014; Application No. : 86274734 ;United States of America 

2885967    01/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223936]
Cubic Transportation Systems, Inc.
5650 Kearny Mesa Road San Diego CA 92111 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware, computer software, computer operating systems and computer peripherals therefor for 
integrating fare collection and payment system transactions; computer hardware, computer software, computer operating 
systems and computer peripherals therefor for fare collection and payment; computer hardware, computer software, 
computer operating systems and computer peripherals therefor for data and transaction management and analyses; 
computer hardware, computer software, computer operating systems and computer peripherals therefor for financial 
settlement and clearing; computer hardware, computer software, computer operating systems and computer peripherals 
therefor for tracking and influencing consumer behavior; computer hardware, computer software, computer operating 
systems and computer peripherals therefor for informing consumers' travel decisions; computer hardware, computer 
software, computer operating systems and computer peripherals therefor for tracking people's use of transportation and 
mass transit; computer hardware, computer software, computer operating systems and computer peripherals therefor for 
customer relationship management; computer software for the use of real time messaging via short message service 
(SMS), multimedia messaging service (MMS), and push notification; computer software for the use of near field 
communications (NFC) as an interface for transit payment and fare product validation; computer software for the use of 
near field communications (NFC) as an interface for contactless smart card encoding and fare product update; computer 
software for the use of near field communications (NFC) as an interface for contactless smart card debiting and 
acceptance for payment; computer software for the use of bar code ticketing in support of mass transit fare payment; 
computer software for delivering offers and marketing content to transit customers; computer software for managing and 
maintaining the integrity and security of information stored on smartcards; computer software for public transit fare 
enforcement; computer software for transit smart card validation and security; computer software for the use of transit 
smartcards for parking collection and payment; serialized media, namely encoded smart cards containing programming 
used for payment systems in the transportation field; magnetic encoded cards used for payment systems in the 
transportation field; radio frequency identification (RFID) tags for use in connection with payment for services, namely, 
contactless credentials used for payment systems in the transportation field; encoded smart cards containing 
programming for use with payment systems in the transportation field; RFID tags used as contactless credentials for 
account-based payment in the transportation field; magnetically encoded stored value cards for use with payment 
systems in the transportation field; smart card readers; magnetic encoded card readers; near field communication (NFC) 
technology-enabled readers.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for integrating fare collection and payment system 
transactions; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for fare collection and payment; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software for data and transaction management and analyses; software as a service 
(SAAS) services featuring software for financial settlement and clearing; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
software for tracking and influencing consumer behavior; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
informing consumers' travel decisions; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for tracking people's use 
of transportation and mass transit; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for customer relationship 
management; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the use of real time messaging via short 
message service (SMS), multimedia messaging service (MMS), and push notification; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for the use of near field communications (NFC) as an interface for transit payment and fare 
product validation; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the use of near field communications 
(NFC) as an interface for contactless smart card encoding and fare product update; software as a service (SAAS) services 
featuring software for the use of near field communications (NFC) as an interface for contactless smart card debiting and 
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acceptance for payment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the use of bar code ticketing in 
support of mass transit fare payment; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for delivering offers and 
marketing content to transit customers; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for managing and 
maintaining the integrity and security of information stored on smartcards; software as a service (SAAS) services 
featuring software for public transit fare enforcement; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for transit 
smart card validation and security; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for the use of transit 
smartcards for parking collection and payment.
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2885969    18/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223953]
OCI Company Ltd.
94, Sogong-ro, Jung-gu Seoul 100-718 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric batteries; redox flow batteries; vanadium batteries; galvanic batteries; dry cells (batteries); high tension 
batteries; photovoltaic cells; nickel-cadmium storage batteries; electric accumulators for vehicles; wet cells; anode 
batteries; fuel cells; mobile telephone batteries; grids for batteries; battery cases; ignition batteries; electric 
accumulators; accumulator boxes; plates for batteries; accumulator jars; solar batteries; batteries for lighting.

Cl.37;Construction of power plants; electric appliance installation; general construction; hydro-electric factory 
construction; installation of photovoltaic power generation installations; installation of communication network 
apparatus; installation of telecommunication equipment; repair of generators; repair or maintenance of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus.

Cl.40;Electricity generating; production of energy; rental of generators; rental of air conditioning apparatus; rental of 
space heating apparatus.
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2885981    14/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1223990]
Shandong Kerui Petroleum Equipment Co., Ltd.
Kesan Road, Shengli Industrial Park, Dongying City Shandong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Nitrogen; nitric monoxide; nitrous oxide; dry ice (carbon dioxide); soda ash; salts for industrial purposes; oil 
dispersants; chemical additives for drilling muds; drilling muds; industrial chemicals; emulsifiers; antifoamer for water-
resistant slurry; phosphor powder; chemical additives to fungicides.

Cl.11;Boilers, other than parts of machines; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; fuel economizers; 
distillation apparatus; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; oil burners steam generating installations; flues for 
heating boilers; heat pumps.
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Priority claimed from 09/05/2014; Application No. : MI2014C004762 ;Italy 

2885985    11/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224008]
TUCANO S.R.L.
Piazza Castello, 19 MILANO Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer bags; calculator bags (sheath); camera bags; carrying cases, bags and backpacks specially adapted for 
portable electronic devices, including portable computers, tablet computers, camera, portable global positioning systems,
mobile phones, portable music players, photographic, video and audio equipments; sheaths and safety cases specially 
adapted for portable electronic devices, including portable computers, tablet computers, camera, portable global 
positioning systems, mobile phones, portable music players, photographic, video and audio equipments; spectacle 
cases; floppy disk box; cases for CD and DVD; computer accessories, namely mouse, mouse sheaths, wrist rests for use 
with computers, keyboards and keyboard covers, screen protectors, usb flash drives and electronic devices for data, 
video and images, multi-socket adapters, laptop computer cooling supports, tablet computer stands, computer locks; 
non-slip pads for tablet computers and laptops, computer mouse pads, batteries for electronic devices, battery chargers, 
battery chargers for use in vehicles, battery cases; power adapters; adapter plugs; audio adapters; electric current 
wattage converter and adapter sets; power plugs; scanners and portable scanners; printers and portable printers; 
cameras, web cameras, video-cameras; audio speakers; earphones; headphones; audio splitters; video and audio cables; 
USB cables; pouches for cables.

Cl.18;Bags, briefcases, school satchels, purses and wallets, suitcases, travelling sets, backpacks, messenger bags; 
pouches; umbrellas.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2014; Application No. : GE2014C000214 ;Italy 

2886944    11/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224321]
CIRCLE GARAGE START-UP INNOVATIVA S.R.L.
Piazza Colombo, 2/13 I-16121 Genova Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software none of the above mentioned goods, referred to administrative services, accounting, pay slips, human 
resources, fiscal matters, account ledgers keeping, finance or related software and executable applications related to 
these matters.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles, suture materials none of 
the above mentioned goods, referred to administrative services, accounting, pay slips, human resources, fiscal matters, 
account ledgers keeping, finance or related software and executable applications related to these matters.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities none of the above mentioned 
services, referred to administrative services, accounting, pay slips, human resources, fiscal matters, account ledgers 
keeping, finance or related software and executable applications related to these matters.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software none of the above mentioned services, referred to 
administrative services, accounting, pay slips, human resources, fiscal matters, account ledgers keeping, finance or 
related software and executable applications related to these matters.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2014; Application No. : 86309942 ;United States of America 

2887937    08/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1224609]
WANDISCO, INC.
SUITE 270, Bishop Ranch 8, 5000 Executive Parkway San Ramon CA 94583 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software development tools.

Cl.41;Computer and technological training in the use of computer software development tools.

Cl.42;Consulting to computer software development teams in the use of computer software development tools, 
technical support and technical support services in the use of computer software development tools.
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Priority claimed from 20/06/2014; Application No. : 144099573 ;France 

2889175    28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225042]
NEOTYS
389 avenue du Château de Jouques F-13420 Gemenos France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for monitoring, managing and improving the performance, use and availability of computer applications.

Cl.42;Provision of online non-downloadable software in the form of services for monitoring, managing and improving 
the performance, use and availability of computer applications; consulting services namely technology consultancy in 
connection with the monitoring, management and improvement of performance, of computer applications.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2014; Application No. : 86202445 ;United States of America 

2889185    28/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225052]
Global Learning U, Inc.
6320 Canyon Cove Drive Salt Lake City UT 84121 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Arranging and provision of credit and loans; arranging of loans; credit and loan services; financial loan 
consultation; financing of loans; student loan services; providing student loan information.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, providing online courses at the college and graduate school level; educational 
services, namely, providing classes, seminars, workshops in the field of business operations.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for delivery of online courses at the college 
and graduate school level; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for coordinating programs 
featuring experiential learning; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing 
competency-based assessments; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for integration of 
educational content databases with programs featuring experiential learning and provision of competency-based 
assessments.
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Priority claimed from 22/01/2014; Application No. : 14 4 062 329 ;France 

2889634    16/05/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225218]
JEAN-MARC GILLET
9 rue Victor Hugo F-92600 Asnières sur Seine France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; rental of advertising space; writing of advertising texts; 
dissemination of advertisements; computerized file management; job placement services (employment agencies); 
business management for sports persons; advisory services in human resources; personnel management consultancy; 
personnel recruitment; sponsorship search; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; services 
for the retail sale of sporting goods; business and/or professional networking services via a virtual platform with private 
and/or public access.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; telecommunication information; message transmission; transmission of digital files; 
provision of access to databases; provision of clubs and of chat rooms via Internet networks and via mobile telephone 
networks; provision of on-line forums.

Cl.41;Sporting and cultural activities; organisation of cultural exhibitions, except for the organization of sporting 
events; coaching [training]; conducting fitness classes; physical education; ticket agency services [entertainment]; 
organization of clubs and chat rooms, namely, via Internet networks and mobile telephone networks; arranging and 
conducting of conferences and seminars.

Cl.42;Computer services for the design of virtual platforms for connecting sports professionals; computer system 
design; software design; hosting of computer sites [Web sites]; recovery of computer data.

Cl.44;Services providing diagnostics and advice in the field of care, health and nutrition via a virtual platform with 
private and/or public access.

Cl.45;Social introduction Services; introducing individuals to one another; intermediary services for the organization of 
social meetings and social partnerships.
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2890027    24/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225121]
PEREGRINE PHARMACEUTICALS, INC.
14282 Franklin Avenue Tustin CA 92780 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.40;Contract manufacturing for biopharmaceuticals, namely antibodies and recombinant proteins utilizing 
mammalian cell culture.

Cl.42;Process development for biopharmaceuticals, namely antibodies and recombinant proteins utilizing mammalian 
cell culture.
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2890037    11/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225246]
Liquefied Natural Gas Limited 
Level 1, 10 Ord Street West Perth WA 6005 AU

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels, including natural gas and liquefied natural gas.

Cl.39;Transport services, supply services, distribution services, including these services when offered in respect of 
natural gas and liquefied natural gas.

Cl.40;Gas processing services, including the processing of natural gas and the production of liquefied natural gas.
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Priority claimed from 24/04/2014; Application No. : GE2014C000215 ;Italy 

2890058    11/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225328]
CIRCLE GARAGE START-UP INNOVATIVA S.R.L.
Piazza Colombo, 2/13 I-16121 Genova Italy

Address for service in India/Agents address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI.
501, VISHWANANAK, CHAKALA ROAD, ANDHERI (EAST), MUMBAI - 400 099.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
computer software.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; orthopedic articles, suture materials.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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2890081    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225408]
Xiamen Meitu Technology Co., Ltd 
1-3F, Unit 2, Building No.6, Wanghai Road, Software Park, Siming District, Xiamen Fujian CN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Portable telephones; cameras [photography]; laptop computers; batteries electric; headphones; electronic tags for 
goods; camcorders; television apparatus; video telephones; chargers for electric batteries; computer programmes 
[programs], recorded; computer programs [downloadable software].

Cl.38;Television broadcasting; message sending; cellular telephone communication; communications by computer 
terminals; electronic mail; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing Internet 
chatrooms; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; computer-aided transmission of messages 
and images; transmission of greeting cards online.

Cl.42;Research and develop new products for others; packaging design; hosting computer sites [web sites]; 
installation of computer software; providing search engines for the Internet; duplication of computer programs; computer 
system design; computer programming; dress designing; consultancy in the design and development of computer 
hardware.
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2890224    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225513]
The Polo/Lauren Company, L.P.
650 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Binoculars, pince-nez cases, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass chains, eyeglass cords, eyeglass frames, 
eyeglass chains, eyeglass cords, eyeglasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, spectacle lenses, spectacles (optics), 
cases for sunglasses, straps for sunglasses, frames for sunglasses, chains for sunglasses, sunglasses.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith not included in other 
classes; articles of jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Attache cases, backpacks, beach bags, briefcases (leather goods), walking sticks, card cases (wallets), 
handbags, key cases, shoulder belts (straps) of leather, parasols, wallets, purses, clutch bags, school satchels, satchels, 
shopping bags, suitcases (carrying cases), covers for suits, shirts and dresses, travel bags, traveling trunks, suitcases, 
umbrellas, wallets.

Cl.35;Retail sale services and online retail store services featuring clothing for men, women and children, footwear, 
headgear for wear, home collection articles and accessories.
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2890226    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225514]
The Polo/Lauren Company, L.P.
650 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Binoculars, pince-nez cases, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass chains, eyeglass cords, eyeglass frames, 
eyeglass chains, eyeglass cords, eyeglasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, spectacle lenses, spectacles (optics), 
cases for sunglasses, straps for sunglasses, frames for sunglasses, chains for sunglasses, sunglasses.

Cl.18;Attache cases, backpacks, beach bags, briefcases (leather goods), walking sticks, card cases (wallets), 
handbags, key cases, shoulder belts (straps) of leather, parasols, wallets, purses, clutch bags, school satchels, satchels, 
shopping bags, suitcases (carrying cases), covers for suits, shirts and dresses, travel bags, traveling trunks, suitcases, 
umbrellas, wallets.
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2890230    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225516]
The Polo/Lauren Company, L.P.
650 Madison Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Binoculars, pince-nez cases, pince-nez, pince-nez cases, eyeglass chains, eyeglass cords, eyeglass frames, 
eyeglass chains, eyeglass cords, eyeglasses, spectacle cases, spectacle frames, spectacle lenses, spectacles (optics), 
cases for sunglasses, straps for sunglasses, frames for sunglasses, chains for sunglasses, sunglasses.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith not included in other 
classes; articles of jewelry, precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments.

Cl.18;Attache cases, backpacks, beach bags, briefcases (leather goods), walking sticks, card cases (wallets), 
handbags, key cases, shoulder belts (straps) of leather, parasols, wallets, purses, clutch bags, school satchels, satchels, 
shopping bags, suitcases (carrying cases), covers for suits, shirts and dresses, travel bags, traveling trunks, suitcases, 
umbrellas, wallets.

Cl.35;Retail services and online retail store services offering clothing for men, women and children, except for leg 
protections of leather (chaps), equestrian clothing and/or cowboy clothing; retail services and online retail store services 
offering footwear, headgear for wear, accessories and household collections. 
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2890272    18/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225668]
WAVETRAIN SYSTEMS AS
Vollsveien 9 N-1366 Lysaker Norway

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS
B K HOUSE, PLOT NO. 109, SECTOR-44, HUDA, GURGAON, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for the management of railway traffic and railway safety, namely apparatus and 
instruments for recording, measuring and processing acoustic, electromagnetic and digital data; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images in the field of railway traffic and railway safety management; data 
processing equipment, computers and software in the field of railway traffic and railway safety management; railway 
traffic safety appliances.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; all of the aforesaid services being in the field of 
railway traffic and railway safety management.
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2890352    24/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225689]
Valentino Rossi
Viale XXVIII Giugno, 39 I-61010 Tavullia (PU) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus; helmets; protective 
helmets; motorcycling helmets; spectacles; sunglasses.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; animal 
skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; trunks; 
valises; rucksacks; bags; notecases; briefcases.

Cl.25;Clothing; shoes; footwear; headgear.
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Priority claimed from 29/01/2014; Application No. : MO2014C000062 ;Italy 

2890363    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225710]
THERMOWATT S.p.A.
Via San Giovanni Battista, 21 I-60011 ARCEVIA (AN) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Thermostats, thermostats for water heaters, thermometers, electric resistances, electric resistances for water 
heaters, electric resistances for small household appliances, electric resistances for household appliances, electric and 
electronic control panels, electric and electronic control units for the total automation of heating system, electronic 
control systems and instruments for boilers, water heaters and central water heaters, electronic controls for water 
heaters, anodes for water heaters.

Cl.11;Water heaters, central heating boilers, boilers, gas central heating boilers, central heating installations, heating 
installations, hot water heating installations, heating elements for water heaters, electric heating elements for household 
appliances.
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Priority claimed from 20/02/2014; Application No. : BS2014C000106 ;Italy 

2890377    31/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225968]
TESEO S.R.L.
Via degli Oleandri, 1 I-25015 Desenzano del Garda (BS) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Windmill blades; wind turbines; pneumatic compressors; wind-powered installations for generating electricity 
[wind farms]; wind-powered electricity generators.

Cl.37;Erection, installation, maintenance and repair services of windmills, wind power plants, wind turbines and other 
wind-operated machines.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2014; Application No. : AM 266/2014 ;Austria 

2890428    25/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225974]
PHAFAG Pharma Research & Trading GmbH
Unionstraße 90 A-4020 Linz Austria
Eduard Alfons Haas
Unionstraße 90 A-4020 Linz Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; tempering and soldering 
preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic foods and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides.

Cl.44;Pharmaceutical consultation; medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings 
or animals; agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 23/06/2014; Application No. : TV2014C000432 ;Italy 

2891588    19/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225566]
BOART & WIRE SRL
Via Astico, 50 I-36030 Fara Vicentino (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Polyester resins; fluorinated resins; epoxy resins; artificial resins.

Cl.2;Raw natural resins; resins for repairing blocks of marble and granite; resins for coating marble and granite.

Cl.3;Abrasive preparations; corundum (abrasive); diamantine (abrasive); abrasive powders; abrasive granules; 
polishing stones.

Cl.6;Alloys of metals for welding; metals for welding.

Cl.7;Machines tools provided with diamond wires for cutting and processing natural and agglomerated stony materials; 
machine tools, namely diamond beads for diamond wires for cutting and processing natural and agglomerated stony 
materials; machine tools provided with diamond beads for diamond wires for quarry cutting; diamond segments for 
cutting discs; abrasive discs; cutting and roughing discs; diamond cutters for machining work pieces; diamond tools for 
cutting; diamonds tools for drilling; diamond tools for polishing.

Cl.8;Diamond wires; diamond wires for machine tools; diamond wires for quarry cutting; diamond beads for diamond 
wires.

Cl.17;Artificial resins; resins for repairing blocks of marble and granite; resins for coating marble and granite.
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Cl.37;Repair services of diamond wires and technical assistance.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2014; Application No. : 663628 ;Switzerland 

2891625    18/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225567]
TREPUP AG
c/o Hotz & Goldmann Dorfstrasse 16 CH-6341 Baar Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, 
Mumbai -400 002, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software products; communication software for connecting computer network users; electronic (downloadable) 
publications available from databases or the Internet.

Cl.35;Company networking services; providing on-line commercial directory information services; on-line advertising; 
computerized business information services; data compilation and entry in computer databases; Internet advertising 
services; advertising of commercial web sites; sales promotion for others; promotion services for the goods and services 
of others by advertising on Internet sites; dissemination of advertisements for others by means of online electronic 
communication networks; marketing services and promotional activities relating to commercial business administration 
and management.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; interactive 
communication services; electronic transmission of mail and messages; computer-aided transmission of messages and 
images; electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, chat rooms and forums on the Internet; transmission of 
messages, data and content via the Internet and other computer and communication networks; provision of access to 
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databases; transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files, including downloadable files and files streamed over a 
global computer network; provision of online chat rooms for social networking; provision of access to chat lines, chat 
rooms and forums on the Internet, including the mobile Internet.

Cl.42;Information technology engineering; computer programming services for commercial documentation and 
analysis; programming of software for database management; programming of web site development software; 
programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design and programming of web 
sites; services provided by consultants in the field of computer programming; hosting of web applications online for 
others; provision of search engines for obtaining data via communication networks; development and maintenance of 
computer database software; hosting computer databases; computer database design and development.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; Internet services for social networking services.
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2891878    27/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225327]
ALCATEL LUCENT
148/152 route de la Reine F-92100 BOULOGNE-BILLANCOURT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and software for measuring and analyzing energy consumption by means of a computer network and/or 
telecommunications.

Cl.42;Services accessible via an Internet portal for measuring and analyzing energy consumption by means of a 
computer network and/or telecommunications.
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Priority claimed from 19/02/2014; Application No. : 1284574 ;Benelux 

2891885    14/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225288]
LUXEMBOURG PATENT COMPANY S.A.
24, route de Diekirch, L-7440 LINTGEN (Luxembourg)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products for use in industry and science; fire extinguishing compositions; bases (chemical products); 
acid-proof and fire-proof chemical compositions; diagnostic preparations other than for medical or veterinary use.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; building materials of metal; transportable buildings of metal; non-electric cables 
and wires of metal; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; pipes of metal; pipes and pipe couplings of metal; 
valves (of metal, not machine elements); taps for casks of metal; tanks of metal.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine couplings and 
transmission components (other than for land vehicles); valves (parts of machines); pressure reducers (parts of 
machines); regulators (parts of machines), pressure regulators (parts of machines); pressure valves (parts of machines); 
high-pressure reducers and regulators for gas (parts of machines); valves (parts of machines); pressure reducing valves 
(parts of machines).

Cl.9;Extinguishers; fire alarms; detectors; temperature, smoke and fire detectors; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical 
use; extinguishing equipment and extinguishers; temperature detection devices; temperature indicators; data processing 
apparatus; scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, 
checking (supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or 
reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; extinguishing valves for 
gases, liquids and powders (parts of extinguishers); fire extinguishing devices; fire hoses.

Cl.17;Rubber, guttapercha, gum, asbestos, mica; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture; packing, stopping 
and insulating materials; flexible pipes not of metal, including flexible pipes of plastic or of rubber; artificial resins (semi-
finished products); valves of rubber or plastic.

Cl.37;Construction; installation and repair of installations for detecting and extinguishing fire or flames.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; chemical research; mechanical research; testing of materials; technical project study; technical project studies 
in connection with fire extinguishing and detection; surveying (engineering work); engineering; construction drafting; 
design and development of computers and software.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2014; Application No. : 144075805 ;France 

2892003    10/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226070]
ARMOR
20, rue Chevreul, F-44100 NANTES (France)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electric batteries; solar batteries; electric chargers; photovoltaic cells; photovoltaic cells and modules; 
photovoltaic panels; photovoltaic apparatus for generating electricity; luminous beacons; signaling buoys; electronic 
tags for goods; glass covered with a conducting layer; glass covered with photovoltaic cells; films covered with 
photovoltaic cells.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance and reconditioning of photovoltaic installations and apparatus; consultancy with regard 
to the installation, maintenance and reconditioning of photovoltaic installations and systems.

Cl.42;Design and development of photovoltaic systems; consultancy with regard to the design and development of 
photovoltaic systems.
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2014; Application No. : MI2014C00489 ;Italy 

2892044    23/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226055]
Barilla G.e R. Fratelli - Società per Azioni
Via Mantova, 166, I-43100 Parma (Italy)

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; administration of employee benefit
plans.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; organization of collections; fundraising and 
sponsorship.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; academies [education]; practical 
training demonstration; education information; recreation information; gymnastic instruction; correspondence courses; 
organising cookery courses; arranging of contests; organization of sports competitions; organization of competitions 
[education or entertainment]; organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of shows 
[impresario services]; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and 
conducting of congresses; arranging and conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging 
and conducting of symposiums; arranging and conducting of workshops [training]; party planning (entertainment); 
publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; 
electronic desktop publishing; presentation of live performances; game services provided on-line from a computer 
network.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto in the field of nutrition; scientific 
research in the field of nutrition; biological research; design of new products and development in the food and nutrition 
sectors; all of the aforesaid services being for the development of sustainable forms of food production which are then 
shared with decision-makers; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 04/03/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 026 142.1/09 ;Germany 

2892168    02/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226184]
MBDA Deutschland GmbH
Hagenauer Forst 27 86529 Schrobenhausen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer software; simulation software; test software.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design services relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 26/05/2014; Application No. : 012910551 ;European Union 

2892202    26/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225412]
CRITICAL DIAGNOSTICS LIMITED
Block A, 5th Floor, The Atrium, Blackthorn Road, Sandyford Dublin 18 IE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MANISHA SINGH NAIR
C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 
110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; diagnostic agents, preparations and substances for medical purposes; diagnostic 
test kits (reagents, preparations and substances) and chemical reagents for in vitro use; diagnostic kits (reagents, 
preparations and substances) consisting primarily of antibodies, reagents, cassettes, and biological filters for use in 
disease testing.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments; diagnostic apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; diagnostic 
apparatus and instruments for in vitro use; medical diagnostic apparatus for the analysis of body fluids; diagnostic test 
kits (apparatus and instruments) for use in disease testing; diagnostic test kits (apparatus and instruments) containing 
antibodies, reagents, cassettes, and biological filters for use in disease testing; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods.
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Priority claimed from 01/09/2014; Application No. : 663647 ;Switzerland 

2892213    18/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225445]
TREPUP AG
c/o Hotz & Goldmann Dorfstrasse 16 CH-6341 Baar Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
M. K. SABOO & ASSOCIATES
M.K. Saboo & Associates, C/o. Jhawar Cement & Steels, Gandhi Mansion, 3rd Floor, Bomanjee Master Lane, Kalbadevi Road, 
Mumbai -400 002, Maharashtra

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software products; communication software for connecting computer network users; electronic (downloadable) 
publications available from databases or the Internet.

Cl.35;Company networking services; providing on-line commercial directory information services; on-line advertising; 
computerized business information services; data compilation and entry in computer databases; Internet advertising 
services; advertising of commercial web sites; sales promotion for others; promotion of the goods and services of others 
by advertising on Internet sites; dissemination of advertisements for others by means of online electronic communication 
networks; marketing services and promotional activities relating to commercial business administration and 
management.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services provided via platforms and portals on the Internet and other media; interactive 
communication services; electronic transmission of mail and messages; computer-aided transmission of messages and 
images; electronic exchange of messages via chat lines, chat rooms and forums on the Internet; transmission of 
messages, data and content via the Internet and other computer and communication networks; provision of access to 
databases; transmission of data, audio, video and multimedia files, including downloadable files and files streamed over a 
global computer network; provision of online chat rooms for social networking; provision of access to chat lines, chat 
rooms and forums on the Internet, including the mobile Internet.

Cl.42;Information technology engineering; computer programming services for commercial documentation and 
analysis; programming of software for database management; programming of web site development software; 
programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing network; design and programming of web 
sites; services provided by consultants in the field of computer programming; hosting of web applications online for 
others; provision of search engines for obtaining data via communication networks; development and maintenance of 
computer database software; hosting computer databases; computer database design and development.

Cl.45;Online social networking services; Internet services for social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 28/02/2014; Application No. : 14 4072479 ;France 

2892518    27/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226178]
CANTON CONSULTING
49 rue Gabrielle, 1er étage, F-75018 Paris France

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, optical or sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital 
recording media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, equipment for data 
processing and computers; extinguishers; computer game software; software (recorded programs); software for security, 
access, authorization, authentication, encryption and identification; computer peripherals; electric batteries; detectors; 
electric wires; electric relays; diving suits, gloves or masks; clothing for protection against accidents, irradiation and fire; 
protection devices for personal use against accidents; spectacles (optics); optical goods; spectacle cases; diagnostic 
apparatus not for medical use; memory cards or integrated circuit cards; safety tarpaulins; software; software used for 
electronic payment; extinguishers.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; real estate affairs; provident fund services; home 
banking; issuing of travelers" checks or credit cards; real estate estimates; financial management; real property 
management; financing services; financial analysis; raising or investing capital; financial consultancy; financial 
evaluation (insurance, banking, real estate); fund investments; remote payment services, secure payment online and by 
telephone; electronic payment services.

Cl.42;Evaluations, assessments and research in the fields of science and technology provided by engineers; design 
and development of computers and software; research and development of new products for others; technical project 
study; architecture; design of interior decor; development (design), installation, maintenance, updating or rental of 
software; programming for computers; computer system analysis; computer system design; consultancy relating to 
computers; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; conversion of data or documents
from physical to electronic media; development, design, implementation and consultancy services in the field of systems 
for security, access, authorization, authentication, encryption and identification intended for computers.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2014; Application No. : 012787099 ;European Union 

2892529    21/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225536]
Grenade (UK) Ltd
Unit 5, Spitfire Close, Coventry Business Park, Coventry, Warwickshire CV5 6UR United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Healthcare, dietary, herbal and nutritional supplements, preparations and substances; nutritional supplement 
drinks and shakes; dietary drink mix for use as a meal replacement; vitamins, minerals and anti oxidants; meal 
replacement bars; food and dietary supplement for sports and performance enhancement; food and dietary supplements 
for weight gain and weight loss; meal replacement, weight gain and dietary supplement drink mixes; weight loss, 
thermogenic and vitamin formulas in tablet and capsule form; dietary preparations for slimming and weight gain 
purposes; protein drinks; nutritional drinks.

Cl.32;Sports drinks, post and pre workout recovery drinks; energy and sports drinks.
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Priority claimed from 24/03/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 002 015.7/09 ;Germany 

2894823    18/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225547]
ZIEHL-ABEGG SE
Heinz-Ziehl-Straße 74653 Künzelsau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Motors, in particular electric motors, especially for fans or pumps; drive motors, in particular electric drive motors, 
especially for lifts; fans for motors; fans being parts of machines; parts and components of the aforementioned goods, 
included in class 07; lift drives.

Cl.9;Electric and/or electronic control and regulating apparatus, in particular for fans, pumps, electric motors, electric 
drive motors and lifts; fans for data processing industry, in particular for processors, computer chips and 
electric/electronic components; parts and components of the aforementioned goods, included in class 09.

Cl.11;Fan units, ventilation apparatus and ventilation installations; fans and ventilation apparatus and parts and 
components of the aforementioned goods, included in class 11.

Cl.12;Electric vehicles; electric drive motors and drive machines for land vehicles; wheel hub drives; vehicle wheels, 
hubs for vehicle wheels; gear trains for land vehicles; parts and components of the aforementioned goods, included in 
class 12.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance/servicing and repairing of apparatus and constructions in the field of air engineering, 
control engineering and drive engineering, in particular for fans, ventilation apparatus, motors, electric motors and 
electric drive motors.

Cl.42;Services of engineers, in particular in the field of air engineering, control engineering and drive engineering; 
development and construction of products for third parties.
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2894835    02/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225726]
SCRIPPS NETWORKS INTERNATIONAL (UK) LIMITED
One Fleet Place London EC4M 7WS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Communication services, namely, transmission of audio and visual content consisting of sounds, images, videos 
and data via satellite, cable, fiber optic network, wireless communication network, and a global computer network; 
television transmission services; video-on-demand transmission services; streaming of audio, visual and audiovisual 
material via a global computer network; mobile media services in the nature of electronic transmission of entertainment 
media content; providing online electronic bulletin boards and forums for transmission of messages among users.

Cl.41;Educational and entertainment services, namely, a continuing program in the fields of general human interest, 
reality-based programming, travel, exploration, geography, ecology, architecture, history, food and drink, art, adventure, 
sports, history, paranormal activity, leisure and lifestyles, accessible by radio, television, cable television, the Internet, 
wireless networks, satellite, audio, video, and computer networks.
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2894862    12/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225751]
YOWORLD S.A.
121, Avenue de la Faïencerie L-1511 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Unpackaged frozen yoghurts and ice-creams; coffee, tea and artificial coffee; pastry and confectionery; all 
aforementioned goods to be sold in parlours for immediate consumption or take-away.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink.
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Priority claimed from 11/04/2014; Application No. : 14/4083625 ;France 

2895382    22/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225034]
KHANNA Meesha
13 rue de Montmorency F-75003 Paris France
JUTEL Benoit
26 bis rue Charles Beaudelaire F-75012 Paris France
GOUIN Catherine
6 rue des Francs Bourgeois F-75003 Paris France
CHARRUYER Magali
4 Résidence du Parc du Château F-78430 Louveciennes France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Traveling rugs; travel rugs (lap robes); bed blankets; bedspreads; bed covers [bedspreads]; coverlets 
[bedspreads]; bedspreads [bed covers]; sheets [textile]; sleeping bag sheets; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; cloth for 
furniture; upholstery fabric; upholstery fabrics; pillow shams; covers for cushions; printed calico cloth; table linen not of 
paper; bed linen; household linen; door curtains; curtains of textile material; pillowcases; fabrics for textile use; net 
curtains; zephyr [cloth].

Cl.25;Bandanas (neckerchiefs); sashes for wear; stoles, scarves, shawls and silk squares; excluding footwear.

Cl.35;Retail sale services for goods in connection with traveling rugs, lap robes, bed blankets, coverlets [bedspreads], 
bed covers [bedspreads], bed covers, bedspreads [bed covers], sheets, sleeping bag sheets, eiderdowns [down 
coverlets], cloth for furniture, upholstery fabric, upholstery fabrics, pillow shams, covers for cushions, printed calico 
cloth, table linen not of paper, bed linen, household linen, door curtains, curtains of textile material, pillowcases, fabrics 
for textile use, net curtains, zephyr [cloth], bandanas [neckerchiefs], sashes for wear, stoles, scarves, shawls, silk 
squares.
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2014; Application No. : 4020140050795 ;Republic of Korea 

2895429    15/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225056]
Bebelock Co., Ltd.
301-1201, Bucheon Techno Park Ssangyong 3 Cha Apt. 397, Seokcheon-ro, Ojeong-gu, Bucheon-si Gyeonggi-do KR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Feeding bottles; feeding bottle teats; babies' pacifiers [teats]; breast pumps.

Cl.21;Lunch boxes; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; services [dishes]; mess-tins; cruets; cutting 
boards for the kitchen; insulating flasks; coolers [ice pails]; non-electric portable coldboxes; kitchen utensils; containers 
for household or kitchen use; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; kitchen grinders, non-electric; beaters, 
non-electric.

Cl.25;Infants' shoes and boots; layettes [clothing]; clothing for children; clothing for infants; scarfs; bibs, not of paper; 
socks; tights; children's headgear.
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Priority claimed from 24/02/2014; Application No. : 658977 ;Switzerland 

2895468    18/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225070]
TEROLAB SURFACE GROUP SA
World Trade Center Av. Gratta-Paille 2 CH-1018 Lausanne Switzerland

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.
HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Printing rollers (for machines); printing cylinders; cylinders for machines.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, overhaul and repair of rollers for machines; maintenance and repair of machines, 
machine tools and automatic systems for treating and processing metals; services provided by consultants relating to the 
repair and reconditioning of printing cylinders.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, treatment of metals for others; information relating to the treatment of materials; ceramic 
glazing work; treatment of waste materials, treatment and coating of metal surfaces; treatment of materials by laser beam; 
treatment of surfaces particularly protection of materials of metal, ceramic or plastic.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial research services; 
research and development of new products for others.
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Priority claimed from 03/02/2014; Application No. : 86183164 ;United States of America 

2895599    01/08/2014
[International Registration No. : 1225897]
Beats Electronics, LLC
8600 Hayden Place, Culver City CA 90232 (United States of America) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Speaker stands; protective cases for speakers; remote controls for speakers; plug adaptors; chargers for use with 
headphones and speakers; multifunctional electronic devices for displaying, measuring, and uploading to the internet 
information including time, date, body and heart rates, global positioning, direction, distance, altitude, speed, steps taken, 
calories burned, navigational information, weather information, the temperature, wind speed, and the declination of body 
and heart rates, altitude and speed; electronic monitoring devices incorporating microprocessors, digital display, and 
accelerometers, for detecting, storing, reporting, monitoring, uploading and downloading sport, fitness training, and 
activity data to the internet, wearable digital electronic devices in the form of a wrist watch, wrist band or bangle capable 
of providing access to the internet and for sending and receiving phone calls, electronic mails and messages; tablets; 
televisions; carrying cases for headphones and portable speakers; portable speaker mount for bicycles; computer 
software, namely, software for updating wireless speakers and headphones; remote controls for digital music systems; 
remote controls for stereos; handheld devices for playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, manipulating and 
reviewing audio, and media files; handheld devices for controlling speakers, amplifiers, stereo systems and entertainment 
systems; computer software for use in playing, organizing, downloading, transmitting, manipulating, and reviewing audio 
files, and media files; computer software for use in controlling speakers, amplifiers, stereo systems, home theater 
systems, and home entertainment systems; computer software for use in controlling digital music systems; home theater 
systems comprised of digital music players, digital music controllers, speakers, amplifiers, and wireless handheld 
controllers; home entertainment systems comprised of digital music players, digital music controllers, speakers, 
amplifiers, and wireless handheld controllers; downloadable audio and video recordings featuring music, music 
performances, and music videos; prerecorded music, namely, digital downloads; computer software for use in the 
delivery, distribution and transmission of digital music and entertainment-related audio, video, text and multimedia 
content.

Cl.14;Watches; smart watches; watches and bracelets incorporating functions for monitoring and reporting fitness, 
training, and activity data, namely, time, distance, pace, calories burned, and cumulative activity level; watches and 
bracelets that communicate data to personal digital assistants, smart phones, and personal computers through internet 
websites and other computer and electronic communication networks.

Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring consumer electronics and accessories therefor.

Cl.38;Providing online electronic bulletin boards for transmission of messages among computer users concerning 
media, music, video, film, book and television; streaming of video content via a global computer network; streaming of 
audio content via a global computer network.
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Priority claimed from 02/04/2014; Application No. : 30 2014 043 100.9/31 ;Germany 

2895630    26/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226023]
K+S KALI GmbH
Bertha-von-Suttner-Straße 7 34131 Kassel Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Supplements for foodstuffs for animals; nutritional supplements.

Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals.
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Priority claimed from 31/03/2014; Application No. : 012747143 ;European Union 

2897269    18/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227141]
ABERTIS INFRAESTRUCTURAS S.A.
Av. Parc Logístic, 12-20 E-08040 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business administration: business management; business operation and administration of highways, airports, 
telecommunication infrastructure and satellites, business management of service stations; business advisory services 
relating to the establishment and operation of franchises and subsidiaries; subscription services to telecommunication 
services for third parties; electronic commerce services, specifically, provision of information on goods via 
telecommunication networks for advertising and sales purposes; Subscription to telecommunication services for third 
parties; advertising by transmission of on-line advertising for third parties through electronic communication networks.

Cl.37;Custom highway construction; highway construction; construction of highway networks; installation of 
telecommunication equipment and wireless local area networks; installation, maintenance and repair of computers and 
telecommunication equipment; installation of electronic communication networks; installation of highway information 
panels; rental of road building machinery; road paving; construction of buildings, roads, bridges and dams; road 
maintenance; road signage; maintenance and repair relating to automatic barriers; roadside assistance to motor vehicles; 
roadside repair of motor vehicles; automobile service station services.

Cl.39;Operation of toll roads and highways; provision of road traffic information; information services relating to road 
conditions; parking and mooring services for vehicles; vehicle traffic flow management via advanced communication 
networks and technology; traffic information; air traffic control services; provision of information on the state of roads 
and traffic.
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Priority claimed from 28/01/2014; Application No. : 012543385 ;European Union 

2897515    23/06/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227214]
Tegometall International AG
Industriestraße 7 CH-8574 Lengwil Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metallic parts of frameworks for storage, namely, stands, shelf bars, frames, rear panels, partitions, covering 
panels, filling panels, shelving boards, shelf rails, shelf claddings, supports, brackets, panels, columns, hollow columns, 
plates, perforated plates, boxes, containers and small items of metal hardware, in particular, metallic fasteners, lugs, 
hooks, fittings and fixings for the frameworks; modular shelters; vehicle shelters; shelter structures; kit parts and 
framework elements for shelters, in particular columns, rods, supports, crossbeams, hollow core profiles, beams, girders, 
sheets and plates of metal, poles and bars; roofs; garage roofs; rafters; roof bars; roof elements; supports for solar 
panels; mirror hangers; all the aforesaid goods of metal or predominantly of metal.

Cl.20;Shelving and rack systems, in particular shop racks, wall racks, display racks, fruit and vegetable racks; furniture 
display articles (furniture); sales gondolas; cupboards; showcases; counters; furniture; tables; attachments for counters; 
room dividers; shelving parts, including shelves, consoles, compartments, screens, shelving troughs, shelf baldachins, 
shelf boxes, book rests, tool holders, drawers, roofs, canopies and hoods all the aforesaid goods made of plastic and/or 
wood and/or or metal or predominantly of metal; shelving parts of plastic and/or wood, including stands, shelf bars, 
frames, rear panels, partitions, covering panels, filling panels, shelving boards, shelf rails, shelf claddings, supports, 
brackets, panels, columns, hollow columns, plates, perforated plates, boxes, containers, fastening lugs, holders and 
hooks for shelving systems, holding and fastening parts, connecting parts, fittings and mounting parts.
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2897541    11/07/2014
[International Registration No. : 1227230]
Gas Link Global Limited
Level 1, 10 Ord Street, West Perth WA 6005 (Australia) 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Fuels, including natural gas and liquefied natural gas.

Cl.39;Transport services, supply services, distribution services, including these services when offered in respect of 
natural gas and liquefied natural gas.

Cl.40;Gas processing services, including the processing of natural gas and the production of liquefied natural gas.

Cl.42;Exploration and prospecting services, analysis for gas exploration services, gas surveys, gas well testing.
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2900219    13/10/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226510]
Siemens Aktiengesellschaft
Wittelsbacherplatz 2 80333 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; Magnetic data carriers, recording discs; Compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; 
Mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; Cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers; 
Computer software.

Cl.38;Telecommunications.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; Industrial analysis and research 
services; Design and development of computer hardware and software.
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2900227    25/09/2014
[International Registration No. : 1226468]
Gyros Patent AB
Uppsala Science Park SE-751 83 Uppsala Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals, biochemicals and chemical preparations used in micro- and submicro-fluidic systems, micro-analytical 
and micro-preparative processes.

Cl.9;Scientific, electric, optic and micro- and submicro-fluidic instruments and integrated apparatuses for performing 
micro-analytical and micro-preparative processes within biological and chemical science and industry; databases and 
computer software for collecting, retaining, manipulating and evaluating data from the processes and for controlling the 
instrumentation and processes; laboratory devices, biochips, compact discs, parts and accessories for all above 
mentioned goods.

Cl.42;Product and process development, industrial contract research as well as consultancy service and provision of 
databases of scientific data relating to micro- and submicro-fluidics, micro-analytical and micro-preparative processes 
within biological and chemical science.
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3262646    05/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1277819]
Felsengartenkellerei Besigheim eG 
Am Felsenkeller 1 74394 Hessigheim DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Pastry and confectionery; chocolate based products; chocolates; sweetmeats; candy; vinegar; sauces.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).
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Priority claimed from 16/03/2015; Application No. : 154165054 ;France 

3266472    15/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1276941]
C.W.F. Children Worldwide Fashion
Zone Industrielle du Bois-Joly, Avenue des Sables F-85500 Les Herbiers France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather; hiking, beach and travel bags; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas, parasols; suitcases 
(carrying cases); handbags; traveling bags; backpacks, wheeled bags; garment bags for travel; vanity cases (empty); 
empty toiletry sets; school bags; tote bags; shoulder bags; baby-changing bags; bags and sling bags for carrying infants; 
school bags; label holders of leather or imitation leather for luggage; cases, empty cases and empty bags for holding 
cosmetics; purses (coin purses); wallets; card holders; document holders.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, sports clothing, sports shoes, scarves, stockings, tights, belts, socks, slippers, 
underwear, sashes for wear, gloves, swimsuits, brassieres.
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Priority claimed from 15/04/2015; Application No. : 15/4173839 ;France 

3273845    02/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278691]
DBV TECHNOLOGIES 
177-181 avenue Pierre Brossolette F-92120 Montrouge FR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Adhesive devices enabling the administration of medicated or pharmaceutical substances for humans or animals 
by cutaneous or epicutaneous means; all these products are limited to the treatment of peanut allergies.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus, instruments and devices for the cutaneous or epicutaneous administration of powdered 
medicated or cosmetic substances for humans or animals; occlusion dispensers for medical purposes; instruments using
the electrostatic properties of biocompatible media (apparatus for medical use); all these products are limited to the 
treatment of peanut allergies.

Cl.42;Research in the field of immunotherapy; design of a scientific method for epicutaneous desensitization via 
immunotherapy without prior preparation of the skin (other than simple and light cleaning in order to leave the cell 
structure of the skin intact); scientific research in the field of processing and treatment of allergies; scientific research in 
the field of allergy treatment for a treatment to be applied repeatedly to the skin of the patient without prior preparation of 
the skin (other than simple and light cleaning in order to leave the cell structure of the skin intact) thus avoiding the 
transfer of the allergen into the blood; discovery (scientific research) and development of allergens; design of methods 
for the treatment of allergy-causing by the combination of immune cells from the skin; all these services are limited to the 
treatment of peanut allergies.

Cl.44;Medical Services by applying a method for desensitising immunotherapy; medical treatment services following 
the method of desensitizing by immunotherapy using epicutaneous means; medical treatment services using 
epicutaneous means without prior preparation of the skin (other than simple and light cleaning in order to leave the cell 
structure of the skin intact); consultancy in the field of desensitization to combat allergies; all these services are limited to
the treatment of peanut allergies.
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3278460    08/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1278757]
Luigi Stecco
Via Piacenza 3 I-36071 Arzignano Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.41;Organisation of conferences, seminars, workshops and symposia in the field of massages and massage therapy 
methods; publishing and issuing of scientific papers in the field of massages and massage therapy methods; education 
and training relating to massages and massage therapy methods; publishing of electronic publications in the field of 
massages and massage therapy methods.

Cl.44;Massages; massage therapy services; information services relating to massage.
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3293429    26/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282145]
Zhongshan Bloomingflower Children Products Co., Ltd.
Yongsheng Road, Dongsheng Town, Zhongshan City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Baby carriages; trolleys; pushchairs; prams [baby carriages]; hoods for baby carriages; casters for trolleys 
[vehicles].

Cl.20;Beds; pillows; mats for infant playpens; cushions; infant walkers; playpens for babies; rocking chairs; cots; 
cradles; high chairs for babies.

Cl.28;Building blocks; games; swings; stuffed toys; teddy bears; toys; toy vehicles; dolls; chess; skateboards.
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Priority claimed from 18/06/2015; Application No. : 014272785 ;European Union 

3293757    13/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281678]
Koninklijke Philips N.V.
High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software, computer programs.

Cl.35;Compilation and systemization of data in computer databases; data administration using computers.

Cl.42;Computer software design for data processing and data analysis; scientific research for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 17/08/2015; Application No. : 14488944 ;European Union 

3293867    10/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281679]
Constantin Film Verleih GmbH
Feilitzschstraße 6 80802 München Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Prerecorded data carriers, namely magnetic data carriers, prerecorded disc, compact discs, DVDs, digital disc 
drives, DVRs, hard drives and USB flashes featuring films and music; downloadable electronic publications featuring text, 
images, and graphic data in digital format; downloadable digital audio and visual files featuring films, music and musical 
performances.

Cl.16;Printed matter, namely publicity and marketing materials, synopses, press kits, scripts and books featuring text, 
images, and graphic data in the field of entertainment.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of organizing community cultural events; film production; film distribution.
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3294790    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281354]
MARCEGAGLIA S.P.A.
Via Bresciani, 16 I-46040 GAZOLDO DEGLI IPPOLITI (MANTOVA) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys, including steel, metal building materials, transportable buildings of metal; 
materials of metal for railway tracks; tubes of aluminium; building panels of metal; strips and sheets; drawn goods and 
flat goods of steel; roofing of metal; scaffolding of metal; fences; ores; common metals and their alloys; strips of metal; 
non-electric cables and wires of common metal; structures of metal; safes; metal hardware; crash barriers, of metal, for 
roads; tubes of steel; strips of steel; sheets; fences of metal; gates of metal; ironmongery of metal.

Cl.37;Construction of installations and plants for metalworking and for the production of energy; varnishing.

Cl.39;Distribution of iron and steel products; travel arrangement.

Cl.42;Services in the field of steel and the applications thereof, in particular design, testing and start-up of plants for 
processing steel; services relating to environmental protection, research, analysis and consultancy in the ecological 
sector.

Cl.43;Hotel services.

Cl.44;Livestock breeding.
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Priority claimed from 28/05/2015; Application No. : 86643719 ;United States of America 

3294840    12/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281397]
Google Inc.
1600 Amphitheatre Parkway, c/o Trademark Department Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software featuring 360º spherical audio with simulated 3D surround sound for use in producing videos 
and animation; computer application software for mobile phones, portable media players, handheld computers, namely, 
software for rendering 360º spherical audio with simulated 3D surround sound; software and electronic equipment for 
processing, transmitting, receiving, and/or reproducing 360º spherical audio with simulated 3D surround sound signals.

Cl.41;Audio production services, namely, creating and producing 360º spherical audio with simulated 3D surround 
sound.
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3295141    14/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1281945]
INDIBA, S.A.
C/ Moianès, 13, Polígono Industrial Can Casablanques E-08192 SANT QUIRZE DEL VALLES (Barcelona) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; gels.

Cl.9;Scientific, electric and electronic apparatus and equipment; apparatus for applying laser radiation (except for 
medical purposes); apparatus for transmitting light by laser, not for medical purposes); apparatus, instruments and 
machinery for laser treatment (not for medical purposes); lasers, not for medical use; electric hair care apparatus; high-
frequency generators, not for medical purposes.

Cl.10;Surgical and medical apparatus and instruments; electro-medical equipment, apparatus or instruments, including 
equipment, apparatus and instruments for professional beauty care treatments; aesthetic massage devices; infrared 
apparatus for curative and medical purposes; infrared lamp units for therapeutic purposes; apparatus for the therapeutic 
stimulation of the body.

Cl.44;Medical services; hygiene and beauty care for humans or animals; services for treating cellulite; body treatment 
services, face and hair treatment services; cosmetic services for body care.
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Priority claimed from 13/03/2015; Application No. : 013826227 ;European Union 

3295319    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282009]
AllRig B.V.
Vreekesweid 29-31 NL-1721 PP Broek Op Langedijk

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business mediation and consultancy regarding the purchase and sale (whether or not via the Internet) and the 
import and export of technical articles, components and parts for the onshore and offshore industry; stock management; 
wholesale services with regard to technical articles, components and parts for the onshore and offshore industry.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair, installation, assembly and overhaul of technical equipment, materials, components and 
parts in the onshore and offshore industry; maintenance and repair assistance with docking, troubleshooting and 
chocking drilling rigs; consultancy and implementation regarding the aforesaid services.

Cl.39;Transport and storage of technical articles, components and parts for the onshore and offshore industry; 
consultancy regarding the aforesaid services.

Cl.40;Custom manufacturing of technical components for the onshore and offshore industry.

Cl.42;Designing and developing of technical solutions for the onshore and offshore industry; consultancy regarding 
the aforesaid services.
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3295329    29/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282014]
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARDS INSTITUTE, INCORPORATE
25 West 43rd Street, 4th Floor NEW YORK, NY 10036 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Books and pamphlets issued from time to time relating to engineering and industrial standards in various fields, 
such as the electrical, mining, mechanical, building, safety, consumer goods, nuclear, photographic, and traffic fields.

Cl.42;Providing information relating to engineering and industrial standards via a web site.
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Priority claimed from 12/06/2015; Application No. : 15 4 188435 ;France 

3306084    02/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1282453]
AVIONS DE TRANSPORT REGIONAL
1 Allée Pierre Nadot F-31700 BLAGNAC France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by air, land, water or rail, aircraft, spacecraft, parts for aircraft, satellites.

Cl.16;Printed matters, newspapers, catalogs, magazines, periodicals, technical documentations relating to engines, 
airplanes and aircraft, to software intended for the field of aeronautics; photographs; school supplies.

Cl.39;Air transport; rental of warehouses, leasing of aircraft, rental of vehicles; travel organization; passenger 
transport; transport information; packaging and storage of goods.
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Priority claimed from 27/05/2015; Application No. : 86642051 ;United States of America 

3307850    27/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283623]
Igloo Products Corp.
777 Igloo Road Katy TX 77494 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Thermoelectric coolers for food and beverage, refrigerators, electric wine chillers.

Cl.18;Backpacks.

Cl.21;Portable containers for ice, food, and beverages, and parts therefore, all for household use; portable coolers for 
beverages and water; lunch kits consisting of portable containers housing one or more smaller utility containers such as 
plastic sandwich boxes and bottles, all for the temporary storage of food, beverages or other consumable liquids; freeze 
bottles sold empty; and thermal insulated containers for food, beverage and water containers; portable coolers.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2014; Application No. : VA 2014 02703 ;Denmark 

3308911    06/05/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283179]
FLSmidth A/S
Vigerslev Allé 77 DK-2500 Valby Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys.

Cl.7;Components being parts of metal grinding rollers and parts of mineral ore crushing and grinding machines, the 
mentioned components being wear-resistant metal coatings manufactured by plasma transfer ARC welding (PTA 
welding).
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Priority claimed from 13/05/2015; Application No. : 15 4 180 752 ;France 

3309965    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1283956]
ESTMAGS
9 rue du Dôme F-67000 STRASBOURG France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Game software; computer programs recorded in the field of gaming; computer programs (downloadable software) 
for games.

Cl.28;Games, toys; controls for game consoles; balls for games; playing cards or board games; models [toys]; 
figurines [toys].

Cl.41;Entertainment; game services provided on-line from a computer network; entertainment, namely, editing of on-
line game platforms, virtual games and game-related applications accessible on all multimedia carriers such as 
computers connected to the internet, tablets or mobile telephones; information relating to entertainment, particularly to 
online games, virtual games and game-related applications accessible on all multimedia carriers such as computers 
connected to the internet, tablets or mobile telephones; game services provided online from a computer network; 
electronic desktop publishing in the field of online games, virtual games and game-related applications accessible on all 
multimedia carriers such as computers connected to the internet, tablets or mobile telephones; providing online 
electronic publications (not downloadable) in the field of online games, virtual games and game-related applications 
accessible on all multimedia carriers such as computers connected to the internet, tablets or mobile telephones; 
organization of competitions [education or entertainment] in the field of online games, virtual games and game-related 
applications accessible on all multimedia carriers such as computers connected to the Internet, tablets or mobile 
telephones; scriptwriting services in the field of online games, virtual games and game-related applications accessible on 
all multimedia carriers such as computers connected to the internet, tablets or mobile telephones; publication of 
electronic books and periodicals online in the field of online games, virtual games and game-related applications 
accessible on all multimedia carriers such as computers connected to the Internet, tablets or mobile telephones.
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Priority claimed from 23/04/2015; Application No. : 013981006 ;European Union 

3311952    10/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1284619]
Vedanta Resources Plc
16 Berkeley Street London W1J 8DS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals and minerals used in industry, mining, science and photography, agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
chemicals and minerals such as, aluminium sulfate, alumina, bauxite, aluminium fluoride, cryolite, fluorspar and brucite 
fines, lime chloride, limestone hardening substances, carbon, chlorine, fluorine, hydrogen fluoride, calcium fluoride, 
aluminium sulphate, borax and borates, kaolin, mineral sands, monazite, titanium dioxide for industrial purposes, 
ilmanite, rutile, talc, raw salt; chemicals and minerals such as, gypsum, potash, mica, micaceous talc, magnesium silicate, 
chlorite, vermiculite, perlite, phosphates, micas and evaporites, nitrates, zircon, organo-aluminium compounds, 
magnesium sulfate, gallium, zirconium oxide and copper sulfate and compounds made therefrom; chemical substances; 
chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; chemical materials; chemical preparations; chemical compositions for 
use in the manufacture of wood preservatives and household and industrial cleaning preparations; chemical 
compositions used as fire retardants, paint and polymer additives, or as fertilizers for agricultural and domestic use; 
metal salts, oxides, stannates and hydroxides, metal fluorides; chemical additives to motor fuel, motor oil, drilling muds, 
insecticides and fungicides; detergent additives to petrol or gasoline; titanium dioxide for industrial purposes; industrial 
minerals; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; tempering and soldering preparations; magnesia, mixtures 
of magnesia and lime, alumina hydrate chlorine, magnesium chloride, and aluminium powder for use as a booster in 
explosive compositions; aluminium chloride; chemical preparations for the manufacture of paint pigment; sodium 
fluoride; talc for use in the production of various goods, namely, plastics, paint, paper, bar soap, cosmetics, 
pharmaceuticals, rubber, putties, and building materials; water treatment chemicals; talc for use in the treatment of water, 
the processing of food products, protecting the skin of fruit, and in agriculture; separated mineral products for 
incorporating into coating compositions for making paper; chemical coating for use in the manufacture of paper; paper 
pulp; bleaching china clay, decolorizing china clay and fuller's earth; fuller's earth for use in textile industry; boric acid, 
industrial borates, chemical compositions used as fire retardants, paint and polymer additives, or as fertilizers for 
agricultural and domestic use; titanium dioxide feedstock; mineral products for use in industry; uranium oxide; uranium 
oxide for power generation; unprocessed artificial and acrylic resins; unprocessed plastics; fertilizers; adhesives used in 
industry; alkaline metals; salts of alkaline metals; alkaline-earth metals; salts for colouring metals; alum; dehydrating 
preparations for industrial purposes; dispersions of plastics; wood pulp; borates; bauxite; borax and sulphuric acid; 
sodium; talc (magnesium silicate); raw salt; potash; decolorants for industrial purposes; fulling preparations; oil-
bleaching chemicals; organic-bleaching chemicals; boric acid for industrial purposes; fire retarder; fireproofing 
preparations; fire extinguishing compositions; metal hardening preparations; metalloids; mineral acids; oil dispersants; 
oil-purifying chemicals; oil separating chemicals; industrial gases; rare earths; salts for industrial purposes; natural 
fertilisers; earth metals; gallium; natural minerals.

Cl.4;Grease compound; industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuel; 
fuels (including motor spirit) and illuminants; mineral fuel; biofuels; kerosene; diesel oil; fuel oil; fuel gas; jet fuel; natural 
and synthetic fuel gases; gas for lighting; oil-gas; gasoline; charcoal (fuel); peat (fuel); fuels derived from oil; raw and 
refined petroleum; crude oil; crude oil products derived from the refining of crude; fuel from crude oil; sunflower oil for 
industrial purposes; motor oil; petroleum ethers; coal and carbonaceous fuels for power generation and for metallurgical 
use; coke; coal tar oil; electrical energy; methylated spirit; mazut; naphta; candles and wicks for lighting.

Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; unprocessed and processed metal or metal ores; base metals and base metal 
ores; metal building materials; building materials made wholly and principally of metal, namely, siding, soffit, fascia, 
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window sills, roofing sheet, siding sheet, architectural shapes, structural shapes, highway and bridge railings and parts 
and fittings therefor; pipes and tubes of metal; ores of metal; sheets of metal; metal in sheet form for lithographic printing 
plates; semi-finished painted metal in sheet form; flexible metal foil for use in the manufacture of bags, pouches and 
envelopes; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; semi-finished matrix metal composites; molten metal; tailored 
blanks for stamping; metal rods; bars of metal; metal rolled products; aluminium compression dead end body, jumper 
terminals; bauxite reinforced aluminium; aluminium and aluminium alloy wire, rod, bar, rivets and electrical conductor 
accessories namely aluminium compression joints; aluminium and aluminium alloy slab, blooms, billets, plates, pipes, 
slugs, blanks, unfinished castings, ingot, sheet, tubes, extrusions, conduit, foil, nails; aluminium foil, foil sheets or 
containers made wholly and principally of metal for household, catering, cooking and wrapping purposes; printed foils of 
metal such as tin, nickle, lead, aluminium, copper, molybdenum, steel; closure stock for the manufacture of bottle caps or 
aluminium containers; windows, decorative shutters, doors, and eaves troughs made wholly and principally of metal; 
magnesium and magnesium alloys in the form of ingots; containers, pressure containers; metallic powders; compressor 
blades; gallium in ingot form and products made from gallium, namely, wafers and epitaxial wafers; nails, screws, rivets 
and other fasteners; ladders, fencing, handrails, guard rails, vehicle crash barriers, poles, tripods, traffic signs and 
automobile registration plates, all made wholly or principally of metal; zinc; zinc and its alloys; zinc ores lead; lead, 
unwrought and semi-wrought; lead ores; lead ingots; nickel; tin; iron; iron ores; ferrous and non ferrous materials and 
ores; metalmates and metallurgical products and by-products; safes; ores; small boat anchors; manganese; chrome; 
steel compression joints, steel compression dead ends, repair sleeves, metal clamps, clips, taps for casks of metal, metal 
pipe connectors, armor rods, vibration dampers welding wire.

Cl.7;Mining and mineral processing machinery and equipment, including crushers, borers, feeders, reactors, 
centrifuges, separators, jigs and ore treating machines; earth moving machinery in this class, including excavators, 
bulldozers, dumpers and graders; machine and tools including modified bolt croppers, hydraulic hand compressors, 
motorized hydraulic compressors and parts and fittings for all aforesaid machine tools and machines; drilling machines; 
wash mine machine; extractors for mines; mine-impurity precipitation machine; mine sundries removing machine; 
machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles); motors and engines (except for land 
vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; converters for steelworks; feeders (parts of machines); 
magnetic separator; geo-exploration machines; floatation engine; mine-working machines; ore treating machines; cinder 
sifters (machines); haulage apparatus (mining); apparatus for dressing; glaziers' diamonds (parts of machines); internal 
combustion engine pistons; parts and accessories for the aforesaid machines and/or tools; armor rod wrenches (electric), 
ferrule presses (machines) and dies for use with machine tools.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys including refined and unrefined gold, ore, gold bullion, silver bullion, platinum 
and platinum group metals; precious and semi-precious stones and gemstones, and jewellery incorporating the same; 
jewellery incorporating diamonds; ingots and alloys of precious metals; silver, unwrought and beaten; gold, unwrought or 
beaten; palladium; rhodium; ruthenium; iridium; osmium; diamonds, watches and parts thereof; cut and uncut diamonds 
for jewellery and for industrial purposes; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail services (or sales promotion for others) in relation to metals, minerals, diamonds, gems and 
gemstones and fuels; arranging and conducting auction sales in the fields of diamonds; advertising, marketing and 
business services, in relation to the mining industry, including, iron ore mining and the sale of precious and semi 
precious stones and gemstones, jewellery, diamonds, base metals and common metals including unwrought and partly 
wrought common metals, alloys, including iron alloys, ores, metallic ores, and metal concentrates and metallurgical 
products; business planning and business administrative services relating to the exploration, evaluation, development, 
mining, processing and marketing of precious and base metals; infrastructure management and infrastructure services, 
namely, providing business/management services for the operation and management of mine sites; market surveys and 
studies, namely, such surveys and studies for the mining industry; business advice, assistance, consultancy, analysis, 
information, management and administration, including, the provision of such services to and in conjunction with 
community based organizations and in respect of various community based projects relating to environmental 
management, protection, conservation and care, economic development, scientific based land care, protection and 
maintenance of wildlife and flora; business advice, assistance, consultancy, analysis, information, management and 
administration, all for aboriginal education, aboriginal culture and aboriginal sport, water quality, land degradation, land 
erosion and land salinity; economic forecasting, import-export agencies, procurement services for others (purchasing 
goods and services for other businesses), sales promotion (for others), compiling research and statistical data, cost price 
analysis, economic forecasting commercial or industrial management assistance, public relations, personnel 
management consultancy, all relating to mining and the mining industry, metal, gas and oil processing, environmental 
management, protection, conversion and care, economic development, scientific based land care, protection and 
maintenance of wildlife, aboriginal health, aboriginal education, aboriginal culture and aboriginal sport, all to quality, and 
land degeneration, land erosion and land salinity.

Cl.36;Financial services being financial analysis, financial management and capital investment services; financial, 
funding, fundraising and banking services; financial and monetary affairs; financial consultancy, advice and information; 
fund management and investment management; financing loans; security brokage; valuation of diamonds, gemstones 
and other precious stones, jewellery and precious metals; charitable fund raising; funding and providing scholarships; 
provision of funds and the undertaking of fundraising of projects; provision of funds and the undertaking of fundraising 
of projects in relation to education, environmental management, protection, conservation and care, economic 
development, scientific based land care, protection and maintenance of wildlife and flora, aboriginal health, aboriginal 
education, aboriginal culture and aboriginal sport, water quality, land degeneration, land erosion and land salinity; 
developing and coordinating volunteer projects for charitable organisations, namely, coordinating rural/urban link 
programs focussing on the pattern and pace of development, regional co-operation, quality of rural and urban life, rural 
and urban economic development, and environmental amenities; insurance; real estate affairs; capital investments, 
providing information on commodity sales.

Cl.37;Mining; mining extraction; mine exploitation; mining and quarrying services; mining and processing of metal, 
diamonds, zinc, lead, silver, copper, and aluminium; operation of a business mining zinc, lead, silver, copper, aluminium 
and other metals, namely, mining services; operation of a business mining diamonds, precious gems, gemstones, semi-
precious gems and precious metals, namely, mining services; planning services for mining and quarrying operations; 
drilling of wells; drilling of deep oil or gas-wells; tunnelling; extraction of oil; oil-field exploitation, namely, drilling and 
pumping of oil; gas drilling; gas extraction; shaft sinking; building and construction services; civil engineering 
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construction; construction of underground shafts; construction of railways; construction of roads; demolition services; 
rental of tools, plant and equipment for construction and demolition; pipeline construction and maintenance; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; heating equipment installation and repair; underwater construction and repair; repair 
and installation services; rental of automotive machinery for use in mining; repair or maintenance of mining machines 
and apparatus; information and consultation services in connection with the aforesaid; extraction services.

Cl.39;Transport of materials by ship, rail and air; cargo transportation; transport by pipeline; dross collection and 
recovery; providing tracking services to others whereby the movement, location, distribution, and processing of 
diamonds, gems, and gemstones is monitored and tracked; packaging and storage of goods; packaging and storage of 
chemicals and metals; hauling; rental of transport vehicles; distributing diamonds, precious gems and gemstones, semi-
precious gems and gemstones; operating, arranging and conducting travel tours; electrical power transmission; power 
supply and distribution; distribution and transmission of electricity.

Cl.40;Treatment of metal; treatment of diamonds; dross treatment; heat treatment of ores; ware treatment; treatment of 
waste materials; treatment of minerals, ores, concentrates and mineral substances; treatment of hazardous materials; 
chemicals and metals extraction and processing; metal casting and tempering; metal processing, refining and smelting 
services; refining services; processing, refining and smelting services; diamond processing, namely, laser engraving of 
diamonds and other gemstones for others; processing, cutting and polishing diamonds, gemstones and other precious 
stones for others; diamond refining and deep diamond boiling processing services, namely, exposing diamonds to 
solvents, concentrated caustics and acids under high temperatures and pressures, and other treatment of diamonds; 
millworking; recycling, recovery, purification, treatment and reprocessing services, all for common metals and their alloys 
and articles made wholly or principally therefrom; generation of power; electrical power generation; generation of 
electricity; production of energy; processing of gas; processing of iron oxides; metallurgical processing; processing of 
zinc, lead, silver, copper and aluminium; metallurgical smelting.

Cl.41;Provision of educational and training services; provision of educational and training services to community 
based organizations and groups as well as land owners and students in relation to various community based projects, 
namely, environmental management, protection, conservation and care, economic development, scientific based land 
care, protection and maintenance of wildlife, aboriginal health, aboriginal education, aboriginal culture and aboriginal 
sport, water quality, and land degeneration, land erosion and land salinity; academies (education); correspondence 
courses; arranging and conducting of workshops (training); organization of competitions (education or entertainment); 
organization of exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; arranging and conducting of conferences; entertainment; 
entertainment by means of videos, internet, television, film, recordings via cable, electronic media; provision of vocational
training courses; training and educational services relating to the arranging and conducting of training workshops, 
conferences and symposiums; practical training; organization of entertainment services; museum services; provision of 
museum facilities; museum exhibitions; museum services; organisation of exhibitions for cultural purposes, specifically 
on mining, conservation, construction and science; providing electronic publications (not downloadable); providing on-
line electronic publications; publication of electronic books, magazines and journals on-line; providing publications from 
a global computer network or the internet which may be browsed; information relating to education and entertainment 
services; publication of books and training manuals; arranging and conducting of conferences, seminars, exhibitions and 
symposiums; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; and all of the above relating to 
mining and the mining industry, metal, gas and oil processing, environmental management, protection, conversion and 
care, economic development, scientific based land care, protection and maintenance of wildlife, aboriginal health, 
aboriginal education, aboriginal culture and aboriginal sport, all to quality, and land degeneration, land erosion and land 
salinity.

Cl.42;Mining and mineral exploration services; mining exploration services; exploration services relating to oil, gas and 
mining industries; geological exploration services and grading diamonds, precious gems and gemstones, and semi-
precious gems and gemstones on behalf of others; research development and technical services for the mining and 
metallurgical industries; geological and mineralogical prospecting, exploration, research and survey; development and 
research relating to the oil, gas, mining and energy supply industries; provision of advice concerning the quality, color, 
size and cost of diamonds; technical/technological consultation and research in the mining and metallurgical industries; 
industrial analysis and research services; chemical analysis and research; research in the field of environmental 
protection; oil prospecting; oil-well testing; oil-field surveys; analysis for oil-field exploitation; engineering; verifying and 
certifying diamonds, gems, and gemstones in respect of: character and quality, methods of production, processing, and 
finishing, mine or country of origin in which item was mined, chain of processing and distribution between mine and 
wholesale and retail outlets; designing and engineering services relating to the exploration, evaluation, development, 
mining, processing and marketing of precious and base metals; geophysical exploration for the oil, gas and mining 
industries; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto, technical research, 
technical/technological consultation and engineering services, scientific and industrial research, design and development 
of computer hardware and software, all relating to mining and the mining industry, metal, gas and oil processing, 
environmental management, protection, conversion and care, economic development, scientific based land care, 
protection and maintenance of wildlife, aboriginal health, aboriginal education, aboriginal culture and aboriginal sport, all 
to quality, and land degeneration, land erosion and land salinity; information and advisory services relating to all the 
aforesaid services; sorting diamonds, gemstones and other precious stones for others.

Cl.43;Restaurant, cafe, bar and catering services; catering of food and drinks; catering in fast-food cafeterias; serving 
food and drinks; preparation of food and drink; hospitality services [food and drink]; corporate hospitality (provision of 
food and drink); booking and reservation services for restaurants, cafes and bars.

Cl.44;Medical services; medical care services; medical consultation; medical information; medical clinics; medical 
assistance; medical advisory services; medical information services; medical health assessment services; provision of 
medical treatment; provision of medical assistance; veterinary services; veterinary and agricultural services; veterinary 
advisory services; veterinary surgical services; veterinary assistance; information services relating to the veterinary 
pharmaceutical industry; information services relating to veterinary pharmaceuticals.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 86779630 ;United States of America 

3312203    30/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285115]
Comcast Corporation
1701 John F. Kennedy Boulevard Philadelphia PA 19103 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Cable television set-top boxes and modems; digital video recorders (DVRs); remote controls for televisions; and 
downloadable electronic publications, namely, pamphlets, brochures and booklets on the subject of instructional topics.

Cl.38;Cable television broadcasting services; provision of telecommunication access to video and audio content 
provided via video-on-demand, interactive television, pay per view and pay television subscription services; providing 
high speed access to the Internet and other electronic communications networks; streaming of video and audio material 
via the Internet and other electronic communications networks; providing electronic mail, instant messaging, web 
messaging and wireless digital messaging services; telecommunication access services; personal communications 
services; electronic, local and long distance transmission of voice, data and graphics by means of cable, telephone, 
wireless, ISDN and satellite technologies; providing fiber optic network services; providing voice communication services 
via the Internet and other electronic communications networks; providing telecommunications services via prepaid 
telephone calling cards; voice-over IP services; and leasing or rental of telecommunications equipment.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, the provision of continuing live and pre-recorded programs in the fields of 
comedy, drama, news, commentary, sports and sporting events, distributed via television, cable television, satellite, the 
Internet, wired and wireless networks, mobile networks and other electronic communications networks; provision of non-
downloadable films, movies, television programs and other video and audio material via an online video-on-demand 
service; distribution of films, movies and promotional, informational and interactive television programs for others; 
entertainment services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable video games; providing online 
entertainment information, namely, providing information about real time and on-demand films, movies, videos, television 
programming, music and video, computer and electronic games; providing entertainment information rendered via 
television, cable television, satellite, the Internet, wired and wireless networks, mobile networks and other electronic 
communications networks; entertainment services, namely, providing information, reviews, and personalized 
recommendations relating to films, movies, videos, television programming, music, video, computer and electronic 
games and other activities and events in the field of entertainment; distribution of television programming to cable 
multiple-system operators; provision of audio-visual media content in the fields of news, entertainment, sports, comedy, 
drama, music, and music videos via an online video-on-demand service; provision of audio-visual media content in the 
fields of news, entertainment, sports, sporting events, comedy, drama, music, and music videos via television, cable 
television, satellite, the Internet, wired and wireless networks, mobile network and other electronic communications 
networks; providing a non-downloadable interactive guide that allows television viewers to search, select, manage, and 
record television programming; providing non-downloadable programming guides on the subjects of films, movies, 
videos, television programming and music tailored to viewers' programming preferences; and digital video recording 
(DVR) services; providing information and news in the fields of entertainment, music, movies, television, celebrities, 
popular culture, sports and current events via a website.
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Priority claimed from 18/05/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 039 217 ;Germany 

3314122    24/06/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286035]
Henrik Wolter
In der Maar 29 53175 Bonn Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Surveying apparatus and instruments; telephone transmitters; tablet computers; smartphones; transmitters of 
electronic signals; scientific, optical and electronic apparatus and instruments; navigational instruments; speed checking 
apparatus for vehicles; milage recorders for vehicles; steering apparatus, automatic, for vehicles; navigation apparatus 
for vehicles [on-board computers]; simulators for driving or control of vehicles; computer software; vehicle tracking 
apparatus; digital recording media; instruments for detecting traffic; instruments for monitoring traffic; traffic control 
apparatus [luminous]; car navigation computers; car audio apparatus; audio speakers for automobiles; navigation 
apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; speed measuring apparatus for vehicles; on-board computers; automatic 
vehicle speed control apparatus; mobile telephones for use in vehicles; surveying apparatus; navigation apparatus for 
vehicles; instruments, optical apparatus; image receiving apparatus; audio and video receiver.

Cl.39;Traffic information; provision of car parking facilities; traffic information services; information services relating to 
traffic congestion; information services relating to traffic speed; providing road and traffic information; information 
services relating to traffic; provision of information relating to road traffic conditions; vehicle location services; services 
for the garaging of vehicles; car parking; management of vehicular traffic flow through advanced communications 
network and technology; traffic information.
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3314726    09/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285722]
OLIBERE Marjorie
Route de Rabastens F-65700 AURIEBAT France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, degreasing and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumes; essential oils; cosmetics; hair lotions; dentifrices; depilatories; make-up removing 
products; lipstick; beauty masks; shaving products; leather preservatives products, namely, polishes; creams for leather.

Cl.4;Industrial oils and greases; lubricants; dust-absorbing, wetting and binding compositions; fuels including motor 
spirit and lighting fuel; candles; lighting wicks; firewood; gas for lighting.

Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry products; precious stones; timepieces and chronometric instruments; precious metals and their 
alloys; works of art of precious metal; jewelry cases [caskets]; boxes of precious metal; watch cases; bracelets; chains; 
springs or glasses for watches; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; statues or figurines, namely, statuettes of precious metal; 
cases or presentation cases for timepieces, medals.

Cl.18;Leathers and imitation leathers; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas; parasols and walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery; wallets; purses (coin purses); credit card holders, namely, wallets; bags; vanity cases 
(empty); collars or clothing for animals; net bags for shopping.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; shirts; clothing of leather or imitation of leather; belts; clothing of fur; gloves; 
scarves; neckties; hosiery; socks; bedroom slippers; beach, ski or sports footwear; underwear.
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Priority claimed from 28/07/2015; Application No. : 680080 ;Switzerland 

3314728    27/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285723]
Gindenta AG
Untere Böhlstrasse 6 CH-9052 Niederteufen Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;Medical, surgical and orthopedic Implants made of artificial materials, artificial teeth, dentures, artificial teeth 
pins, dental crowns.

Cl.41;Training courses relating to implants.

Cl.42;Research Services relating to implants.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2015; Application No. : 676939 ;Switzerland 

3314756    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1285731]
SWATCH AG (SWATCH SA)(SWATCH LTD.)
Jakob-Stämpfli-Strasse 94 CH-2502 Biel/Bienne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; electronic payment processing 
apparatus, apparatus for processing cashless payment transactions; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; 
compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording media; apparatus enabling the playing of compressed sound files (MP3); 
calculating machines and data processing equipment, software; games for mobile telephones, for computers and for 
digital personal stereos; electronic game software for mobile telephones, for computers and for digital personal stereos; 
computers, portable computers, handheld computers, mobile computers, personal computers, wrist computers, 
electronic tablets and computerized and mobile devices, digital personal stereos, mobile telephones and new-generation 
mobile telephones featuring greater functionality (smartphones); telecommunication apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus for recording, transmission, reproduction of sound or images, particularly mobile telephones and new-
generation mobile telephones incorporating greater functionality (smartphones); hand-held electronic apparatus for 
accessing the Internet and sending, receiving, recording and storing short messages, electronic messages, telephone 
calls, faxes, video conferences, images, sound, music, text and other digital data; handheld electronic apparatus for 
wireless receiving, storing and transmitting of data or messages; handheld electronic apparatus for monitoring and 
organizing personal information; handheld electronic apparatus for global positioning [GPS] and displaying maps and 
transport information; handheld electronic devices for detecting, monitoring, storing, surveillance and transmitting data 
relating to the user activity, namely position, itinerary, distance traveled, heart rate; covers for computers, portable and 
mobile telephones; optical apparatus and instruments, particularly spectacles, sunglasses, magnifying glasses; cases for 
spectacles, sunglasses and magnifying glasses; batteries for electronic apparatus and computers, batteries for 
timepieces and chronometric instruments.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class, 
namely figurines, trophies; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie 
pins, tie clips, jewelry caskets (cases), cases; precious stones, semi-precious stones; clocks and timepieces, namely, 
chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, wristwatches, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as parts and accessories 
for the aforesaid goods, namely, hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch straps, watch dials, 
clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses, presentation cases for timepieces, 
cases for timepieces.
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Priority claimed from 08/06/2015; Application No. : 014225536 ;European Union 

3316558    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286923]
Ocuspecto Oy
Läntinen Pitkäkatu 17 B 2 FI-20100 Turku Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Databases (electronic); software; computer operating systems; computer software for controlling medical 
apparatuses; computer software for performing medical measurements; computer software for storing and analysing 
results and history of medical measurements.

Cl.10;Medical and veterinary apparatus and instruments; diagnostic, examination and monitoring equipment; analysers 
for medical use; apparatus for the diagnosis of neurological diseases; apparatus for use in testing sight disorders; 
diagnostic imaging apparatus for medical use; diagnostic measuring apparatus for medical use; eye testing apparatus; 
ophthalmometers; ophthalmoscopes; keratoscopes; retinoscopes; measuring devices for medical use; optomedical 
examination instruments; testing apparatus for medical purposes; tonometers; optical imaging apparatus for medical 
diagnostic use.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services; IT services; software as a service [SaaS]; platform as a service [PaaS].
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2015; Application No. : 014200638 ;European Union 

3316677    05/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1286931]
Nano Dimension Ltd.
2 Ilan Ramon Street 7403635 NES ZIYYONA Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Printing ink; printing ink made of nano-particles; printing ink for 3D printers; printing ink for electrical circuit 3D 
printers.

Cl.9;Printers; printed circuit boards; multi-layer printed circuit boards.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2015; Application No. : 4020150082645 ;Republic of Korea 

3318999    13/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287270]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.
129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu, Suwon-si Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Mobile telephones; digital cameras; portable media player; portable computers; wireless headsets for mobile 
phones; wireless headsets for smart phones; wireless headsets for tablet computers; rechargeable batteries; battery 
chargers; leather cases for mobile phones; leather cases for smart phones; leather cases for tablet computers; flip covers 
for mobile phones; flip covers for smart phones; flip covers for tablet computers; tablet computers; television receivers; 
audio components systems comprising surround sound speakers, loudspeakers, tuners, sound mixers, equalizer, audio 
recorders, radios; digital set-top boxes; DVD players; light emitting diode displays; computer monitors; 3D eye glasses; 
computers; printers for computers; semiconductors; computer application programs for mobile; computer software, 
recorded; computer programs, recorded; transmitters and receivers for use in connection with hearing aids; batteries for 
hearing aids; apparatus for the recording, transmission or reproduction of sound, including sound amplifiers, loud 
speakers; sound transmitting apparatus; audio receivers; sound monitoring/control/detection apparatus; apparatus for 
the recording, transmission or reproduction of acoustic and sound, including microphones; headphones; cordless 
headphones; loudspeakers; audio electronic apparatus; audio equipment components; adaptors for connecting 
telephones to hearing aids; software for hearing aids.

Cl.10;Hearing aids; analog hearing aids; digital hearing aids; electrical hearing aids; programmable hearing aids; parts 
and fittings for hearing aids, namely, sound tuning apparatus of hearing aids, hooks for hearing aids, ear plugs for 
hearing aids, ear moulds for hearing aids, brushes for hearing aids, cords for hearing aids; parts of acoustic apparatus for
the hearing-impaired, namely, cerumen protection system; hearing aids that can be connected to smart phones; medical 
hearing aids apparatus; apparatus for the treatment of deafness.
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Priority claimed from 06/03/2015; Application No. : UK00003097945 ;United Kingdom 

3320095    07/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290363]
Probiotics International Limited
Lopen Head Somerset TA13 5JH United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacterial cultures and preparations other than for medical or veterinary use; bacterial cultures for addition to food 
products; bacteria for use in food manufacture; bacterial preparations for use in agriculture; bacterial preparations for 
use in aquaculture; all being related to probiotic bacterial formulations.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations and substances; nutritional and dietetic products; vitamins, minerals 
and mineral salts; nutritional, food and health food supplements; bacterial preparations for medical and veterinary use; 
microbial preparations, probiotic bacterial formulations and supplements; cultures of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary use; dietary supplements for human consumption; feed supplements for veterinary purposes; all being related 
to probiotic bacterial formulations and supplements.
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3320118    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290402]
Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd.
Administration Building Huawei Technologies Co., Ltd., Bantian, Longgang District Shenzhen China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; data processing apparatus; computer programmes [programs], 
recorded; tablet PC; network communication equipment; mobile phones; portable media players; sound reproduction 
devices; sound transmitting devices; audio- and video-receivers; sound recording devices.

Cl.38;Radio broadcasting; digital file sending; cellular telephone communication; information about 
telecommunication; telephone communication; voice mail services; message sending.

Cl.42;Technical research; computer software consultancy; computer software design; software as a service (SaaS); 
cloud computing; computer hardware design and development consulting.
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Priority claimed from 19/03/2015; Application No. : 13849633 ;European Union 

3320400    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288616]
Biocartis
Generaal De Wittelaan 11 B-2800 MECHELEN

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for the collecting, editing, organizing, modifying, book marking, transmission, storage, 
analysis, sampling, sharing of data and information relating to medical research, medical diagnosis, medical diagnosis 
through industrial methods and clinical trials; computer software for the analyses of biological samples; computer 
software for remote handling of a molecular diagnostic platform; software for remote handling of an apparatus in the field 
of medical research, medical diagnosis, medical diagnosis through industrial methods and clinical trials.

Cl.35;Compiling and computer processing of data in the field of medical research, medical diagnosis, medical 
diagnosis through industrial methods and clinical trials; systemization, updating and correction of data and information 
into computer databases in the field of medical research, medical diagnosis, medical diagnosis through industrial 
methods and clinical trials.

Cl.38;Electronic data and information transfer, transmission of information and data via the internet, digital 
communications, digital data and information transmission, all these services being in the field of medical research, 
medical diagnosis, medical diagnosis through industrial methods and clinical trials; providing on-line downloadable 
software relating to medical research, medical diagnosis, medical diagnosis through industrial methods and clinical trials 
(terms considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13.2.b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 22/07/2015; Application No. : 678772 ;Switzerland 

3321154    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287871]
N-Dream AG
Löwenstrasse 65 CH-8001 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware and software; data carriers.

Cl.28;Video games.

Cl.38;Provision of user access to a global computer network and to databases on the Internet; communication services 
via computer networks; transmission of videos, movies, visual media, images, texts, photos, games, content generated by
users, audio content and information via the Internet.

Cl.41;Organization and provision of competition and electronic game services via the Internet.

Cl.42;Design, development, operation and maintenance of software, video games and web pages for others, including 
optimization, analysis and testing thereof; services provided by consultants in the field of information technology and the 
Internet.
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Priority claimed from 07/08/2015; Application No. : 302015000043248 ;Italy 

3321206    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288699]
GRUPPO ZANELLATO S.R.L.
Viale dell'Industria, 55 I-36100 Vincenza (VI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Scented linen water; eau de Cologne; toilet water; laundry additives; bath foam; balms other than for medical 
purposes; bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; bergamot oil; beauty masks; cocoa butter for cosmetic purposes; hair 
lotions; cosmetics; make-up bases in the form of pastes; face creams for cosmetic purposes; cosmetic hand creams; 
after-shave creams; non-medicated lip balms; cosmetic creams and lotions; scented body lotions and creams; non-
medicated skin creams; moisturizing creams, lotions and gels; aromatherapy preparations; potpourri sachets for 
incorporating in aromatherapy pillows; cleaning preparations for leather; laundry detergents; toilet water containing 
snake oil; ethereal essences and oils; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; fragrances; bath gel; scented wood; scouring 
liquids; skin cleansing lotions; cosmetic skin lotions; cosmetic facial lotions; moisturizing body lotions [cosmetic]; 
preservatives for leather [polishes]; make-up preparations for the face and body; aromatic oils; cosmetic oils; essential 
oils for use in aromatherapy; essential oils for use in the manufacture of scented products; scented ceramic stones; 
scented pine cones; talcum powder, for toilet use; potpourris [fragrances]; cosmetic preparations for body care; hair 
treatment preparations; bath preparations, not for medical purposes; shoe polish and creams; cleaning preparations for 
fabrics; skin care preparations; sachets for perfuming linen; synthetic perfumery; perfumes; liquid perfumes; perfumes in 
solid form; perfumes for industrial purposes; fragrance refills for electric room fragrance dispensers; lipsticks; perfuming 
sachets; non-medicated bath salts; cosmetic bath salts; pre-moistened cosmetic wipes; wipes impregnated with a skin 
cleanser; bath soaps in liquid, solid or gel form; beauty serums; nail polish.

Cl.9;Containers for contact lenses; carrying cases for radio pagers; cases especially made for photographic apparatus 
and instruments; spectacle cases; bags specially adapted for cameras and photographic equipment; bags adapted for 
laptops; protective helmets; protective helmets for sports; safety helmets; chains and cords for sunglasses; headsets; 
headsets for use with computers; telephone headsets; wireless headsets for use with cellular phones; stereo 
headphones; carrying cases adapted for computers; cases adapted for cellular phones; cases adapted for cameras; 
cases for diskettes and compact discs; DVD cases; bar code labels, encoded; electronic tags for goods; spectacle 
frames; monocle frames; spectacles [optics]; scuba goggles; swim goggles; parts and accessories for eyeglasses; 
optical goods; protective masks; holders for mobile telephones; machine-readable data carriers.

Cl.18;Leather; hides; imitation leather; leather for shoes; leather shoulder belts; hat boxes of leather; leather for 
harnesses; leather for harnesses; moleskin [imitation of leather]; trimmings of leather for furniture; leather and imitation 
leather, pelts and hides; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; covers for animals; umbrella rings; saddle trees; saddlery; key cases [leatherware]; fastenings for 
saddles; leather shoulder straps; harness; alpenstocks; umbrella sticks; vanity cases, not fitted; trunks [luggage]; 
baggage; casual bags; sling bags for carrying infants; gym bags; chain mesh purses; tool bags of leather, empty; 
baggage; hand bags; travelling sets (leatherware); bridles (harness); bridoons; straps for soldiers' equipment; kid; 
briefcases; satchels; leatherboard; cases, of leather or leatherboard; head-stalls; leather straps; collars for animals; horse 
collars; coverings of skins (furs); horse blankets; leather laces; leather thongs; straps of leather (saddlery); harness 
traces; straps for skates; leather, unworked or semi-worked; leather thread; moleskin (imitation of leather); umbrella 
covers; whips; knee-pads for horses; casings, of leather, for springs; saddle cloths for horses; saddle cloths for horses; 
trimmings of leather for furniture; harness fittings; leashes (leather); imitation leather; walking stick handles; umbrella 
handles; suitcase handles; sling bags for carrying infants; sling bags for carrying infants; chin straps, of leather; 
parasols; blinders [harness]; umbrellas; hides; cattle skins; curried skins; skins of chamois, other than for cleaning 
purposes; fur; card cases (notecases); music cases; wallets; reins; net bags for shopping; furniture coverings of leather; 
haversacks; nose bags [feed bags]; bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather, for packaging; bags for campers; beach bags; 
baggage; bags for climbers; shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; cases, of leather or leatherboard; boxes of 
vulcanised fibre; hat boxes of leather; butts [parts of hides]; walking stick seats; riding saddles; stirrups; stirrup leathers; 
umbrella or parasol ribs; frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; harness traces; baggage; briefcases; 
briefcases; garment bags for travel; valves of leather; rucksacks.

Cl.20;Cupboards; security cabinets; office furniture; benches [furniture]; counters [tables]; chests, not of metal; crates 
of wood; crates of plastic; lockers; chests of drawers; chaise longues; dressing tables; baskets, not of metal; 
nightstands; tea carts; cradles; cushions; divans; room dividers; display stands; beds; mattresses; pillows; furniture 
chests; clothes hooks, not of metal; coat hangers; edgings of plastic for furniture; worktops; table tops; screens 
[furniture]; furniture partitions of wood; umbrella stands; bed frames; footrests; armchairs; knobs, not of metal; 
freestanding towel racks [furniture]; hat stands; tie racks; book rests [furniture]; magazine racks; bottle racks; furniture, 
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mirrors, picture frames; bumper guards for furniture; chairs [seats]; racks [furniture]; shoe cabinets; writing desks; 
desks; high chairs for babies; stools; sofas; personal compact mirrors; fair stands [display stands]; tables; carts for 
computers [furniture]; tea tables; interior textile window blinds; paper blinds; venetian blinds; headboards for beds.

Cl.25;Galoshes; footwear; sports shoes; fittings of metal for footwear; gloves [clothing]; mittens; ski gloves; welts for 
footwear; tips for footwear; sandals; bath sandals; footwear; espadrilles; bath shoes; gymnastic shoes; beach shoes; 
football boots; sports shoes; ski boots; knee-high stockings; ankle boots; boots; soles for footwear; inner soles; 
heelpieces for footwear; footwear uppers; wooden shoes.

Cl.35;Business advisory services relating to the establishment and operation of franchises; retail or wholesale services 
for woven fabrics; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; computerized on-line retail store 
services; window dressing services for retail shops; retail or wholesale services for bags and pouches; retail or wholesale
services for footwear; retail or wholesale services for furniture; computerized on-line retail store services; mail order retail
services for clothing accessories; sales demonstration for others; auctioneering services provided on the Internet; sales 
promotions at point of purchase or sale, for others; retail or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, 
soaps and detergents; on-line retail store services featuring cosmetic and beauty products, clothing and accessories.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 20/07/2015; Application No. : AM 1366/2015 ;Austria 

3321576    28/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288728]
Julius Blum GmbH
Industriestrasse 1 A-6973 Höchst Austria

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Furniture fittings; hinges, in particular furniture hinges; drawer slides; dowels; touch-latch fittings; control arms, in 
particular for furniture flaps and cupboard doors; fittings for fastening front screens to drawers; fittings for cupboard 
inserts which may be pulled out; fittings for sliding doors, in particular guides for sliding doors; fittings for folding doors; 
locking devices, in particular for drawers; all the aforesaid goods wholly or mainly of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture fittings; drawer slides; touch-latch fittings; fittings for cupboard inserts which may be pulled out; 
fittings for fastening front screens to drawers; control arms, in particular for furniture flaps and cupboard doors; fittings 
for sliding doors and folding doors; hinges; dowels, locking devices, in particular for drawers; all the aforesaid goods 
wholly or mainly of plastic; furniture component parts, in particular drawers and drawer component parts; furniture, in 
particular kitchen furniture; cupboards, in particular wall units and corner cupboards for kitchens; furniture doors and 
furniture flaps; sliding doors for furniture; side walls and rear walls for furniture; drawer side walls, drawer partitions, 
drawer frames, parts for drawer side walls.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 1313892 ;Benelux 

3321728    30/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288836]
Lagersmit Sealing Solutions BV
Nieuwland Parc 306 NL-2952 DD Alblasserdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Sealing joints [parts of engines]; sealing joints [parts of machines]; mechanical seals [parts of machines]; sealings 
for propeller shafts [parts of machines]; sealings for propeller shaft sleeves [parts of machines]; propeller shaft bearings 
[parts of machines]; sealings for pump shafts [parts of machines]; sealings for pump shaft sleeves [parts of machines]; 
pump shaft bearings [parts of machines]; machines and machine tools for use in the marine, offshore, industrial, oil, gas 
and energy sector; rotating apparatus [machines]; marine engines; machine coupling and transmission components 
[except for land vehicles]; pumps; parts of the aforesaid goods included in this class.

Cl.37;Installation, assembly, maintenance, repair and revision of metal building materials, non-electric cables and wires 
of common metal, pipes and tubes of metal, metal fixing materials, links and connectors of metal, among which flexible 
connecting tubes, pipe couplings, coupling sleeves, sealings, rotating sealings, sealing rings and sealing joints, sealing 
joints (parts of engines), sealing joints (parts of machines), mechanical seals (machine parts), sealings for propeller 
shafts (parts of machines), sealings for propeller shaft sleeves (parts of machines), propeller shaft bearings (parts of 
machines), sealings for pump shafts (parts of machines), sealings for pump shaft sleeves (parts of machines), pump shaft 
bearings (parts of machines), machines and machine tools for use in the maritime, offshore, industrial, oil, gas and energy
sector, rotating apparatus (machines), marine engines, machine coupling and transmission components (except for land 
vehicles), pumps, packing, stopping and insulating materials, flexible pipes (not of metal), sealing rings, sealings, rotating 
sealing (not of metal) and parts of all of the aforesaid goods; services of service mechanics with regard to sealing 
technology and concerning metal building materials, non-electric cables and wires of common metal, pipes and tubes of 
metal, metal fixing materials, links and connectors of metal, among which flexible connecting tubes, pipe couplings, 
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coupling sleeves, sealings, rotating sealings, sealing rings and sealing joints, sealing joints (parts of engines), sealing 
joints (parts of machines), mechanical seals (machine parts), sealings for propeller shafts (parts of machines), sealings 
for propeller shaft sleeves (parts of machines), propeller shaft bearings (parts of machines), sealings for pump shafts 
(parts of machines), sealings for pump shaft sleeves (parts of machines), pump shaft bearings (parts of machines), 
machines and machine tools for use in the maritime, offshore, industrial, oil, gas and energy sector, rotating apparatus 
(machines), marine engines, machine coupling and transmission components (except for land vehicles), pumps, packing, 
stopping and insulating materials, flexible pipes (not of metal), sealing rings, sealings, rotating sealing (not of metal) and 
parts of all of the aforesaid goods; supervision [leadership] relating to installation, assembly, maintenance, repair and 
revision work; advice, consultancy and information regarding the aforesaid services, also provided via electronic 
networks, such as internet.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2015; Application No. : 013733159 ;European Union 

3321739    30/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288089]
AGC Glass Europe
Avenue Jean Monnet, 4 B-1348 Louvain-La-Neuve

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Information technology and audiovisual equipment; audio/visual and photographic devices; communications 
equipment; electronic book readers; point-to-point equipment; computers; electronic agendas; parts for the aforesaid 
products; smartphones; strip and plates for use as a component of electronic devices.

Cl.19;Building glass; glazed wall panels.

Cl.21;Glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building glass; glass for electronic devices; unworked or semi-worked 
glass materials including sheet; glass for display panel covers for electronic devices.
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3321742    11/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288124]
S.C. RURIS IMPEX S.R.L.
Calea Severinului nr. 10, Bloc 317B, ap. parter, Craiova, Jud. Dolj Romania

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; engines (except engines for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs.

Cl.8;Tools and operated agricultural implements (hand-operated).
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Priority claimed from 30/07/2015; Application No. : 014422811 ;European Union 

3321766    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288656]
ZDHC Foundation
Haarlemmerweg 10 C NL-1014 BE Amsterdam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, publicity; business inquiries; business management consultancy; business efficiency expert 
services; advisory services for business management; providing business information via web site; commercial 
information and advice for consumers; compilation of information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; 
marketing studies; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; public relations; updating and 
maintenance of data in computer databases.

Cl.41;Training of the textile and shoe industry in the field of environmental and chemical management; coaching 
academies (education); arranging and conducting of conferences and congresses; providing on-line electronic 
publications; publication of texts; arranging and conducting seminars; teaching, educational services, instruction 
services; arranging and conducting of workshops.

Cl.42;Development of standards regarding the use, evaluation and substitution of hazardous chemicals in the textile 
and shoe production; development of audits and verification procedures for the purpose of a review of the environmental 
and chemical management in the textile and shoe production; development and use of standards regarding the electronic 
exchange of environmental management data and chemical management data; consultancy services relating to research 
in the field of environmental protection; provision of scientific information; chemical analysis; chemical research; 
chemistry services; engineering; digitalization of documents; preparation of reports and surveys relating to scientific 
research; research and development of new products for others; research in the field of environmental protection; 
provision of scientific information, advice and consultancy; scientific research quality testing; testing, analysis and 
evaluation of the goods and services of others for the purpose of certification; providing quality assurance services.
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Priority claimed from 24/06/2015; Application No. : 86673416 ;United States of America 

3322438    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288239]
Essex Lake Group LLC
111 Broadway, Ste. 705 New York NY 10006 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business management consulting.

Cl.42;Software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for business management related to revenue growth, 
expense reduction, regulatory compliance, and fraud protection.
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Priority claimed from 30/06/2015; Application No. : 154193337 ;France 

3322472    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287668]
BIOFARMA
50 rue Carnot F-92284 SURESNES CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Surveying (in particular opinion polling, statistical study and data collection) in the medical field; compilation of 
information into computer databases.

Cl.44;Consulting in the field of medicine and pharmacy; pharmaceutical or medical information services.
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Priority claimed from 18/06/2015; Application No. : 2015/52104 ;Turkey 

3322826    01/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1287879]
MASOMO GAMING LTD
Box 41, 4th Floor Bedser Stand, The Kia Oval London SE11 5SS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games and toys, arcade video game machines; game apparatus and machines for use with an external display 
screen and monitor, including those coin-operated, toys for animals, toys for outdoor playgrounds, parks and game 
parks, gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes, Christmas trees of artificial material, ornaments for 
Christmas trees, artificial snow for Christmas trees, rattles (playthings), novelties for parties, dances (party favors), paper 
party hats.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, classes and seminars in the field of metal treating, leather working and clothing 
design; organization of conferences, symposiums, seminars and congresses in relation to business and business 
management, providing museum facilities for presentations and exhibitions, arranging of beauty contests, organization of 
dance shows, organization of dance contests; library services, sports services, namely, organization of sport activities in 
the field of soccer, football and tennis; entertainment services, providing casino facilities; providing cinema facilities, 
providing theatre facilitiess; orchestra services, namely, orchestra concerts; arranging of concerts; booking of seats for 
shows, modeling for artists, rental of stage and show scenery; publication of books, publication of periodicals, 
magazines, newspapers and newsletters; editing of printed matter containing pictures, other than for advertising 
purposes; publication of magazines and books in electronic form; production of radio and television programs except 
commercials; production of cine-films, videotape film production, recording studio services, dubbing, rental of television 
and radio receivers, rental of cine-films and motion pictures; rental of movie projectors and accessories; rental of sound 
recordings; rental of videotapes; rental of videocassette recorders; news reporting services, photographic reporting 
services; photography services; translation services and sign language translation services.
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Priority claimed from 04/06/2015; Application No. : 1311655 ;Benelux 

3322850    15/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288689]
Fri-Jado Euro Products B.V.
Oude Kerkstraat 2 NL-4878 AA ETTEN-LEUR

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; refrigerators; freezers; cookers; grills; ovens, including convection ovens and combined convection / 
steam ovens; microwave ovens; air conditioning installations and apparatus; fans; cooker hoods and extraction systems; 
cooking hobs; water purifiers; air dryers; electric coffee makers; air purifiers; humidifiers; toasters; electric waffle irons; 
refrigerated counters, including serving counters; radiators; grills (cooking appliances); boilers.

Cl.35;Business intermediary services in the purchase and sale of apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, 
cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, refrigerators, freezers, cookers, grills, 
ovens, including convection ovens and combined convection / steam ovens, microwave ovens, air conditioning 
installations and apparatus, fans, cooker hoods and extraction systems, built-in hobs, water purifiers, dryers, electric 
coffee makers, air purifiers, humidifiers, toasters, electric waffle irons, refrigerated counters including serving counters, 
radiators, grills (cooking appliances), boilers.

Cl.37;Building; repair and installation services in relation to apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, 
refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, refrigerators, freezers, cookers, grills, ovens, 
including convection ovens and combined convection / steam ovens, microwave ovens, air conditioning installations and 
apparatus, fans, cooker hoods and extraction systems, built-in hobs, water purifiers, dryers, electric coffee makers, air 
purifiers, humidifiers, toasters, electric waffle irons, refrigerated counters including serving counters, radiators, grills 
(cooking appliances), boilers.
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Priority claimed from 05/06/2015; Application No. : 15 4 186 553 ;France 

3322856    02/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288032]
SIKANA EDUCATION
99 rue Lafayette F-75010 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; direct mail advertising (leaflets, prospectuses, printed matter, samples, free CD-ROMs); rental of 
advertising space, updating of advertising documents; dissemination of advertising matter, media planning services; 
arranging subscriptions to a database or multimedia server center; subscriptions to a database; subscriptions to 
electronic newspapers; newspaper subscription services for others; administrative management of a platform for hosting 
and exchanging data, images, sounds, sound and/or video recordings, videos; administrative management of a database 
on the Internet; creating directories of information available on computer networks, namely database compilation; 
services for inputting, compiling and processing data and more generally for recording, transcribing and systematizing 
written communications and sound and/or image recordings; collection and systematization of data in a central file; 
management of an online searchable data platform; computer file management for others; recording, composition, 
systematization of data written or received by computer, and particularly data communication or remote computing; 
public relations; organization of trade fairs and exhibitions for advertising purposes; organization of competitions in 
connection with advertising.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; transmission of information (news), communication and transmission of messages and 
images assisted by computer; transmission of information by electronic means; communications by computer terminals; 
transmission of information contained in data banks; provision of secure access to information; provision of access time 
to a data bank; transmission and distribution of images and sound via computers or computer networks; provision of 
discussion forums on the Internet; electronic mail, electronic messaging, in particular via a global computer network; 
rental of access time to a database server center; broadcasting or transmission of information, sound, texts or 
downloadable digital images via computer networks or other communication networks.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; cultural activities; information relating to entertainment or education; 
organization of competitions (education or entertainment); organization and conducting of exhibitions, conferences, 
seminars or congresses, courses, workshops for cultural or educational purposes; production of films; production of 
video; videotape editing; photography services; editing and publishing of multimedia carriers; electronic publication of 
online non-downloadable periodicals; editing and publishing of texts, illustrations, magazines, newspapers, periodicals 
and more generally any type of publication other than advertising texts, including electronic and digital publications.
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Priority claimed from 25/09/2015; Application No. : UK00003128704 ;United Kingdom 

3322923    21/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288137]
Pearson plc
80 Strand London WC2R 0RL United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications; printed matter; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); educational 
publications; books; educational books; textbooks; reference books; printed dictionaries, fiction books; non-fiction 
books; series of fiction and non-fiction books; printed matter for instructional purposes; printed educational, 
instructional, teaching and training materials; teaching manuals; instructional manuals for teaching; printed study guides;
printed examinations and answer sheets; printed research reports.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; educational instruction services; educational and teaching services; educational 
services provided by schools and institutes of higher education; educational services relating to the teaching of foreign 
languages; second language educational services; technological education services; career and vocational education and
training services; educational and assessment services; educational testing; standardized testing; educational 
examinations and qualifications; providing computer-delivered educational testing and assessments; providing 
educational examinations and tests; teaching assessments for counteracting learning difficulties; educational 
achievement testing; assessment of educational and vocational ability for use in connection with educational and 
vocational instruction and placement; educational services in the nature of correspondence courses; distance learning 
services; computer based educational services; educational information services; educational research; educational 
advisory and consultancy services; development of educational materials; design of educational courses, developing 
training systems and learning methodologies for others; organization of educational conferences; providing on-line 
educational computer games; publishing services; book publishing services; electronic publication services; electronic 
publishing services; publication of texts, books, magazines and other printed matter; publication of educational books; 
publication of educational materials; publication of educational texts and instructional books; providing electronic 
publications; providing on-line [non-downloadable] publications; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing 
custom publishing services; educational, cognitive and vocational assessment services; educational research; 
information, advisory and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.44;Psychological testing; psychological tests; personality testing for psychological purposes; preparation of 
psychological reports; psychological assessment services; psychological diagnosis services; psychological assessment 
and examination services; providing information in the field of psychological counselling, assessment and treatment; 
psychological counselling; occupational psychology services; occupational therapy services; therapy services; providing 
psychological treatment; physical therapy; speech and hearing therapy; information, advisory and consultancy services 
in relation to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2015; Application No. : 86797620 ;United States of America 

3323044    28/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288139]
J.C. Bromac Corporation
11860 S. La Cienega Blvd. Hawthorne CA 90250 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Tops; t-shirts, shirts, jackets, headwear, hats, bandanas, caps, gloves, belts.

Cl.35;Retail stores featuring apparel items, motorcycles, motor bikes, atv and scooters and parts and acessories for 
such goods; franchises services, namely, offering business management assistance in the establishment and operation 
of vehicle rental, leasing and sale businesses; franchise services, namely, offering technical assistance in the 
establishment and/or operations of rental stores and shops, assistance in the establishment, business management and 
product and service commercialization within the framework of a franchise contract; franchising, namely, consultation 
and assistance in business management, organization and promotion; services rendered by a franchisor, namely, 
assistance in the running or management of commercial enterprises; business management advisory services relating to 
franchising; business advice in the running of establishments as franchises; assistance in business management and 
product commercialization, within the framework of a franchise contract on-line retail store services featuring apparel 
items and motorcycles, motor bikes and scooters and parts and acccessories for such goods; providing information for 
consumers in the fields of motorcycles, motorcycling, atv, scooters, motobikes, and motor vehicles via a website.

Cl.39;Leasing and rental of vehicles, leasing and rental of motorcycles, arranging of travel tours; providing information 
in the field of the vehicle and motorcycle industries.
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3323102    31/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288113]
DORMA Deutschland GmbH
Dorma Platz 1 Ennepetal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Keys; fittings of metal for building, in particular door hinges, handles, locks and strike boxes, handle sets, fittings 
for all-glass doors and panes of glass; metal fittings for all-glass installations, namely locks and lock cases, striking 
plates, handles, knobs, grab bars, screw mountings, clamp fittings, connection fittings, protective fittings; metal doors; 
door closers [non-electric]; gate stops of metal; metallic divisions [partitions]; locks of metal.

Cl.9;Electric regulating and control apparatus for sliding doors, swing doors, revolving security doors, revolving double 
doors, curved sliding doors, telescopic sliding doors, partitions, folding doors, swing gates, folding gates and sliding 
gates; accessories for electric regulating and control apparatus for sliding doors, swing doors, revolving security doors, 
revolving double doors, curved sliding doors, telescopic sliding doors, partitions, folding doors, swing gates, folding 
gates and sliding gates, namely switchpoints, radar-based motion detectors, light barriers, included in this class; locks, 
electric; electronic switching, control, monitoring and checking (supervision) apparatus for locks, windows and door 
drives; access control devices, and apparatus and devices for personal identification, namely readers (data processing), 
central processing units (for data processing) and time recording apparatus; alarms; smoke detectors; identity cards, 
magnetic.

Cl.19;Doors, not of metal; wall partitions, not of metal, building construction materials, not of metal.
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3324340    07/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289720]
BOE TECHNOLOGY GROUP CO., LTD.
No. 10 Jiuxianqiao Road, Chaoyang District 100016 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer peripheral devices; computer software applications, downloadable; electronic book readers; 
tablet computers; computer programmes [programs], recorded; computer operating programs, recorded; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; computer game software; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; downloadable 
music files; downloadable image files; smartphones; 3D spectacles; laptop computers; computer keyboards; computer 
software, recorded; integrated circuit cards; readers [data processing equipment]; notebook computers; cameras; 
integrated circuits; integrated circuit modules; radio tubes; electric switches; X-ray tubes not for medical purposes; 
semiconductor devices; level indicators; pressure indicators; computer peripherals; cameras [photography]; transistors 
[electronic]; fluorescent screens; television sets; liquid crystal display televisions (LCD TV); semi-conductors; batteries, 
electric; electronic card readers; computer software for use in database management; computer mouse; computer 
monitors; television displays; liquid crystal display (LCD) monitors; personal digital assistants (PDA); plasma display 
panel (PDP); television screens; projection screens; data processing apparatus; navigational instruments; battery 
chargers; accumulators, electric; solar batteries; inverters [electricity]; television set-top boxes; network communication 
equipment; electronic notebooks; electronic sounding devices with books; digital photo frames; audio-video players; 
photovoltaic inverters; portable media players; mini notebook computers with wireless Internet capability; video screens.

Cl.11;Illuminating lamps; lamps; incandescent burners; stage luminaires; illuminators; light bulbs; discharge tubes, 
electric, for lighting; lighting apparatus and installations; luminous tubes for lighting; planar cold cathode fluorescent 
lamps; lighting installations for air vehicles; lighting apparatus and installations for aircraft; electric lamps; daylight 
fluorescent lamp tubes; pocket torches, electric; ceiling lights; laboratory lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical 
purposes; safety lamps; fairy lights for festive decoration; miners' lamps; luminous house numbers; searchlights; torches 
for lighting; street lamps; aquarium lights; diving lights; lights for vehicles; lighting apparatus for vehicles; LED (light 
emitting diode) lamps; LED (light emitting diode) light bulbs; LED (light emitting diode) illuminating lamps; LED (light 
emitting diode) lighting fixtures; LED (light emitting diode) lighting apparatus and installations; OLED (organic light-
emitting diode) lamps; OLED (organic light-emitting diode) light bulbs; OLED (organic light-emitting diode) illuminating 
lamps; OLED (organic light-emitting diode) lighting fixtures; OLED (organic light-emitting diode) lighting apparatus and 
installations.
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Priority claimed from 01/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 042 329 ;Germany 

3324354    18/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289724]
Erich Netzsch GmbH & Co. Holding KG
Gebrüder-Netzsch-Straße 19 95100 Selb Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel balls as grinding body.

Cl.7;Spiral pumps, rotary lobe pumps; screw pumps; centrifugal pumps for dosing; dosing pumps; electric pumps; 
pneumatic pumps; pumps in the form of machines; pumps in the form of machine or engine parts; valves as parts of 
pumps; lobe pumps; diaphragm pumps; pump systems; industrial shredders; rotary shredders; crushers, crushing 
machines, beaters in the form of machines; grinders and macerators for industrial use; control devices for machines and 
engines; displacement pumps; multiphase screw spindle pumps; mills in the form of machines; grinders, in particular ball 
mills; engines, except for land vehicles; couplings and apparatus for power transmission, not for land vehicles; agitators; 
filters as parts of machines and engines; sieves in the form of machines or machine parts; cutting machines; sealing as 
parts of engines; sealing of metal; non-metal sealing; rotor arms for machines; stators as parts of machines; d rive shafts, 
not for land vehicles; housings for machines and engines; barrel emptying machines; electric cutting machines; electric 
machines for mixing liquids, powders, paints, lacquers, adhesives, food; filling machines; machines for filling liquids, 
powders, paints, lacquers, adhesives, food; machines for dosing liquids, powders, paints, lacquers, adhesives, food; jet 
mills; de-aerators in the form of air suction devices; centrifuges in the form of machines; homogenizers; machines for the 
manufacture and processing of chocolate, namely coating machines, machine mass pumps, decorating machines, 
strewing and drop machines, return conveyor belts, conveyor machines, mogul machines as well as parts of these 
machines; machines for briquetting machines, compacting, compressing, pelleting and granular forming of powdery, 
granular, pasty and slurred products; powder treating and processing equipment and apparatus; granulating machines, 
air-separators, classifiers, air jigging machines, sieving machines, dusts separators, machine dischargers; mechanical 
apparatus and devices for stirring in, mixing in, blending, cutting small, hashing, pressing, squeezing, reducing and 
sorting of solids, slurry, paste like masses and viscous materials; hydraulic d rive for machines and engines; hydraulic 
valves; hydraulic pumps; hydraulic circuits for machines; hydraulic lift tables; hoisting blocks (hydraulic); couplings 
(joints) except for land vehicles; hydraulic engine controls; agitators (parts of machines) for chemical processes; cyclone 
separators; joint heads; joint shafts; rotary lobes as parts of machines and pumps; spindles as parts of machines and 
pumps.

Cl.17;Elastomers; rings for sealing; sealing, not of metal; washers of rubber or volcanic fiber.

Cl.21;Glass balls as grinding body; ceramic balls as grinding body; porcelain balls as grinding body; stone balls as 
grinding body.

Cl.37;Disassembly, assembly, installation, maintenance and repair of machines; installation of fair and exhibition 
booths; provision of information about repair or maintenance of measuring and testing devices; disassembly, assembly, 
installation, maintenance and repair of measuring, signalling and monitoring devices and instruments; upgrading and 
reconstruction of machines; pumping of liquids and oil; rental of spiral pumps, rotary lobe pumps, screw pumps, 
centrifugal pumps for dosing, dosing pumps, electric pumps, pneumatic pumps, pumps in the form of machines, pump 
systems, industrial crushing machines, rotary shredders, crushers, crushing machines, beaters in the forms of machines, 
grinders and macerators for industrial use, control devices for machines and engines, displacement pumps, multiphase 
screw spindle pumps, mills in the form of machines, engines, except for land vehicles, couplings and apparatus for power 
transmission, not for land vehicles, agitators, sieves in the form of machines, analyzing devices, not for medical 
purposes, measuring devices, electric measuring devices, voltage testers, electric couplings, calorimeters, scientific 
apparatus and instruments, surveying apparatus and instruments, optical apparatus and instruments, weighing apparatus 
and instruments, measuring apparatus and instruments, signalling apparatus and instruments, controlling apparatus and 
instruments, barrel emptying machines, electric cutting machines, electric machines for mixing liquids, powders, paints, 
lacquers, adhesives, food, machines for filling liquids, powders, paints, lacquers, adhesives, food, machines for dosing 
liquids, powders, paints, lacquers, adhesives, food, jet mills, de-aerators in the form of air suction devices, centrifuges in 
the form of machines, homogenizers.

Cl.40;Grinding.
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Cl.41;Organization and arranging technical trainings and seminars; photographing services; issuing printed matter; 
production of animations; online provision of electronic publications; issuing online publications; creating animations 
with special effects for film and video.

Cl.42;Technical measuring; consultancy in the field of technical and scientific measurements and analytics; design and 
development of computer software; installation, maintenance and repair of software; software as a service; services of an 
engineer for planning, developing, projecting and manufacturing components and plants for the food and semi-luxury 
food industry, of mechanical process engineering as well as laboratory technology; design of animations for third parties; 
design of animations and special effects for third parties.
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2015; Application No. : 281399 ;Israel 
3324365    06/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1288927]
ADAMA AGAN LTD
Northern Industrial Zone, P.O.B. 262 77102 Ashdod Israel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Fungicides.

Cl.44;Agriculture, horticulture and forestry services; advisory services and consultancy in the field of agriculture, 
horticulture and forestry.
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Priority claimed from 09/08/2015; Application No. : 86719146 ;United States of America 

3324566    11/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1288871]
Kaiser, Erik A.
19 Balbrook Drive Mendham NJ 07945 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Attachments for cameras and smart phones, namely, apparatus comprised of brackets to hold phone and a mirror 
with LED lighting sold as a unit, for assisting a person in taking a selfie picture.

Cl.11;Lighting fixtures.

Cl.20;Mirrors enhanced by LED lighting.
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Priority claimed from 03/06/2015; Application No. : 2015-052391 ;Japan 

3325197    29/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1289689]
ARKRAY, Inc.
57, Nishiaketa-cho, Higashi-kujo, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8045 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Industrial chemicals; protein [raw material]; ferments for chemical purposes; reagents for chemical purposes, other
than for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for use in scientific apparatus for chemical or biological purposes; 
diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; biochemicals for in vitro and in vivo scientific use; reagent paper, other 
than for medical or veterinary purposes; reagents for genetic research purposes, other than for medical or veterinary 
purposes; flour and starch for industrial purposes.

Cl.35;Retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical preparations, veterinary preparations, medical apparatus and 
instruments, veterinary apparatus and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for processed food.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of computers; repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; 
repair or maintenance of laboratory apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines 
and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; sterilization of medical machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of electronic 
machines and apparatus and providing information relating thereto; repair or maintenance of veterinary apparatus and 
instruments and providing information relating thereto.

Cl.39;Logistics services consisting of the transportation, packaging, and storage of goods.

Cl.40;Rental of chemical processing machines and apparatus; custom manufacture of pharmaceuticals; custom 
manufacture of medical devices for others.

Cl.41;Educational and instruction services relating to arts, crafts, sports or general knowledge; arranging, conducting 
and organization of seminars; organization of sports events and competitions; providing electronic publications; 
publication of books; language interpreter services; translation.

Cl.42;Designing of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, 
apparatus and instruments; design services; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of 
computer software; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; testing or research on 
machines, apparatus and instruments; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; testing or research on medical 
apparatus and instruments; testing or research on optical machines and instruments; testing or research on laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; testing or research on chemical processing machines and apparatus; design and 
development of medical apparatus and instruments; design and development of optical machines and apparatus; design 
and development of laboratory apparatus and instruments; design and development of chemical processing machines 
and apparatus; providing electronic computer programs; software as a service [SaaS]; rental of computer software; rental 
of application software; providing computer programs for use in medical apparatus and instruments on data networks; 
rental of computer software for medical apparatus and instruments; rental of computer software for data processing; 
developing computer software; rental of optical machines and apparatus.

Cl.44;Rental of medical machines and apparatus; dietary and nutritional guidance; provision of medical information; 
rental of veterinary apparatus and instruments; provision of health information; lifestyle counseling and consultancy for 
medical purposes; health or medical consultancy; advisory services relating to health; providing information relating to 
veterinary services.
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Priority claimed from 30/04/2015; Application No. : 40201507131U ;Singapore 

3325293    30/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288958]
QUO Asia Pte. Ltd.
4 Battery Road, 25-01 Bank of China Building Singapore 049908 Singapore

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Pamphlets; books; booklets; calendars; printed matter; covers (stationery); labels; tickets; graphic 
representations; flyers; office requisites, except furniture; photographs [printed]; catalogues.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; advertising agencies; marketing research and marketing studies; public relations; layout 
services for advertising purposes; writing and publication of publicity texts; organization of exhibitions for commercial or 
advertising purposes; production of advertising material; advisory services relating to corporate identity; business 
assistance related to corporate identity; brand creation services; business consultancy; business analysis services; 
business strategy services.

Cl.42;Graphic arts design; design and development of computer software and computer programs; hosting websites; 
creating, designing and maintaining websites for others; computer programming.
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Priority claimed from 19/05/2015; Application No. : 1310693 ;Benelux 

3325300    18/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1288964]
MAGIC PRODUCTION GROUP (M.P.G.) SA
Rue de Trèves, Findel Business Center, Complexe L-2632 Findel

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas trees; 
construction games, card games, manipulative games, parlor games, action toys, figurines (toys), construction toys, 
models (toys), scale model vehicles (toys); jigsaw puzzles.

Cl.30;Pastry and confectionery, excluding confectionery products consisting of or containing fruit gums, licorice, 
aerated sweets and fruit jelly candy; edible ices; chocolate and chocolate-based products, cocoa and cocoa-based 
products.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; entertainment provided via a 
global communication network, entertainment by means of radio, television and the Internet, provision of online non-
downloadable comic books and graphic novels; interactive entertainment services; organization of competitions 
(education or entertainment); organization of entertainment events.
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3325893    03/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290404]
Ren Xiangrong
Room 111, No. 33 Yushili, Southgate Street, Lucheng District, Wenzhou City Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shaving soaps; stain removers; abrasive pastes; essential oils; moustache wax; after-shave lotions; make-up; 
mouth-rinsing liquid; scented wood, dentifrices.

Cl.8;Beard clippers; agricultural implements, hand-operated; razors, electric or non-electric; scissors; sabres; garden 
tools, hand-operated; graving tools [hand tools); razor blades; depilation appliances, electric or non-electric; drills.
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Priority claimed from 11/05/2015; Application No. : UK00003107957 ;United Kingdom 

3325900    03/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290391]
Lowe International Limited
60 Sloane Avenue London SW3 3XB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising services; advertising agency services; preparing and placing of advertisements; producing of 
commercial advertisements; radio and television advertising; brand creation, development and consultancy services; 
business management and advice; business enquiries and investigations; business information and research; business 
advisory services; business appraisal; business consultation services; business advisory services relating to 
sponsorship and franchising; publicity services; public relations services; marketing services; market analysis and 
research; market surveys; direct marketing services; sales promotion services; promotional services; information, 
consultancy and advisory services relating to the aforesaid.

Cl.42;Design services, graphic design services, packaging design services, design and drawing services; creating and 
maintaining websites, information, advisory and consultancy services relating to the aforesaid.
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3325903    10/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290414]
Shenzhen Rapoo Technology Co., Ltd.
No. 22, Jinxiu East Road, Kengzi Jiedao, Pingshan New District, Shenzhen City Guangdong Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Vehicle radios; electro-dynamic apparatus for the remote control of signals; mobile telephones; camcorders; 
monitoring apparatus, electric; cameras [photography]; batteries, electric.

Cl.12;Vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water or rail; unmanned vehicles; air vehicles; aeroplanes; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and appliances; amphibious airplanes; aircraft; unmanned aerial vehicles; remote control vehicles, 
other than toys; screw-propellers.

Cl.18;Rucksacks; bags for sports; travelling trunks; handbags; trunks [luggage]; bags; leather laces; fur; canes; 
umbrellas.

Cl.28;Model aeroplane materials; radio-controlled aircraft; games; apparatus for games; controllers for game consoles; 
unmanned radio-controlled planes; toys; intelligent toys; toy models; controllers for unmanned radio-controlled planes.
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Priority claimed from 06/10/2015; Application No. : 014644983 ;European Union 

3325918    09/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290436]
emoji company GmbH 
Necklenbroicher Strasse 52-54 40667 Meerbusch DE

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Shampoos for pets; shampoos; shoe polish; laundry detergent; make-up; powder for make-up; oils for perfumes 
and scents; perfumery; perfume; lipsticks; false nails; false eyelashes; dry shampoos; cosmetic pencils; henna [cosmetic 
dye]; hair spray; hair tonic; depilatory preparations; depilatory wax; scale removing preparations for household purposes;
scented water; javelle water; deodorants for human beings or for animals; bath salts, not for medical purposes; cosmetic 
preparations for baths; antiperspirants [toiletries]; eyebrow pencils; eyebrow cosmetics; breath freshening strips; breath 
freshening sprays; decorative transfers for cosmetic purposes; after-shave lotions; furbishing preparations; dentifrice; 
dental bleaching gels; polishing wax; shoe wax.

Cl.9;Animated cartoons; video game cassettes; video cassettes; usb flash drives; peepholes [magnifying lenses] for 
doors; portable media players; sound reproduction apparatus; toner cartridges, unfilled, for printers and photocopiers; 
audio receivers; telephone apparatus; pocket calculators; tablet computers; covers for electric outlets; sockets, plugs 
and other contacts [electric connections]; sports glasses; memory cards for video game machines; computer memory 
devices; sunglasses; lens hoods; protective masks; protective helmets for sports; head protection; sound recording 
discs; egg timers [sandglasses]; riding helmets; lifebelts; radios; record players; optical goods; teeth protectors; cell 
phones; microphones; megaphones; mouse pads; disks, magnetic; mouse [computer peripheral]; magnets; magnetic 
data media; cabinets for loudspeakers; loudspeakers; bags adapted for laptops; sleeves for laptops; laptop computers; 
headsets; downloadable ring tones for mobile phones; smart cards; identity cards, magnetic; weights; coin-operated 
musical automata [juke boxes]; automated teller machines [atm]; cameras [photography]; film cameras; electronic book 
readers; DVD players; computer keyboards; compact disc players; chips [integrated circuits]; spectacle lenses; spectacle 
cases; spectacles [optics]; letter scales; encoded identification bracelets, magnetic; batteries, electric; alarm bells, 
electric; acoustic [sound] alarms; alarms; 3d spectacles; downloadable music files; digital photo frames; peripherals 
adapted for use with computers; audio- and video-receivers; cases adapted for mobile phones; covers for smartphones.

Cl.14;Timepieces; watchstraps; clock cases; cases for watches [presentation]; ornaments [jewellery, jewelry (am)]; 
jewellery; key rings [trinkets or fobs]; rings [jewellery, jewelry (am)]; pearl; medals; medallions; wire of precious metal 
[jewellery, jewelry (am)]; bracelets; watches; paste jewellery [costume jewelry (am)]; beads for making jewelry; tie pins; 
ivory jewelry; clocks and watches, electric; jewellery of yellow amber; chronographs [watches]; ornamental pins.

Cl.16;Printed matter; bookbinding material; photographs; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); 
paper; folders for papers; document files; scrapbooks; stickers [stationery]; mats for beer glasses; erasing products; 
stamps; writing paper; sealing stamps; inking pads; highlighters; notebooks; stencils; files (office requisites); paper 
towels; booklets; pads (stationery); greeting cards; postcards; tissues of paper; hygienic paper; paper table covers; paper
bags; boxes for pens; writing cases (stationery); passport holders; books; book binders; rubber erasers; erasing shields; 
newspapers; periodicals; drawings; notebooks; wrapping paper; prospectuses; table napkins of paper; transparencies 
[stationery]; fiberboard boxes; adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; writing instruments; writing or 
drawing books; document portfolios; writing materials; signboards of paper or cardboard; shields (paper seals); musical 
greeting cards; luminous paper; bibs of paper; catalogues; calendars; envelopes (stationery); handbooks [manuals]; 
elastic bands for offices; gummed tape (stationery); drawings; graphic reproductions; correcting fluids (office requisites); 
flyers; plastic film for wrapping; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; figurines (statuettes) of papier-mâché; bottle 
envelopes of cardboard or paper; filter paper; chromos; covers [stationery]; comic strips; stationery (cabinets for) [office 
requisites]; money holders; address stamps; tracing patterns; stickers [stationery]; writing tablets; note pads; school 
supplies (stationery); printed tickets; cardboard; colorboard [colored paperboard]; cardboard; stationery; bags 
[envelopes, pouches] of paper or plastics, for packaging; photographs [printed]; paper pennants; flags of paper; drawer 
liners of paper, perfumed or not; albums for stickers; coloring books; decals; activity books; children's activity books.

Cl.18;Casual bags; baggage; carrying cases; baggage; parasols; umbrellas; baggage; rucksacks; baggage; collars for 
animals; imitation leather; credit card cases [wallets]; saddle cloths for horses; baggage; hand bags; net bags for 
shopping; shopping bags; satchels; satchels; key bags; leather shoulder belts; straps for skates; cases, of leather or 
leatherboard; sling bags for carrying infants; sling bags for carrying infants; beach bags; briefcases [leather goods]; 
credit card holders; garment bags.

Cl.21;Clothes-pegs; cleaning rags; lunch boxes; powder compacts; paper plates; isothermic bags; cups of paper or 
plastic; saucers; flasks; cookie jars; combs; perfume vaporizers; toothbrushes; toothpicks; toothbrushes, electric; boxes 
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of glass; glass bowls; glasses [receptacles]; painted glassware; molds [kitchen utensils]; ice cube molds; bottles; 
disposable table plates; buckets; bread bins; bread baskets, domestic; bread boards; frying pans; mugs; drinking 
glasses; drinking straws; hip flasks; drinking vessels; non-electric portable coldboxes; pot lids; pots; toilet sponges; 
toilet roll holders; cocktail shakers; cake molds [moulds]; toilet utensils; plates; tableware, other than knives, forks and 
spoons; trays for domestic purposes; bowls [basins]; cookie [biscuit] cutters; containers for household or kitchen use; 
sponges for household purposes; towel racks.

Cl.24;Pillowcases [pillow slips]; pillowcases [pillow slips]; bed clothes and blankets; pillowcases [pillow slips]; bed 
covers; bed covers of paper; traced cloths for embroidery; wall hangings of textile; curtains of plastic; curtain fabric; non-
woven textile fabrics; towels; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; table linen [not of paper]; table cloths [not of paper]; textile 
napkins; table cloths (not of paper); handkerchiefs of textile; fabrics; labels; coverlets (bedspreads); place mats (not of 
paper); mattress covers; linens; curtains of textile or plastic; shower curtains of textile or plastic; cotton fabrics; bath 
linen (except clothing); banners; pillowcases [pillow slips]; cot canopies; covers for eiderdown and duvets; quilted 
blankets [bedding]; bed linen; travelling rugs [lap robes]; cloth napkins for removing makeup.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear; headgear; leggings (trousers); underwear; underwear; tee-shirts; ski gloves; socks; clothing 
of leather; bibs, not of paper; paper hats [clothing]; caps [headwear]; combinations [clothing]; dressing gowns; ear muffs 
(clothing); ties; ascots; jumpers; jackets [clothing]; headgear; knitwear [clothing]; overalls; aprons (clothing); hoods 
[clothing]; garters; shirts; slips [undergarments]; clothing for gymnastics; gymnastic shoes; ankle boots; scarves; belts 
(clothing); money belts (clothing); goloshes; gaiters; football boots; soles for footwear; wristbands clothing; anti-sweat 
underclothing; masquerade costumes; soles for footwear; pocket squares; shower caps; visors [headwear]; brassieres; 
boxer shorts; swimming caps; gowns; knickers; knickers; teddies (undergarments); boas [clothing]; pants (am); singlets; 
sports shoes; athletics vests; paper clothing; motorists' clothing; clothing of imitations of leather; pelisses; berets; 
layettes [clothing]; babies' pants [clothing]; swimming costumes; bath robes; bath shoes; bath sandals; suits; parkas; 
uniforms; waistcoats; pullovers; tights; garters; stockings; beach shoes; beachwear; boots; espadrilles; headbands 
(clothing); trunks; gloves; costumes; clothing for babies; gloves; baby clothes; shoes; party hats [clothing].

Cl.28;Sporting articles not included in other classes; gymnastic articles not included in other classes; decorations for 
christmas trees; surf skis; video game apparatus; portable games with liquid crystal displays; kites; checkers (games); 
checkerboards; board games; bob-sleighs; teddy bears; surfboards; surf skis; playing cards; playing balls; balls for 
games; masks [playthings]; boxing gloves; body boards; bows for archery; baseball gloves; dice; toys for domestic pets; 
toy cars; toy figurines; models being toys; skateboards; ski boards; flotation apparatus for swimming; flippers for 
swimming; swimming belts; novelties for parties, dances [party favors, favours]; chess games; roller skates; in-line roller 
skates; dolls; stuffed toys; stuffed toys; paper party hats; mobiles (toys); mah-jong; dumb-bells; dumb-bells; bait 
[artificial]; spinning tops; confetti; bonbons (explosive -) [christmas crackers]; playing cards; chips for gambling; playing 
cards; hockey sticks; gloves for games; gymnastic articles; golf clubs; golf gloves; parlour games; fitness exercise 
machines; conjuring apparatus; games (apparatus for -); slot machines (gaming devices); gaming machines for gambling; 
shuttlecocks; masks [playthings]; scale-model vehicles; skating boots with skates attached; dominoes; christmas tree 
stands; body-training apparatus; bingo cards; ninepins; billiard balls; ball pitching machines; rattles [playthings]; scale 
model kits [toys]; marbles; jigsaw puzzles; balloons; games; playthings; scooters [toys]; electronic remote controlled toy 
vehicles; battery operated remote controlled toy vehicles; air pistols [toys]; amusement apparatus for use in arcades; 
video game machines; remote controlled toys in the form of vehicles.

Cl.29;Potato chips; fruit jellies; fruit pulp; fruit salads; fruit-based snack food; fruit chips; fruit preserved in alcohol; 
cheese; curd; soya milk [milk substitute]; tofu; raisins; nuts, prepared; whey; milk products; marmalade; margarine; jams; 
compotes; condensed milk; yogurt; eggs; jellies for food; quark (curd); apple purée; butter; peanut butter; milk; milk 
shakes; meats; processed nuts.

Cl.30;Coffee; tea; artificial coffee; bread; pastry confectionery; candy; edible ices; candy; candy; rusks; farinaceous 
food pastes; chocolate; mousses (chocolate -); puddings; popcorn; pizza; pancakes; muesli; marzipan; almond 
confectionery; liquorice (confectionery); stick liquorice (confectionery); cake dough; ice; ketchup [sauce]; frozen yoghurt 
(confectionery ices); honey; semolina; groats for human food; chips [cereal products]; cereal bars; royal jelly; fruit jellies 
[confectionery]; fondants [confectionery]; iced tea; ices and ice creams; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; candy; pastilles 
[confectionery]; confectionery for decorating christmas trees; waffles; dough; rice cakes; rice-based snack food; ravioli; 
popcorn; high-protein cereal bars; oat-based food; ribbon vermicelli; noodle-based prepared meals; cocoa beverages 
with milk; coffee beverages with milk; flakes (corn); gingerbread; mayonnaise; bubble gum; cocoa-based beverages; 
caramels; candy; coffee based drinks; artificial coffee; cereal-based snack food; dessert mousses (confectionery); sugar; 
coffee, teas and cocoa and substitutes therefor; petits fours [cakes]; ice, natural or artificial; crackers; pastries; brioches.

Cl.32;Pastilles for effervescing beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; waters [beverages]; tomato juice 
[beverage]; table waters; sherbets [beverages]; soda water; smoothies; syrups for beverages; seltzer water; preparations 
for making beverages; whey beverages; malt beer; lemonades; syrups for lemonade; aerated water; vegetable juices 
[beverages]; juices; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; isotonic beverages; cocktails, non-alcoholic; beer; aloe vera drinks, non-
alcoholic; aperitifs, non-alcoholic; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; non-
alcoholic beverages; essences for making beverages.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; interactive entertainment 
services; film production, other than advertising films; movie showing; rental of motion pictures; film production 
services; providing interactive multi-player computer games via the internet and electronic communication networks; 
production of television programs; children's entertainment services; entertainment services provided on-line from a 
computer database or the internet; entertainment in the nature of live performances and personal appearances by a 
costumed character; organization, production and presentation of theatrical performances; information and advisory 
services relating to entertainment; social club services for entertainment purposes; providing amusement parks; 
provision of amusement parks; musical performances; commissioned writing [plays, musicals, for publications]; music 
production.
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Priority claimed from 02/07/2015; Application No. : 014323992 ;European Union 

3325921    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290578]
Erlab D.F.S. S.A.S.
Parc d'Affaires des Portes, BP 403 F-27104 Val de Reuil Cedex France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Electronic devices for safety and protection against chemical and biological hazards.

Cl.11;Air-purifying apparatus and machines.

Cl.42;Development, programming and implementation of software.
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Priority claimed from 27/08/2015; Application No. : M201514459 ;Ukraine 

3326046    14/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290429]
Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnistiu "YEVROPEISKE BIURO ROZVYTKU BIZNESU"
vul. Rishelievska, 68G m. Odesa 65012 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial information agencies; employment agencies; administrative processing of purchase orders; cost 
price analysis; business auditing; auctioneering; outsourced administrative management for companies; book-keeping; 
marketing studies; opinion polling; invoicing; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; arranging subscriptions to 
telecommunication services for others; payroll preparation; tax preparation; demonstration of goods; business inquiries; 
business management assistance; commercial or industrial management assistance; advisory services for business 
management; business research; economic forecasting; providing business information via a web site; compilation of 
information into computer databases; compilation of statistics; import-export agencies; business information; business 
management of performing artists; business management for freelance service providers; business management of 
hotels; business management of sports people; business management of reimbursement programs for others; 
commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer advice shop]; commercial administration of the licensing of 
the goods and services of others; computerized file management; personnel management consultancy; business 
management consultancy; business organization consultancy; marketing; marketing research; typing; provision of 
commercial and business contact information; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and 
services; rental of advertising time on communication media; writing of resumes for others; writing of publicity texts; 
word processing; updating of advertising material; updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; web site 
traffic optimization; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for 
promotional purposes; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; rental of advertising space; 
shop window dressing; business appraisals; personnel recruitment; business management and organization 
consultancy; business efficiency expert services; outsourcing services [business assistance]; business project 
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management services for construction projects; commercial intermediation services; layout services for advertising 
purposes; news clipping services; price comparison services; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and 
services for other businesses]; relocation services for businesses; photocopying services; tax filing services; modelling 
for advertising or sales promotion; secretarial services; public relations; retail or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, 
veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; data search in computer files for others; search engine 
optimization; sponsorship search; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; telephone 
answering for unavailable subscribers; rental of billboards [advertising boards]; office machines and equipment rental; 
publicity material rental; rental of vending machines; rental of sales stands; rental of photocopying machines; direct mail 
advertising; psychological testing for the selection of personnel; publication of publicity texts; radio advertising; 
advertising agencies; advertising; pay per click advertising; advertising by mail order; on-line advertising on a computer 
network; document reproduction; bill-posting; distribution of samples; dissemination of advertising matter; design of 
advertising materials; business investigations; systemization of information into computer databases; drawing up of 
statements of accounts; sales promotion for others; production of advertising films; shorthand; transcription of 
communications [office functions]; television advertising; telemarketing services; negotiation and conclusion of 
commercial transactions for third parties; professional business consultancy.

Cl.41;Academies [education]; lending libraries; videotaping; arranging and conducting of congresses; arranging and 
conducting of colloquiums; arranging and conducting of conferences; arranging and conducting of concerts; arranging 
and conducting of workshops [training]; arranging and conducting of seminars; arranging and conducting of 
symposiums; arranging of beauty contests; gymnastic instruction; electronic desktop publishing; nursery schools; 
animal training; dubbing; educational examination; providing on-line videos, not downloadable; providing on-line 
electronic publications, not downloadable; providing on-line music, not downloadable; providing sports facilities; 
providing recreation facilities; providing golf facilities; providing casino facilities [gambling]; booking of seats for shows; 
correspondence courses; game services provided on-line from a computer network; recreation information; education 
information; entertainment information; cinema presentations; movie studios; microfilming; videotape editing; music-
halls; tutoring; providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions]; providing karaoke services; writing of texts, other 
than publicity texts; night clubs; organization of balls; organization of shows [impresario services]; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural or educational purposes; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; operating 
lotteries; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; organization of sports competitions; teaching; 
amusement parks; sign language interpretation; party planning [entertainment]; entertainer services; disc jockey 
services; discotheque services; providing amusement arcade services; calligraphy services; layout services, other than 
for advertising purposes; zoological garden services; language interpreter services; coaching [training]; health club 
services [health and fitness training]; club services [entertainment or education]; modelling for artists; orchestra 
services; translation; mobile library services; personal trainer services [fitness training]; news reporters services; sport 
camp services; recording studio services; scriptwriting services; holiday camp services [entertainment]; ticket agency 
services [entertainment]; photographic reporting; services of schools [education]; gambling; music composition 
services; practical training [demonstration]; presentation of live performances; conducting fitness classes; rental of audio
equipment; rental of show scenery; rental of video cameras; rental of video cassette recorders; rental of videotapes; 
rental of sound recordings; toy rental; games equipment rental; rental of movie projectors and accessories; rental of 
motion pictures; rental of skin diving equipment; rental of lighting apparatus for theatrical sets or television studios; 
rental of radio and television sets; rental of sports grounds; rental of sports equipment, except vehicles; rental of stage 
scenery; rental of tennis courts; rental of stadium facilities; vocational retraining; vocational guidance [education or 
training advice]; publication of electronic books and journals on-line; publication of books; publication of texts, other than
publicity texts; radio entertainment; religious education; entertainment; production of shows; production of music; 
production of radio and television programmes; film production, other than advertising films; subtitling; theatre 
productions; television entertainment; physical education; photography; timing of sports events; circuses; boarding 
schools.
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3326068    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290958]
Ernsting's family GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestrasse 1 48653 Coesfeld-Lette Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing articles, headwear.

Cl.28;Toys, games, playthings and party favors.
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3326720    19/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290729]
MEDVISIT, S.L.
Pº Dels Til.lers, 3 E-08034 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Navigation, guidance, tracking, targeting and map making devices; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, 
educational apparatus and simulators; optical devices, enhancers and correctors; apparatus, instruments and cables for 
electricity; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; information technology and audiovisual equipment; diving 
equipment; recorded content; software; monitors [computer programs]; education software; interactive computer 
software; computer software, recorded; typeface font computer software; computer graphics software; computer 
programs [downloadable software]; games software; computer software packages; computer software for encryption; 
interactive multimedia computer programs; computer games programs recorded on tapes [software]; computer software 
downloaded from the internet; software for interactive television; interactive video software; financial management 
software; storage apparatus for computer programs; interactive multimedia computer game programs; computer 
operating programs, recorded; data communications software; computer programmes stored in digital form; computer 
programmes relating to local area networks; computer software development tools; software for card readers; computer 
programmes for use in telecommunications; computer software downloadable from global computer information 
networks; computer programs for network management; computer software for scanning images and documents; 
computer software that permits games to be played; computer programs for accessing and using the internet; software 
for optical character recognition; computer software for producing financial models; computer software for processing 
digital images; computer software programs for database management; computer software concerned with children's 
education; programmed video games contained on cartridges [software]; computer software relating to the handling of 
financial transactions; computer games programmes downloaded via the internet [software]; computer programs for 
using the internet and the worldwide web; computer games programmes for simulating financial securities trading 
[software]; computer software for communication between computers over a local network; computer software for use in 
computer access control; computer programmes for interactive television and for interactive games and/or quizzes; 
computer software for use in programming facsimile machines; computer software for accessing information directories 
that may be downloaded from the global computer network; computer software for use in migrating between different 
computer network operating systems; computer software for audibly controlling a computer and the operation thereof.

Cl.38;Electronic transmission of computer programs via the internet; providing user access to computer programmes 
in data networks; telecommunication services.

Cl.42;Computer software research; developing computer software; creating of computer programs; computer systems 
integration services; computer software design; rental of computer software; updating of computer programs; software 
engineering; duplication of computer programs; modifying of computer programs; editing of computer programs; 
installation of computer software; repair of damaged computer programs; computer software consultancy; writing and 
updating computer software; computer software development for others; rental of computer hardware and computer 
software; services for the design of computer software; installation and maintenance of computer programs; design 
services for computer programs; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer programs for third parties; 
research relating to computer programs; services for reproducing computer programs; debugging computer software for 
others; computer software programming services; rental of computers and computer software; developing and updating 
computer software; testing of computer programs; services for the writing of computer programs; analytical services 
relating to computer programmes; professional advisory services relating to computer software; computer programming 
and maintenance of computer programs; writing of computer programs for medical applications; writing of computer 
programs for biotechnological applications; advisory services relating to computer programming; installation, 
maintenance and updating of computer software; provision of information relating to computer programs; computer 
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programming and software design; professional consultancy services relating to computer programming; technological 
advisory services relating to computer programs; updating of computer software for others; maintenance of computer 
software relating to computer security and prevention of computer risks; installation, setting up and maintenance of 
computer software; design of computer programs and software relating to aircraft; data conversion of computer 
programs and data [not physical conversion]; design services relating to computer hardware and to computer 
programmes; preparation of computer programs for data processing; providing back-up computer programs and 
facilities; advisory services relating to computer software design; provision of on-line support services for computer 
program users; development of computer programs for analysis of exhaust gas emissions; technical project studies in 
the field of computer hardware and software; development and creation of computer programmes for data processing; 
development of computer programs for combustion process analysis inside an engine; updating and adapting of 
computer programs according to user requirements; testing, authentication and quality control; scientific and 
technological services; design services; IT programming services.
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Priority claimed from 16/06/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 042 103 ;Germany 

3326725    20/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290742]
SEW-EURODRIVE GmbH & Co KG
Ernst-Blickle-Str. 42 76646 Bruchsal Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric motors, other than for land vehicles; control apparatus for machines and motors; geared motors other than 
for land vehicles; gearboxes other than for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, converting, storing, regulating and/or controlling electricity; 
inverters; frequency converters; motor control devices; software for the control of electric motors and machines; 
software for the control of industrial processes; software for the energy management of machines and industrial facilities; 
software for the monitoring of machines and industrial drives; software for designing, planning and visualizing of 
industrial drives and machines; software operating systems.

Cl.42;Technical consulting services in the field of engineering; technical consulting services in the field of industrial 
drive technology; planning and technical design services of industrial facilities; safety-related design services of 
industrial facilities; computer-aided planning, testing and development of industrial machines and facilities; engineering 
services namely technical management of industrial facilities.
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3326765    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291007]
Ernsting's family GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestrasse 1 48653 Coesfeld-Lette Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 23/12/2015; Application No. : 4520150011717 ;Republic of Korea 

3326909    24/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290514]
INFRAWARE INC.
403 Bando Building, Gomuraero 10 gil 26 Seocho-gu Seoul 137-040 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs (downloadable software); downloadable computer software applications; computer 
programmes for document management; operating system programs; word processors; computer application software 
for mobile phones; computer game software; computer software; computer firmware.

Cl.42;Development of game software; software as a service (SaaS); rental of application software; programming of 
internet security programs; conversion of data or documents from physical to electronic media; development of computer 
game software; computer consultancy; computer research; advisory services relating to computers; recovery of 
computer data; computer security consultancy; computer software development; installation of computer software; 
updating of computer software; computer software research; maintenance of computer software; advice and development 
services relating to computer software; computer programming; development of computer programmes; duplication of 
computer programs.
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Priority claimed from 24/11/2015; Application No. : 4020150086419 ;Republic of Korea 

3326915    30/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290476]
Amorepacific Corporation
100, Cheonggyecheon-ro, Jung-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Milk sugar for pharmaceutical purposes; lacteal flour for babies; mineral food supplements; vitamin preparations; 
capsules for medicines; pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; dietetic food and substances for medical or 
veterinary purposes; nutritional supplements; calcium supplements; microorganisms for medical purposes; first-aid 
boxes, filled; bracelets for medical purposes; menstruation bandages; breast-nursing pads; adhesive plasters for medical 
purposes; material for stopping teeth; babies' napkins, diapers; medicated diapers; mothproof paper; food for babies.

Cl.29;Food products made primarily from fruits; health functional foods based on fruit extracts; processed ginseng (for 
use as vegetables); health functional foods based on ginseng extracts; processed vegetable products; health functional 
foods based on vegetable extracts; processed red ginseng; health functional foods based on red ginseng extracts; health 
functional foods based on camellia extracts; bean processed foodstuffs, excluding bean curds (tofu) and their processed 
foodstuffs; health functional foods based on beans extracts; processed egg foodstuffs; processed meat products; 
processed dairy products; health functional foods based on milk extracts; food products made from oil and fat; health 
functional foods based on camellia seed oil; processed seaweed products; health functional foods based on seaweed 
extracts; health functional foods based on fish and shellfish extracts.

Cl.30;Health functional foods based on cereals; processed cereals; malt for human consumption; confectionery; sugar 
for food; food flavorings, other than essential oils; ginseng tea; tea; red ginseng tea; medicinal herbal tea; tea substitutes; 
black tea, English tea; green tea; lime tea; iced tea; tea leaves; health functional foods based on green tea; processed 
coffee; tea-based beverages; milk tea.

Cl.32;Soda water; non-alcoholic cinnamon punch with dried persimmon (Sujeonggwa); preparations for beverages; 
syrups for beverages; powders for effervescing beverages; ginseng powders for beverages; red ginseng powders for 
beverages; fruit powders for beverages; fruit extracts for beverages; fruit syrups for beverages; red ginseng extracts for 
beverages; ginseng extracts for beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; pastilles for effervescing beverages; beverages 
made from processed vegetables or fruits; waters, beverages; beer; aerated water; fruit beverages; non-alcoholic 
beverages.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 02842 ;Denmark 

3326934    12/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1290322]
Novozymes A/S
Krogshøjvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes.

Cl.25;Clothing, headgear.
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Priority claimed from 08/10/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 106 770 ;Germany 

3326961    13/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1290507]
REHAU AG & Co.
Rheniumhaus 95111 Rehau Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Extruded plastics [semi-finished products]; extruded plastic in the form of bars and sheets for use in 
manufacturing; plastics materials in the form of sections [semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the form of strips 
[semi-finished products]; plastics materials in the form of plates [semi-finished products]; plastic material in extruded 
form for use in production; plastics in extruded form for use in manufacture.

Cl.20;Corner beads (non-metallic) for furniture; decorative edging strips of wood for use with furniture; decorative 
edging strips of plastic for use with furniture; decorative edging strips of plastic for use with fitted furniture; edgings of 
plastic for furniture; corner protectors of plastics; extruded plastic edge beadings for furniture; strips of plastic for 
protecting the edges of furniture; parts of furniture (non-metallic -); plastic caps; pedestal units [furniture]; bumper guards
for furniture.
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3327080    07/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290743]
Les Mills International Limited 
22 Centre Street Auckland 1010 NZ

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Audio recordings, video recordings and audio-visual recordings including, compact discs, CD ROMs and DVDs; 
digital music (downloadable from the Internet); digital audio recordings and digital audio visual recordings (downloadable 
from the Internet); information, data, recordings and publications in downloadable electronic form supplied online from 
databases, from the Internet (including websites), from intranets or from extranets.

Cl.41;Recreation and training services; sporting activities; education services; producing and conducting exercise to 
music classes and programmes; producing and conducting exercise classes and programmes synchronised to or 
accompanied by audio visual content; production and presentation of entertainment including shows, performances and 
programmes with multimedia and interactive content; gymnasium services; health club services; sports club services; 
fitness club services; exercise instruction, advisory and training services; sports tuition, coaching and instruction; 
entertainment; information, advisory and consultancy services relating to any or all of the aforesaid; publication of 
printed matter and electronic media with respect to fitness and health club related programs, including the publication of 
music and video and audio visual resources and training materials in digital format; the provision of on-line electronic 
publications and digital music (not downloadable) from the Internet, all the foregoing relating to fitness, health and sport.
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Priority claimed from 26/03/2015; Application No. : 2015-027672 ;Japan 

3327154    31/03/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290629]
MISUMI Group Inc.
5-1, Koraku 2-Chome, Bunkyo-ku Tokyo 112-8583 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel alloys; iron and steel; aluminum ingot; silver solder; nonferrous metals and their alloys; ores of metal; poles 
of metal; hinges of metal; tree protectors of metal; metal materials for building or construction; prefabricated building 
assembly kits of metal; loading and unloading pallets of metal; turn-tables for load handling; traversers for load handling; 
artificial fish reefs of metal, prefabricated sectional poultry houses of metal; paint spraying booths of metal; metal moulds 
for forming cement products; metal pulleys, springs and valves [not including machine elements]; metal junctions for 
pipes; metal flanges; keys [mechanical element]; railway points, road signs of metal [not luminous nor mechanical]; 
beacons of metal [non-luminous]; reservoirs of metal; anchors; containers of metal for transport; anvils; swage blocks; 
cut nails; nails, wedges and pegs [of metal]; washers [of metal]; nuts [of metal]; tacks [of metal]; bolts [of metal]; rings 
[metal fitting]; chains [of metal]; casters [of metal]; metal fixtures for ropes for use with swimming pools, latches of metal; 
cable joints of metal, non-electric; security locks; keys for locks; rings of metal for keys; padlocks; handcuffs; metal 
hardware; wire ropes; wire nets and gauzes; industrial packaging containers of metal; metal nameplates and door 
nameplates; metal stepladders and ladders; letter boxes of metal; hat-hanging hooks of metal; water tanks of metal for 
household purposes; tool boxes of metal (empty); towel dispensers of metal; metal joinery fittings; safes; upright 
signboards of metal; transportable greenhouses of metal for household use; metal tombs and metal tomb plaques; 
ferrules of metal for canes and walking-sticks; spurs; crampons [climbing irons]; carabiners; rock pitons; sculptures of 
metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; traps for wild animals; statues of common metal.

Cl.7;Shears, electric; welding machines, electric; rolling mills [for metalworking]; metalworking machines and tools; 
mining machines and apparatus; rail-laying machines; lifts [other than ski-lifts]; belts for conveyors; construction 
machines and apparatus; loading-unloading machines and apparatus; fishing machines and instruments; 
electromechanical machines for chemical industry; oil refining machines; centrifugal machines; filter presses; chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; spinning machines; wire-rolling machines; cord making machines; thread winding 
machines; textile machines and apparatus; tea processing machines; mills [machines]; food or beverage processing 
machines and apparatus; lumbering, woodworking, or veneer or plywood making machines and apparatus; pulp making, 
papermaking or paper-working machines and apparatus; printing or bookbinding machines and apparatus; sewing 
machines; fodder presses; incubators for eggs; agricultural machines, agricultural implements other than hand-operated; 
shoe making machines; leather tanning machines; cigarette machines for industrial purposes; tobacco processing 
machines; glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; painting machines and apparatus; packaging or wrapping 
machines and apparatus; power-operated potters' wheels; plastic processing machines and apparatus; semiconductor 
manufacturing machines and systems; machines and apparatus for manufacturing rubber goods; stone working 
machines and apparatus; fittings for engine boilers; igniting devices for internal combustion engines; aeroplane engines; 
water mills; wind mills; non-electric prime movers [not for land vehicles] and parts thereof; blowing machines for the 
compression, sucking and carrying of grain; pneumatic or hydraulic machines and instruments; adhesive tape dispensing
machines; automatic stamping machines; vending machines; fuel dispensing machines for service stations; washing 
machines; kitchen machines, electric; repairing and fixing machines for metalworking machines and tools; mechanical 
parking systems; vehicle washing installations; food mixing machines for commercial use; food peeling machines for 
commercial use; food cutting, chopping and slicing machines for commercial use; dishwashers; electric wax-polishing 
machines; vacuum cleaners; power sprayers for disinfecting, insecticides and deodorants [not for agricultural purposes]; 
shafts, axles or spindles [not for land vehicles]; bearings [machine elements not for land vehicles]; shaft couplings or 
connectors [machine elements not for land vehicles]; self-oiling bearings; power transmissions and gearing for machines 
[not for land vehicles]; shock absorbers [machine elements not for land vehicles]; springs [machine elements not for land 
vehicles]; brakes [machine elements not for land vehicles]; valves [machine elements not for land vehicles]; machine 
elements [not for land vehicles]; lawnmowers; curtain drawing devices electrically operated; electric door openers; waste 
compacting machines and apparatus; waste crushing machines; 3D printers; starters for motors and engines; AC motors 
and DC motors [not including those for land vehicles but including "parts" for any AC motors and DC motors]; AC 
generators [alternators]; dc generators; electric food blenders [for household purposes]; dynamo brushes; hair clipping 
machines for animals; salt processing machines; paper diaper-producing equipment; sizing machines; bicycle 
assembling machines; engraving machines; straw hat making machine; enameling machines; bulb-manufacturing 
machine; aerated coal production machine; embossing machines; chemical fertilizer facilities; molding machines; 
pushpin making machines; button-making machine; finishing machines; electrostatic eliminating machine; eyeglass slice 
machining equipment; gas separating equipment; waste disposers [machines]; shoe polishers, electric; electroplating 
machines.

Cl.9;Ear plugs for divers; ozonisers [ozonators]; electrolysers [electrolytic cells]; ionisation apparatus, not for the 
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treatment of air or water; egg-candlers; blueprint apparatus; cash registers; coin counting or sorting machines; electric 
sign boards for displaying target figures, current outputs or the like; photo copying machines; mathematical instruments; 
time and date stamping machines; time clocks [time recording devices]; punched card office machines; voting machines; 
postage stamp checking apparatus; mechanisms for coin-operated car parking gates; life saving apparatus and 
equipment; fire extinguishers; fireplugs; fire hoses; fire hose nozzles; sprinkler systems for fire protection; fire alarms; 
gas alarms; anti-theft warning apparatus; protective helmets; railway signal apparatus, luminous or mechanical; vehicle 
breakdown warning triangles; luminous or mechanical road signs; divers' apparatus [not for sports]; game programs for 
arcade video game machines; simulators for the steering and control of vehicles; sports training simulators; laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; photographic machines and apparatus; fluorescent screens; cinematographic machines and 
apparatus; optical machines and apparatus; scales; micrometers, surveying instruments; range finders; speed checking 
apparatus for vehicles; testing apparatus not for medical purposes; measuring or testing machines and instruments; 
fuses; plugs; sockets; electric connections; power distribution or control machines and apparatus; rotary converters; 
phase modifiers; lightning conductors [rods]; solar batteries; batteries and cells; electric or magnetic meters and testers; 
light conducting filaments [optical fibers [fibres]]; electric wires and cables; dictating machines; transmitters of electronic 
signals; remote control apparatus; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations; telecommunication
machines and apparatus; electron tubes; semi-conductor elements; electronic circuits [not including those recorded with 
computer programs]; computer programs; semiconductor; integrated circuits; betatrons; radiological apparatus for 
industrial purposes; electronic machines, apparatus and their parts; magnetic cores; resistance wires; electrodes, other 
than welding electrodes or medical electrodes; fire boats; satellites for scientific purposes; fire engines; dust masks; gas 
masks; welding masks; fireproof garments; disaster prevention hoods; gloves for protection against accidents; 
spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; game programs for home video game machines; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs 
recorded with programs for hand-held games with liquid crystal displays; protective helmets for sports; weight belts [for 
scuba diving]; air tanks [for scuba diving]; regulators [for scuba diving]; metronomes; electronic circuits and CD-ROMs 
recorded with automatic performance programs for electronic musical instruments; phonograph records; downloadable 
music files; downloadable image files; recorded video discs and video tapes; exposed cinematographic films; exposed 
slide films; slide film mounts; electronic publications; socks, electrically heated.

Cl.17;Mica [raw or partly processed]; valves of rubber or vulcanized fiber [not including machine elements]; gaskets, 
junctions for pipes [not of metal]; packings; floating anti-pollution barriers; insulators for cables; electrical insulating 
materials; rings of rubber; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber; plastic fibers, not for use in textiles; chemical fiber [not 
for textile use]; rock wool; slag wool; asbestos; rubber thread and covered rubber yam [not for textile use]; chemical fiber 
yarn and thread [not for textile use], insulating gloves; rubber cords and laces; industrial packaging containers of rubber; 
shock-absorbing buffers of rubber; rubber stoppers; rubber lids and caps [for industrial packaging containers]; plastic 
sheeting for agricultural purposes; condenser paper; vulcanized fiber; plastic semi-worked products; rubber [raw or semi-
worked]; soundproofing materials of rock wool [not for building purposes]; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of 
rubber or plastics; watering hose.

Cl.35;Advertising and publicity services; promoting the goods and services of others through the administration of 
sales and promotional incentive schemes involving trading stamps; business management analysis or business 
consultancy; marketing research or analysis; providing information concerning commercial sales; business management 
of hotels; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses]; relocation services for 
businesses; sponsorship search; drawing up of statements of accounts; employment agencies; auctioneering; import-
export agencies; arranging newspaper subscriptions; shorthand services; transcription; document reproduction; office 
functions, namely filing, in particular documents or magnetic tape; compilation of information into computer databases; 
providing business assistance to others in the operation of date processing apparatus namely, computers, typewriters, 
telex machines and other similar office machines; reception services for visitors in buildings; publicity material rental; 
rental of typewriters, copying machines and word processing machines; providing employment information; rental of 
vending machines; retail services or wholesale services for a variety of goods in each field of clothing, foods and 
beverages, and living ware, carrying all goods together; retail services or wholesale services for woven fabrics and 
beddings; retail services or wholesale services for clothing; retail services or wholesale services for footwear [other than 
special footwear for sports]; retail services or wholesale services tor bags and pouches; retail services or wholesale 
services for personal articles; retail services or wholesale services for foods and beverages; retail services or wholesale 
services for automobiles; retail services or wholesale services for twowheeled motor vehicles; retail services or 
wholesale services for bicycles; retail services or wholesale services for furniture; retail services or wholesale services 
for joinery fittings; retail services or wholesale services for tatami mats; retail services or wholesale services for ritual 
equipment; retail services or wholesale services for electrical machinery and apparatuses; retail services or wholesale 
services for bladed or pointed hand tools, hand tools, hardware; retail services or wholesale services for kitchen 
equipment, cleaning tools and washing utensils; retail services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and 
sanitary preparations and medical supplies; retail services or wholesale services for cosmetics, toiletries, dentifrices, 
soaps and detergents; retail services or wholesale services for agricultural machines, implements and supplies; retail 
services or wholesale services for flowers [natural] and trees; retail services or wholesale services for fuel; retail services 
or wholesale services for printed matter; retail services or wholesale services for paper and stationery; retail services or 
wholesale services for sports goods; retail services or wholesale services for toys, dolls, game machines and apparatus; 
retail services or wholesale services for musical instruments and records; retail services or wholesale services for 
photographic machines and apparatus and photographic supplies; retail services or wholesale services for clocks, 
watches and spectacles [eyeglasses and goggles]; retail services or wholesale services for tobaccos and smokers' 
articles; retail services or wholesale services for building materials; retail services or wholesale services for semiwrought 
precious stones and their imitations; retail services or wholesale services for metalworking machines and tools; retail 
services or wholesale services for laminators for offices and paper shredders (for office use); retail services or wholesale 
services for machine elements (not for land vehicles); retail services or wholesale services for machine elements for land 
vehicle; retail services or wholesale services for chemicals; retail services or wholesale services for laboratory apparatus 
and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for optical apparatus and instruments; retail services or wholesale 
services for cinematographic instruments and apparatus; retail services or wholesale services for measuring or testing 
machines and instruments; retail services or wholesale services for nameplates and door nameplates; retail services or 
wholesale services for 3D printers.

Cl.40;Removal of radiation rays; fabric waterproofing; treatment or processing of cloth, clothing or fur [including 
drying]; tailoring or dressmaking; embroidery [embroidering]; soldering; millworking; metal treating; processing of 
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rubber; processing of plastics; processing of resin; ceramic processing; pottery firing; wood-working; paper treating and 
working; stone treating; nonmetallic mineral materials working; taxidermy; processing of bamboo, tree barks, rattan, 
vines or other mineral vegetable materials [other than processing of ingredients]; food processing; processing of artificial 
limbs or artificial teeth [including processing of medical materials]; processing of cinematographic films; photographic 
enlarging; photographic printing; photographic film development; bookbinding; water treating; recycling of waste; 
nuclear fuel reprocessing; engraving of sealing stamps; photogravure; rental of textile machines and apparatus; rental of 
machines and apparatus for film development, photograph printing, photograph enlargement or photograph finishing; 
rental of metal treating machines and tools; rental of bookbinding machines; rental of machines and apparatus for 
processing foods or beverages; rental of machines and apparatus for lumbering, woodworking, or veneering or plywood 
making; rental of machines and apparatus for pulp-making, papermaking or paper-working; rental of water purifying 
apparatus; rental of waste compacting machines and apparatus; rental of waste crushing machines; rental of chemical 
processing machines and apparatus; rental of glassware manufacturing machines and apparatus; rental of shoe making 
machines; rental of tobacco processing machines, rental of 3D printers; metalwork with 3D printer; processing of plastics 
with 3D printer; processing of plaster with 3D printer; providing material treatment information; printing; collection, 
sorting and disposal of waste and trash; rental of knitting machines; rental of sewing machines; rental of humidifier [for 
household purposes]; rental of air purifiers [for household purposes]; rental of air-conditioning apparatus [for household 
purposes]; rental of electricity generators; rental of printing machines and apparatus; rental of humidifier [for industrial 
purposes]; rental of air purifiers [for industrial purposes]; rental of air-conditioning apparatus; glass-blowing; air 
purification; framing of works of art; engraving; production of energy; cryopreservation services.

Cl.42;Providing meteorological information; architectural design; surveying; geological surveys or research; designing 
of machines, apparatus, instruments [including their parts] or systems composed of such machines, apparatus and 
instruments; packaging design; graphic arts designing; designing; computer software design, computer programming, or 
maintenance of computer software; technological advice relating to computers, automobiles and industrial machines; 
chemical analysis; biological research; testing, inspection or research of pharmaceuticals, cosmetics or foodstuffs; 
research on building construction or city planning; testing or research on prevention of pollution; testing or research on 
electricity; testing or research on civil engineering; material testing; quality control; testing, inspection or research on 
agriculture, livestock breeding or fisheries; testing or research on machines, apparatus and instruments; rental of 
measuring apparatus; rental of computers; providing computer programs on data networks; providing computer 
programs designed to the specifications of others; rental of laboratory apparatus and instruments; rental of drawing 
instruments; technical research; authenticating works of art; cloud seeding; handwriting analysis [graphology].
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; perfumes; scented water; Eau de Cologne; deodorants for human beings; potpourris 
[fragrances]; essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for skin care; lotions for 
cosmetic purposes; creams [cosmetic]; beauty masks; make-up preparations; lipsticks; cosmetic kits; shampoos; hair 
lotions; dentifrices; mouth washes, not for medical purposes; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; shaving 
preparations; after-shave lotions; boot cream; joss sticks.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
photographic apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; 
signaling apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; digital thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; barometers; temperature indicators; wireless meteorological station in essence composed of a temperature 
indicator, a barometer, a hygrometers as well as an indicator of date and time; data carriers, in particular magnetic data 
carriers, CD-ROMs, DVDs, magnetic cards, smart cards, phonograph records and other digital recording media; 
exchangeable digital data storage media; exchangeable electronic data storage media; USB flash drives; data processing 
apparatus and computers; hardware for data-processing; computer software; apparatus for recording, transmission and 
reproduction of sound, images or data; digital cameras; cameras; camcorders; telephone apparatus, in particular, mobile 
telephones and accessories for the above goods; calculating machines; magnetic data carriers, in particular magnetic 
tapes and video cassettes; films, exposed; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; binoculars; magnifying glasses; 
spectacle cases; spectacles; spectacle lenses; spectacle frames; sunglasses; optical goods; diving suits; masks for 
diving; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; decorative magnets; protective helmets for sports, in particular 
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bicycle helmet; tachometers; mouse pads; scales; test tubes; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; 
navigational instruments; satellite navigational apparatus; downloadable music files.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods of precious metals or plated therewith namely works of art made of 
precious metals; decorative boxes made of precious metal; figures made of precious metal; jewellery; precious stones; 
jewellery, in particular, bracelets, brooches, rings and earrings; horological and chronometric instruments; alarm clocks; 
watches; watch straps; pins; boxes of precious metal; chains [jewellery]; tie pins; tie clips, cuff links; key rings [trinkets 
or fobs]; jewellery cases; precious metal tokens for shopping trolleys.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; transfers [decalcomanias]; stickers [stationery]; containers for stationery; beer mats; paper 
bags for packaging; plastic bags for packing; paper bags; pads of paper and writing paper; printed matter, in particular 
books, leaflets, brochures, newspapers, magazines [periodicals]; photographs; postcards; tickets, entry tickets, 
calendars, cards, catalogues; writing instruments, in particular pens, pencils; fountain pens; artists' materials; 
paintbrushes; office requisites, except furniture, in particular drawing pins; sealing stamps; inking pads; holders for 
notepads; instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); cardboard for packaging; paper for packaging; plastic 
materials for packaging; printers' type; paper flags and pennants made of paper; adhesives for stationery purposes; table 
mats of paper for glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots; document holders [stationery].

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks [luggage]; attaché cases; travelling bags; briefcases; rucksacks; bags, in
particular shoulder bags, bottle bags, camping bags, belt bags, beach bags, sports bags, swimming bags; pocket wallets; 
purses; shopping bags, net bags for shopping; travelling sets [leatherware]; key cases; toiletry bags; straps for luggage; 
saddlery; horse blankets; horse halters; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; boxes of leather or leather board.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers, in particular boxes, soap boxes, food storage jars, insulated 
containers; salt cellars; pepper pots; beaters, non-electric; pots; frying pans, including woks; non-electric fondue set; 
non-electric appliances for making yogurt; soap dispensers; soap holders; combs, sponges; brushes [except paint 
brushes], in particular brushes for footwear; material for brush making; toothbrushes, including electrical toothbrushes; 
articles for cleaning purposes; deodorising apparatus for personal use; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building 
glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware, in particular vases, decanters, flasks, glasses [receptacles]; works of art 
made of porcelain, clay or glass; fruit bowls; napkin rings; cosmetic utensils; perfume vaporizers; shaving brushes; 
eyeglass cleaning cloths; bottles, in particular insulating flasks, refrigerating bottles, demijohns and drinking bottles for 
sports; fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; corkscrews; bottle openers; fitted picnic baskets, including 
dishes; portable coolers, non-electric; isothermic bags; services [dishes]; coffee services [tableware]; tea services 
[tableware]; chopsticks; shoe horns; shoe trees [stretchers]; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; trivets 
[table utensils]; toothpicks; toothpick holders; disposable table plates; flower pots; watering cans; ice buckets; gardening 
gloves; polishing gloves; cooking gloves; gloves for household purposes; baby baths, portable; baby potties for sanitary 
purposes; non-electric heaters for feeding bottles; bread boards; cutting boards; piggy banks; waste paper baskets; table 
mat for glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots [table utensils], not of paper.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; bed covers, bedspreads; table covers; tablecloths; bath towels; hand towels; textile 
napkins; handkerchiefs of textile; curtains made of textile; pennants and flags, not of paper; printers' blankets of textile; 
bed clothes; labels of cloth; table mats [table linen] for carafes, bottles, glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots of textile 
material; shower curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular t-shirts, trousers, gloves [clothing], shirts, blouses, money belts [clothing], belts [clothing]; 
headgear, in particular hats, caps [headwear], shower caps; scarves; ties [clothing], overalls; raincoats; shawls; socks; 
headbands [clothing]; sweaters; swimming costumes; bathing trunks; bathrobes; footwear, in particular sandals, bathing 
shoes, sports shoes; pockets for clothing; wet suits for water-skiing; aprons [clothing]; masquerade costumes; ski 
gloves.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery; ribbons; braids; buttons; hooks and eyes; pins and needles; artificial flowers; artificial 
fruit; lanyards for holding badges; ornamental novelty badges [buttons]; trouser clips for cyclists; hair bands; hair grips 
[slides]; bows for the hair; hair ornaments; barrettes [hair-slides]; needle cases; sewing boxes; brassards.

Cl.28;Games; playthings; parlour games; inflatable toys of plastic, in particular in the form of planes and animals; 
gymnastic and sporting articles; playing cards; models and their parts; toy models, in particular of vehicles, airplanes, 
railways and ships as well as accessories therefore; scale model kits [toys]; golf bags with or without wheels; golf clubs; 
golf gloves; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; pitch forks [golf accessories]; landing nets for anglers; ornaments for 
Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; candle holders for Christmas trees; confetti; puppets; 
plush toys; rattles [playthings]; scooters [toys]; roller skates; balls for games; play balloons; puzzles; video game 
machines; portable games with liquid crystal displays; apparatus for games; water wings.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Advertising, including advertising on the Internet; marketing; marketing in digital networks; telemarketing; public 
relations; advertising and promotional services (for third parties); rental of advertising material; rental and provision of 
advertising space, including of advertising space on the internet; providing of commercial and business contacts, 
including on the Internet; rental and provision of advertising time on communication media; direct mail advertising; 
distribution of samples for advertising purposes; dissemination of advertising matter; duplication of documents; 
publication of publicity texts; writing of publicity texts; publication of printed matters for advertising purposes, in 
particular tour operator catalogues, also in electronic form and on the internet; market research including public opinion 
polling and market analysis; organization of fairs and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; commercial 
advisory services for consumer; direct mail advertising to attract new customers and to maintain the existing customer 
base; on-line advertising on computer networks; planning of advertising efforts; updating, maintenance, systemization 
and compilation of data in computer databases, in particular for measures of customer retention; organizational 
consulting regarding measures of customer retention; developing marketing activities that include the provision of 
bonuses and similar perks (developing marketing activities for bonus schemes); professional business and 
organizational consultancy, including for customer loyalty programs; business consultancy; business management; 
business administration; office functions; business organization and management advisory services; bookkeeping; hotel 
management for others; business organizational preparation of building projects as a service of a building contractor; 
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organizational and business advice for franchise concepts; business consultancy for franchise transaction; sponsorship, 
namely providing of advertising and promotional contracts for third parties; rental of office equipment; recruitment of 
office staff; providing of business addresses for advertising purposes; auctioneering services, in particular on the 
Internet; provision of contracts on the purchase and sale of goods (for third parties) via a teleshopping channel; 
procurement of contracts for provision of services for third parties by teleshopping channel; rental of staff for hotlines 
and call centre; ordering services via hotlines and call centres; retail services in relation to the following goods, namely 
soaps, perfumery, perfumes, scented water, Eau de Cologne, deodorants for human beings, potpourris [fragrances], 
essential oils, cosmetics, cosmetic preparations for bath, skin care (cosmetic preparations for -), lotions for cosmetic 
purposes, creams (cosmetic -), beauty preparations, lipsticks, cosmetic kits, shampoos, hair lotions, dentifrices, mouth 
washes, not for medical purposes, sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics], shaving preparations, after-shave lotions, boot 
cream, joss sticks, candles (for lighting), Christmas tree candles, scented candles, sanitary, preparations for medical 
purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, diapers [babies' napkins], plasters, materials for 
dressings, disinfectants, sun care preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, sunburn ointments, pharmaceutical 
products, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, medicine cases, portable, filled, emergency boxes, pockets and 
bags (filled), bath preparations, medicated, therapeutic preparations for the bath, goods of metal, hooks of metal for 
clothes and bags rails, locks of metal, boxes of common metal, Identity plates of metal, luggage labels, boarding stairs of 
metal, towel dispensers (fixed) of metal, letter boxes of metal, machines for agricultural purposes, machines for making 
pasta, cleaning (machines and apparatus for -), electric, ironing machines, cleaning appliances utilizing steam, labellers 
[machines], bottle washing machines, dishwashers, die-cutting and tapping machines, electric hand drills, hand-held 
tools, other than hand-operated, high pressure washers, electric glue guns, handling apparatus for loading and 
unloading, harvesting machines, fruit presses (electric) for household purposes, electric knives, electric blenders for 
household purposes, electric tin openers, beaters (electric), whisks (electric) for household purposes, bread cutting 
machines, grating machines for vegetables, coffee grinders (other than hand-operated), kneading machines, kitchen 
machines (electric), food processors (electric), mills for household purposes (other than hand-operated), pepper mills 
(other than hand-operated), beer pumps, dynamos, motors for boats, sewing machines, lawnmowers [machines], electric 
shears, trueing machines, electric shoe polishers, automatic vending machines, hand-operated tools, cutlery, forks and 
spoons, table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons] and silver plate, vegetable slicers, can openers (non-electric), egg slicers 
(non-electric), nutcrackers, oyster openers, non-electric cheese slicers, foundry ladles [hand tools], mortars for pounding, 
sugar tongs, garden tools (hand-operated), ice scraper, side arms, scissors, borers, ratchets [hand tools], crow bars, files 
[tools], spades [hand tools], blade sharpening instruments, screwdrivers, polishing irons [glazing tools], razors, razor 
cases, shaving cases, manicure and pedicure sets, depilation appliances (electric and non-electric), pincers, eyelash 
curlers, fireplace bellows [hand tools], lawn clippers [hand instruments], sand trap rakes, flat irons, scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, optical, measuring, signalling, checking and teaching apparatus and instruments, digital 
thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, temperature indicators, wireless meteorological station in essence 
composed of a temperature indicator, a barometer, a hygrometers as well as an indicator of date and time, data carriers, 
in particular magnetic data carriers, CD-ROMs, DVDs, magnetic cards, smart cards, phonograph records and other digital 
recording media, exchangeable digital data storage mediums, exchangeable electronic data storage mediums, USB-
sticks, data-processing apparatus and computers, hardware for data-processing, computer software, apparatus for 
recording, transmission and reproduction of sound, images or data, digital cameras, cameras, camcorders, telephone 
apparatus, in particular, mobile telephones and accessories for the above goods, calculating machines, magnetic data 
carriers, magnetic and video tapes, exposed films, computer software, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, 
binoculars, magnifying glasses, spectacle cases, spectacles, spectacle lenses, spectacle frames and sunglasses, optical 
goods, diving suits and masks, breathing apparatus for underwater swimming, magnets (decorative-), helmets (protective 
-) for sports, tachometers, mouse pads, scales, test tubes, navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computer), 
navigational instruments, satellite navigational apparatus, downloadable music files, sheath contraceptives (condoms), 
gloves for massages, massage devices (including for beauty care), massage devices in the form of balls, baby bottles, 
apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary 
purposes, hair dryers, cookware (electric), ovens, toasters, sandwich toasters, grills, roasting spits, barbecues, electric 
raclette sets, electric fondue sets, electric coffee makers, water boilers, water heaters, electric apparatus for preparing 
yoghurt, electric waffle irons, warmers (stoves), electric pressure-cooking saucepans, warming trays, apparatus for 
drawing up beer under pressure, automatic bread making machines, electric deep-fat fryers, microwave ovens, ice-cream 
making machines and apparatus, freezers, refrigeration containers, air cooling apparatus, refrigerating cabinets, steam 
facial apparatus [sauna], electric lamps, book lights, chandeliers, electric Christmas tree lighting, chinese lanterns, 
lanterns for lighting, flashlights (torches), bicycle lights, lighting apparatus for vehicles, flares and searchlights, 
lampshade holders, lampshades, lanterns, oil lamps, incandescent light bulbs (for lighting), pocket warmers, fans (air 
conditioning), hot-water bottles, electric bottle warmers, foot warmers (electric or non-electric), radiators (heating), 
electric blankets, not for medical purposes, hot air apparatus, fan heaters, heat accumulators, friction lighters for igniting 
gas, gas lighters, petrol burners, air conditioning installations, air conditioning apparatus, water filtering apparatus, 
ornamental fountains, fountains, water intake apparatus, taps, in particular water taps, bath tub linings, vehicles, 
apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, vehicle accessories, in particular air pumps, rear view mirrors, sun-blinds 
adapted for automobiles, bicycle baskets, bells for bicycles, pedals for bicycles, bicycle seats, dress guards for bicycles, 
spoke clips for wheels, luggage bags for two-wheeled vehicles, pumps for bicycles, handlebars for bicycles, mudguards, 
snow chains and anti-skid chains, wheelbarrows, tilting carts, golf carts, prams, parachutes, vehicles covers (shaped), 
fireworks, sparklers [fireworks], firecrackers (bangers), precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metal or 
coated therewith, precious stones, jewellery, in particular bracelets, brooches, rings and earrings, horological and 
chronometric instruments, alarm clocks, watches and watch straps, stick pins, compact cases and figurines (statuettes), 
all of precious metal, jewellery chains, tie-pins and clips, cufflinks, key rings, jewellery boxes, paper, cardboard and 
goods made from these materials, in particular nameplates, luggage labels, transfers [decalcomanias], stickers 
[stationery], containers for stationery, beer mats, paper and plastic packing bags, paper bags, pads of paper and writing 
paper, printed matters, books, leaflets, brochures, newspapers, magazines, photographs, postcards, tickets, entry tickets, 
calendars, cards, catalogues, writing instruments, in particular pens, pencils and fountain pens, artists' materials, paint 
brushes, office requisites (other than furniture), in particular drawing pins, sealing stamps and inking pads, boxes for 
notepads, instructional and teaching material (except apparatus), cardboard, paper and plastic materials for packaging, 
printers' type, paper flags and pennants made of paper, adhesives for stationery purposes, table mat of paper for glasses, 
mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots, document holders [stationery], leather and imitations of leather and goods made from 
these materials, travelling trunks, briefcases, document wallets, rucksacks, bags, in particular shoulder bags, bottle bags, 
bags for camping, belt bags, beach bags, sports shoes and bath bags, wallets, purses, shopping bags and net bags for 
shopping, travel kits (leather goods), key cases, toilet bags, suitcase straps, saddlery, horse blankets and head-stalls, 
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umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, luggage tags of leather or artificial leather, boxes of leather or leather board, 
furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods of wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, 
mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes for these materials or of plastics, in particular cans, boxes and crates, 
hooks for clothes rails and wooden pallets, air mattresses and air cushions (not for medical purposes), luggage tags 
(nameplates) (not of metal), inflatable publicity objects, hand mirrors, shopping trolley tokens (not of metal), packaging 
containers of plastic, household or kitchen utensils and containers, in particular boxes, soap boxes, food storage jars and 
insulated containers, salt cellars and pepper pots, non-electric beaters, pots, frying pans, woks, non-electric fondue set, 
non-electric appliances for making yogurt, soap dispensers, soap holders, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint 
brushes), brushes for footwear, brush-making materials, toothbrushes, including electric toothbrushes, articles for 
cleaning purposes, deodorizing apparatus for personal use, unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in 
building), glassware, porcelain and earthenware, in particular vases, decanters, flasks and glass [receptacles], works of 
art made of porcelain, clay or glass, fruit bowls, napkin rings, cosmetic utensils, perfume vaporizers, shaving brushes, 
spectacle cleaning cloths, bottles, in particular insulating flasks, refrigerating bottles, demijohns and drinking flasks for 
travellers, non-electric fruit presses for household purposes, corkscrews, bottle openers, fitted picnic baskets (including 
dishes), non-electric cold boxes (portable -), isothermic bags, services [dishes], coffee services, tea services, chopsticks, 
shoe horns, shoe trees [stretchers], coasters (not of paper and other than table linen), trivets [table utensils], table mat for 
glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots [table utensils], not of paper, toothpicks, toothpicks holders, disposable table 
plates, flower-pot covers, watering cans, ice buckets, garden, polishing and cooking gloves, gloves for household 
purposes, portable baby baths, baby potties for sanitary purposes, non-electric heaters for feedings bottles, bread and 
cutting boards, piggy banks, waste paper baskets, ropes, string, nets, tents, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, paddling 
and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics), raw fibrous textile materials, shoulder straps for handling loads, 
packing rope, packing string, plastic fibres for textile use, beach shelter tents, bags for washing hosiery, yarns and 
threads for textile purposes, sewing threads and yarn, textiles and textile goods, bed covers, bedspreads and table covers
and cloths, bath towels and hand towels, napkins and handkerchiefs of textile, curtains and drapes of textile, pennants 
and flags (not of paper), printers' blankets of textile, bedding (bed linen), labels of textile, coasters (table linen) of textile, 
for jugs, bottles, glasses, mugs, cups, coffee pots and tea pots, shower curtains of textile or of plastic film, clothing, in 
particular T-shirts, trousers, gloves, shirts and blouses, money belts (clothing), belts, headgear, in particular hats, caps 
and shower caps, scarves, ties, overalls, raincoats, scarves, socks, headbands and jumpers, swimsuits, bathing trunks, 
bathrobes, footwear, in particular sandals, shoes for swimming and sports shoes, garment carriers (prefabricated), wet 
suits for water skiing, aprons (clothing), carnival costumes, ski gloves, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, 
hook and eyes, needles, artificial flowers and fruits, key straps, ornamental novelty badges, trouser clips for cyclists, hair 
bands, hair clips, bows for the hair, decorative articles for the hair, hair barrettes, needle cases, sewing boxes, brassards, 
mats, floor mats, gymnastic mats, bath mats, linoleum, oilcloth, rugs, pedestal mats, reed mats, floor coverings (top 
floors), wall hangings (non-textile), games, playthings, parlour games, inflatable playthings of plastic, in particular in the 
form of plans and animals, gymnastic and sporting articles, playing cards, model toys and their parts, scale models, in 
particular of vehicles, airplanes, railways and ships as well as accessories therefore, included in this class, scale model 
kits [toys], golf bags (with or without wheels), golf clubs, golf gloves, divot repair tools [golf accessories], pitch forks [golf 
accessories], landing nets for anglers, ornaments for Christmas trees, (except illumination articles and confectionery), 
candle holders for Christmas trees, confetti, puppets, plush toys, rattles, scooters [toys], roller skates, balls for games, 
play balloons, puzzle, video game machine, portable games with liquid crystal displays, apparatus for games, water 
wings, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables, jellies, 
jams, compotes, eggs, milks and milk products, edible oils and fats, meat, fish, vegetable and fruit preserves, crystallised 
fruit, coffee, tea, cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, 
pastry and confectionary, edible ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (including 
salad dressings), spices, ice, candy, in particular fruit gums and wine gums, sweets, pastilles and lollipops, chocolate, 
advent calendars, Christmas sweets or gift bags (filled or bedecked with candy, chocolate goods and/or pastries), ice 
cream, agricultural, horticultural and forestry products and grains, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural 
plants and flowers, animal foodstuffs, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit drinks 
and fruit juices, syrups and other preparations for making beverages, alcoholic beverages (except beers), tobacco, 
smokers' articles, in particular ashtrays, tobacco pouches, tobacco jars, cigarette cases and tins, cigarillos, cigar cases 
and boxes, cigar boxes (with humidor), cigarettes, tobacco pipes, snuff boxes, pipe racks for tobacco pipes, matches, 
match boxes, match holders and lighters for smokers; retail and wholesale services, especially the compilation of 
different services for third parties for the following services of class 35 advertising, of class 36 issuance of vouchers, 
insurance brokerage, health and travel insurance, real estate management as well as providing, leasing and renting of real 
estate, of class 38 telecommunications, providing access to databases, rental of database access time, providing access 
to databases, rental of database access time, of class 39 organization, booking and arrangement of travels, excursions 
and cruises, travel reservation, of class 41: organisation of seminars and language courses, entertainment, physical 
education services, fitness club services organization of sports competitions, organization of cultural and sporting 
events, arranging of cultural and sporting events, reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural events, game 
services provided on-line, organization of exhibitions for cultural and teaching purposes, radio entertainment, television 
entertainment, of class 42 creation, installation, updating, care and maintenance of computer software, computer 
programming for data processing and communication, rental of computers and software, computer programming 
services for constructing and maintaining of internet portals, chat rooms, chat lines and internet forums, design and 
construction of homepages and websites, creating and maintaining websites for others, updating of websites, creating of 
websites for the internet of class 43 providing temporary accommodation, providing of food and drinks for guests, 
providing hotel reservation services, providing hotel and motel services, catering, services of boarding houses, bar 
services, of class 44 medical services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings; arranging of commercial transaction 
for third parties, including in the context of e-commerce; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and 
services of others.

Cl.36;Insurance; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; financial affairs, monetary affairs, estate affairs; real 
estate brokerages; apartment house management; appraisal and evaluation of real estate including financial appraisal for 
its use; real estate management as well as providing, leasing and renting of real estate; financial planning services 
relating to building projects; financial advice for franchise concepts; rental of offices [real estate]; issuing of credit cards; 
issuing electronically readable customer cards with a payment feature for entering bonus and reward transactions; issue 
of tokens of value; charitable fund raising; safe deposit services; sponsorship in the form of financial support; electronic 
commerce payment services, in particular processing payments for the purchase of goods and services via an electronic 
communications network; credit card services.
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Cl.38;Telecommunications; electronic mail; transmission of data and information by computer and electronic 
communication means (telecommunications, computer, telephone, Internet and Intranet), in particular communication of 
offers; telecommunications by means of platforms and portals on the Internet; providing access to websites in the 
Internet; electronic communication by means of chat rooms, chat lines and internet forums; providing internet chatrooms;
providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; broadcasting of teleshopping programmes; hire of 
telecommunications equipment for hotlines and call centres; telephone services; communication of traffic information 
within the scope of telecommunication services; broadcasting of radio and television programmes; communication of 
technical information within the scope of telecommunication services; telecommunication services in Internet cafés; 
providing access to databases; rental of database access time.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; transport of persons and goods, in particular by road, rail, sea and 
air; river transport; porterage; transport of money and valuables; transportation logistics; organization, booking and 
arrangement of travels, excursions and cruises; arrangement of transport services; rental of diving suits; organization, 
booking and arrangement of excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; sightseeing [tourism]; travel consultancy and 
escorting of travellers; rental, booking and providing of aircraft; rental, booking and providing of ships, in particular 
rowing and motor boats, sailing vessels and canoes; rental, booking and providing of motor vehicles, bicycles and 
horses; parcel delivery; organization of trips, holidays and sightseeing tours; travel agency services, in particular 
consultancy and booking services for travel, providing information about travel, arrangement of transport services and 
travel; travel reservation; transport reservation; providing information about travel, via the Internet, in particular about 
reservation and booking in the tourism and business travel sector (online travel agencies); delivery, dispatching and 
distribution of newspapers and magazines; consultation provided by telephone call centres and hotlines regarding 
travels, including business travel and in the field of transport logistics, transport and storage; tracking of passenger or 
freight vehicles using computers or global-positioning systems (GPS); traffic information.

Cl.41;Basic and advanced training as well as education information; instructional services, in particular 
correspondence courses and language training; entertainment; film production, other than advertising film production; 
DVD and CD-ROM film production [recording]; production of radio and television programs; rental of films and videos; 
presentation of films and videos; theatrical booking agencies; musical performances; circus performances; public 
entertainment; theatrical performances; arranging and conducting of concerts; ticket agency services [entertainment]; 
organization and providing of an after school children's entertainment centre featuring educational entertainment; 
organization of holidays; physical education services and provision of courses of instruction in languages; fitness club 
services, training club and fitness club services; providing nursery schools, cinema theaters, discotheque services, 
providing museum facilities [presentation, exhibitions], amusement arcades; sport camp services; amusement park 
services; providing golf facilities, tennis courts, riding facilities and sports facilities; rental of skin diving equipment; 
organization of sports competitions; organization of cultural and sporting events; arranging of cultural and sporting 
events; reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural events; game services provided on-line [from a computer 
network]; rental of recorded data carriers (films, music, games), projector apparatus and the accessories thereof; rental of 
newspapers and magazines; writing of texts, other than publicity texts; publication of printed matter also in the form of 
electronic media including CD-ROMs, other than publicity texts, in particular books, magazines and newspapers; 
publication of printed matter in electronic form, except for publicity purposes, in particular magazines and newspapers, 
including in the Internet; publication of texts, except publicity texts, in particular of books, magazines and newspapers, 
including in the Internet; organization of exhibitions for cultural and teaching purposes; entertainment and educational 
services provided by recreation and amusement parks; services of an interpreter; services of a translator; photography; 
radio entertainment; television entertainment; consultation provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of 
education, training and further training, and entertainment; consultation provided by telephone call centres and hotlines 
in the field of reservation services for sporting, scientific and cultural events; information about entertainment events, in 
particular provided via online networks and the Internet; modelling for artists.

Cl.42;Construction planning and design, in particular of travel agencies and hotels; services of a civil engineer and of 
an architect, in particular of an interior designer; services of a building contractor, namely technical preparation of 
building projects; creation, installation, updating, care and maintenance of computer software, in particular of software 
for the organization, reservation and procurement of transport services and business travel and for advertising travel on 
the radio and television and electronic media; computer programming for data processing and communication; rental of 
computers and software; technical consultancy and information services relating to EDP; technical advice relating to the 
development and implementation of franchise concepts; technical consultancy by call centre or hotline in the field of 
EDP, especially for operating instructions, support and utilization of computer databases and computer software; 
computer programming services for constructing and maintaining of internet portals, chart rooms, chat lines and internet 
forums; design and construction of homepages and websites; creating and maintaining websites for others; updating of 
websites; creating of websites for the Internet.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; providing of food and drinks for guests; accommodation bureau services; 
providing and rental of holiday homes, holiday flats and apartments; providing room reservation and hotel reservation 
services; providing hotel, and motel services; catering; services of boarding houses; rental of meeting rooms; bar 
services; providing of food and drinks for, guests in restaurants; providing food and drinks in Internet cafés; consultation 
provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of accommodation services, providing and rental of holiday 
homes, room reservation services and hotel reservation as well as accommodation and catering for guests.

Cl.44;Medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; health and beauty care services provided by 
saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, hairdressing salons and massage parlours; nursing, medical; public baths for 
hygiene purposes; Turkish baths; organization of therapy for health purposes; medical assistance services; convalescent 
homes; flower arranging; manicuring; massage; hospices; physiotherapy; nursing homes; animal grooming; dentistry; 
arrangement of wellness and beauty care services.

Cl.45;Escorting in society (chaperoning); dating services; marriage agencies; horoscope casting; security consultancy; 
night guards; opening of security locks; personal body guarding; monitoring burglar and security alarms; guards; home 
sitting; missing person investigations; rental of clothing; evening dress rental; baby sitting; providing of licenses of 
rights to films, television and video productions; licensing of computer software [legal services]; licensing of intellectual 
property and copyrights; licensing of franchise concepts; alternative dispute resolution services.
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3327256    31/08/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290640]
Ronica Holdings Limited
16000 Ventura Blvd., Ste. 600 Encino CA 91436 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Music sound recordings; music video recordings; audio tapes, audio cassettes, compact discs, motion picture 
films, video cassettes and CD ROMs featuring music; digital audio tape and video recorders; computer game software for 
use with personal computers, home video game consoles used with televisions, and for arcade-based video game 
consoles; video cameras; cameras; photographic and cinematographic cameras; apparatus for recording, transmission, 
reproduction of sound or images; photographic transparencies, exposed photographic films; batteries; encoded magnetic
cards, magnetically-encoded credit cards or debit cards; spectacles, spectacle cases, sunglasses; video game software; 
mouse pads; computer screen savers software; downloadable electronic publications in the nature of magazines in the 
field of music.

Cl.16;Printed matter, namely, newspapers, periodical publications, magazines, books in the field of music; 
photographs, pictures, prints; posters; greeting cards; postcards; notepads; address books; scrapbooks; folders; 
catalogues in the field of music; printed tickets; calendars; albums for photographs; diaries; postage stamps; protective 
covers for postage stamps; stamp albums; stickers; car stickers; decalcomanias; blank cards; cardboard articles, namely,
boxes; stationery, pens, pencils, erasers, pencil sharpeners, pencil cases, drawing rulers, boxes for pens, book markers; 
drawing materials for blackboards, artists' materials, namely, artists' brushes, pastels, pencils and pens; printed 
instructional and teaching materials in the field of music; paper gift bags, paper carrier bags; envelopes; blackboards; 
printed height charts.

Cl.25;Articles of outer clothing, namely, coats and jackets; articles of underclothing, namely, undershirts, panties, 
shorts and briefs; footwear; headwear; scarves; dressing gowns; boxer shorts; socks; t-shirts, hats and caps, jackets, 
pajamas, slippers; wristbands, headbands, ties, articles of clothing for babies and toddlers, namely, shirts and shorts; 
footwear and headwear for babies and toddlers.

Cl.28;Electronic arcade-type games adapted for use with television receivers.

Cl.41;Entertainment services, namely, sound recording studios; entertainment services, namely, providing video 
podcasts in the field of music; entertainment in the nature of live stage performances in the nature of musical 
performances and concerts by an individual; entertainment services, namely, providing an on-going radio program in the 
field of music and performing artists; entertainment services, namely, cabarets; entertainment, namely, production of 
stage shows; production of video and/or sound recordings; presentation, production and performance of musical shows, 
concerts, radio and television programs; production of video and multimedia videos; audio or video recording services; 
publishing of books, magazines; music publishing; film distribution; arranging and conducting of educational seminars, 
conferences and exhibitions; publication of books, magazines and other texts.
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3327915    20/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290687]
Vi-Spring Limited
Ernesettle Lane, Plymouth, Devon PL5 2TT United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Furniture; beds; mattresses; divans; bed frames; bed heads and headboards; bedding (except linen); pillows, 
bolsters and cushions; parts and fittings for the aforementioned goods; mattress pads.

Cl.24;Textile goods; bed linen; duvets; bed blankets; mattress protectors.
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3327916    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290694]
Shanghai Fosun Pharmaceutical (Group) Co., Ltd
9th Floor, No. 510, Cao Yang Rd., Putuo District 200063 Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Sales promotion services for third parties; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services 
of others; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes.

Cl.40;Medicinal materials processing; processing of chemical reagents.
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3329004    28/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290398]
GOOD SIGN COMPANY, SIA
Skolas iela 30-19 LV-1010 Riga Latvia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Breath fresheners; incense.

Cl.29;Dried and cooked fruits, vegetables, seeds, nuts and lentils; crispy thin Indian patties (papadi); cheese containing 
spices.

Cl.30;Tea, rice, sugar, cereal preparations, condiments, spices, seasoning mixes.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in respect of food and non-food consumer goods including perfumery, furniture, 
textiles, compact discs, decorative articles and metal hardware also via Internet.
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3329192    04/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1291006]
Ernsting's family GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestrasse 1 48653 Coesfeld-Lette Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
jewellery, precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods, not included in other classes; bed and table covers.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.
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3329241    09/07/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290354]
TUI AG
Karl-Wiechert-Allee 4 30625 Hannover Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Soaps; perfumery; perfumes; scented water; colognes; deodorants for human beings; potpourris [fragrances]; 
essential oils; cosmetics; cosmetic preparations for baths; cosmetic preparations for skin care; lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; cosmetic creams; beauty masks; make-up preparations; lipsticks; cosmetic kits; shampoos; hair lotions; 
dentifrices; mouth washes, not for medical purposes; sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics]; shaving preparations; after-
shave lotions; boot cream; joss sticks.

Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; nautical apparatus and instruments; surveying apparatus and instruments; 
photographic apparatus and instruments; optical apparatus and instruments; measuring apparatus and instruments; 
signalling apparatus and instruments; teaching apparatus and instruments; digital thermometers, not for medical 
purposes; barometers; temperature indicators; wireless meteorological station in essence composed of a temperature 
indicator, a barometer, a hygrometer as well as an indicator of date and time; data carriers, in particular magnetic data 
carriers, CD-ROMs, DVDs, magnetic cards, smart cards, phonograph records and other digital recording media; 
exchangeable digital data storage media; exchangeable electronic data storage media; USB flash drives; data processing 
apparatus and computers; hardware for data-processing; computer software; apparatus for recording, transmission and 
reproduction of sound, images or data; digital cameras; cameras; camcorders; telephone apparatus, in particular cellular 
phones and accessories for the above-mentioned goods; calculating machines; magnetic data carriers, in particular 
magnetic tapes and video cassettes; films, exposed; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; binoculars; magnifying 
glasses; spectacle cases; spectacles; spectacle lenses; spectacle frames; sunglasses; optical goods; diving suits; masks 
for diving; breathing apparatus for underwater swimming; decorative magnets; protective helmets for sports, in particular 
bicycle helmet; tachometers; mouse pads; scales; test tubes; navigation apparatus for vehicles [on-board computers]; 
navigational instruments; satellite navigational apparatus; downloadable music files.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods of precious metals or plated therewith namely works of art of 
precious metals; decorative boxes made of precious metal; figurines [statuettes] of precious metal; jewellery; precious 
stones; jewellery, in particular, bracelets, brooches, rings and earrings; horological and chronometric instruments; alarm 
clocks; watches; watch straps; pins; boxes of precious metal; chains [jewellery]; tie pins; tie clips, cuff links; key rings 
[trinkets or fobs]; jewellery cases; precious metal tokens for shopping trolleys.

Cl.16;Paper; cardboard; transfers [decalcomanias]; stickers [stationery]; containers for stationery; beer mats; paper 
bags for packaging; plastic bags for packing; paper bags; writing paper; printed matter, in particular books, leaflets, 
brochures, newspapers, magazines [periodicals]; photographs; postcards; tickets, entry tickets, calendars, cards, 
catalogues; writing instruments, in particular pens, pencils; fountain pens; artists' materials; paintbrushes; office 
requisites, except furniture, in particular drawing pins; sealing stamps; inking pads; holders for notepads; instructional 
and teaching material (except apparatus); cardboard for packaging; paper for packaging; plastic materials for packaging; 
printers' type; paper flags and pennants made of paper; adhesives for stationery purposes; table mats of paper for 
glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots; document holders [stationery].

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks [luggage]; attaché cases; valises; briefcases; rucksacks; bags, in 
particular shoulder bags, bottle bags, camping bags, belt bags, beach bags, sports bags; pocket wallets; purses; 
shopping bags, net bags for shopping; travelling sets [leatherware]; key cases; toiletry bags; straps for luggage; 
saddlery; horse blankets; horse halters; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; boxes of leather or leather board.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers, in particular boxes, soap boxes, food storage jars, insulated 
containers; salt cellars; pepper pots; beaters, non-electric; pots; frying pans, including woks; non-electric fondue sets; 
non-electric appliances for making yogurt; soap dispensers; soap holders; combs, sponges; brushes [except paint 
brushes], in particular brushes for footwear; material for brush-making; toothbrushes, including electrical toothbrushes; 
articles for cleaning purposes; deodorising apparatus for personal use; glass, unworked or semi-worked, except building 
glass; glassware, porcelain and earthenware, in particular vases, decanters, flasks, glasses [receptacles]; works of art 
made of porcelain, clay or glass; fruit bowls; napkin rings; cosmetic utensils; perfume vaporizers; shaving brushes; 
eyeglass cleaning cloths; bottles, in particular insulating flasks, refrigerating bottles, demijohns and drinking bottles for 
sports; fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; corkscrews; bottle openers; fitted picnic baskets, including 
dishes; portable coolers, non-electric; isothermic bags; services [dishes]; coffee services [tableware]; tea services 
[tableware]; chopsticks; shoe horns; shoe trees [stretchers]; coasters, not of paper and other than table linen; trivets 
[table utensils]; table mats for glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots [table utensils], not of paper; toothpicks; 
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toothpick holders; disposable table plates; flower-pot covers, not of paper; watering cans; ice buckets; gardening gloves; 
polishing gloves; cooking gloves; gloves for household purposes; baby baths, portable; baby potties for sanitary 
purposes; non-electric heaters for feeding bottles; bread boards; cutting boards; piggy banks; waste paper baskets.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; bed covers, bedspreads; table covers; tablecloths; bath towels; hand towels; textile 
napkins; handkerchiefs; curtains of textile; pennants and flags, not of paper; printers' blankets of textile; bed clothes; 
labels of cloth; table mats [table linen] for carafes, bottles, glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots of textile material; 
shower curtains of textile or plastic.

Cl.25;Clothing, in particular t-shirts, trousers, gloves [clothing], shirts, blouses, money belts [clothing], belts [clothing]; 
headgear, in particular hats, caps [headwear], shower caps; scarves; ties [clothing], overalls; raincoats; shawls; socks; 
headbands [clothing]; sweaters; swimming costumes; bathing trunks; bathrobes; footwear, in particular sandals, bathing 
shoes, sports shoes; pockets for clothing; wet suits for water-skiing; aprons [clothing]; masquerade costumes; ski 
gloves.

Cl.26;Lace and embroidery; ribbons; braids; buttons; hooks and eyes; pins and needles; artificial flowers; artificial 
fruit; lanyards for holding badges; ornamental novelty badges [buttons]; trouser clips for cyclists; hair bands; hair grips 
[slides]; bows for the hair; hair ornaments; barrettes [hair-slides]; needle cases; sewing boxes; brassards.

Cl.28;Games; playthings; parlour games; inflatable toys of plastic, in particular in the form of planes and animals; 
gymnastic and sporting articles; playing cards; models and their parts; toy models, in particular of vehicles, airplanes, 
railways and ships as well as accessories therefor; scale model kits [toys]; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf clubs; 
golf gloves; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; pitch forks [golf accessories]; landing nets for anglers; ornaments for 
Christmas trees, except illumination articles and confectionery; candle holders for Christmas trees; confetti; puppets; 
plush toys; rattles [playthings]; scooters [toys]; roller skates; balls for games; play balloons; puzzles; video game 
machines; portable games with liquid crystal displays; apparatus for games; water wings.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers).

Cl.35;Advertising, including advertising on the Internet; marketing; marketing in digital networks; telemarketing; public 
relations; promotional services (for third parties); rental of advertising material; rental and provision of advertising space, 
including of advertising space on the internet; providing of commercial and business contacts, including on the Internet; 
rental and provision of advertising time on communication media; direct mail advertising; distribution of samples for 
advertising purposes; dissemination of advertising matter; duplication of documents; publication of publicity texts; 
writing of publicity texts; publication of printed matters for publicity, in particular for tour operator catalogues, also in 
electronic form and on the internet; market research including opinion polling and market analysis; organization of fairs 
and exhibitions for commercial and advertising purposes; commercial information and advice for consumers [consumer 
advice shop]; direct mail advertising to attract new customers and to maintain the existing customer base; on-line 
advertising on computer networks; advertising planning services; updating, maintenance, systemization and compilation 
of data in computer databases, in particular for measures of customer retention; organizational consulting regarding 
measures of customer retention; developing marketing activities that include the provision of bonuses and similar perks 
(developing marketing activities for bonus schemes); business and organizational consultancy, including for customer 
loyalty programs; business consultancy; business management; business administration; office functions; business 
organization and management advisory services; bookkeeping; hotel management for others; business organizational 
preparation of building projects as a service of a building contractor; organizational and business advice for franchise 
concepts; business advice relating to franchising; sponsorship, namely providing of advertising and promotional 
contracts for third parties; rental of office equipment; recruitment of office staff; providing of business addresses for 
advertising purposes; auctioneering services, in particular on the Internet; provision of contracts on the purchase and 
sale of goods (for third parties) via a telecommunication channel for teleshopping services; procurement of contracts for 
provision of services for third parties via a telecommunication channel for teleshopping services; temporary letting of 
staff for hotlines and call-centres; ordering services provided by hotlines and call centres; retail services in relation to the 
following goods, namely soaps, perfumery, perfumes, scented water, colognes, deodorants for human beings, potpourris 
[fragrances], essential oils, cosmetics, cosmetic preparations for bath, cosmetic preparations for skin care, lotions for 
cosmetic purposes, cosmetic creams, beauty masks, make-up preparations, lipsticks, cosmetic kits, shampoos, hair 
lotions, dentifrices, mouth washes, not for medical purposes, sun-tanning preparations [cosmetics], shaving 
preparations, after-shave lotions, boot cream, joss sticks, candles (for lighting), Christmas tree candles, scented candles, 
sanitary preparations for medical purposes, dietetic substances adapted for medical use, food for babies, diapers [babies' 
napkins], plasters, materials for dressings, disinfectants, sun care preparations for pharmaceutical purposes, sunburn 
ointments, pharmaceutical products, pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations, medicine cases, portable, filled, 
emergency boxes, pockets and bags (filled), bath preparations for medical purposes, therapeutic preparations for the 
bath, goods of metal, hooks of metal for clothes and pockets rails, locks of metal, boxes of common metal, identity plates 
of metal, luggage labels of metal, boarding stairs of metal, towel dispensers (fixed) of metal, letter boxes of metal, 
machines for agricultural purposes, machines for making pasta, machines and apparatus for cleaning, electric, ironing 
machines, cleaning appliances utilizing steam, labellers [machines], bottle washing machines, dishwashers, die-cutting 
and tapping machines, electric hand drills, hand-held tools, other than hand-operated, high pressure washers, electric 
glue guns, handling apparatus for loading and unloading, harvesting machines, fruit presses (electric) for household 
purposes, electric knives, electric blenders for household purposes, electric tin openers, beaters (electric), whisks 
(electric) for household purposes, bread cutting machines, grating machines for vegetables, coffee grinders (other than 
hand-operated), kneading machines, kitchen machines (electric), food processors (electric), mills for household purposes 
(other than hand-operated), pepper mills (other than hand-operated), beer pumps, dynamos, motors for boats, sewing 
machines, lawnmowers [machines], electric shears, trueing machines, electric shoe polishers, automatic vending 
machines, hand-operated tools, cutlery, forks and spoons, table cutlery [knives, forks and spoons] and silver plate, 
vegetable slicers, can openers (non-electric), egg slicers (non-electric), nutcrackers, oyster openers, non-electric cheese 
slicers, foundry ladles [hand tools], mortars for pounding, sugar tongs, garden tools (hand-operated), ice scraper, side 
arms, scissors, borers, ratchets [hand tools], crow bars, files [tools], spades [hand tools], blade sharpening instruments, 
screwdrivers, polishing irons [glazing tools], razors, razor cases, shaving cases, manicure and pedicure sets, depilation 
appliances (electric and non-electric), pincers, eyelash curlers, fireplace bellows [hand tools], lawn clippers [hand 
instruments], sand trap rakes, flat irons, scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, optical, measuring, signalling, 
checking and teaching apparatus and instruments, digital thermometers, not for medical purposes, barometers, 
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temperature indicators, wireless meteorological stations, in essence composed of a temperature indicator, a barometer, a 
hygrometer as well as an indicator of date and time, data carriers, in particular magnetic data carriers, CD-ROMs, DVDs, 
magnetic cards, smart cards, phonograph records and other digital recording media, exchangeable digital data storage 
mediums, exchangeable electronic data storage mediums, USB flash drives, data-processing apparatus and computers, 
hardware for data-processing, computer software, apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound, 
images or data, digital cameras, cameras, camcorders, telephone apparatus, in particular cellular phones and accessories 
for the above-mentioned goods, calculating machines, magnetic data carriers, magnetic and video tapes, exposed films, 
computer software, mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, binoculars, magnifying glasses, spectacle cases, 
spectacles, spectacle lenses, spectacle frames and sunglasses, optical goods, diving suits and masks, breathing 
apparatus for underwater swimming, magnets decorative magnets, protective helmets for sports, tachometers, mouse 
pads, scales, test tubes, navigation apparatus for vehicles (on-board computers), navigational instruments, satellite 
navigational apparatus, downloadable music files, sheath contraceptives (condoms), gloves for massages, massage 
devices (including for beauty care), massage devices in the form of balls, baby bottles, apparatus for lighting, heating, 
steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and sanitary purposes, hair dryers, cookware 
(electric), ovens, toasters, sandwich toasters, grills, roasting spits, barbecues, electric raclette sets, electric fondue sets, 
electric coffee makers, water boilers, water heaters, electric apparatus for preparing yoghurt, electric waffle irons, 
warmers (stoves), electric pressure-cooking saucepans, warming trays, apparatus for drawing up beer under pressure, 
automatic bread making machines, electric deep-fat fryers, microwave ovens, ice-cream making machines and apparatus, 
freezers, refrigeration containers, air cooling apparatus, refrigeration cabinets, steam facial apparatus, electric lamps, 
book lights, chandeliers, electric Christmas tree lighting, (Chinese lanterns), lanterns, torches, bicycle lights, lighting 
apparatus for vehicles, flares and searchlights, lampshade holders, lampshades, lanterns, oil-burning mantle lamps, light 
bulbs (for lighting), pocket warmers, fans (air conditioning), hot-water bottles, electric bottle warmers, foot warmers 
(electric or non-electric), radiators (heating), electric blankets, not for medical purposes, hot air apparatus, fan heaters, 
heat accumulators, gas lighters, petrol burners, air conditioning installations, air conditioning apparatus, water filtering 
apparatus, ornamental fountains, fountains, water intake apparatus, taps, in particular water taps, bath tub linings, 
vehicles, apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water, vehicle accessories, in particular air pumps, rear view mirrors, 
sun-blinds adapted for automobiles, bicycle baskets, bells for bicycles, pedals for bicycles, bicycle seats, dress guards 
for bicycles, spoke clips for wheels, luggage bags for two-wheeled vehicles, pumps for bicycles, handlebars for bicycles, 
mudguards, snow chains and anti-skid chains, barrows, tilting carts, golf carts, prams, parachutes, vehicle covers, 
fireworks, sparklers, firecrackers (bangers), precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metal or coated 
therewith, jewellery, precious stones, in particular bracelets, brooches, rings and earrings, horological and chronometric 
instruments, alarm clocks, watches and watch straps, stick pins, compact cases and figurines (statuettes), all of precious 
metal, jewellery chains, tie-pins and clips, cufflinks, key rings, jewellery boxes, paper, cardboard and goods made from 
these materials, in particular nameplates, luggage labels, transfers [decalcomanias], stickers [stationery], containers for 
stationery, beer mats, paper and plastic packing bags, paper bags, pads of paper and writing paper, printed matters, 
books, leaflets, brochures, newspapers, magazines, photographs, postcards, tickets, entry tickets, calendars, cards, 
catalogues, writing instruments, in particular pens, pencils and fountain pens, artists' materials, paint brushes, office 
requisites (other than furniture), in particular drawing pins, sealing stamps and inking pads, boxes for notepads, 
instructional and teaching materials (except apparatus), cardboard, paper and plastic materials for packaging, printers' 
type, paper flags and pennants made of paper, adhesives for stationery purposes, table mats of paper for glasses, mugs, 
cups, coffee and tea pots, document holders [stationery], leather and imitations of leather and goods made from these 
materials, trunks, briefcases and valises, rucksacks, bags, in particular shoulder bags, bottle bags, bags for camping, belt 
bags, beach bags, sports bags wallets, purses, shopping bags and net bags for shopping, travel kits (leather goods), key 
cases, toiletry bags, suitcase straps, saddlery, horse blankets and halters, umbrellas and parasols, walking sticks, 
luggage tags of leather or artificial leather, boxes of leather or leather board, furniture, mirrors, picture frames, goods of 
wood, cork, reed, cane, wicker, horn, bone, ivory, whalebone, shell, amber, mother-of-pearl, meerschaum and substitutes 
for these materials or of plastics, in particular cans, boxes and crates, wardrobe hooks and pallets, air beds and air 
cushions (not for medical purposes), luggage tags (nameplates) (not of metal), inflatable publicity objects, hand mirrors, 
shopping trolley tokens (not of metal), packaging containers of plastic, household or kitchen utensils and containers, in 
particular boxes, soap boxes, food storage jars and insulated containers, salt cellars and pepper pots, non-electric 
beaters, pots, frying pans, woks, non-electric fondue sets, non-electric appliances for making yogurt, soap dispensers, 
soap holders, combs and sponges, brushes (except paint brushes), brushes for footwear, brush-making materials, 
toothbrushes, including electric toothbrushes, articles for cleaning purposes, deodorizing apparatus for personal use, 
unworked or semi-worked glass (except glass used in building), glassware, porcelain and earthenware, in particular 
vases, decanters, flasks and glass [receptacles], works of art made of porcelain, clay or glass, fruit bowls, napkin rings, 
cosmetic utensils, perfume vaporizers, shaving brushes, spectacle cleaning cloths, bottles, in particular insulating flasks, 
refrigerating bottles, demijohns and drinking flasks for travellers, non-electric fruit presses for household purposes, 
corkscrews, bottle openers, fitted picnic baskets (including dishes), non-electric cold boxes (portable -), isothermic bags, 
services [dishes], coffee services, tea services, chopsticks, shoe horns, shoe trees [stretchers], coasters (not of paper 
and other than table linen), trivets [table utensils], table mats for glasses, mugs, cups, coffee and tea pots [table utensils], 
not of paper, toothpicks, toothpick holders, disposable table plates, flower-pot covers, watering cans, ice buckets, 
garden, polishing and cooking gloves, gloves for household purposes, portable baby baths, baby potties for sanitary 
purposes, non-electric heaters for feeding bottles, bread and cutting boards, piggy banks, waste paper baskets, ropes, 
string, nets, tents, tarpaulins, sails, sacks and bags, padding and stuffing materials (except of rubber or plastics), raw 
fibrous textile materials, braces, not of metal, for handling loads, packing rope, packing string, plastic fibres for textile 
use, beach shelter tents, bags for washing knitwear, yams and threads for textile purposes, sewing threads and yarn, 
textiles and textile goods, bed covers, bedspreads and table covers and cloths, bath towels and hand towels, napkins and 
handkerchiefs of textile, curtains and drapes of textile, pennants and flags (not of paper), printers' blankets of textile, 
bedding (bed linen), labels of textile, coasters (table linen) of textile, for jugs, bottles, glasses, mugs, cups, coffee pots 
and tea pots, shower curtains of textile or of plastic film, clothing, in particular T-shirts, trousers, gloves, shirts and 
blouses, money belts (clothing), belts, headgear, in particular hats, caps and shower caps, scarves, ties, overalls, 
raincoats, scarves, socks, headbands and jumpers, swimsuits, bathing trunks, bathrobes, footwear, in particular sandals, 
shoes for swimming and sports shoes, pockets for clothing, wet suits for water skiing, aprons (clothing), masquerade 
costumes, ski gloves, lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid, buttons, hooks and eyes, needles, artificial flowers and 
fruits, lanyards [keycords], badges, trouser clips for cyclists, hair bands, hair clips, bows for the hair, hair adornments, 
hair slides, needle cases, sewing boxes, brassards, mats, rugs, gymnastic mats, bath mats, linoleum, oilcloth, pedestal 
mats, rush mats, floor coverings, wallpaper, not of textile material, games, playthings, parlour games, inflatable toys of 
plastic, in particular in the form of planes and animals, gymnastic and sporting articles, playing cards, models and their 
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parts, scale models, in particular of vehicles, airplanes, railways and ships as well as accessories therefor, included in 
class 28, scale model kits [toys], golf bags (with or without wheels), golf clubs, golf gloves, divot repair tools [golf 
accessories], pitch forks [golf accessories], landing nets for anglers, ornaments for Christmas trees (except illumination 
articles and confectionery), candle holders for Christmas trees, confetti, puppets, plush toys, rattles, scooters [toys], 
roller skates, balls for games, play balloons, puzzles, video game apparatus, portable games with liquid crystal displays, 
apparatus for games, water wings, meat, fish, poultry and game, meat extracts, preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits 
and vegetables, jellies, jams, compotes, eggs, milks and milk products, edible oils and fats, crystallized fruit, coffee, tea, 
cocoa, sugar, rice, tapioca, sago, artificial coffee, flour and preparations made from cereals, bread, pastry and 
confectionery, ices, honey, treacle, yeast, baking powder, salt, mustard, vinegar, sauces (including salad dressings), 
spices, ice, candy, in particular fruit gums and wine gums, sweets, pastilles and lollipops, chocolate, advent calendars, 
Christmas sweets or gift bags (filled or bedecked with candy, chocolate goods and/or pastries), ice cream, agricultural, 
horticultural and forestry products and grains, live animals, fresh fruits and vegetables, seeds, natural plants and flowers, 
animal foodstuffs, beers, mineral and aerated waters and other non-alcoholic beverages, fruit drinks and fruit juices, 
syrups and other preparations for making beverages, alcoholic beverages (except beers), tobacco, smokers' articles, in 
particular ashtrays, tobacco pouches, tobacco jars, cigarette cases and tins, cigarillos, cigar cases and boxes, cigar 
boxes (with humidor), cigarettes, smoking pipes, snuff boxes, pipe racks, matches, match boxes, match holders and 
lighters for smokers; retail and wholesale services, especially the compilation of different services for third parties for the 
following services of class 35: advertising, of class 36: issuance of vouchers, insurance brokerage, health and travel 
insurance, real estate management as well as providing, leasing and renting of real estate, of class 38: 
telecommunications, providing access to databases, rental of access time to global computer networks, of class 39: 
organization, booking and arrangement of travels, excursions and cruises, travel reservation, of class 41: organisation of 
seminars and language courses, entertainment, physical education services, fitness club services organization of sports 
competitions, organization of cultural and sporting events, arranging of cultural and sporting events, reservation services 
for sporting, scientific and cultural events, game services provided on-line, organization of exhibitions for cultural or 
educational purposes, radio entertainment, television entertainment, of class 42: creation, installation, updating, care and 
maintenance of computer software, computer programming for data communication, rental of computers and software, 
computer programming services for constructing and maintaining of internet portals, chat rooms, chat lines and internet 
forums, design and construction of homepages and websites, creating and maintaining websites for others, updating of 
websites, creating of websites for the internet, of class 43: providing temporary accommodation, providing of food and 
drinks for guests, providing hotel reservation services, providing hotel and motel services, catering, services of boarding 
houses, bar services, of class 44: medical services, hygienic and beauty care for human beings; arranging of commercial 
transactions for third parties, including in the context of e-commerce; commercial administration of the licensing of the 
goods and services for others.

Cl.36;Insurance; insurance brokerage; insurance consultancy; finance services, monetary affairs; real estate affairs; 
real estate brokerage; apartment house management; appraisal and evaluation of real estate including financial appraisal 
for its use; real estate management as well as providing, leasing and renting of real estate (facility management); financial 
planning services relating to building projects; financial advice for franchise concepts; rental of offices [real estate]; 
issuing of credit cards; issuing electronically readable customer cards with a payment feature for entering bonus and 
reward transactions; issue of tokens of value; charitable fund raising; safe deposit services; sponsorship in the form of 
financial support; electronic commerce payment services, in particular processing payments for the purchase of goods 
and services via an electronic communications network; credit card services.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; electronic mail; transmission of data and information by computer and electronic 
communication means (telecommunications, computer, telephone, Internet and Intranet), in particular communication of 
offers; telecommunications by means of platforms and portals on the Internet; providing access to websites in the 
Internet; electronic communication, particularly by means of chat rooms, chat lines and internet forums; providing 
internet chatrooms; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; broadcasting of teleshopping 
programmes; hire of telecommunications instruments for hotlines and call centres; telephone services; communication of 
traffic information within the scope of telecommunication services; broadcasting of radio and television programmes; 
communication of technical information within the scope of telecommunication services; telecommunication services in 
Internet cafés; providing access to databases; rental of database access time.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods, in particular by road, rail, sea and air; river transport; porter services;
transport of money and valuables; transportation logistics; organization, booking and arrangement of travels, excursions 
and cruises; arrangement of transport services; rental of diving suits; organization, booking and arrangement of 
excursions, day trips and sightseeing tours; sightseeing [tourism]; travel consultancy and escorting of travellers; rental, 
booking and providing of aircraft; rental, booking and providing of ships, in particular rowing and motor boats, sailing 
vessels and canoes; rental, booking and providing of motor vehicles, bicycles and horses; parcel delivery; organization of
trips, holidays and sightseeing tours; travel agency services, in particular consultancy and booking services for travel, 
providing information about travel, arrangement of transport services and travel; travel reservation; transport reservation; 
providing information about travel, via the Internet, in particular about reservation and booking in the tourism and 
business travel sector (online travel agencies); delivery, dispatching and distribution of newspapers and magazines; 
consultancy provided by telephone call centres and hotlines regarding travels, including business travel and in the field 
of transport logistics, transport and storage; tracking of passenger or freight vehicles using computers or global 
positioning systems (GPS); traffic information.

Cl.41;Basic and advanced training as well as education information; instructional services, in particular 
correspondence courses and language training; entertainment; film production, other than advertising film production; 
DVD and CD-ROM film production; production of radio and television programs; rental of films and videos; presentation 
of films and videos; theatrical booking agencies; musical performances; circus performances; public entertainment; 
theatrical performances; arranging and conducting of concerts; ticket agency services [entertainment]; organization and 
providing of an after school children's entertainment centre featuring educational entertainment; organization of holidays; 
physical education services and provision of courses of instruction in languages; fitness club services, training club and 
fitness club services; providing nursery schools, cinema facilities, discotheque services, providing museum facilities 
[presentation, exhibitions], amusement arcades; sport camp services; amusement park services; providing golf facilities, 
tennis courts, riding facilities and sports facilities; rental of skin diving equipment; organization of sports competitions; 
organization of cultural and sporting events; arranging of cultural and sporting events; reservation services for sporting, 
scientific and cultural events; game services provided on-line [from a computer network]; rental of recorded data carriers 
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(films, music, games), projector apparatus and the accessories thereof; rental of newspapers and magazines; writing of 
texts, other than publicity texts; publication of printed matter, also in the form of electronic media including CD-ROMs, 
other than publicity texts, in particular books, magazines and newspapers; publication of printed matter in electronic 
form, except for publicity purposes, in particular magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; publication of 
texts, except publicity texts, in particular of books, magazines and newspapers, including in the Internet; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural and teaching purposes; entertainment and educational services provided by recreation and 
amusement parks; language interpreter services; translation services; photography; radio entertainment; television 
entertainment; consultancy provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of education, training and further 
training, and entertainment; consultancy provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in the field of reservation 
services for sporting, scientific and cultural events; information about entertainment events, in particular provided via 
online networks and the Internet; modelling for artists.

Cl.42;Construction planning and construction drafting, in particular of travel agencies and hotels; design of interior 
decor services of a building contractor, namely technical preparation of building projects; creation, installation, updating, 
care and maintenance of computer software, in particular of software for the organization, reservation and procurement of 
transport services and business travel and for advertising travel on the radio and television and electronic media; 
computer programming for data processing and communication; rental of computers and software; technical consultancy 
and information services relating to EDP; technical advice relating to the development and implementation of franchise 
concepts; technical consultancy by call centres or hotlines in the field of EDP, especially for operating, maintaining and 
utilizing computer databases and computer software; computer programming services for constructing and maintaining 
of internet portals, chat rooms, chat lines and internet forums; design and creation of homepages and websites; creating 
and maintaining websites for others; updating of websites; creating of websites for the Internet.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; providing of food and drinks for guests; accommodation bureau services; 
providing and rental of holiday homes, holiday flats and apartments; providing room reservation and hotel reservation 
services; providing hotel and motel services; catering; boarding houses; rental of meeting rooms; bar services; 
restaurants; providing food and drinks in Internet cafés; consultancy provided by telephone call centres and hotlines in 
the field of accommodation services, providing and rental of holiday homes, room reservation services and hotel 
reservation as well as accommodation and catering for guests.

Cl.44;Medical, services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; health and beauty care services provided by 
saunas, beauty salons, sanatoriums, hairdressing salons and massage parlours; nursing, medical; public baths for 
hygiene purposes; Turkish baths; organisation of therapy for health purposes; medical assistance; convalescent homes; 
flower arranging; manicuring; massage; physiotherapy; nursing homes; animal grooming; dentistry; arrangement of 
wellness and beauty care services.

Cl.45;Escorting in society (chaperoning); dating services; marriage agencies; horoscope casting; security consultancy; 
night guards; opening of security locks; personal body guarding; monitoring burglar and security alarms; guard services; 
home sitting; missing person investigations; rental of clothing; evening dress rental; baby sitting; licensing of rights 
relating to films, television and video productions; licensing of computer software [legal services]; licensing of 
intellectual property and copyrights; licensing of franchise concepts; alternative dispute resolution services.
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Priority claimed from 10/07/2015; Application No. : 1313843 ;Benelux 

3329338    13/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290604]
PHORAMM SARL
Boulevard Grande-Duchesse Charlotte 25 A L-1331 Luxembourg

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; distribution of prospectuses, of 
samples; arranging newspaper subscriptions for others; business consultancy, information or inquiries; accounting, 
document reproduction; employment agencies; computerized file management; organization of exhibitions for 
commercial or advertising purposes.

Cl.36;Insurance underwriting; financial affairs; monetary affairs; banking affairs, real estate affairs; provident funds; 
issuance of travelers' checks and letters of credit; real estate appraisal; apartment house management; insurance and 
financial services, namely payment by installments, leasing of real estate, customs brokerage agencies, real estate 
agencies, rental of farms, rental of apartments, establishing leasing agreements, charitable fundraising, real estate 
appraisal, real estate management, raising capital, capital investments, deposits (guarantees), brokerage, fiscal 
assessments, real estate appraisal, fiscal valuations, trusteeship, mutual funds, real estate management, real estate rental 
agencies, financial transactions.

Cl.42;Quality control; assessment and quality control services for the certification of products; testing of materials; 
technical research services; technical and chemical analysis and research; technical project study; surveying 
(engineering work); calibration (measuring); certification and testing of methods and processes of manufacturing, of 
treatment of materials and products made by means of the foregoing; evaluation of conformity and certification of 
companies; technical advice and assistance for product design; technical monitoring, inspection and control services 
regarding standards, norms; design (development) of computer programs and data banks relating to the evaluation of 
compliance and quality control; information and advice in the field of quality control; research and consultancy in the 
field of the assessment of compliance with norms and standards and quality control.

Cl.45;Legal services, namely consultancy regarding regulatory affairs for pharmaceutical or cosmetic products or for 
medical devices; intellectual property licensing.
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3329354    12/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1290757]
BASILIO LÓPEZ BRAVO
Milanos, 12 P.I. La Estación E-28320 PINTO (MADRID) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Rivets of metal; nails; washers of metal; nuts of metal; metal hardware articles.

Cl.7;Riveting machines; machine tools.

Cl.8;Riveting tools; hand tools for construction, repair or maintenance.
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CORRIGENDA 
APPL 
NO

CORRIGENDA DESCRIPTION  

1436972 1436972 - (1719-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- TRANSMISSION BELTS FOR 
LAND VEHICLES; TRANSMISSION BELTS FOR TWO-WHEELED VEHICLES, INCLUDING 
SCOOTERS. 
Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 1551 WEWATTA STREET, MS 10-A3, 
DENVER, COLORADO 80202, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 

1450447 1450447 - (1418-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- COMMON METALS AND 
THEIR ALLOYS; METAL BUILDING MATERIALS; TRANSPORTABLE BUILDINGS OF 
METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR LIFTS; NON-ELECTRIC CABLES AND WIRES OF 
COMMON METAL; PIPES AND TUBES OF METAL; GOODS OF COMMON METAL NOT 
INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES; WORKING PLATFORMS; CONSTRUCTION 
PLATFORMS, REINFORCING BARS; SCAFFOLDING; ELEVATOR/LIFT SUPPORTS; 
MATERIALS OF METAL FOR SCAFFOLDING; MASTS; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR 
ELEVATORS/LIFTS; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR ELEVATOR/LIFT DEVICES; 
PREFABRICATED HOUSES OF METAL; MATERIALS OF METAL FOR RAILWAYS; 
CHAINS (EXCEPT DRIVING CHAINS FOR VEHICLES); CABLEWAY CABLES; RAILS OF 
METAL; SAFETY NETS OF METAL; LADDERS OF METAL; GOODS OF COMMON 
METAL NOT INCLUDED IN OTHER CLASSES, AND PARTS AND COMPONENTS FOR 
THE AFORESAID GOODS 

1499652 1499652 - (1424-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- BUSINESS AND SHOPPING 
CENTER, RETAILING, WHOLESALE, HYPERMARKET, SUPERMARKET SERVICES; 
MAIL ORDERING, TELEPHONE, INTERNET AND OTHER COMPUTERIZED ON LINE 
ORDERING, ADVERTISING, CONSULTANCY, INFORMATION, INVESTIGATIONS, 
ADMINISTRATION, RESEARCH, OFFICE FUNCTIONS; COST PRICE ANALYSIS; 
ORGANISATION OF EXHIBITIONS AND TRADE FAIR FOR COMMERCIAL OR 
ADVERTISING PURPOSES, ECONOMIC FORECASTING; COMMERCIAL OR 
INDUSTRIAL MANAGEMENT CONSULTANCY; PUBLICITY; RENTAL OF ADVERTISING 
SPACE, MACHINES, FURNITURE, GLASSWARE, CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS; SALES 
PROMOTION AND BUSINESS CONSULTANCY RELATING TO THE ADMINISTRATION 
OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY. 

1561665 1561665 - (1427-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- MACHINE TOOLS, 
HYDRAULIC PRESS MACHINES, MECHANICAL PRESS MACHINES, DIE SETS AND DIE 
SETS FOR MANUFACTURING FINS OF HEAT EXCHANGERS, PRESS MACHINES FOR 
MANUFACTURING FINS OF HEAT EXCHANGERS, ASSEMBLING MACHINES FOR 
ASSEMBLING HEAT EXCHANGERS, TUBE EXPANDERS, MACHINING CENTERS, ALL 
INCLUDED IN CLASS 7. 

1958821 1958821 - (1777-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- 325 WATERFRONT 
DRIVE OMAR HODGE BUILDING 2ND FLOOR WICKHAMS CAY ROAD TOWN TORTOLA 
BRITISH VIRGIN ISLAND 

2414586 2414586 - (1754-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- United States of America  
Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 85608349, 85608384 AND 85608292  
Priority Date has been corrected as:- 25/04/2012 

2471471 2471471 - (1718-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- BIRKENGRUND 29 
85276 PFAFFENHOFEN, GERMANY  
Priority Country has been corrected as:- European Union 

2503577 2503577 - (1779-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- EDUCATION AND 
ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES IN THE NATURE OF PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND 
DISTRIBUTION OF LIVE OR RECORDED AUDIO, VISUAL OR AUDIOVISUAL MATERIAL 
FOR BROADCASTING BY RADIO AND TELEVISION OR THROUGH FILM OR 
VIDEOTAPE; ENTERTAINMENT SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE INTERNET; 
PLANNING, PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS AND 
FILMS; PRODUCTION AND DISTRIBUTION OF PROGRAMS FEATURING SPORTS, 
MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS TRANSMITTED VIA WIRELESS 
COMMUNICATION DEVICES; NEWS REPORTING; PROVIDING ONLINE INFORMATION 
IN THE FIELDS OF SPORTS, MUSIC, CULTURE, LIFESTYLE AND NEWS VIA THE 
INTERNET; PUBLICATION OF BOOKS AND PRINTED MATTER RELATING TO GAMES, 
ELECTRONIC GAMES, FILMS, VIDEOTAPES, RADIO AND TELEVISION; NEWS 
PUBLICATION; RENTAL OF SOUND RECORDINGS, FILMS, FILM PROJECTORS, 
VIDEOTAPES, VIDEO CASSETTE RECORDERS, RADIOS AND TELEVISION SETS AND 
ACCESSORIES THEREFOR; PROVIDING CINEMA AND THEATRE FACILITIES; 
EDUCATION AND ENTERTAINMENT INFORMATION SERVICES; PRESENTATION OF 
LIVE PERFORMANCES; ORGANISATION OF EDUCATION OR ENTERTAINMENT 
COMPETITIONS; ENTERTAINMENT INCLUDING ELECTRONIC AND DIGITAL 
INTERACTIVE MEDIA; ELECTRONIC GAMES SERVICES PROVIDED BY MEANS OF THE 
INTERNET OR VIA TERRESTRIAL CABLE, SATELLITE CHANNELS, WIRELESS OR 
WIRELINK SYSTEMS AND OTHER MEANS OF COMMUNICATION. 

2507274 2507274 - (1756-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- United States of America  
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Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- 85749318 AND 85749356  
Priority Date has been corrected as:- 09/10/2012 

2535069 2535069 - (1778-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PAPER AND PAPER 
ARTICLES, CARDBOARD AND CARDBOARD ARTICLES: PRINTED MATTER, 
NEWSPAPERS AND PERIODICALS, BOOKS AND MAGAZINES RELATING TO 
ENTERTAINMENT SONG BOOKS, OPERATION OF SATELLITE, TELEVISION AND 
COMPUTERS: STATIONERY: PHOTOGRAPHS: CARD INDEXES, INDEX CARDS, 
RECORD CARDS, TRANSFERS (DECALCOMANIA); PAPER FOR COMPUTERS; GIFT 
CERTIFICATES; PRINTED FORMS; BINDERS: WRITING PENS: LABELS; TAGS: 
CARDS; COMPUTER MANUALS: TELEVISION PROGRAM GUIDES; RIBBONS FOR 
COMPUTER PRINTERS; COMPUTER PROGRAMS IN PRINTED FORM; INSTRUCTIONAL 
AND TEACHING MATERIAL (OTHER THAN APPARATUS): TYPEWRITERS AND OFFICE 
REQUISITES (EXCEPT FURNITURE). 

2535965 2535965 - (1778-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- SCIENTIFIC & 
TECHNOLOGICAL SERVICES AND RESEARCH AND DESIGN RELATING THERETO; 
DESIGN & DEVELOPMENT OF COMPUTER HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE; DESIGN OF 
COMPUTER CODES, DATABASES, LANGUAGES AND PROGRAMS. 

2537545 2537545 - (1778-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- ARRANGING, BOOKING, 
RENTALS AND RESERVATIONS OF TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION; HOTEL, MOTEL, 
BANQUETING AND CATERING SERVICES: RENTAL OF ROOMS FOR HOLDING 
FUNCTIONS, CONFERENCES, CONVENTIONS, EXHIBITIONS, AND MEETINGS; CAFES; 
HOSPITALITY SERVICES (FOOD, DRINK AND ACCOMMODATION); COCKTAIL. WINE 
LOUNGE & BAR SERVICES; PREPARATION OF MEALS AND RESTAURANT SERVICES. 

2549793 2549793 - (1779-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- UNIT C 17/F, 
SILVERCORP INTI TOWER, 713 NATHAN ROAD KL, HONG KONG 
GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- PURSES: BACKPACKS: WALLETS (POCKET -
):SHOPPING BAGS; HANDBAGS: VALISES: KEY CASES [LEATHERWARE]: 
HAVERSACKS: GARMENT BAGS FOR TRAVEL; SPORTS BAGS; UMBRELLAS; 
LEATHER (IMITATION -); FURNITURE (LEATHER TRIMMINGS FOR -); LEATHER 
STRAPS; CANES; SADDLERY; GUT FOR MAKING SAUSAGES 

2577308 2577308 - (1757-0) Priority Country has been corrected as:- Japan  
Priority Trade Mark No has been corrected as:- JP 2013-035149 AND JP 2013-045036  
Priority Date has been corrected as:- 10/05/2013 AND 12/06/2013 

2626733 2626733 - (1680-0) Proprietor Address has been corrected as:- KARAMURSEL FABRIKA 
TOKMAK KOYU, KAVAK MEVKI, ALTINOVA, 77700 YALOVA, TURKEY 

2675379 2675379 - (1694-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- AIR-OPERATED POWER 
TOOLS, NAMELY, AIR-OPERATED SANDERS. 

2901542 2901542 - (1774-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- TELECOMMUNICATION; 
PROVIDING ACCESS TO ONLINE DIRECTORIES AND ON-LINE REFERENCE 
MATERIALS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF 
PROVIDING; TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIVITY SERVICES FOR THE TRANSFER 
OF IMAGES, MESSAGES, AUDIO, VISUAL, AUDIO VISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA WORKS 
AMONG E-READERS, MOBILE DEVICES, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, SMART 
DEVICES, PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, PORTABLE DIGITAL DEVICES, 
TABLETS, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, TVS, TV RECEIVERS, SET-TOP-BOXES 
AND COMPUTER GAME MACHINES; ONUNE CHAT ROOMS AND ONLINE 
COMMUNITIES FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; 
PROVIDING ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS; PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS FOR 
COMMUNICATION IN (HE FIELDS OF A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS AND IN 
THE FIELD OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT; TRANSMISSION OF 
AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT, DATA AND INFORMATION ON THE 
INTERNET, COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS; STREAMING OF AUDIO, VIDEO, AND AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ON THE 
INTERNET. 

2901547 2901547 - (1774-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- TELECOMMUNICATION; 
PROVIDING ACCESS TO ONLINE DIRECTORIES AND ON-LINE REFERENCE 
MATERIALS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF 
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIVITY SERVICES FOR THE TRANSFER 
OF IMAGES, MESSAGES, AUDIO, VISUAL, AUDIOVISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA WORKS 
AMONG E-READCRS, MOHILE DEVICES, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, SMART 
DEVICES, PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, PORTABLE DIGITAL DEVICES, 
TABLETS, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, TVS, TV RECEIVERS, SET-TOP-BOXES 
AND COMPUTER GAME MACHINES; ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ONLINE 
COMMUNITIES FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; 
PROVIDING ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS; PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS FOR 
COMMUNICATION IN THE FIELDS OF A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS AND 
IN THE FILELD OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT; TRANSMISSION OF 
AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT, DATA AND INFORMATION ON THE 
INTERNET, COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS; STREAMING OF AUDIO, VIDEO, AND AUDIO-VI.SUAL MATERIAL ON THE 
INTERNET. 

2901549 2901549 - (1774-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- COMPUTER E-COMMERCE 
SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED IN THE FORM OF AN AUCTION VIA A GLOBAL 
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COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER DATABASE SOFTWARE FEATURING 
INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOBBIES, COLLECTIBLES AND A WIDE VARIETY OF 
PRODUCTS; COMPUTER GAMES, DIGITAL MUSIC, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 
DOWNLOADABLE VIA THE INTERNET; E-BOOKS DOWNLOADABLE FROM INTERNET; 
MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES; MP3 AND MP4; MICROPHONES; KARAOKE 
PLAYERS; PLAYERS; SMARTPHONES; TABLET PCS; COMPUTERS; BOOM BOX; 
SELECTOR BOX; VIDEO GLASSES; REMOTE CONTROLLERS; VOICE RECORDERS; 
VOLTAGE STABILIZER; FM RADIO; HI-FI SYSTEMS; BABY ALARMS; NOTICE BOARDS 
(ELECTRONIC-); PUNCHING MACHINES [PUNCHED CARD MACHINES FOR OFFICES; 
ELECTRONIC BABY MONITORING [LISTENING]; CALCULATORS; SUNGLASSES; 
LOCKS; CAMERAS; ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS. 

2901554 2901554 - (1774-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- COMPUTER E-COMMERCE 
SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED IN THE FORM OF AN AUCTION VIA A GLOBAL 
COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER DATABASE SOFTWARE FEATURING 
INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOBBIES, COLLECTIBLES AND A WIDE VARIETY OF 
PRODUCTS; COMPUTER GAMES, DIGITAL MUSIC, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 
DOWNLOADABLE VIA THE INTERNET; E-BOOKS DOWNLOADABLE FROM INTERNET; 
MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES; MP3 AND MP4; MICROPHONES; KARAOKE 
PLAYERS; PLAYERS; SMARTPHONES; TABLET PCS; COMPUTERS; BOOM BOX; 
SELECTOR BOX; VIDEO GLASSES; REMOTE CONTROLLERS; VOICE RECORDERS; 
VOLTAGE STABIUZER; FM RADIO; HI-FI SYSTEMS; BABY ALARMS; NOTICE BOARDS 
(ELECTRONIC-); PUNCHING MACHINES [PUNCHED CARD MACHINES FOR OFFICES]; 
ELECTRONIC BABY MONITORING [LISTENING]; CALCULATORS; SUNGLASSES; 
LOCKS; CAMERAS; ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS. 

2901562 2901562 - (1774-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- TELECOMMUNICATION; 
PROVIDING ACCESS TO ONLINE DIRECTORIES AND ON-LINE REFERENCE 
MATERIALS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF 
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIVITV SERVICES LOR THE TRANSFER 
OF IMAGES, MESSAGES, AUDIO, VISUAL, AUDIOVISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA WORKS 
AMONG E-READERS, MOBILE DEVICES, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, SMART 
DEVICES, PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, PORTABLE DIGITAL DEVICES, 
TABLETS, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, TVS, TV RECEIVERS, SET-TOP-BOXES 
AND COMPUTER GAME MACHINES; ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ONLINE 
COMMUNITIES FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; 
PROVIDING ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS; PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS FOR 
COMMUNICATION IN THE FIELDS OF A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS AND 
IN THE FIELD OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT; TRANSMISSION OF 
AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT, DATA AND INFORMATION ON THE 
INTERNET, COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS; STREAMING OF AUDIO, VIDEO, AND AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ON THE 
INTERNET. 

2901567 2901567 - (1777-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- TELECOMMUNICATION; 
PROVIDING ACCESS TO ONLINE DIRECTORIES AND ON-LINE REFERENCE 
MATERIALS; PROVIDING ACCESS TO ELECTRONIC DEVICES IN THE NATURE OF 
PROVIDING TELECOMMUNICATION CONNECTIVITY SERVICES FOR THE TRANSFER 
OF IMAGES, MESSAGES, AUDIO, VISUAL, AUDIOVISUAL AND MULTIMEDIA WORKS 
AMONG E-READERS, MOBILE DEVICES, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, SMART 
DEVICES, PORTABLE ELECTRONIC DEVICES, PORTABLE DIGITAL DEVICES, 
TABLETS, MOBILE PHONES, SMARTPHONES, TVS, TV RECEIVERS, SET-TOP-BOXES 
AND COMPUTER GAME MACHINES; ONLINE CHAT ROOMS AND ON-LINE 
COMMUNITIES FOR THE TRANSMISSION OF MESSAGES AMONG COMPUTER USERS; 
PROVIDING ONLINE BULLETIN BOARDS; PROVIDING ONLINE FORUMS FOR 
COMMUNICATION IN THE FIELDS OF A WIDE VARIETY OF CONSUMER GOODS AND 
IN THE FIELD OF AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT; TRANSMISSION OF 
AUDIO, VIDEO AND AUDIO-VISUAL CONTENT DATA AND INFORMATION ON THE 
INTERNET, COMMUNICATIONS NETWORKS AND WIRELESS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORKS; STREAMING OF AUDIO, VIDEO, AND AUDIO-VISUAL MATERIAL ON THE 
INTERNET. 

2901569 2901569 - (1777-0) GOODS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED AS:- COMPUTER E-COMMERCE 
SOFTWARE TO ALLOW USERS TO PERFORM ELECTRONIC BUSINESS 
TRANSACTIONS CONDUCTED IN THE FORM OF AN AUCTION VIA A GLOBAL 
COMPUTER NETWORK; COMPUTER DATABASE SOFTWARE FEATURING 
INFORMATION IN THE FIELD OF HOBBIES, COLLECTIBLES AND A WIDE VARIETY OF 
PRODUCTS; COMPUTER GAMES, DIGITAL MUSIC, ELECTRONIC PUBLICATIONS 
DOWNLOADABLE VIA THE INTERNET; E-BOOKS DOWNLOADABLE FROM INTERNET; 
MOBILE PHONES AND ACCESSORIES; MP3 AND MP4; MICROPHONES; KARAOKE 
PLAYERS; PLAYERS; SMARTPHONES; TABLET PCS; COMPUTERS; BOOM BOX; 
SELECTOR BOX; VIDEO GLASSES; REMOTE CONTROLLERS; VOICE RECORDERS; 
VOLTAGE STABILIZER; FM RADIO; HI-FI SYSTEMS; BABY ALARMS; NOTICE BOARDS 
(ELECTRONIC-); PUNCHING MACHINES [PUNCHED CARD MACHINES FOR OFFICES]; 
ELECTRONIC BABY MONITORING [LISTENING]; CALCULATORS; SUNGLASSES; 
LOCKS; CAMERAS; ELECTRONIC NOTEBOOKS. 
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
10908 34 20/01/2017
10909 34 20/01/2017
10910 34 20/01/2017
11698 9 05/02/2017
11713 9 05/02/2017
11714 9 05/02/2017
11715 9 05/02/2017
12202 33 16/02/2017
12204 33 16/02/2017
12485 3 22/02/2017
12486 3 22/02/2017
12810 29 02/03/2017
12811 29 02/03/2017
12819 3 02/03/2017
13264 31 09/03/2017
13586 6 18/03/2017
13625 3 22/03/2017
14257 5 12/04/2017
15017 25 27/04/2017
142298 34 08/02/2017
142452 34 20/02/2017
142488 9 21/02/2017
143088 34 05/04/2017
143264 5 21/04/2017
143641 5 19/05/2017
143888 34 07/06/2017
173948 30 12/04/2015
174027 16 18/04/2015
181210 3 27/08/2016
183095 3 13/01/2017
183486 5 05/02/2017
183678 8 18/02/2017
184274 4 31/03/2017
184838 3 29/04/2017
185287 1 29/05/2017
185544 7 19/06/2017
185874 23 12/07/2017
185904 16 15/07/2017
185905 16 15/07/2017
185906 16 15/07/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
185963 30 17/07/2017
226985 5 02/02/2017
227239 21 17/02/2017
229142 5 27/05/2017
229197 4 28/05/2017
229428 3 09/06/2017
229841 22 01/07/2017
263446 33 30/03/2015
271438 5 20/04/2016
274161 12 09/08/2016
278290 11 11/02/2017
278696 5 03/03/2017
278829 5 10/03/2017
278920 2 16/03/2017
280515 5 30/05/2017
281006 5 21/06/2017
281493 34 15/07/2017
281548 6 19/07/2017
330605 30 11/11/2015
334986 6 27/03/2016
335070 7 30/03/2017
344601 30 08/01/2017
345254 6 27/01/2017
345427 11 02/02/2017
345428 9 02/02/2017
345745 21 13/02/2017
345747 9 13/02/2017
345751 3 13/02/2017
345772 7 13/02/2017
345825 9 14/02/2017
346251 9 22/02/2017
346478 1 27/02/2017
346607 20 02/03/2017
346610 7 02/03/2017
346611 7 02/03/2017
346616 7 02/03/2017
346617 7 02/03/2017
346619 7 02/03/2017
347292 9 22/03/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
347293 7 22/03/2017
347294 9 22/03/2017
347437 9 27/03/2017
347708 9 02/04/2017
347709 12 02/04/2017
347710 13 02/04/2017
347716 9 02/04/2017
347717 12 02/04/2017
347718 13 02/04/2017
348079 1 11/04/2017
348196 5 16/04/2017
349872 14 31/05/2017
349979 12 04/06/2017
349980 24 04/06/2017
350324 5 13/06/2017
350569 34 20/06/2017
378419 34 15/07/2009
378419 34 15/07/2009
378420 34 15/07/2009
378420 34 15/07/2009
378425 34 15/07/2009
378425 34 15/07/2009
396284 5 11/10/2013
396284 5 11/10/2013
396284 5 11/10/2013
431776 30 03/01/2016
431778 30 03/01/2016
432996 5 29/01/2016
433469 5 06/02/2016
438612 29 03/06/2016
442702 9 06/09/2016
442703 9 06/09/2016
442704 1 06/09/2016
442705 1 06/09/2016
445557 12 15/11/2016
447286 34 24/12/2016
447533 11 30/12/2016
449144 25 03/02/2017
449454 3 10/02/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
449516 3 11/02/2017
449926 7 20/02/2017
450008 5 21/02/2017
450111 9 24/02/2017
450310 5 27/02/2017
450347 25 27/02/2017
450350 9 27/02/2017
450473 1 03/03/2017
450994 30 12/03/2017
451531 5 25/03/2017
451532 5 25/03/2017
451533 5 25/03/2017
451544 34 26/03/2017
451617 34 27/03/2017
451844 24 01/04/2017
452261 1 08/04/2017
452892 16 21/04/2017
453244 30 29/04/2017
454103 34 14/05/2017
454106 34 14/05/2017
454109 34 14/05/2017
454302 25 19/05/2017
454702 5 28/05/2017
455342 5 11/06/2017
455343 5 11/06/2017
455345 5 11/06/2017
455392 30 12/06/2017
455529 9 16/06/2017
456384 3 03/07/2017
465916 32 12/01/2017
468804 8 06/03/2017
492388 30 08/06/2009
506189 24 01/03/2009
506189 24 01/03/2009
513184 9 10/07/2013
514696 29 08/08/2003
515162 31 16/08/2010
519759 7 15/11/2003
519850 33 16/11/2003
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
520390 12 27/11/2016
527083 3 29/03/2017
538771 25 23/10/2010
538771 25 23/10/2010
590012 29 04/02/2017
590227 9 08/02/2017
590362 31 09/02/2017
590368 3 09/02/2017
590371 5 09/02/2017
590466 9 10/02/2017
590708 34 12/02/2017
590709 34 12/02/2017
590725 3 12/02/2017
591137 5 18/02/2017
591550 9 25/02/2017
593379 17 26/03/2017
593772 24 31/03/2017
593773 24 31/03/2017
594010 7 06/04/2017
595693 18 28/04/2017
596026 5 03/03/2017
597462 25 18/05/2017
597854 5 24/05/2017
598020 5 25/05/2017
598045 24 25/05/2017
598094 31 26/05/2017
598723 34 04/06/2017
598824 30 07/06/2017
599225 5 11/06/2017
599393 12 15/06/2017
599394 4 15/06/2017
599781 5 18/06/2017
600588 14 30/06/2017
601992 32 19/07/2017
602396 30 23/07/2017
602551 9 26/07/2017
602853 25 29/07/2017
649408 28 21/12/2014
649408 28 21/12/2014
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
698805 27 19/02/2016
712558 7 06/08/2016
712558 7 06/08/2016
722766 30 03/12/2016
732281 5 31/01/2017
732527 16 03/02/2017
732589 12 04/02/2017
732702 24 05/02/2017
732735 3 05/02/2017
732763 5 05/02/2017
732765 5 05/02/2017
732768 5 05/02/2017
732771 5 05/02/2017
732773 5 05/02/2017
732775 5 05/02/2017
732778 5 05/02/2017
732780 5 05/02/2017
732781 5 05/02/2017
732783 5 05/02/2017
732785 5 05/02/2017
732854 1 05/02/2017
732855 2 05/02/2017
732856 3 05/02/2017
732922 28 06/02/2017
732995 24 06/02/2017
733101 25 07/02/2017
733102 25 07/02/2017
733151 14 07/02/2017
733154 14 07/02/2017
733233 30 07/02/2017
733304 1 11/02/2017
733305 2 11/02/2017
733306 3 11/02/2017
733308 5 11/02/2017
733309 6 11/02/2017
733310 7 11/02/2017
733311 8 11/02/2017
733312 9 11/02/2017
733313 10 11/02/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
733315 12 11/02/2017
733316 13 11/02/2017
733317 14 11/02/2017
733318 15 11/02/2017
733319 16 11/02/2017
733320 17 11/02/2017
733321 18 11/02/2017
733322 19 11/02/2017
733323 20 11/02/2017
733324 21 11/02/2017
733325 22 11/02/2017
733326 23 11/02/2017
733327 25 11/02/2017
733328 26 11/02/2017
733329 27 11/02/2017
733330 28 11/02/2017
733331 29 11/02/2017
733332 30 11/02/2017
733333 31 11/02/2017
733334 32 11/02/2017
733336 34 11/02/2017
733369 30 11/02/2017
733370 30 11/02/2017
733371 30 11/02/2017
733380 24 11/02/2017
733455 1 10/02/2017
733490 16 12/02/2017
733549 30 12/02/2017
733590 1 12/02/2017
733648 5 12/02/2017
733784 16 13/02/2017
733812 30 13/02/2017
733814 30 13/02/2017
733817 29 13/02/2017
734017 9 17/02/2017
734038 24 14/02/2017
734359 30 19/02/2017
734617 29 21/02/2017
734618 29 21/02/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
734676 5 21/02/2017
734760 9 24/02/2017
735061 30 21/01/2017
735063 30 21/01/2017
735172 32 25/02/2017
735245 12 26/02/2017
735984 7 13/11/2016
736035 30 03/03/2017
736036 30 03/03/2017
736039 24 03/03/2017
736087 1 29/01/2017
736154 29 03/03/2017
736155 30 03/03/2017
736238 31 03/03/2017
736624 1 06/03/2017
736627 5 06/03/2017
736640 2 30/01/2017
736760 7 06/03/2017
736761 7 06/03/2017
737007 9 10/03/2017
737155 5 11/03/2017
738220 16 05/03/2017
738278 29 28/02/2017
738411 16 27/03/2017
738562 16 02/04/2017
738609 5 02/04/2017
739030 19 07/04/2017
739295 17 11/04/2017
740708 24 06/03/2017
740728 24 06/03/2017
740731 24 06/03/2017
740733 24 06/03/2017
740931 3 20/05/2017
740932 30 20/05/2017
741200 14 23/05/2017
741684 5 02/06/2017
742245 5 04/06/2017
746775 5 05/03/2017
746776 5 05/05/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
746890 6 05/03/2007
746982 34 14/03/2017
747071 12 05/03/2017
747179 9 05/03/2017
747198 12 05/03/2017
747231 16 05/03/2017
747233 34 05/03/2017
747496 9 07/03/2007
747847 5 10/07/2017
747848 3 10/07/2017
748079 5 12/03/2007
748080 5 12/03/2007
748105 25 12/03/2017 02:15:00
748106 18 12/03/2017
748111 3 12/03/2017
748666 31 17/03/2017
748668 30 17/03/2017
749195 7 20/03/2017
749569 9 27/03/2017
749684 34 25/03/2007
749685 33 31/07/2017
749686 32 31/07/2017
749754 30 08/04/2017
749758 29 08/04/2017
749761 29 08/04/2017
749762 30 08/04/2017
749763 32 08/04/2017
749765 30 08/04/2017
749770 30 08/04/2017
749778 9 09/04/2017
749796 5 09/04/2017
749844 25 12/05/2017
750038 25 03/01/2017
750238 5 28/04/2017
750265 5 28/04/2017
750302 5 28/04/2017
750393 16 08/01/2017
750454 9 08/01/2017
750477 8 08/01/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
750527 1 07/05/2017
750529 1 07/05/2017
750532 1 07/05/2017
750535 1 07/05/2017
750537 1 07/05/2017
750538 1 07/05/2017
750728 25 21/05/2017
750729 25 21/05/2017
750911 30 26/03/2017
750912 5 26/03/2017
750913 30 26/03/2017
750914 5 26/03/2017
751238 11 27/03/2017
751749 5 31/03/2017
751752 5 12/02/2017 10:15:00
751760 25 12/02/2017
751781 33 12/02/2017
751902 24 12/02/2017
752015 30 31/07/2017
752029 25 20/01/2017
752068 7 13/02/2017
752070 11 13/02/2017
752071 9 13/02/2017
752123 9 13/02/2017
752156 26 21/01/2017
752326 7 17/02/2017
752381 24 17/02/2017
752382 24 17/02/2017
752408 16 10/03/2017
752552 30 19/02/2017
752559 5 19/02/2017
752639 25 20/02/2017
752674 33 20/02/2017
752676 33 20/02/2017
753013 1 10/02/2017
753018 9 10/02/2017
753020 11 10/02/2017
753021 12 10/02/2017
753022 16 10/02/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
753023 19 10/02/2017
753029 24 10/02/2017
753031 25 10/02/2017
753033 30 10/02/2017
753035 31 10/02/2017
753125 9 10/02/2017
753426 14 17/02/2017
753719 5 24/02/2017
753721 5 24/02/2017
754027 21 03/03/2017
754029 9 03/03/2017
754306 5 03/04/2017
754656 7 14/03/2017
755007 5 17/03/2017
755008 5 17/03/2017
755009 5 17/03/2017
755074 5 19/03/2017
755207 16 21/03/2017
755242 5 25/04/2017
755331 17 29/04/2017
755675 25 05/05/2017
755759 3 09/06/2017
756005 30 08/05/2017
756161 10 23/06/2017
756328 24 26/05/2017
756538 10 16/05/2017
756636 1 08/07/2017
757398 9 12/06/2017
757400 16 12/06/2017
757432 25 25/07/2017
757705 30 18/06/2017
758406 20 30/06/2017
758719 20 01/07/2017
758722 11 01/07/2017
758816 20 02/07/2017
759564 21 09/05/2017
759565 21 09/05/2017
761858 5 27/05/2017
762297 25 15/07/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
762541 34 12/06/2017
762542 34 12/06/2017
763291 4 20/06/2017
763643 24 31/07/2017
763644 25 31/07/2017
763645 24 31/07/2017
763649 24 31/07/2017
763650 25 31/07/2017
763651 24 31/07/2017
763653 32 31/07/2017
763654 32 31/07/2017
763655 33 31/07/2017
763656 33 31/07/2017
763657 32 31/07/2017
766858 12 18/08/2007 02:30:00
792820 20 25/02/2008 14:45:01
812608 7 30/07/2015
842733 5 25/02/2009 11:38:34
850525 3 09/04/2009 12:34:29
852264 5 21/04/2016
887134 5 18/11/2016
896546 9 07/01/2010 14:30:44
903526 1 14/02/2017
903527 16 14/02/2017
903613 1 15/02/2017
912447 5 24/03/2017
917581 10 12/04/2017
925055 5 16/05/2017
925059 5 16/05/2017
928266 5 30/05/2017
928267 5 30/05/2017
989807 5 13/02/2011
989809 5 13/02/2011
989813 5 13/02/2011
1048320 18 28/09/2011
1074403 29 17/01/2012
1074405 29 17/01/2012
1079110 3 07/02/2012 14:03:23
1079768 16 11/02/2012
 
 

 

6502



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1081929 25 20/02/2012
1084266 29 04/03/2012
1084267 29 04/03/2012
1084465 9 04/03/2012
1085455 25 07/03/2012
1089093 31 21/03/2012
1089094 31 21/03/2012
1095608 30 15/04/2012
1110562 9 10/06/2012
1111171 16 12/06/2012
1136468 17 26/09/2012
1170152 9 29/01/2013 12:17:00
1173937 16 11/02/2013
1179796 30 03/03/2013
1194250 5 24/04/2013
1194507 30 25/04/2013
1219678 16 01/08/2013
1219680 16 01/08/2013
1252439 30 01/12/2013 14:44:00
1274233 17 22/03/2014
1278146 31 08/04/2014
1278149 31 08/04/2014
1295738 5 13/07/2014
1295863 3 13/07/2014
1304154 41 20/08/2014
1304155 7 20/08/2014
1314977 18 13/10/2014
1314978 18 13/10/2014
1320887 5 18/11/2014
1371188 12 14/07/2015
1380185 30 11/08/2015
1391956 42 12/10/2015
1391957 41 12/10/2015
1391958 42 12/10/2015
1391959 41 12/10/2015
1391960 37 12/10/2015
1391962 20 12/10/2015
1405194 30 12/12/2015
1409235 25 27/12/2015
 
 

 

6503



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1419575 25 07/02/2016
1422187 10 17/02/2016
1427245 25 13/03/2016
1435520 30 17/03/2016
1440943 14 29/03/2016
1440944 25 29/03/2016
1445470 12 18/04/2016
1455991 99 23/05/2016
1462954 35 21/06/2016
1462955 37 21/06/2016
1463755 9 21/06/2016
1464123 24 26/06/2016 11:10:00
1464819 3 26/06/2016
1468630 12 10/07/2016
1468631 20 10/07/2016
1471159 12 18/07/2016
1473590 42 26/07/2016
1473591 42 26/07/2016
1477307 5 08/08/2016 15:33:00
1478629 5 14/08/2016
1488126 30 18/09/2016
1495714 38 11/10/2016 15:00:00
1500311 12 01/11/2016
1503641 41 13/11/2016
1510694 31 06/12/2016
1511451 16 08/12/2016
1512417 5 12/12/2016
1512418 5 12/12/2016
1512419 5 12/12/2016
1512422 5 12/12/2016
1512426 5 12/12/2016
1512438 5 12/12/2016
1512443 5 12/12/2016
1512446 5 12/12/2016
1512448 5 12/12/2016
1512454 5 12/12/2016
1516945 41 22/12/2016
1517688 1 05/01/2017
1519176 42 11/01/2017
 
 

 

6504



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1519704 3 08/01/2017
1522234 3 18/01/2017
1523204 16 22/01/2017
1523968 25 23/01/2017
1524970 41 25/01/2017
1524971 28 25/01/2017
1525096 6 22/01/2017 15:57:00
1525312 22 29/01/2017
1525313 22 29/01/2017
1525526 25 29/01/2017
1525546 3 29/01/2017
1525609 16 29/01/2017
1525610 30 29/01/2017
1525612 17 29/01/2017
1525754 35 31/01/2017
1525815 37 29/01/2017
1525816 42 29/01/2017
1525818 41 29/01/2017
1525857 5 31/01/2017
1525858 5 31/01/2017
1526104 16 31/01/2017
1526105 35 31/01/2017
1526109 9 31/01/2017
1526110 10 31/01/2017
1526111 16 31/01/2017
1526124 17 31/01/2017 16:12:00
1526126 3 31/01/2017
1526127 6 31/01/2017
1526128 8 31/01/2017
1526129 16 31/01/2017
1526131 18 31/01/2017
1526132 20 31/01/2017
1526133 21 31/01/2017
1526134 26 31/01/2017
1526135 35 31/01/2017
1526136 38 31/01/2017
1526137 40 31/01/2017
1526138 41 31/01/2017
1526139 42 31/01/2017
 
 

 

6505



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1526140 3 31/01/2017
1526141 6 31/01/2017
1526142 8 31/01/2017
1526143 16 31/01/2017
1526144 17 31/01/2017
1526145 18 31/01/2017
1526146 20 31/01/2017
1526147 26 31/01/2017
1526148 35 31/01/2017
1526149 38 31/01/2017
1526150 40 31/01/2017
1526151 41 31/01/2017
1526152 42 31/01/2017
1526166 41 31/01/2017
1526195 30 31/01/2017
1526361 6 31/01/2017
1526362 6 31/01/2017
1526368 29 31/01/2017
1526373 6 01/02/2017
1526565 25 01/02/2017
1526601 16 01/02/2017
1526816 30 01/02/2017
1526938 16 02/02/2017
1527063 42 02/02/2017
1527064 41 02/02/2017
1527065 40 02/02/2017
1527067 5 02/02/2017
1527146 99 02/02/2017
1527205 99 02/02/2017
1527206 99 02/02/2017
1527210 16 02/02/2017
1527213 16 02/02/2017
1527226 2 02/02/2017
1527254 9 02/02/2017
1527255 11 02/02/2017
1527260 30 02/02/2017
1527261 9 02/02/2017
1527570 10 05/02/2017
1527581 42 05/02/2017
 
 

 

6506



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1527582 42 05/02/2017
1527706 7 05/02/2017
1527715 5 05/02/2017
1527800 35 05/02/2017
1527801 36 05/02/2017
1527821 30 05/02/2017
1527873 6 05/02/2017
1527874 6 05/02/2017
1527875 5 05/02/2017
1527923 26 05/02/2017
1528065 25 06/02/2017
1528066 24 06/02/2017
1528067 35 06/02/2017
1528075 25 06/02/2017
1528076 24 06/02/2017
1528089 9 06/02/2017
1528194 25 06/02/2017
1528259 7 06/02/2017
1528345 42 06/02/2017
1528607 2 06/02/2017
1528625 9 06/02/2017
1528699 10 06/02/2017
1528701 10 06/02/2017
1528731 34 07/02/2017
1528732 34 07/02/2017
1529045 9 08/02/2017
1529046 9 08/02/2017
1529047 42 08/02/2017
1529048 42 08/02/2017
1529072 5 07/02/2017
1529075 5 07/02/2017
1529076 5 07/02/2017
1529096 18 08/02/2017
1529111 37 08/02/2017
1529112 42 08/02/2017
1529113 42 08/02/2017
1529126 34 08/02/2017
1529127 34 08/02/2017
1529145 5 08/02/2017
 
 

 

6507



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1529146 5 08/02/2017
1529147 5 08/02/2017
1529391 16 08/02/2017
1529392 18 08/02/2017
1529393 24 08/02/2017
1529394 25 08/02/2017
1529402 7 08/02/2017
1529414 42 08/02/2017
1529473 42 09/02/2017
1529493 5 09/02/2017
1529508 37 09/02/2017
1529509 37 09/02/2017
1529579 30 09/02/2017
1529637 26 09/02/2017 14:29:00
1529638 35 09/02/2017 14:29:00
1529655 24 09/02/2017
1529656 5 09/02/2017
1529679 3 09/02/2017
1529680 3 09/02/2017
1529695 99 09/02/2017
1529697 99 09/02/2017
1529699 99 09/02/2017
1529703 12 09/02/2017
1529714 17 09/02/2017
1529715 6 09/02/2017
1529718 30 09/02/2017
1529719 30 09/02/2017
1529720 30 09/02/2017
1529721 30 09/02/2017
1529743 5 09/02/2017 16:02:00
1529744 5 09/02/2017 16:02:00
1529745 16 09/02/2017
1529752 10 09/02/2017 16:16:00
1529753 10 09/02/2017 16:16:00
1529763 7 09/02/2017 16:20:00
1529780 7 09/02/2017 16:36:00
1529784 10 09/02/2017
1529787 21 09/02/2017
1529788 17 09/02/2017
 
 

 

6508



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1529789 9 09/02/2017
1529791 6 09/02/2017
1529792 11 09/02/2017
1529793 20 09/02/2017
1529795 21 09/02/2017
1529820 5 09/02/2017 17:01:00
1529824 5 09/02/2017 17:07:00
1529829 35 09/02/2017 17:09:00
1529830 35 09/02/2017 17:09:00
1529831 99 09/02/2017
1529832 99 09/02/2017
1529840 6 12/02/2017
1529858 7 12/02/2017
1529859 7 12/02/2017
1529922 38 12/02/2017
1529942 35 12/02/2017
1529944 42 12/02/2017
1529968 3 12/02/2017 14:08:00
1530000 5 12/02/2017 14:38:00
1530001 12 12/02/2017 14:38:00
1530004 5 12/02/2017 14:41:00
1530005 5 12/02/2017 14:41:00
1530007 5 12/02/2017 14:41:00
1530010 5 12/02/2017 14:41:00
1530053 9 12/02/2017
1530061 36 12/02/2017 14:54:00
1530063 7 12/02/2017 14:54:00
1530066 99 12/02/2017
1530072 30 12/02/2017
1530118 7 12/02/2017 15:21:00
1530125 35 12/02/2017
1530135 3 12/02/2017
1530144 7 12/02/2017
1530156 19 12/02/2017
1530181 35 12/02/2017
1530190 41 12/02/2017
1530192 19 12/02/2017
1530201 41 12/02/2017 15:50:00
1530202 1 12/02/2017 15:39:00
 
 

 

6509



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1530203 1 12/02/2017 15:39:00
1530250 30 12/02/2017
1530263 41 12/02/2017 16:03:00
1530270 41 12/02/2017 16:05:00
1530277 5 12/02/2017
1530297 9 12/02/2017
1530300 7 12/02/2017
1530336 42 12/02/2017
1530337 42 12/02/2017
1530338 42 12/02/2017
1530340 42 12/02/2017
1530341 42 12/02/2017
1530343 42 12/02/2017
1530344 42 12/02/2017
1530345 42 12/02/2017
1530346 42 12/02/2017
1530349 25 12/02/2017
1530350 24 12/02/2017
1530351 24 12/02/2017
1530353 25 12/02/2017
1530355 42 12/02/2017
1530356 24 12/02/2017
1530374 34 12/02/2017
1530375 34 12/02/2017
1530376 99 12/02/2017
1530378 99 12/02/2017
1530379 99 12/02/2017
1530441 30 13/02/2017 12:28:00
1530444 35 13/02/2017 12:28:00
1530446 35 13/02/2017 12:28:00
1530500 35 13/02/2017 13:49:00
1530501 35 13/02/2017 13:49:00
1530521 9 13/02/2017 13:45:00
1530552 25 13/02/2017
1530560 24 13/02/2017
1530567 29 13/02/2017
1530568 29 13/02/2017
1530571 9 13/02/2017 14:38:00
1530578 35 13/02/2017
 
 

 

6510



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1530579 35 13/02/2017
1530580 35 13/02/2017
1530594 4 13/02/2017 14:52:00
1530607 39 13/02/2017
1530613 2 13/02/2017
1530615 2 13/02/2017
1530648 9 13/02/2017
1530649 99 13/02/2017
1530650 99 13/02/2017
1530673 5 13/02/2017
1530685 5 13/02/2017
1530691 5 13/02/2017
1530693 5 13/02/2017
1530695 5 13/02/2017
1530696 5 13/02/2017
1530703 5 13/02/2017
1530705 99 13/02/2017
1530712 25 13/02/2017 17:01:00
1530718 9 13/02/2017
1530733 9 13/02/2017
1530799 30 14/02/2017 12:35:00
1530800 5 14/02/2017
1530803 5 14/02/2017
1530825 9 14/02/2017 12:39:00
1530826 37 14/02/2017 12:39:00
1530827 41 14/02/2017 12:39:00
1530834 11 14/02/2017
1530835 37 14/02/2017
1530836 41 14/02/2017
1530837 42 14/02/2017
1531064 10 14/02/2017
1531082 39 14/02/2017 14:43:00
1531089 30 14/02/2017
1531181 42 14/02/2017
1531208 31 14/02/2017 15:55:00
1531210 8 14/02/2017
1531211 9 14/02/2017
1531213 3 14/02/2017
1531216 35 14/02/2017
 
 

 

6511



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1531218 3 14/02/2017
1531219 14 14/02/2017
1531225 9 15/02/2017
1531288 29 15/02/2017
1531331 5 15/02/2017 13:00:00
1531332 5 15/02/2017 13:00:00
1531333 5 15/02/2017 13:00:00
1531338 5 15/02/2017 13:00:00
1531344 5 15/02/2017
1531345 5 15/02/2017
1531346 5 15/02/2017
1531348 5 15/02/2017
1531349 5 15/02/2017
1531350 5 15/02/2017
1531351 5 15/02/2017
1531352 5 15/02/2017
1531353 5 15/02/2017
1531354 5 15/02/2017
1531355 5 15/02/2017
1531360 5 15/02/2017
1531361 5 15/02/2017
1531362 5 15/02/2017
1531365 5 15/02/2017
1531366 5 15/02/2017
1531367 5 15/02/2017
1531368 5 15/02/2017
1531369 5 15/02/2017
1531370 5 15/02/2017
1531372 5 15/02/2017
1531373 5 15/02/2017
1531375 5 15/02/2017
1531376 5 15/02/2017
1531416 6 15/02/2017
1531497 42 15/02/2017
1531498 41 15/02/2017
1531499 41 15/02/2017
1531536 9 15/02/2017
1531546 99 15/02/2017
1531592 9 15/02/2017
 
 

 

6512



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1531601 17 15/02/2017
1531602 25 15/02/2017
1531603 18 15/02/2017
1531622 36 15/02/2017
1531623 36 15/02/2017
1531638 99 15/02/2017
1531653 31 15/02/2017
1531701 28 16/02/2017
1531713 99 16/02/2017
1531725 18 16/02/2017
1531729 99 16/02/2017
1531758 5 16/02/2017
1531783 25 19/02/2017
1531819 11 19/02/2017
1531861 25 19/02/2017
1531912 9 19/02/2017
1531975 42 19/02/2017
1531988 5 19/02/2017
1531989 5 19/02/2017
1531993 5 19/02/2017
1531994 5 19/02/2017
1531995 5 19/02/2017
1532053 25 19/02/2017
1532056 3 19/02/2017
1532057 3 19/02/2017
1532059 3 19/02/2017
1532074 10 19/02/2017
1532079 3 19/02/2017
1532093 29 19/02/2017
1532094 29 19/02/2017
1532124 33 19/02/2017
1532198 3 19/02/2017
1532218 35 19/02/2017
1532267 5 20/02/2017
1532323 30 20/02/2017
1532328 35 20/02/2017
1532397 19 20/02/2017
1532461 30 20/02/2017
1532462 6 20/02/2017
 
 

6513



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1532577 36 20/02/2017
1532604 5 20/02/2017
1532605 16 20/02/2017
1532728 34 20/02/2017
1532758 6 20/02/2017
1532833 35 21/02/2017
1532834 5 21/02/2017
1532836 5 21/02/2017
1532837 5 21/02/2017
1532842 5 21/02/2017
1532843 5 21/02/2017
1532844 5 21/02/2017
1532845 5 21/02/2017
1532846 5 21/02/2017
1532847 5 21/02/2017
1532850 5 21/02/2017
1532852 5 21/02/2017
1532873 12 20/02/2017
1532874 9 20/02/2017
1532877 42 20/02/2017
1532878 99 20/02/2017
1532939 9 21/02/2017
1532967 99 21/02/2017
1532999 30 21/02/2017
1533001 42 21/02/2017
1533007 29 21/02/2017
1533015 14 21/02/2017
1533104 9 21/02/2017
1533128 42 21/02/2017
1533129 42 21/02/2017
1533147 36 22/02/2017
1533148 36 22/02/2017
1533149 36 22/02/2017
1533215 5 22/02/2017
1533216 5 22/02/2017
1533218 5 22/02/2017
1533286 32 22/02/2017
1533291 30 22/02/2017
1533343 41 22/02/2017
 
 

 

6514



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1533344 35 22/02/2017
1533345 16 22/02/2017
1533413 7 22/02/2017
1533476 25 22/02/2017
1533499 1 22/02/2017
1533504 37 22/02/2017
1533571 99 22/02/2017
1533572 99 22/02/2017
1533626 30 23/02/2017
1533627 30 23/02/2017
1533685 11 23/02/2017
1533757 9 23/02/2017
1533764 38 23/02/2017
1533767 42 23/02/2017
1533786 2 23/02/2017
1533787 3 23/02/2017
1533788 9 23/02/2017
1533789 16 23/02/2017
1533790 11 23/02/2017
1533792 20 23/02/2017
1533815 9 23/02/2017
1533857 33 23/02/2017
1533929 42 23/02/2017
1534044 40 23/02/2017
1534105 32 26/02/2017
1534178 5 26/02/2017
1534187 42 26/02/2017
1534188 35 26/02/2017
1534192 11 26/02/2017
1534193 11 26/02/2017
1534215 34 26/02/2017
1534262 9 26/02/2017
1534265 12 26/02/2017
1534507 42 26/02/2017
1534508 42 26/02/2017
1534509 42 26/02/2017
1534527 42 26/02/2017
1534529 7 26/02/2017
1534572 99 26/02/2017
 
 

 

6515



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1534659 25 27/02/2017
1534744 24 27/02/2017
1534755 42 27/02/2017
1534807 99 26/02/2017
1534865 20 27/02/2017
1534905 30 27/02/2017
1534948 99 27/02/2017
1534989 9 27/02/2017
1534990 16 27/02/2017
1534991 41 27/02/2017
1534992 42 27/02/2017
1534993 41 27/02/2017
1534994 42 27/02/2017
1535002 9 27/02/2017
1535003 16 27/02/2017
1535005 42 27/02/2017
1535007 9 27/02/2017
1535010 1 27/02/2017
1535011 1 27/02/2017
1535013 99 27/02/2017
1535082 25 27/02/2017
1535083 25 27/02/2017
1535158 2 27/02/2017
1535159 3 27/02/2017
1535160 2 27/02/2017
1535161 3 27/02/2017
1535162 19 27/02/2017
1535256 4 28/02/2017
1535394 5 28/02/2017
1535395 5 28/02/2017
1535396 5 28/02/2017
1535432 35 28/02/2017
1535514 5 28/02/2017 15:03:00
1535531 31 28/02/2017
1535539 5 28/02/2017
1535620 99 28/02/2017
1535644 16 01/03/2017
1535645 41 01/03/2017
1535685 41 01/03/2017
 
 

 

6516



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1535686 42 01/03/2017
1535687 19 01/03/2017
1535688 19 01/03/2017
1535878 5 01/03/2017
1535880 5 01/03/2017
1535937 2 01/03/2017
1536005 2 01/03/2017
1536047 34 01/03/2017
1536130 9 01/03/2017
1536134 99 01/03/2017
1536135 99 01/03/2017
1536136 99 01/03/2017
1536137 99 01/03/2017
1536138 99 01/03/2017
1536320 42 02/03/2017
1536575 32 02/03/2017
1536576 32 02/03/2017
1536582 42 02/03/2017
1536589 25 02/03/2017
1536695 3 02/03/2017
1536986 42 05/03/2017
1537127 35 05/03/2017
1537128 35 05/03/2017
1537404 5 06/03/2017
1537405 5 06/03/2017
1537407 31 06/03/2017
1537467 25 06/03/2017
1537468 25 06/03/2017
1537477 6 06/03/2017
1537508 10 06/03/2017
1537509 16 06/03/2017
1537510 20 06/03/2017
1537512 99 06/03/2017
1537527 6 07/03/2017
1537528 6 07/03/2017
1537529 6 07/03/2017
1537572 7 07/03/2017
1537590 5 07/03/2017
1537591 5 07/03/2017
 
 

 

6517



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1537619 41 07/03/2017
1537804 7 07/03/2017
1537809 12 07/03/2017
1537811 12 07/03/2017
1537812 12 07/03/2017
1537814 12 07/03/2017
1537815 12 07/03/2017
1537816 12 07/03/2017
1537817 12 07/03/2017
1537819 12 07/03/2017
1537820 12 07/03/2017
1537824 12 07/03/2017
1537904 12 08/03/2017
1537905 12 08/03/2017
1537906 12 08/03/2017
1537907 12 08/03/2017
1537908 12 08/03/2017
1537910 12 08/03/2017
1537911 12 08/03/2017
1537914 30 08/03/2017
1538022 42 08/03/2017
1538177 5 08/03/2017
1538178 5 08/03/2017
1538182 5 08/03/2017
1538183 5 08/03/2017
1538184 5 08/03/2017
1538185 5 08/03/2017
1538197 99 08/03/2017
1538198 99 08/03/2017
1538199 99 08/03/2017
1538201 99 08/03/2017
1538202 99 08/03/2017
1538212 7 08/03/2017 15:41:00
1538232 9 08/03/2017
1538417 34 09/03/2017
1538441 35 09/03/2017
1538458 99 09/03/2017
1538471 41 09/03/2017
1538472 41 09/03/2017
 
 

 

6518



Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1538626 7 09/03/2017
1538784 1 12/03/2017
1538785 1 12/03/2017
1538786 1 12/03/2017
1538847 41 12/03/2017
1538879 39 12/03/2017
1538880 42 12/03/2017
1538881 39 12/03/2017
1538882 42 12/03/2017
1538883 39 12/03/2017
1538884 42 12/03/2017
1538885 39 12/03/2017
1538886 42 12/03/2017
1539247 35 12/03/2017
1539257 7 12/03/2017
1539258 42 12/03/2017
1539268 3 12/03/2017
1539357 28 12/03/2017
1539358 7 12/03/2017
1539359 10 12/03/2017
1539360 7 12/03/2017
1539361 10 12/03/2017
1539362 28 12/03/2017
1539363 7 12/03/2017
1539364 10 12/03/2017
1539365 28 12/03/2017
1539446 5 13/03/2017 12:46:00
1539450 5 13/03/2017 12:49:00
1539503 3 13/03/2017
1539528 34 13/03/2017
1539563 4 13/03/2017
1539564 4 13/03/2017
1539593 18 13/03/2017
1539702 9 13/03/2017
1539707 99 13/03/2017
1539720 5 13/03/2017
1539731 35 13/03/2017
1539732 42 13/03/2017
1539733 2 13/03/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1539735 34 13/03/2017
1539797 30 13/03/2017
1539824 9 14/03/2017
1539825 42 14/03/2017
1539826 7 14/03/2017
1539827 37 14/03/2017
1539987 16 14/03/2017
1539988 99 14/03/2017
1540169 8 14/03/2017
1540177 7 14/03/2017
1540226 25 15/03/2017
1540230 25 15/03/2017
1540244 5 15/03/2017
1540246 3 15/03/2017 12:24:00
1540247 3 15/03/2017 12:24:00
1540329 41 15/03/2017 14:19:00
1540445 3 15/03/2017
1540446 3 15/03/2017
1540447 3 15/03/2017
1540448 3 15/03/2017
1540450 3 15/03/2017
1540451 3 15/03/2017
1540452 3 15/03/2017
1540476 3 15/03/2017
1540477 3 15/03/2017
1540483 5 15/03/2017
1540719 1 16/03/2017
1540720 1 16/03/2017
1540774 99 16/03/2017
1540915 30 16/03/2017
1541089 41 19/03/2017
1541114 36 19/03/2017
1541149 30 19/03/2017
1541191 41 19/03/2017
1541198 27 19/03/2017 15:04:00
1541242 9 19/03/2017 15:35:00
1541291 10 19/03/2017
1541303 2 19/03/2017
1541358 99 19/03/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1541360 99 19/03/2017
1541385 12 20/03/2017
1541386 7 20/03/2017
1541389 12 20/03/2017 12:32:00
1541422 7 20/03/2017 14:01:00
1541423 1 20/03/2017 14:01:00
1541424 6 20/03/2017 14:01:00
1541554 36 20/03/2017
1541555 36 20/03/2017
1541730 36 20/03/2017 15:48:00
1542038 12 21/03/2017
1542159 5 21/03/2017
1542165 28 21/03/2017 15:54:00
1542208 99 21/03/2017
1542306 3 22/03/2017
1542312 9 22/03/2017
1542313 9 22/03/2017
1542314 9 22/03/2017
1542315 16 22/03/2017
1542316 16 22/03/2017
1542317 16 22/03/2017
1542318 28 22/03/2017
1542319 28 22/03/2017
1542320 35 22/03/2017
1542321 35 22/03/2017
1542322 35 22/03/2017
1542323 38 22/03/2017
1542324 38 22/03/2017
1542325 38 22/03/2017
1542326 41 22/03/2017
1542327 41 22/03/2017
1542328 41 22/03/2017
1542329 42 22/03/2017
1542330 42 22/03/2017
1542331 42 22/03/2017
1542380 99 21/03/2017
1542483 18 22/03/2017
1542492 99 22/03/2017
1542665 17 22/03/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1542701 25 22/03/2017
1542756 36 23/03/2017
1542763 35 23/03/2017
1542817 5 23/03/2017
1542818 5 23/03/2017 12:27:00
1542820 5 23/03/2017
1542821 5 23/03/2017 12:27:00
1542862 5 23/03/2017
1542925 5 23/03/2017
1542988 99 23/03/2017
1543079 42 23/03/2017
1543080 42 23/03/2017
1543095 7 23/03/2017
1543096 7 23/03/2017
1543098 99 23/03/2017
1543129 1 23/03/2017
1543130 1 23/03/2017
1543131 40 23/03/2017
1543141 5 23/03/2017
1543143 5 23/03/2017
1543145 5 23/03/2017
1543146 5 23/03/2017
1543148 5 23/03/2017
1543149 5 23/03/2017
1543151 5 23/03/2017
1543152 5 23/03/2017
1543154 5 23/03/2017
1543155 5 23/03/2017
1543157 5 23/03/2017
1543159 5 23/03/2017
1543161 5 23/03/2017
1543167 5 23/03/2017
1543170 5 23/03/2017
1543173 5 23/03/2017
1543174 5 23/03/2017
1543175 5 23/03/2017
1543176 5 23/03/2017
1543177 5 23/03/2017
1543178 5 23/03/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1543179 5 23/03/2017
1543180 5 23/03/2017
1543181 5 23/03/2017
1543182 5 23/03/2017
1543184 5 23/03/2017
1543185 5 23/03/2017
1543186 5 23/03/2017
1543187 5 23/03/2017
1543188 5 23/03/2017
1543189 5 23/03/2017
1543191 5 23/03/2017
1543193 5 23/03/2017
1543195 35 23/03/2017
1543196 35 23/03/2017
1543198 35 23/03/2017
1543199 35 23/03/2017
1543200 35 23/03/2017
1543215 1 26/03/2017
1543230 25 26/03/2017 11:19:00
1543231 18 26/03/2017 11:19:00
1543232 32 26/03/2017 11:19:00
1543366 5 26/03/2017
1543396 5 26/03/2017
1543405 42 26/03/2017
1543500 3 26/03/2017 14:30:00
1543642 25 26/03/2017 15:26:00
1543644 12 26/03/2017 15:26:00
1543693 30 26/03/2017
1543708 6 26/03/2017 16:17:00
1543736 11 26/03/2017
1543737 11 26/03/2017
1543774 16 26/03/2017
1543823 28 26/03/2017 17:17:00
1543824 25 26/03/2017 17:17:00
1543891 7 27/03/2017
1543892 42 27/03/2017
1543930 12 27/03/2017
1543935 12 27/03/2017
1543936 12 27/03/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1543937 12 27/03/2017
1544052 7 27/03/2017
1544060 16 27/03/2017
1544067 30 28/03/2017
1544148 7 28/03/2017 12:18:00
1544154 30 28/03/2017
1544177 30 28/03/2017 12:37:00
1544264 41 28/03/2017
1544265 16 28/03/2017
1544266 9 28/03/2017
1544267 38 28/03/2017
1544288 28 28/03/2017
1544293 3 28/03/2017
1544368 99 28/03/2017
1544393 7 28/03/2017
1544447 33 28/03/2017
1544448 33 28/03/2017
1544561 30 28/03/2017 17:21:00
1544622 2 29/03/2017 11:39:00
1544623 2 29/03/2017 11:39:00
1544639 30 29/03/2017
1544658 28 29/03/2017
1544775 99 29/03/2017
1544793 3 29/03/2017
1544806 21 29/03/2017 14:45:00
1544925 22 29/03/2017 15:32:00
1544977 12 29/03/2017
1545087 12 30/03/2017 11:43:00
1545090 35 30/03/2017 11:43:00
1545127 9 30/03/2017
1545159 19 30/03/2017
1545352 99 30/03/2017
1545409 39 02/04/2017
1545410 38 02/04/2017
1545551 9 02/04/2017
1545627 44 02/04/2017
1545659 32 02/04/2017
1545667 7 02/04/2017 14:49:00
1545682 34 02/04/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1545705 9 02/04/2017 15:11:00
1545707 41 02/04/2017 15:11:00
1545708 42 02/04/2017 15:11:00
1545727 99 02/04/2017
1545737 39 02/04/2017 15:05:00
1545787 41 02/04/2017
1545792 5 02/04/2017
1545904 99 02/04/2017
1545923 30 02/04/2017
1545930 42 02/04/2017
1545950 9 02/04/2017 16:16:00
1545951 11 02/04/2017 16:16:00
1546038 5 03/04/2017
1546087 30 03/04/2017
1546088 30 03/04/2017
1546089 30 03/04/2017
1546106 9 03/04/2017
1546158 5 03/04/2017
1546303 3 03/04/2017
1546338 6 03/04/2017 15:01:00
1546350 25 03/04/2017
1546364 16 03/04/2017
1546534 29 04/04/2017
1546550 25 04/04/2017 12:16:00
1546551 25 04/04/2017 12:16:00
1546552 25 04/04/2017 12:16:00
1546553 25 04/04/2017 12:16:00
1546556 25 04/04/2017 12:16:00
1546622 16 04/04/2017 13:29:00
1546623 41 04/04/2017 13:29:00
1546666 99 04/04/2017
1546729 36 04/04/2017 14:50:00
1546731 36 04/04/2017 14:50:00
1546754 10 04/04/2017
1546834 1 04/04/2017 15:26:00
1546881 4 05/04/2017
1546924 42 05/04/2017
1546925 42 05/04/2017
1547084 2 05/04/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1547181 30 05/04/2017
1547198 30 05/04/2017
1547262 18 09/04/2017
1547263 25 09/04/2017
1547361 30 09/04/2017
1547375 99 05/04/2017
1547396 24 09/04/2017
1547572 35 09/04/2017
1547664 5 09/04/2017
1547665 5 09/04/2017
1547666 5 09/04/2017
1547690 16 09/04/2017
1547710 39 09/04/2017
1547788 33 09/04/2017
1547893 10 10/04/2017
1547944 42 10/04/2017
1547945 42 10/04/2017
1547978 41 10/04/2017
1547979 41 10/04/2017
1548065 42 10/04/2017 14:41:00
1548066 99 10/04/2017
1548159 6 10/04/2017
1548227 42 10/04/2017
1548258 25 10/04/2017
1548286 2 10/04/2017
1548305 16 10/04/2017
1548395 34 11/04/2017
1548396 34 11/04/2017
1548397 34 11/04/2017
1548398 34 11/04/2017
1548423 9 11/04/2017
1548551 7 11/04/2017
1548613 99 11/04/2017
1548748 35 11/04/2017
1548749 35 11/04/2017
1548750 35 11/04/2017
1548751 35 11/04/2017
1548778 16 11/04/2017
1548779 16 11/04/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1548845 35 12/04/2017
1548875 5 12/04/2017
1548880 24 12/04/2017
1548886 25 12/04/2017
1549338 7 13/04/2017 14:33:00
1549679 12 13/04/2017
1549858 41 16/04/2017
1549874 99 16/04/2017
1549883 30 16/04/2017
1549970 41 16/04/2017
1550068 39 16/04/2017 15:42:00
1550192 10 16/04/2017
1550193 10 16/04/2017
1550216 10 16/04/2017
1550222 3 16/04/2017 16:11:00
1550223 3 16/04/2017 16:11:00
1550224 3 16/04/2017 16:11:00
1550225 3 16/04/2017 16:11:00
1550235 99 16/04/2017
1550236 99 16/04/2017
1550365 23 17/04/2017
1550388 30 17/04/2017 13:00:00
1550454 9 17/04/2017 14:04:00
1550576 29 17/04/2017
1550625 99 17/04/2017
1550683 39 17/04/2017
1550719 99 17/04/2017
1551101 5 18/04/2017
1551194 3 19/04/2017
1551199 2 19/04/2017
1551329 7 19/04/2017
1551489 5 19/04/2017
1551494 30 19/04/2017
1551495 30 19/04/2017
1551739 12 20/04/2017
1551740 12 20/04/2017
1551742 99 20/04/2017
1551901 3 23/04/2017
1552126 5 23/04/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1552196 99 23/04/2017
1552214 99 23/04/2017
1552236 35 23/04/2017
1552605 11 23/04/2017
1552740 15 24/04/2017
1553088 42 26/04/2017
1553171 16 26/04/2017
1553282 99 26/04/2017
1553580 35 27/04/2017
1553819 28 27/04/2017
1553865 30 30/04/2017
1554135 5 30/04/2017
1554219 1 30/04/2017
1554225 41 30/04/2017
1554304 25 01/05/2017
1554314 17 01/05/2017
1554366 5 01/05/2017
1554600 29 27/04/2017
1554975 36 30/04/2017
1555143 11 03/05/2017
1555223 2 04/05/2017
1555325 99 04/05/2017
1555577 35 04/05/2017
1555578 25 04/05/2017
1555579 3 04/05/2017
1555580 26 04/05/2017
1555582 18 04/05/2017
1555584 10 04/05/2017
1556212 31 08/05/2017
1556215 31 08/05/2017
1556364 30 08/05/2017
1556366 29 08/05/2017
1556367 29 08/05/2017
1556368 30 08/05/2017
1556369 30 08/05/2017
1556370 29 08/05/2017
1556424 5 08/05/2017
1556620 99 08/05/2017
1556696 5 08/05/2017
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1788 ,   13/03/2017  
 

Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1556698 5 08/05/2017
1556699 5 08/05/2017
1557190 6 10/05/2017
1557199 1 10/05/2017
1557257 5 10/05/2017
1557448 36 11/05/2017
1557449 37 11/05/2017
1558048 30 14/05/2017
1558636 5 15/05/2017
1558673 42 15/05/2017
1558879 5 16/05/2017
1558880 5 16/05/2017
1558882 5 16/05/2017
1559150 11 16/05/2017
1559151 11 16/05/2017
1559258 42 16/05/2017
1559773 99 17/05/2017
1559925 24 18/05/2017
1559969 11 18/05/2017
1560251 99 21/05/2017
1560270 31 21/05/2017
1560999 25 23/05/2017
1562441 30 28/05/2017
1562442 42 28/05/2017
1562443 25 28/05/2017
1562687 7 28/05/2017
1562875 42 28/05/2017
1563092 99 28/05/2017
1563093 99 28/05/2017
1563160 27 29/05/2017
1563733 7 31/05/2017
1563734 7 31/05/2017
1563854 41 31/05/2017
1563997 5 31/05/2017
1563998 5 31/05/2017
1564162 30 31/05/2017
1564164 99 31/05/2017
1564401 9 01/06/2017
1564654 7 04/06/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1564655 7 04/06/2017
1565426 5 05/06/2017
1565427 5 05/06/2017
1565428 5 05/06/2017
1565537 37 05/06/2017
1566119 9 07/06/2017
1566120 41 07/06/2017
1566253 30 07/06/2017
1566353 42 07/06/2017
1566504 25 08/06/2017
1566614 41 08/06/2017
1566620 5 08/06/2017 14:53:00
1566621 5 08/06/2017
1567070 11 11/06/2017
1567104 30 11/06/2017
1568227 9 13/06/2017
1568740 30 13/06/2017
1568786 12 14/06/2017
1568884 42 15/06/2017
1569830 99 19/06/2017
1569969 30 19/06/2017
1570083 42 18/06/2017
1570109 1 19/06/2017
1570250 30 20/06/2017
1571005 3 19/06/2017
1571203 34 22/06/2017
1572024 5 25/06/2017
1572389 99 26/06/2017
1572574 99 26/06/2017
1572616 5 26/06/2017
1572617 5 26/06/2017
1572618 5 26/06/2017
1572619 5 26/06/2017
1572620 5 26/06/2017
1572622 5 26/06/2017
1572752 1 26/06/2017
1572753 2 26/06/2017
1572754 4 26/06/2017
1572755 5 26/06/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1572756 6 26/06/2017
1572757 7 26/06/2017
1572758 8 26/06/2017
1572759 9 26/06/2017
1572760 10 26/06/2017
1572761 11 26/06/2017
1572763 13 26/06/2017
1572764 14 26/06/2017
1572765 15 26/06/2017
1572766 16 26/06/2017
1572768 18 26/06/2017
1572769 19 26/06/2017
1572770 20 26/06/2017
1572771 21 26/06/2017
1572772 22 26/06/2017
1572773 23 26/06/2017
1572774 24 26/06/2017
1572775 25 26/06/2017
1572776 26 26/06/2017
1572777 27 26/06/2017
1572778 28 26/06/2017
1572779 29 26/06/2017
1572780 30 26/06/2017
1572781 31 26/06/2017
1572782 32 26/06/2017
1572783 33 26/06/2017
1572784 34 26/06/2017
1572785 35 26/06/2017
1572786 36 26/06/2017
1572787 37 26/06/2017
1572788 38 26/06/2017
1572789 39 26/06/2017
1572790 40 26/06/2017
1572791 41 26/06/2017
1572792 42 26/06/2017
1572990 36 26/06/2017
1572991 36 26/06/2017
1572992 36 26/06/2017
1572993 14 26/06/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1572994 35 26/06/2017
1572995 14 26/06/2017
1572996 35 26/06/2017
1572997 14 26/06/2017
1572998 35 26/06/2017
1573127 3 27/06/2017
1573128 5 27/06/2017
1573282 10 27/06/2017
1573342 22 27/06/2017
1573385 99 27/06/2017
1573585 99 28/06/2017
1573586 99 28/06/2017
1573760 30 28/06/2017
1573980 16 28/06/2017
1574592 9 02/07/2017
1574746 9 02/07/2017
1575147 42 03/07/2017
1575148 9 03/07/2017
1575969 16 05/07/2017
1576157 31 05/07/2017
1576158 31 05/07/2017
1576395 35 05/07/2017
1576416 7 05/07/2017
1576417 7 05/07/2017
1576805 5 09/07/2017
1576816 40 06/07/2017
1576817 6 06/07/2017
1576818 31 06/07/2017
1576819 30 06/07/2017
1576968 9 09/07/2017
1577009 5 09/07/2017
1577975 99 11/07/2017
1578242 5 12/07/2017
1578243 5 12/07/2017
1578244 5 12/07/2017
1578694 39 13/07/2017
1578696 42 13/07/2017
1578697 16 13/07/2017
1578698 39 13/07/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1578699 41 13/07/2017
1578700 42 13/07/2017
1578701 16 13/07/2017
1578702 39 13/07/2017
1578704 42 13/07/2017
1578705 16 13/07/2017
1578706 39 13/07/2017
1578707 41 13/07/2017
1578708 42 13/07/2017
1578824 12 13/07/2017
1578826 21 13/07/2017
1580095 37 18/07/2017
1580769 99 17/07/2017
1580880 9 20/07/2017
1580985 29 20/07/2017
1580986 30 20/07/2017
1581065 9 18/07/2017
1581179 6 20/07/2017
1582735 34 23/07/2017
1582736 34 23/07/2017
1582861 30 23/07/2017
1583411 5 23/07/2017
1583422 16 23/07/2017
1583423 16 23/07/2017
1583521 16 25/07/2017
1583522 16 25/07/2017
1583523 16 25/07/2017
1583819 30 24/07/2017
1583820 30 24/07/2017
1583838 16 25/07/2017
1583839 35 25/07/2017
1583840 39 25/07/2017
1583841 40 25/07/2017
1584401 9 26/07/2017
1584402 19 26/07/2017
1584403 9 26/07/2017
1584494 9 26/07/2017
1584495 9 26/07/2017
1584496 9 26/07/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1584821 30 27/07/2017
1584822 29 27/07/2017
1584823 32 27/07/2017
1584954 3 27/07/2017
1584955 5 27/07/2017
1584976 7 27/07/2017
1585100 35 27/07/2017
1585101 19 27/07/2017
1585102 42 27/07/2017
1585103 37 27/07/2017
1585105 35 27/07/2017
1585106 19 27/07/2017
1585108 42 27/07/2017
1585109 37 27/07/2017
1585110 36 27/07/2017
1585309 7 30/07/2017
1585310 8 30/07/2017
1585311 9 30/07/2017
1585312 11 30/07/2017
1585313 12 30/07/2017
1585315 17 30/07/2017
1585316 20 30/07/2017
1585317 35 30/07/2017
1585318 36 30/07/2017
1585319 37 30/07/2017
1585321 42 30/07/2017
1585345 42 30/07/2017
1585464 16 30/07/2017
1585479 12 30/07/2017
1585542 5 31/07/2017
1585799 12 31/07/2017
1586067 21 01/08/2017
1586338 33 01/08/2017 14:53:00
1586339 33 01/08/2017 14:53:00
1586439 24 01/08/2017
1586467 12 01/08/2017
1586972 99 02/08/2017
1587170 5 03/08/2017
1587172 5 03/08/2017
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Following Trade Marks Registration Renewed for a Period Of Ten Years  
 
APPL NO CLASS RENEWAL DATE
1587173 10 03/08/2017
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NOTIFICATION 
SNo. NOTIFICATION 
1 1525819 in class 30 - The word ASSAM is deleted form the label by virtue of TM-16 

dated 13.07.2009. 
2 On the Request of the Opposition Section, a Notification is issued in application no. 

583954, on the basis of Order dated 13/04/2004 (scanned and uploaded in the 
concerned application), TM-16 dated 09/08/2002 is allowed and details of the 
Proprietor to be read as KARTAR SINGH PRITAM SINGH AND ARVINDER PAL 
SINGH of OUTSIDE CHATTIWIND GATE, AMRITSAR, PUBJAB Trading as AMAR 
SINGH CHAWALWALA. 

3 733811 in class 06 - The specification of goods is amended to read as HARDWARE, 
BRASS BUILDING HARDWARES AND FURNITURE FITTINGS by virtue of TM-16 
dated 16.09.2015. 

4 815504 in class 05 - The name and address of the applicant are amended to read as 
RECKITT BENCKISER HEALTHCARE INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED, at PLOT NO. 48, 
INSTITUTIONAL AREA, SECTOR-32, GURGAON - 122001, HARYANA by virtue of 
TM-16 dated 26.07.2016. 

5 1660431 in class 03 - The name and address of the applicant is amended to read as 
HALITE PERSONAL CARE INDIA PVT. LTD. and subsequently amended to read as 
MARICO CONSUMER CARE LTD., at GRANDDE PALLAIDIUM, 7TH FLOOR, 175, CST 
ROAD, KALINA, SANTACRUZ (E), MUMBAI-400098. 

6 1660432 in class 03 - The name of applicant is amended to read as HALITE 
PERSONAL CARE INDIA PVT. LTD. and subsequently amended to read as MARICO 
CONSUMER CARE LTD., at GRANDDE PALLAIDIUM, 7TH FLOOR, 175, CST ROAD, 
KALINA, SANTACRUZ (E), MUMBAI-400098 

7 2564137 IN class 01 - The specification of goods is amended to read as PEST 
CONTROL AND ODOUR CONTROL by virtue of TM-16 dated 21.11.2015. 
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
704055 - 12: Proprietor Altered to AJAY GARG , 919/61, LEKHU NAGAR, TRI NAGAR, DELHI-
110035 
PAWAN CYCLE INDUSTRIES.

620954 - 29: Proprietor Altered to BANSI DHAR MITTAL , HAKIKAT RAI CHOWK, ABOHAR-152116 
(PB.) 
BHARAT OILS PVT. LTD.

2095770 - 42, 2095769 - 12, 2095768 - 37: Proprietor Altered to TII INDIA PVT. LTD. , G-9, PRATAP 
BHAVAN, 5 BAHADUR SHAH ZAFAR MARG, NEW DELHI-110002 
TRATEC ENGINEERS (P) LTD

1254621 - 31: Proprietor Altered to RAJESH KUMAR KARWA , 14-5-408/1, BAIDERWADI, BEGUM 
BAZAAR, HYDERABAD - 500 012, A.P., INDIA. 
UTTAM INTERNATIONAL

371100 - 12, 837620 - 12, 718925 - 12, 699783 - 12, 699782 - 12, 412546 - 12: Proprietor Altered to 
SMT. ZAVERBEN VASANJI DHANANI,SMT. RITA RUPESH SHAH,SHRI PARESH KESHAVJI 
SHAH,SHRI. RUPESH KESHAVJI SHAH trading as WELSET ENGINEERS , 26, Mantriwadi, 
S.V.Road, Malad(W), Mumbai 400 064 
WELSET ENGINEERS, WELSET ENGINEERS, WELSET ENGINEERS, WELSET ENGINEERS

430554 - 1: Proprietor Altered to ALGEA A.S. , PO BOX 2933, 0230 OSLO, NORWAY 
MAXICROP INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

1742501 - 3: Proprietor Altered to JAINENDRA PANDEY , VIII - BARKI SONADIYA, P.O. - 
RATANPUR, DISTRICT- BHOJPUR (ARA)-802312, BIHAR. 
JYOTINDRA LABORATORY

1777196 - 30: Proprietor Altered to BAULI S.P.A. , 31, VIA G. VERDI, CASTEL D'AZZANO (VR). 
DORIA S.P.A.

1777195 - 30: Proprietor Altered to BAULI S.P.A. , 31, VIA G. VERDI, CASTEL D'AZZANO (VR). 
DORIA S.P.A.

679212 - 25: Proprietor Altered to UZMA TANVEER,NARGIS BEGUM trading as M/S.CITIZEN 
RUBBER & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES. , 13, NEW TANGARA ROAD, CALCUTTA-700 046, WEST 
BENGAL. 
M/S.CITIZEN RUBBER & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES.

1053774 - 31, 1065441 - 31, 1845665 - 31, 611210 - 31, 1216483 - 3, 1237972 - 41, 611209 - 31, 
1216486 - 6, 1216485 - 18, 1216484 - 21: Proprietor Altered to MARS, INCORPORATED , 6885 Elm 
Street, Mclean, Virginia 22101, United States of America 
THE IAMS COMPANY

316257 - 3: Proprietor Altered to NAVEEN AGARWAL , NEAR STATE SANK OF INDIA, 
KATABANJI, DIST.- BOLANGIR-767039, ODISHA. 
M/S MAHABIR SOAP & GUDAKHU FACTORY

679212 - 25: Proprietor Altered to MUKHTAR AHMED,UZMA TANVEER trading as M/S.CITIZEN 
RUBBER & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES. , 13, NEW TANGARA ROAD, CALCUTTA-700 046, WEST 
BENGAL. 
M/S.CITIZEN RUBBER & PLASTIC INDUSTRIES

316257 - 3: Proprietor Altered to GOVIND RAM AGRAWAL , CHATUNKA, P.O. KANTABANJI -
767039(ORISSA) 
MAHABIR SOAP AND GUDAKHU FACTORY.

779451 - 1: Proprietor Altered to SASOL(USA) CORPORATION , 900 THREADNEEDLE, SUITE 100 
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77079, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
MERICHEM-SASOL GP LLC

1778333 - 30: Proprietor Altered to BAULI S.P.A. , 31, VIA G. VERDI, CASTEL D'AZZANO (VR). 
DORIA S.P.A.

1777194 - 30: Proprietor Altered to BAULI S.P.A. , 31, VIA G. VERDI, CASTEL D'AZZANO (VR). 
DORIA S.P.A.

2066403 - 99: Proprietor Altered to FRANCE TOURISME IMMOBILIER , HOTEL LE TOTEM, LES 
PRES DE FLAINE, 74300 ARACHE LA FRASSE, FRANCE 
JF DESIGN ET CREATION
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1968115 - 9: Proprietor Altered to KEZHIGUANG ELECTRONIC SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
(XINFENG) CO., LTD , ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS INDUSTRY BASE, INDUSTRIAL PARK, 
XINFENG COUNTRY, GANZHOU CITY, JIANGXI PROVINCE, P.R. CHINA 
HONGTONG EXACTITUDE ELECTRONIC (SHENZHEN) CO.LTD

2066403 - 99: Proprietor Altered to FIDRA S.A. , 2, RUE GABRIEL LIPPMANN, MUNSBACH, 
GRAND DUCHY OF LUXEMBOURG. 
FRANCE TOURISME IMMOBILIER

1411875 - 3: Proprietor Altered to ZNAK ZOFA SP. Z O.O. SP.K. , Stary Staw 9, 63-400 Ostrów 
Wielkopolski, Poland 
M/S. INTER-GLOBAL SP. Z O.O.

1954132 - 16: Proprietor Altered to DIPAK KUMAR SANYAL , COLLEGE HOSTEL 
ROAD,GUWAHATI 781001, ASSAM. 
ASSAM PUBLISHING COMPANY

2182119 - 29: Proprietor Altered to CONAGRA FOODS RDM, INC , 222 WEST MERCHANDISE 
MART PLAZA, SUITE 1300, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60654, U.S.A. 
CONAGRA FOODS LAMB WESTON, INC.

1368935 - 9: Proprietor Altered to AMAZON TECHNOLOGIES, INC. , 410 Terry Avenue, Seattle, 
Washington 98109, U.S.A. 
TOPHER LLC

2005148 - 18, 2005149 - 25: Proprietor Altered to VIPUL KUMAR GUPTA , 117, Uday Park, New 
Delhi-110049, India 
DIVYA GUPTA

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
1509309 - 6, 1509310 - 17, 1509311 - 19, 1509312 - 20, 1509313 - 6, 1509314 - 17, 1509315 - 19, 
1509316 - 20: Proprietor Name Altered to HALFEN GMBH 
HALFEN GMBH & CO.KOMMANDITGESELLSCHAFT

1759904 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to HHV SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED 
HHV SOLAR TECHNOLOGIES PVT. LTD.,

1214223 - 3: Proprietor Name Altered to TINKA STONES PVT. LTD. 
NAGMA STONES PVT. LTD.

1979012 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to LACHETEAU S.A.S. 
BLANC FOUSSY S.A.S.

1979012 - 33: Proprietor Name Altered to BLANC FOUSSY S.A.S. 
BLANC FOUSSY S.A.

2066403 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to JF DESIGN ET CREATION 
JACQUES FATH

805116 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to "BYELORUSSIAN STEEL WORKS -MANAGEMENT 
COMPANY OF "BYELORUSSIAN METALLURGICAL COMPANY" HOLDING". 
REPUBLICAN UNITARY ENTERPRISE BYELORUSSIAN STEEL WORKS

1583333 - 38: Proprietor Name Altered to D-VOIS COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED. 
D-VOIS BROADBAND PVT. LTD,

1461429 - 5, 1461431 - 5, 1468173 - 5, 1473630 - 5, 1473631 - 5, 1473632 - 5, 1495698 - 5, 1495700 - 
5, 1495701 - 5, 1502574 - 5, 1514677 - 5, 1514678 - 5, 1514679 - 5, 1514680 - 5: Proprietor Name 
Altered to STRIDES SHASUN LIMITED 
STRIDES ARCOLAB LIMITED

1395024 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED 
HINDUSTAN LEVER LIMITED.,
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1624967 - 9, 1624968 - 14, 1624969 - 25, 1624970 - 18, 1757730 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to 
MILLENNIAL BRANDS LLC 
ROCKET DOG BRANDS, LLC

2409237 - 5, 2409238 - 5, 2419066 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to WEWELL BIOTECH PRIVATE 
LIMITED 
MEWELL BIOTECH PVT. LTD

445559 - 22, 445981 - 17, 445974 - 17, 449234 - 17, 449240 - 24, 465083 - 17, 465084 - 24, 465085 - 
22, 495711 - 27, 495712 - 2, 495715 - 1, 502734 - 1, 502735 - 1, 598293 - 22, 641681 - 1, 754422 - 9, 
445980 - 17: Proprietor Address Altered to BLOCK-C, SECTOR-45, GURGAON-122003, HARYANA 
SHRI RAM FIRBRES LIMITED.

779451 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to 1914 Haden Road, Houston, Texas 77015 
MERICHEM-SASOL GP LLC

1459970 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to 7477 East Dry Creek Parkway, Niwot, CO 80503, 
United States of America 
CROCS, INC

1520910 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to 8100 Tridon DriveSmyrna, Tennessee 37167U.S..A 
EPICOR INDUSTRIES, INC.

1372092 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to 51 West 52nd Street, New York, NY 10019, USA 
CBS INTERACTIVE INC.

1406827 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to UNIT 001ABLOCK FKNIGHTSBRIDGE MANOR33 
SLOANE STREET BRYANSTONSOUTH AFRICA2191 
PIQUANTE BRANDS INTERNATIONAL (PROPRIETARY) LTD.

1608245 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to THE ZIG ZAG BUILDING, 70 VICTORIA STREET, 
LONDON SW1E 6SQ, ENGLAND 
JUPITER INVESTMENT MANAGEMENT GROUP LIMITED

1583333 - 38: Proprietor Address Altered to No.11/1, KHR HOUSE, PALACE ROAD,BEHIND SBM 
CUNNINGHAM ROAD, VASANTHANAGAR, BANGALORE-560003, KARNATAKA 
D-VOIS COMMUNICATIONS PRIVATE LIMITED.

611209 - 31, 1065441 - 31, 1216486 - 6, 1216483 - 3, 1237972 - 41, 1845665 - 31, 1216484 - 21, 
1216485 - 18, 611210 - 31, 1053774 - 31: Proprietor Address Altered to One Procter and Gamble 
Plaza, Cincinnati, Ohio 45202, United States of America 
THE IAMS COMPANY

1410292 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 1290 Avenue of the Americas New York, NY 10104 
USA 
CUSHMAN & WAKEFIELD INC,

1531770 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 86 Morris Avenue, Summit, New Jersey 07901, United 
States of America 
ABRAXIS BIOSCIENCES, LLC

1979012 - 33: Proprietor Address Altered to CHÁTEAU DU CLÉRAY, 44330 VALLET, FRANCE 
LACHETEAU S.A.S.

1669173 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to De Strubbenweg 7, 1327 GA ALMERE, Netherlands 
TRADETRACKER INTERNATIONAL B.V.

2316426 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to A-245, NEW FRIENDS COLONY, NEW DELHI-110065 
SHAMIT KHEMKA

1527345 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 86 Morris Avenue, Summit, New Jersey 07901, United 
States of America 
ABRAXIS BIOSCIENCES, LLC

1409132 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 6F., NO.346, SEC. 2, Zhongshan RD., Zhonghe Dist., 
New Taipei City 23557, Taiwan, (R.O.C.) 
GLACIALTECH, INC.,

2403105 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to THE BOWER, 211 OLD STREET, LONDON, 
ENGLAND, EC1V 9NR 
FARFETCH UK LIMITED

290541 - 9, 272378 - 7, 272379 - 9, 303572 - 11, 303571 - 11, 350437 - 9, 1087158 - 11, 1087157 - 11, 
1558789 - 11, 1558787 - 7, 1558788 - 9, 1558784 - 7, 1558785 - 9, 1748477 - 9, 1750276 - 11, 1495207 
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- 16, 711297 - 11, 1762390 - 11, 1762389 - 42, 1675297 - 16, 1675298 - 35, 2338943 - 35, 2338944 - 
37, 2338946 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to 904, 9th Floor, Surya Kiran Building, K G Marg, 
Connaught Place, New Delhi - 110001 
QRG ENTERPRISES LTD.

1548482 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to S-170, GREATER KAILASH, NEW DELHI - 110048. 
UAS PHARMACEUTICALS (INDIA) LTD.,

430554 - 1: Proprietor Address Altered to Omagata 78-6516 Kristiansund, Norway 
ALGEA A.S.

1395024 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to UNILEVER HOUSE,B D SAWANT MARG CHAKALA, 
ANDHERI EASTMUMBAI, MAHARASHTRA 
HINDUSTAN UNILEVER LIMITED

1624967 - 9, 1624968 - 14, 1624969 - 25, 1624970 - 18, 1757730 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 
2000 Crow Canyon PlaceSuite 300San RamonCalifornia, 94583U.S.A 
ROCKET DOG BRANDS, LLC

675941 - 32: Proprietor Address Altered to 394-C, Lamington Chamber, Lamington Road, 
Mumbai- 400 004. 
BDA LIMITED

1053774 - 31, 1065441 - 31, 1845665 - 31, 611210 - 31, 1216483 - 3, 1237972 - 41, 611209 - 31, 
1216486 - 6, 1216485 - 18, 1216484 - 21: Proprietor Address Altered to 315 COOL SPRINGS BLVD., 
FRANKLIN, TENNESSEE 37067, UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
THE IAMS COMPANY

1410290 - 35, 1410289 - 25: Address for Service is altered to CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE 
COMPLEX, BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI 
(WEST), MUMBAI-400 067.

1385218 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1372364 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1388732 - 6: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1388733 - 6: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

427792 - 16, 676505 - 21: Address for Service is altered to RAJA BAHADUR MANSION, 2ND 
FLOOR, 20, AMBALAL DOSHI MARG, MUMBAI - 400 023.

1377996 - 5, 1377818 - 5, 1377817 - 5, 1377816 - 5: Address for Service is altered to ATUR PARK, 
3/2, 3RD FLOOR, S.T. ROAD, CHEMBUR, MUMBAI-400071.

429143 - 14: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India
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327576 - 30, 327577 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 6/B SHAHEEN APARTMENT,132 / 1, 
MODI STREET, POST BOX NO. 1865, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1403607 - 36, 2252434 - 16, 2252436 - 35, 2252437 - 16: Address for Service is altered to AZB 
HOUSE, PENINSULA CORPORATE PARK, GANPATRAO KADAM MARG, LOWER PAREL (WEST), 
MUMBAI 400013.

412546 - 12: Address for Service is altered to Ram Parkash Kumar & Co., 2204, Neptune, Suncity, 
A.S. Road, Nr. Gandhi Nagar Flyover, Powai, Mumbai 400 076.

1210044 - 16: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1514549 - 5, 1508790 - 5, 1545756 - 5, 1545755 - 5, 1562564 - 5, 1610104 - 5, 1708806 - 5, 1717002 - 
5, 1407254 - 5, 1993903 - 5, 1822357 - 5, 1379946 - 5, 1353325 - 5, 1353326 - 5, 1356338 - 5, 1357166 
- 5, 1409505 - 5, 1415326 - 5, 1422932 - 5, 1438656 - 5, 1352577 - 5, 1352578 - 5, 1504429 - 5, 
1504427 - 5, 1511900 - 5, 1519898 - 5, 2210089 - 5, 2263316 - 5, 1803143 - 5, 2321204 - 3: Address 
for Service is altered to Daswani House, Green Acres 
23B, Ahiripukur 1st Lane, 
Kolkata - 700019

1404675 - 99, 1404676 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, 
GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1863563 - 5, 1538695 - 5, 1539639 - 5, 1548239 - 5, 1548238 - 5, 1548237 - 5, 1548236 - 5, 1580148 - 
5, 1580149 - 5, 1580150 - 5, 1754709 - 5, 1767435 - 5, 1767436 - 5, 1872296 - 5, 1872295 - 5: 
Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 141 004 
PUNJAB.

2618903 - 3, 184033 - 3, 978627 - 1, 978630 - 4, 978631 - 5, 978633 - 7, 978634 - 8, 978635 - 9, 
978636 - 10, 978638 - 12, 978639 - 13, 978640 - 14, 978641 - 15, 978642 - 16, 978645 - 19, 978646 - 
20, 978647 - 21, 978648 - 22, 978649 - 23, 978650 - 24, 978651 - 25, 978653 - 27, 978654 - 28, 978655 
- 29, 978656 - 30, 978657 - 31, 978658 - 32, 978659 - 33, 978660 - 34, 1375458 - 3, 978637 - 11, 
1375456 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

710359 - 5, 718964 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR 
SECTOR 14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

743204 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

1450725 - 6, 1450725 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1451384 - 99, 1451385 - 42: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1436078 - 24, 1436080 - 24, 1436079 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 11TH FLOOR TOWER 
A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25

1422613 - 42, 1422614 - 9, 1422615 - 16: Address for Service is altered to SVB ASSOCIATES, 121, 
HUBTOWN SOLARIS, N.S. PHADKE MARG, GOKHALE BRIDGE,ANDHERI(EAST), MUMBAI-
400069.

1384645 - 3, 1416848 - 3, 1417048 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, 
ANSAL TOWERS, DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

1411096 - 5, 1411098 - 5, 1411088 - 5, 1411099 - 5, 1411093 - 5, 1411094 - 5, 1411102 - 5, 1411089 - 
5, 1411090 - 5, 1411103 - 5, 1411091 - 5, 1411104 - 5, 1411092 - 5, 1411105 - 5, 1411097 - 5, 1411100 
- 5, 1411087 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA 
JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25

1417694 - 9, 1417695 - 9: Address for Service is altered to PODAR CHAMBERS, S.A. BRELVI 
ROAD, FORT, MUMBAI - 400 001.

1595896 - 28, 1595894 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND 
COLONY, DR. MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1349910 - 5, 1349908 - 5, 1349911 - 5, 1356901 - 5, 1356902 - 5: Address for Service is altered to H 
No 901, Sector 70 
MOHALI 160071 
(Punjab) Mobile: 9781360607
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1894196 - 16, 1894199 - 31, 1894198 - 16: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS 
PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1419189 - 7, 1419190 - 16: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 
ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1423636 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.

1366172 - 37: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1419178 - 7, 1419179 - 16: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 
ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1438594 - 16, 1438595 - 16: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 
ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

2225191 - 41, 2225192 - 41, 2225194 - 42, 2592321 - 41, 2660303 - 41: Address for Service is 
altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1461956 - 17, 1461955 - 11, 1461954 - 9, 1461953 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, 
P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.

2334096 - 35, 2566901 - 42, 2566903 - 42, 2581603 - 42: Address for Service is altered to TAJ 
TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1461315 - 34, 1461314 - 34, 1461313 - 34, 337111 - 31, 337109 - 31, 337110 - 34, 272724 - 31, 272722 
- 31, 272721 - 31: Address for Service is altered to A - 48, (LALJI HOUSE) YOJNA VIHAR, DELHI -
110092.

1669173 - 99: Address for Service is altered to C/O LEX ORBIS INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
PRACTICE 709/710 TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17 TOLSTOY MARG NEW DELHI 110001

2426067 - 28, 2310964 - 16, 2310953 - 28: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, 
SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

2005148 - 18, 2005149 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH 
COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

1369978 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1393487 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.
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424309 - 26: Address for Service is altered to 526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR 
KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2

428633 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 
MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI ROAD), DELHI 110006

1369519 - 41: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1385530 - 5: Address for Service is altered to CHHATRAPATI SHIVAJI RAJE COMPLEX, 
BUILDING NO.6, FLAT NO.5, GROUND FLOOR, OPP. EKTA NAGAR, KANDIVALI (WEST), 
MUMBAI-400 067.

1403680 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

424311 - 26: Address for Service is altered to 526, GROUND FLOOR ,GOLDEN PLAZA, NEAR 
KINARY CINEMA, RING ROAD , SURAT-2

675941 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

689268 - 16: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-1120 025.

265663 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1404815 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1983933 - 99, 1691869 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH 
COURT OF DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

1779047 - 35: Address for Service is altered to SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1564707 - 3, 1559563 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 451, 2ND CROSS, 3RD BLOCK, 3RD 
STAGE, BASAVESHWARA NAGAR, BANGALORE-560 079, KARNATAKA STATE INDIA.

3030573 - 99: Address for Service is altered to NO.1; NEHRU NAGAR, SUNDAKKAMUTHUR, 
COIMBATORE. TAMIL NADU PIN: 641 010

1525303 - 30: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1525302 - 30: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1528176 - 30, 1528175 - 29: Address for Service is altered to No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, 
Chennai - 600026, Tamil Nadu, India

733721 - 29, 733722 - 11: Address for Service is altered to LAW DESK INDIA,GROUND FLOOR 
LEAGUE HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI,KERALA,INDIA,PIN-682 018

1461429 - 5, 1461431 - 5, 1468173 - 5, 1473630 - 5, 1473631 - 5, 1473632 - 5, 1495698 - 5, 1495700 - 
5, 1495701 - 5, 1502574 - 5, 1514677 - 5, 1514678 - 5, 1514679 - 5, 1514680 - 5: Address for Service 
is altered to SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1512868 - 35: Address for Service is altered to Cyber Crime Chambers, Olympia Tech Park, 3/F, 
ALTIUS, No.1, SIDCO Estate, Guindy, Chennai 600032.

1535945 - 41: Address for Service is altered to LAW DESK INDIA,GROUND FLOOR LEAGUE 
HOUSE, MARKET ROAD NORTH,ERNAKULAM,KOCHI,KERALA,INDIA,PIN-682 018

2906881 - 40, 1346461 - 4, 1346463 - 6, 1346464 - 7, 1346466 - 9, 1346469 - 12, 1346471 - 14, 
1346474 - 17, 1346441 - 19: Address for Service is altered to SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA 
INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1422548 - 16: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1499750 - 21: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1438817 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
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141 004 PUNJAB.

1144324 - 24: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

2282162 - 25: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1256689 - 42: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1414012 - 25: Address for Service is altered to C-4 JANGPURA EXTENSION NEW DELHI-110014

1411875 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 317, LAWYERS CHAMBERS, HIGH COURT OF 
DELHI, NEW DELHI - 110 003.

1320887 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 28/44, PUNJABI BAGH, (W) NEW DELHI-26

1407293 - 14: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

1525338 - 7: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1552977 - 21: Address for Service is altered to F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 
110094
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137468 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 
ROHINI DELHI 110085

1413251 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION

445557 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-XVIII/18 PURIAN MOHALLA BATALA 143505 (PB)

2365923 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1474807 - 19: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

679212 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 18, N.S. ROAD, 1ST FLOOR, KOLKATA - 700 001, 
WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

1429678 - 11: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.

563280 - 7: Address for Service is altered to GANSHYAM HOUSE, NO.9, SHRINAGAR SOCIETY, 
OPP. SARDAR PATEL STADIUM, NEAR GOLDEN TRIANGLE, AHMEDABAD - 380 014 - GUJARAT

1525337 - 7: Address for Service is altered to SUITE NO 27 C & D, 3RD FLOOR, PANDU KLIX 
PLAZA, 168 THAMBU CHETTY STREET, CHENNAI-600 001.

1519628 - 10: Address for Service is altered to H.NO. 1-49/2/3, SHANKARNAGAR,CHANDANAGAR 
PO, HYDERABAD-500050.

1417455 - 14: Address for Service is altered to ABU-GHAZALEH INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY TMP 
AGENTS INDIA PVT.LTD. HL ARCADE-3RD FLOOR, PLOT NO 14, SEC-V (MLU) ABOVE AXIS 
BANK, DWARKA, NEW DELHI 110075

1979012 - 33: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1500266 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4969/5, IST FLOOR, SIRKIWALAN, (NEAR HAUZ 
QAZI POLICE STATION) HAUZ QAZI, DELHI-6

1519119 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, 
SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

1512409 - 9: Address for Service is altered to DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-
A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

1514176 - 39: Address for Service is altered to SA-17/130 M-M-3 (M.I.G.-3) ASHOK VIHAR 
COLONY PHASE-II PAHARIA VARANASI U.P

1369521 - 41: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1519629 - 9: Address for Service is altered to H.NO. 1-49/2/3, SHANKARNAGAR,CHANDANAGAR 
PO, HYDERABAD-500050.

1393492 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 4, SEVA SARDAR NAGAR, NEAR GEETA BHAVAN, 
INDORE (M.P.) PIN-452 001.

1468630 - 12, 1468631 - 20: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, 
INSTITUTIONAL AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

564643 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, Gurgaon 
122 002, National Captial Region, India

1379170 - 12: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA 
- 141 004 PUNJAB.

1512410 - 11: Address for Service is altered to DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-
A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

1436076 - 24: Address for Service is altered to 11TH FLOOR TOWER A, DLF TOWERS JASOLA 
JASOLA DISTRICT CENTER NEW DELHI-25

838853 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 52,SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-1120 025.

270782 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1
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867118 - 3, 867117 - 3, 867116 - 3, 867115 - 3, 867113 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 1/7187 
STREET NO 2, SHIVAJI PARK, SHAHDARA DELHI 110032

1388195 - 25: Address for Service is altered to BLOCK NO. A-168/335, NEAR GURU NANAK HIGH 
SCHOOL, KURLA-CAMP ROAD, ULHASNAGAR-421004, MAHARASHTRA, INDIA.

1520832 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 5/25, WEST PATEL NAGAR, NEW DELHI-110 008.

1445109 - 34: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 
14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

1486882 - 36: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1420015 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

177866 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 
ROHINI DELHI 110085

1422259 - 30: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.
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1446898 - 99: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1414464 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 109, SECTOR-44, GURGAON - 122 003, NATIONAL 
CAPITAL REGION, INDIA

661274 - 7: Address for Service is altered to B-336, BHAI RANDHIR SINGH NAGAR, LUDHIANA - 
141 004 PUNJAB.

1085455 - 25: Address for Service is altered to F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 
110094

1420120 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1552978 - 21: Address for Service is altered to F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 
110094

1431455 - 29: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1460454 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 
14 ROHINI DELHI 110085

429144 - 14: Address for Service is altered to Alaknanda, 16 Nepean Sea Road, Mumbai 400036, 
India

695991 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 4, FIRST FLOOR, SYNDICATE COMPLEX, 
BINDRABAN ROAD, CIVIL LINES, LUDHIANA-1

1552976 - 35: Address for Service is altered to F-175, 30 FUTA ROAD, KHAJURI KHASS DELHI 
110094

1512408 - 7: Address for Service is altered to DEEPAK GUPTA, FLAT NO. S-3, IIND FLOOR, II-
A/20, NEHRU NAGAR, (NR. JAIN MANDIR CROSSING) GHAZIABAD

185043 - 3: Address for Service is altered to S-3 AND S-4, 2ND FLOOR, RUKMINI PLAZA, NO. 84, 
D.V.G. RD., BASAVANGUDI, BANGLORE-560 004.

1448058 - 36: Address for Service is altered to 213, 3RD FLOOR PARMANAND COLONY, DR. 
MUKHERJEE NAGAR DELHI-9

1406023 - 17: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

2380711 - 39: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1408428 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

1519116 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, 
SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

221512 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 303 RG COMPLEX I PRASHANT VIHAR SECTOR 14 
ROHINI DELHI 110085

432107 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

620954 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 43 - B/3, MAHTTA HOUSE,UDHAM SINGH NAGAR, 
LUDHIANA - 141 001, (PUNJAB).

1410159 - 25: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

348196 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, 
SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

569820 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, Gurgaon 
122002

1519630 - 9: Address for Service is altered to H.NO. 1-49/2/3, SHANKARNAGAR,CHANDANAGAR 
PO, HYDERABAD-500050.

1485016 - 21: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
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VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1893485 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 17/18, S.K.C.BLDGS, III FLOOR, MILL ROAD, 
COIMBATORE 641 001

432108 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

1422862 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

572654 - 14: Address for Service is altered to F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, 
New Delhi - 110001, India

1053774 - 31: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1422379 - 11: Address for Service is altered to E-617 STREET NO- 11&12 WEST VINOD NAGAR 
I.P. EXTN. NEW DELHI-110092

178245 - 17: Address for Service is altered to 412 - A, KIRTI SHIKHAR, ANSAL TOWERS, 
DISTRICT CENTRE, JANAK PURI, NEW DELHI - 110058

1446931 - 10: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Foor, Solitaire Plaza, M G Road, 
Gurgaon 122002
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1497413 - 10: Address for Service is altered to No.38/13, Desigar Street, Vadapalani, Chennai - 
600026, Tamil Nadu, India

568573 - 16: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1519117 - 5: Address for Service is altered to NO.36, VEERAPPAN STREET, SECOND FLOOR, 
SOWEARPET, CHENNAI - 600 079, INDIA.

270703 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

1422371 - 30: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

779451 - 1: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1510436 - 11: Address for Service is altered to 221 V. B. PLAZA, OPP. METRO, P-1026, SEC-12, 
DWARKA, NEW DELHI-110075.

1519988 - 30: Address for Service is altered to NO.38/13, DESIGAR STREET, VADAPALANI, 
CHENNAI

1442003 - 41: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1490519 - 42: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1406829 - 32: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

1507059 - 30: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1461521 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

430554 - 1: Address for Service is altered to PLOT.NO. B-28, SECTOR - 32, INSTITUTIONAL 
AREA, GURGAON - 122 001, HARYANA.

1347283 - 35: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.

316257 - 3: Address for Service is altered to BB-01,PRAFULLA KANAN,KRISHNAPUR ROAD 
(WEST),KOLKATA 700 101,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

1464808 - 42: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

316257 - 3: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

1507693 - 39: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1436545 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

1194507 - 30: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1434267 - 99: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

1441723 - 32: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.

222069 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 85/86, GADODIA MARKET, KHARI BAOLI, DELHI - 
110 006

1800725 - 42: Address for Service is altered to NO. 3 PLAYGROUND VIEW STREET, NANDANAM 
EXTN., CHENNAI - 600 035.

567188 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, 
NEW DELHI- 110 019.
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1002463 - 7: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region

1369512 - 41: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1470249 - 3: Address for Service is altered to

1829908 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 202 - 206, TOLSTOY HOUSE 15, TOLSTOY MARG, 
NEW DELHI - 110 001.

1522120 - 32: Address for Service is altered to NO.1; NEHRU NAGAR, SUNDAKKAMUTHUR, 
COIMBATORE. TAMIL NADU PIN: 641 010

601429 - 11: Address for Service is altered to S-553-554, B-8, GAUTAM COMPLEX, SCHOOL 
BLOCK, SHAKARPUR, DELHI-92

1742501 - 3: Address for Service is altered to BB-01,PRAFULLA KANAN,KRISHNAPUR ROAD 
(WEST),KOLKATA 700 101,WEST BENGAL, INDIA.

1410613 - 21: Address for Service is altered to 52, SUKHDEV VIHAR, MATHURA ROAD, NEW 
DELHI-110 025.
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438952 - 7: Address for Service is altered to E-13, UPSIDC Site IV, Kasna Road, Behind Grand 
Venice, Greater Noida, 201310

1456306 - 7: Address for Service is altered to 8, NEW KITCHLU NAGAR, LANE, LUDHIANA -141 
001. (PB.).

943469 - 34: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

2108763 - 34: Address for Service is altered to SHED NO. C2-A, THIRU-VI-KA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 600 032.

1421368 - 42: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020

699073 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 403, SHAKUNTALA BUILDING, 59, NEHRU PLACE, 
NEW DELHI- 110 019.

332245 - 34: Address for Service is altered to YAGNAJYOT, OPP. KASHIRAM AGRAWAL HALL, 
POLYTECHNIC, AHMEDABAD 380 015

1409132 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 2B, Ground Floor, Solitaire Plaza, MG Road, 
Gurgaon 122 002, National Captial Region, India

1214223 - 3: Address for Service is altered to TAJ TRADE MARKS PVT. LTD, 110 ANAND 
VRINDAVAN SANJAY PLACE AGRA(U.P)

1355959 - 3: Address for Service is altered to OFFICE NO.1/1, 1ST FLOOR, A WING, SAI TIRTH 
TOWER, STATION ROAD,SIDDHARTH NAGAR,THANE (E)-400603
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742144 751084 817661 1007411 1241621
1360792 1388378 1445780 1528277 1532781
1556341 1562876 1568541 1573772 1574233
1578460 1592166 1605033 1639161 1643042
1669837 1686177 1704730 1707142 1712166
1717223 1721407 1754643 1772781 1778744
1791487 1809156 1809393 1809536 1819696
1823503 1823981 1824051 1826115 1828496
1830981 1831720 1831726 1831727 1832168
1832479 1832488 1832976 1832978 1835876
1836603 1841846 1842378 1848611 1848616
1848771 1850299 1850301 1850303 1852509
1854303 1854606 1855682 1855686 1855689
1855761 1856049 1858183 1861976 1861977
1865721 1869578 1870310 1870471 1870795
1871879 1871881 1872808 1874497 1875622
1875623 1875624 1875625 1875626 1875627
1875628 1875629 1875630 1875631 1875632
1875633 1875634 1875637 1875638 1875639
1875640 1875642 1875644 1875645 1875646
1875647 1875649 1875653 1875655 1875656
1875657 1876740 1880663 1880686 1880687
1880689 1880690 1881711 1881716 1881846
1884141 1884522 1885542 1885896 1886546
1886726 1887133 1887134 1887660 1887661
1887662 1888280 1888360 1888369 1888639
1888667 1888737 1889136 1889205 1889393
1889774 1889778 1889800 1890277 1891887
1891896 1891904 1892549 1892598 1892632
1892798 1893699 1893700 1894185 1894308
1894309 1894310 1894449 1894511 1895145
1896158 1896530 1896893 1897585 1898714
1898930 1899577 1900915 1900916 1901643
1902740 1902782 1902811 1903111 1905460
1905727 1905741 1905805 1905921 1906096
1906186 1906298 1906407 1906894 1907088
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1908065 1908116 1908543 1909854 1911623
1912699 1916686 1916689 1917964 1918369
1918603 1919189 1920217 1920322 1921444
1924202 1925255 1925782 1927317 1927480
1927504 1928249 1929200 1929865 1930640
1931216 1931417 1931422 1934380 1934490
1934806 1935643 1936107 1936261 1936492
1939134 1941224 1943043 1943169 1944370
1946831 1946832 1947871 1948282 1950133
1950658 1950690 1952066 1953271 1955245
1955768 1956996 1957001 1957006 1957011
1957016 1957021 1957026 1959701 1959702
1961917 1962507 1962536 1963608 1963969
1963984 1964052 1964056 1964145 1964545
1965089 1966047 1966065 1966070 1967644
1967818 1967906 1967907 1969755 1969761
1970035 1970286 1971952 1971956 1971960
1971991 1972822 1972894 1974357 1974550
1975158 1975452 1975459 1975964 1976018
1976061 1976515 1976571 1977756 1978089
1978820 1979163 1980231 1980583 1982201
1982816 1983908 1983909 1983910 1984285
1984798 1984981 1985483 1985738 1985741
1986324 1988145 1988155 1990369 1991856
1992858 1994273 1995823 1996098 1996740
1997045 1997450 1997583 1998906 2003422
2003597 2006129 2008012 2008301 2011866
2012009 2012890 2014803 2017261 2019790
2022338 2023814 2029895 2039283 2049600
2051644 2053482 2056218 2056544 2056952
2056954 2065275 2065835 2066057 2071051
2074540 2074983 2075012 2077016 2078428
2083497 2083757 2083768 2091343 2097311
2100649 2105626 2117749 2117750 2117876
2118705 2118876 2118883 2123269 2123848
2124472 2124812 2124813 2125204 2125411
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2125425 2125431 2125436 2125439 2130198
2130199 2134287 2134290 2135743 2136646
2137931 2137932 2138049 2138918 2140405
2140406 2143734 2144440 2145668 2145669
2145671 2146780 2147316 2147344 2148402
2148787 2149768 2152556 2154743 2158766
2160856 2163260 2163355 2163943 2165792
2166695 2166696 2166775 2166777 2168044
2171458 2171459 2173700 2183422 2188598
2188628 2188999 2191270 2192330 2196287
2198861 2198863 2198874 2206254 2206255
2206264 2210622 2210624 2216543 2217239
2217244 2218979 2220673 2223459 2224170
2225041 2227561 2228172 2234658 2234684
2235125 2236250 2236726 2237106 2237522
2238047 2238348 2239678 2239788 2240843
2241366 2241812 2242026 2242027 2242029
2242030 2242038 2243454 2244879 2244889
2244987 2245055 2245056 2246036 2246138
2246303 2246363 2246623 2246626 2247422
2247425 2249584 2249703 2250290 2250966
2251659 2253334 2253675 2254311 2255248
2255250 2255436 2255437 2255438 2255439
2255440 2255441 2255442 2255718 2255943
2256608 2256751 2256889 2258947 2259598
2259732 2259879 2260144 2260147 2260148
2260150 2260151 2260152 2260153 2260155
2260162 2261566 2261568 2262041 2263406
2263408 2263409 2263410 2263411 2263412
2263413 2263414 2263860 2265083 2265553
2266201 2267198 2267616 2269131 2269164
2269218 2269219 2269220 2269221 2269353
2269358 2269798 2270063 2270072 2270487
2271901 2272066 2272853 2274243 2274645
2275023 2276256 2283541 2283545 2284458
2285319 2286843 2286844 2286845 2286846
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2286847 2286859 2287821 2287858 2288902
2288944 2289689 2290007 2290915 2291212
2291215 2291219 2291222 2291772 2293189
2293239 2293608 2294391 2294736 2295683
2296281 2296752 2298504 2298814 2298815
2300055 2300744 2300753 2301284 2302037
2302139 2302544 2303718 2303723 2304511
2305472 2305637 2305794 2306472 2307215
2307530 2307945 2309080 2309295 2309376
2310330 2310919 2311344 2311424 2311427
2311869 2314220 2314289 2316241 2316964
2317205 2317269 2317764 2317806 2318538
2320552 2320554 2320676 2321147 2321714
2323154 2323726 2324228 2324252 2324254
2324513 2324576 2325642 2325773 2326418
2326511 2326692 2327186 2327358 2327790
2327813 2327916 2329655 2329750 2329938
2329946 2329947 2330002 2331918 2332299
2333360 2334218 2334260 2334952 2335377
2335584 2335675 2336844 2336998 2338176
2338488 2338652 2339157 2340445 2340446
2340447 2340683 2343342 2343594 2344467
2344554 2346133 2346404 2346407 2347202
2347684 2348155 2348230 2348898 2348908
2348914 2348952 2349848 2349966 2349985
2350253 2350775 2351474 2351551 2351675
2353340 2353744 2353915 2354028 2354039
2354040 2354063 2354155 2354170 2354245
2354254 2354345 2354659 2354676 2354856
2355025 2355031 2355637 2355785 2355796
2356062 2356952 2356953 2356954 2356955
2359368 2359920 2360340 2360466 2360897
2363336 2363431 2363432 2363528 2363672
2363677 2363774 2363796 2363956 2363959
2364048 2364091 2364128 2364130 2364201
2365307 2365341 2365422 2365523 2365553
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2365642 2365646 2365647 2365971 2365991
2366010 2366258 2366259 2366278 2366308
2366326 2366430 2366432 2366438 2366439
2366440 2366441 2366443 2366448 2366463
2366482 2366641 2366651 2366691 2366773
2366775 2366820 2366942 2367040 2367043
2367083 2367087 2367279 2367371 2367461
2367876 2368712 2368715 2368717 2368749
2368751 2368856 2368914 2368915 2368916
2368917 2368918 2368974 2368976 2368977
2369006 2369043 2369051 2369284 2369558
2369871 2369941 2369997 2370002 2370006
2370012 2370013 2370085 2370145 2370282
2370285 2370286 2370290 2370399 2370433
2370464 2371400 2371430 2371721 2371752
2371753 2372182 2372183 2372385 2372400
2372404 2372405 2372406 2372491 2372546
2372547 2372609 2372621 2372625 2372628
2372713 2372927 2374133 2374159 2374380
2374422 2374423 2374436 2374462 2374569
2374670 2374737 2374850 2374857 2374858
2374859 2374861 2374878 2374882 2375092
2375174 2375175 2375177 2375180 2375192
2375215 2375227 2375228 2375376 2375406
2375444 2375466 2375511 2375512 2375513
2375522 2375549 2375634 2375751 2375943
2376051 2376123 2376135 2376186 2376386
2376476 2376537 2376605 2376767 2376978
2377002 2377004 2377221 2377485 2377487
2377832 2377994 2378007 2378036 2378071
2378075 2378105 2378108 2378109 2378113
2378142 2378143 2378170 2378193 2378253
2378342 2378443 2378494 2378509 2378516
2378519 2378763 2378768 2379205 2379254
2380267 2380268 2380294 2380399 2380400
2380433 2380550 2380551 2380553 2380555
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2380561 2380564 2380720 2380792 2380793
2380794 2380795 2380798 2381102 2381119
2381158 2381189 2381207 2381272 2381436
2381456 2381505 2381507 2381576 2381581
2381582 2381584 2381585 2381586 2381589
2381590 2381591 2381689 2381753 2381777
2381921 2382002 2382174 2382243 2382278
2382286 2382318 2382332 2382334 2382367
2382371 2382374 2382459 2382466 2382502
2382586 2382598 2382615 2382617 2382641
2382643 2382661 2382691 2382695 2382730
2382827 2382842 2382864 2383249 2383439
2383442 2383447 2383448 2383502 2383556
2383609 2383617 2383824 2383826 2383921
2383922 2383927 2383975 2384051 2384174
2384176 2384185 2384254 2384255 2384367
2384371 2384375 2384393 2384443 2384448
2384449 2384469 2384494 2384507 2384636
2384654 2384665 2384667 2384707 2384734
2384735 2384744 2384933 2384954 2385007
2385019 2385022 2385025 2385033 2385034
2385035 2385055 2385098 2385263 2385308
2385325 2385326 2385329 2385330 2385331
2385332 2385333 2385410 2385467 2385579
2385629 2385636 2385647 2385648 2385650
2385673 2385854 2385857 2385865 2385896
2385897 2385924 2385925 2385932 2385933
2385988 2386019 2386055 2386224 2386315
2386321 2386331 2386333 2386337 2386626
2386627 2386628 2386629 2386630 2386634
2386639 2386640 2386642 2386645 2386646
2386681 2386686 2387051 2387286 2387641
2387642 2387644 2387645 2387944 2388109
2388156 2388339 2388340 2388345 2388346
2388371 2388373 2388410 2388413 2388459
2388556 2388557 2388607 2388645 2388646
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2388660 2388731 2388806 2389004 2389118
2389232 2389233 2389275 2389334 2389345
2389347 2389419 2389420 2389460 2389461
2389602 2389603 2389604 2389605 2389621
2389623 2389775 2389776 2389808 2389848
2389871 2389876 2389908 2389929 2389956
2389993 2390149 2390171 2390196 2390198
2390227 2390229 2390383 2390459 2390461
2390463 2390464 2390465 2390572 2390588
2390589 2390710 2390821 2390841 2390843
2390860 2390877 2390989 2390993 2390994
2391009 2391010 2391011 2391012 2391013
2391014 2391015 2391202 2391373 2391378
2391437 2391569 2391680 2391684 2391711
2391883 2392034 2392035 2392039 2392167
2392222 2392224 2392226 2392247 2392252
2392253 2392254 2392255 2392256 2392264
2392338 2392590 2392676 2392678 2392754
2392876 2393126 2393173 2393308 2393336
2393342 2393475 2393477 2393483 2393567
2393594 2393595 2393792 2393941 2394272
2394333 2394491 2394544 2394692 2394703
2394704 2394707 2394709 2394710 2394717
2394727 2395043 2395129 2395656 2395721
2395724 2395996 2396177 2396178 2396273
2396274 2396283 2396332 2396408 2396409
2396422 2396425 2396426 2396562 2396563
2396835 2396909 2397040 2397174 2397202
2397269 2397596 2397622 2397749 2397770
2397771 2397800 2398064 2398078 2398086
2398345 2398552 2399084 2399617 2399785
2399882 2399883 2400323 2400433 2400461
2400633 2400694 2400736 2400737 2400746
2400747 2400748 2400749 2400752 2400754
2401475 2401809 2401811 2402121 2402195
2402338 2402657 2402658 2402662 2402665
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2402673 2402674 2402678 2402679 2402925
2403063 2403180 2403404 2403412 2403636
2403637 2403638 2403742 2403934 2404575
2405179 2405183 2405218 2405374 2405426
2405625 2405626 2406068 2406164 2406433
2406450 2406787 2407074 2407747 2408094
2408191 2408616 2408642 2408865 2408869
2408886 2408976 2408978 2408979 2408981
2408991 2408997 2408998 2409008 2409204
2409254 2409266 2409436 2409438 2409444
2409512 2409515 2409522 2409982 2410357
2410409 2410468 2410477 2410478 2410479
2410480 2410578 2410659 2411130 2411766
2411921 2412154 2412178 2412399 2412503
2412504 2412505 2412507 2412631 2412819
2412823 2412847 2412850 2413220 2413281
2413603 2413719 2413847 2413887 2413996
2413998 2414001 2414021 2414030 2414043
2414305 2415164 2415296 2415299 2415709
2415867 2415886 2415887 2416100 2416185
2416187 2416190 2416691 2417021 2417022
2417026 2417027 2417029 2417530 2417821
2417863 2417947 2417948 2417978 2418044
2418095 2418098 2418102 2418125 2418127
2418129 2418184 2418255 2418256 2418292
2418403 2418411 2418412 2418494 2418501
2418647 2418683 2418765 2418837 2418882
2419292 2419293 2419299 2419403 2419404
2419521 2419523 2420028 2420031 2420032
2420035 2420038 2420040 2420154 2420173
2420274 2420632 2420711 2420757 2420758
2420759 2420760 2421134 2421598 2421708
2421973 2422069 2422078 2422079 2422625
2422636 2423183 2423185 2423588 2423611
2423617 2423632 2423633 2423634 2423641
2423646 2423648 2423650 2423653 2423654
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2423655 2423656 2423701 2423703 2423705
2423709 2423713 2423715 2423716 2423725
2423729 2423731 2423733 2423735 2423737
2423738 2423742 2423745 2423746 2423747
2423748 2423749 2423751 2423753 2423754
2423755 2423759 2423760 2423761 2423762
2423763 2423764 2423766 2423768 2423770
2423773 2423778 2423779 2423780 2423782
2423788 2423789 2423791 2423801 2423814
2423815 2423817 2423819 2423820 2423821
2423824 2423825 2423827 2423851 2423858
2423859 2423861 2423863 2423868 2423869
2423871 2423872 2423873 2423877 2423879
2423885 2423888 2423893 2423894 2424015
2424328 2424442 2424688 2424980 2425608
2425921 2425923 2425924 2425925 2425948
2426080 2426143 2426147 2426152 2426155
2426235 2426765 2426906 2427017 2427202
2427589 2427598 2427693 2427840 2427845
2427848 2427850 2427851 2427852 2427855
2427857 2427858 2427859 2427987 2428093
2428107 2428114 2428236 2428238 2428472
2428483 2428493 2428817 2428828 2429214
2429408 2430485 2430616 2430999 2431049
2431050 2431428 2431430 2431431 2431518
2431520 2432050 2432340 2432344 2432345
2433297 2434339 2434340 2437609 2437773
2437778 2438624 2439272 2440661 2440746
2441113 2441220 2441246 2441265 2441560
2442077 2442340 2442955 2443609 2443802
2444869 2445606 2445646 2445676 2446554
2447281 2447282 2447286 2447287 2447288
2447289 2447291 2447294 2447295 2447297
2447302 2447303 2447307 2447309 2447311
2447313 2447317 2447318 2447319 2447320
2447321 2447322 2447324 2447391 2447592
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2447594 2448016 2448018 2448054 2448910
2448913 2448993 2449420 2449422 2449707
2449872 2449875 2449882 2450798 2450859
2451153 2451383 2451427 2452307 2452363
2453154 2453347 2454172 2454684 2454716
2455684 2455729 2455835 2455877 2455884
2455999 2456181 2456396 2457371 2457881
2457905 2457913 2457932 2457943 2457980
2457981 2458002 2458009 2458211 2458936
2458942 2458943 2459259 2459361 2459362
2459364 2460582 2460722 2461101 2461650
2461679 2461735 2461736 2461781 2461858
2461859 2461874 2462322 2463112 2463510
2463639 2463644 2464070 2464424 2464945
2465279 2466235 2466236 2466669 2467611
2468818 2471054 2472980 2472981 2473230
2473234 2473802 2474044 2475766 2476366
2476596 2476803 2477706 2477708 2477711
2477714 2479896 2480216 2480489 2480490
2480491 2480883 2481496 2481502 2482085
2482288 2482908 2483158 2483512 2483513
2483593 2483768 2485262 2485320 2485889
2485890 2486570 2486576 2487413 2487426
2488204 2488220 2488249 2488392 2489021
2489757 2490789 2490932 2491052 2491385
2491387 2491987 2492611 2492612 2492616
2492621 2492624 2492687 2492762 2492878
2493054 2493791 2494384 2494460 2495294
2495295 2495698 2495921 2496089 2496793
2496914 2497708 2497964 2498517 2498596
2498616 2498617 2498627 2499045 2499198
2499200 2499280 2499519 2499573 2500691
2500730 2500731 2500734 2500735 2500737
2500742 2500744 2500749 2501182 2501183
2501286 2501288 2501295 2501296 2501378
2501483 2502495 2502576 2502685 2502696
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2504018 2504021 2504274 2504275 2504354
2506072 2506454 2507281 2507452 2509334
2510236 2511531 2511535 2513774 2513776
2514881 2516680 2516852 2516975 2517334
2519328 2521189 2522089 2523403 2524851
2524852 2526988 2528633 2528874 2529613
2531060 2532901 2536287 2536614 2537717
2537718 2539454 2540632 2541363 2541650
2541875 2541876 2545006 2545007 2545008
2545508 2545727 2545732 2546345 2546996
2547677 2547678 2547685 2549123 2549496
2549796 2551511 2551933 2555238 2556186
2557696 2559629 2561707 2562807 2564139
2569028 2577445 2578536 2587449 2603153
2606779 2621327 2629389 2631079 2647655
2647657 2647661 2647669 2647670 2647673
2647674 2647676 2647677 2647711 2647712
2647714 2647715 2647716 2647717 2647718
2647719 2647722 2647725 2653761 2661221
2661222 2669669 2674761 2693419 2693450
2703924 2713019 2728521 2734366 2734654
2738787 2742000 2750325 2754929 2758889
2767383 2767384 2767385 2767386 2771097
2780223 2784752 2794646 2796754 2798034
2803570 2810378 2821821 2833590 2834586
2837623 2839988 2844278 2844303 2848792
2849665 2851456 2858939 2859093 2869658
2869807 2881532 2892658 2901903 2906801
2911905 2914970 2915449 2915664 2925153
2929265 2932233 2942992 2943040 2958050
2979793 2990925 2996161 3001627 3005627
3017441 3018643 3021364 3025807 3032032
3036698 3045347 3046812 3051939 3061686
3066803 3070759 3074667 3080173 3086359
3086551 3087265 3094948 3099512 3100120
3102392 3104329 3107455 3110148 3110149
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3114098 3114371 3118805 3128065 3128068
3128073 3128076 3130776 3131355 3135678
3135897 3136334 3136342 3136734 3142914
3142930 3144541 3145323 3145564 3145979
3146191 3149003 3149010 3149098 3149105
3149125 3149131 3149277 3149459 3149473
3149479 3149487 3149492 3150019 3150020
3150023 3150025 3150330 3150333 3150511
3150559 3150747 3150750 3150879 3151233
3151234 3151317 3151318 3151321 3151325
3151326 3151327 3151328 3151329 3151330
3151331 3151335 3151337 3151340 3152405
3152726 3153800 3154873 3155856 3156258
3156487 3156488 3157533 3158536 3159113
3159198 3159477 3159586 3161056 3162565
3163119 3163310 3165064 3166568 3166610
3167073 3168333 3168636 3168637 3168638
3168639 3169064 3169668 3169734 3170257
3170283 3170313 3171664 3171665 3172335
3172915 3172916 3172918 3172970 3172977
3172979 3172999 3173003 3173005 3173006
3173378 3174145 3174677 3174880 3174881
3174882 3175035 3175057 3175085 3175087
3175088 3175105 3175106 3175185 3175186
3175402 3175601 3175602 3175733 3176137
3176343 3176344 3176346 3176347 3176349
3176443 3176520 3176622 3176733 3176779
3176782 3176785 3176787 3176788 3176822
3176925 3176929 3177084 3177120 3177123
3177584 3177586 3178157 3178534 3178629
3178794 3179120 3179159 3179222 3179246
3179368 3179377 3179418 3179423 3179424
3179425 3179426 3179517 3179518 3179521
3179522 3179523 3179524 3179526 3179690
3179723 3179724 3179727 3179805 3179811
3179848 3179850 3179853 3179865 3179918
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3179990 3180084 3180218 3180365 3180391
3180399 3180411 3180412 3180508 3180509
3180510 3180511 3180523 3180524 3180525
3180526 3180684 3180696 3180697 3180698
3180699 3180747 3180847 3180848 3180849
3180889 3180919 3180920 3180922 3180924
3180926 3180997 3181008 3181097 3181115
3181157 3181200 3181202 3181203 3181206
3181264 3181291 3181293 3181320 3181326
3181329 3181580 3181581 3181582 3181665
3181691 3181704 3181750 3181759 3181807
3181813 3181838 3181883 3181884 3181885
3181886 3181903 3181904 3181905 3181929
3181930 3181982 3181983 3181984 3181985
3181986 3181987 3181988 3181990 3182047
3182074 3182114 3182126 3182128 3182132
3182136 3182138 3182174 3182175 3182176
3182223 3182252 3182354 3182395 3182422
3182423 3182424 3182427 3182428 3182430
3182534 3182558 3182559 3182560 3182565
3182566 3182569 3182586 3182723 3182740
3182755 3182758 3182789 3182790 3182791
3182800 3182802 3183308 3183311 3183343
3183345 3183402 3183403 3183484 3183501
3183611 3183901 3183902 3183903 3183904
3183905 3183906 3183951 3183960 3184109
3184110 3184111 3184112 3184165 3184175
3184190 3184273 3184413 3184417 3184419
3184454 3184544 3184574 3184575 3184611
3184612 3184616 3184617 3184736 3184763
3184922 3184926 3184935 3184942 3185091
3185120 3185137 3185138 3185170 3185171
3185172 3185174 3185178 3185180 3185184
3185195 3185196 3185197 3185198 3185200
3185201 3185231 3185268 3185391 3185392
3185393 3185395 3185494 3185569 3185579
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3185580 3185587 3185757 3185760 3185785
3185786 3185787 3185792 3185895 3186010
3186025 3186045 3186049 3186050 3186051
3186080 3186082 3186083 3186094 3186096
3186143 3186201 3186202 3186203 3186204
3186205 3186211 3186357 3186375 3186412
3186517 3186518 3186567 3186593 3186595
3186603 3186963 3186964 3186968 3187037
3187053 3187075 3187076 3187077 3187078
3187079 3187080 3187081 3187082 3187148
3187231 3187232 3187233 3187256 3187296
3187297 3187299 3187300 3187301 3187359
3187360 3187427 3187428 3187498 3187521
3187522 3187527 3187543 3187799 3187800
3187866 3187924 3187925 3187932 3188051
3188052 3188053 3188055 3188376 3188541
3188708 3189233 3189235 3189238 3189240
3189300 3189303 3189305 3189445 3189485
3189503 3189511 3189512 3189563 3189564
3189566 3189594 3189756 3189762 3189763
3189786 3189791 3190130 3190182 3190183
3190184 3190186 3190456 3190491 3190492
3190493 3190549 3190878 3190879 3190907
3190965 3190966 3191240 3191242 3191244
3191263 3191413 3191625 3191627 3191629
3191652 3191675 3191813 3191814 3191815
3191926 3192045 3192057 3192060 3192078
3192143 3192144 3192145 3192159 3192220
3192274 3192275 3192284 3192289 3192302
3192319 3192323 3192427 3192474 3192482
3192557 3192851 3193016 3193017 3193053
3193355 3193527 3193539 3193585 3193597
3193677 3193713 3193743 3193845 3193848
3193849 3193912 3194064 3194066 3194067
3194069 3194072 3194097 3194101 3194166
3194199 3194244 3194328 3194332 3194343
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3194371 3194702 3194707 3194709 3194710
3194713 3194718 3194719 3194722 3194979
3194981 3194983 3195439 3195502 3195623
3195625 3195626 3195630 3195697 3195700
3195705 3195759 3195833 3195834 3195835
3195836 3195873 3195874 3195946 3195948
3195995 3196191 3196245 3196247 3196248
3196249 3196357 3196358 3196380 3196447
3196662 3196685 3196687 3196704 3196771
3196773 3196838 3196872 3196974 3196992
3197037 3197327 3197439 3197448 3197496
3197502 3197787 3197791 3197838 3197915
3197961 3198056 3198216 3198242 3198302
3198317 3198342 3198390 3198528 3198609
3198628 3198635 3198847 3198851 3198927
3198929 3199164 3199165 3199221 3199275
3199278 3199280 3199281 3199282 3199284
3199496 3199499 3199500 3199637 3199638
3199751 3199786 3199943 3200008 3200109
3200110 3200112 3200118 3200129 3200167
3200224 3200225 3200230 3200231 3200279
3200361 3200362 3200403 3200441 3200445
3200452 3200501 3200555 3200562 3200563
3200591 3200592 3200606 3200610 3200612
3200618 3200635 3200642 3200652 3200663
3200734 3200768 3200769 3200835 3200837
3200894 3200896 3200897 3200899 3200900
3200901 3200903 3200906 3200922 3200927
3200929 3200931 3200938 3200939 3200942
3200943 3200944 3200950 3200991 3201072
3201128 3201133 3201139 3201146 3201153
3201218 3201383 3201410 3201473 3201474
3201475 3201495 3201500 3201501 3201507
3201515 3201646 3201667 3201668 3201702
3201703 3201704 3201705 3201707 3201723
3201725 3201728 3201739 3201743 3201745
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3201746 3201747 3201846 3201915 3202124
3202151 3202153 3202162 3202193 3202201
3202202 3202203 3202253 3202292 3202310
3202328 3202330 3202350 3202373 3202385
3202386 3202436 3202438 3202453 3202456
3202476 3202540 3202541 3202544 3202601
3202603 3202664 3202666 3202667 3202755
3202779 3202787 3202789 3202794 3202860
3202861 3202884 3202892 3202897 3202957
3202958 3202959 3203122 3203138 3203144
3203160 3203168 3203210 3203236 3203290
3203293 3203356 3203406 3203482 3203512
3203530 3203553 3203579 3203599 3203601
3203603 3203717 3203831 3203925 3203929
3203930 3203931 3204080 3204163 3204355
3204357 3204361 3204363 3204364 3204367
3204370 3204393 3204443 3204597 3204915
3205015 3205017 3205018 3205023 3205145
3205148 3205149 3205154 3205295 3205296
3205300 3205312 3205313 3205315 3205316
3205362 3205399 3205401 3205406 3205471
3205472 3205480 3205482 3205501 3205521
3205525 3205532 3205543 3205544 3205569
3205587 3205595 3205642 3205706 3205708
3205764 3205766 3205767 3205768 3205886
3205955 3205967 3205974 3205981 3205987
3205988 3205991 3206031 3206035 3206045
3206046 3206048 3206068 3206070 3206079
3206109 3206115 3206117 3206214 3206223
3206225 3206229 3206235 3206263 3206280
3206285 3206288 3206318 3206319 3206325
3206338 3206346 3206347 3206354 3206358
3206359 3206375 3206382 3206383 3206384
3206389 3206390 3206414 3206419 3206420
3206421 3206505 3206523 3206525 3206529
3206538 3206542 3206544 3206545 3206549
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3206574 3206585 3206601 3206606 3206633
3206663 3206664 3206667 3206668 3206669
3206689 3206693 3206694 3206723 3206745
3206758 3206783 3206797 3206857 3206861
3206865 3206873 3206884 3206890 3206903
3206911 3206912 3206913 3206916 3206917
3206918 3206920 3207008 3207016 3207017
3207073 3207075 3207076 3207110 3207111
3207130 3207135 3207136 3207137 3207138
3207143 3207144 3207177 3207180 3207213
3207216 3207255 3207261 3207274 3207276
3207278 3207279 3207301 3207380 3207394
3207395 3207405 3207408 3207409 3207410
3207411 3207412 3207414 3207415 3207416
3207426 3207429 3207430 3207431 3207432
3207433 3207434 3207435 3207436 3207437
3207438 3207459 3207464 3207468 3207470
3207471 3207472 3207491 3207502 3207574
3207575 3207583 3207606 3207608 3207609
3207610 3207611 3207640 3207648 3207653
3207654 3207674 3207676 3207677 3207683
3207737 3207745 3207751 3207753 3207762
3207778 3207793 3207798 3207799 3207800
3207802 3207862 3207914 3207932 3207955
3207958 3207959 3208027 3208028 3208029
3208068 3208069 3208070 3208071 3208072
3208074 3208078 3208079 3208110 3208122
3208139 3208143 3208162 3208191 3208229
3208243 3208245 3208249 3208270 3208271
3208305 3208310 3208327 3208333 3208334
3208335 3208336 3208337 3208341 3208342
3208346 3208349 3208379 3208391 3208394
3208395 3208491 3208493 3208494 3208495
3208496 3208505 3208507 3208509 3208547
3208551 3208552 3208558 3208559 3208561
3208563 3208564 3208565 3208589 3208590
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3208593 3208594 3208597 3208604 3208606
3208607 3208609 3208645 3208646 3208650
3208654 3208671 3208672 3208673 3208694
3208695 3208700 3208702 3208721 3208752
3208783 3208784 3208785 3208786 3208788
3208789 3208790 3208791 3208834 3208835
3208836 3208837 3208838 3208839 3208840
3208841 3208845 3208856 3208858 3208859
3208860 3208861 3208862 3208863 3208864
3208865 3208909 3208910 3208911 3208912
3208914 3208915 3208916 3208928 3208929
3208930 3208936 3208937 3208938 3208940
3208941 3208942 3208944 3208945 3208946
3208970 3208971 3208972 3208973 3208974
3208975 3208976 3208980 3208988 3208989
3208990 3208993 3208994 3208995 3208996
3208997 3209006 3209008 3209009 3209010
3209011 3209012 3209013 3209014 3209047
3209056 3209057 3209058 3209059 3209060
3209061 3209062 3209063 3209128 3209136
3209137 3209138 3209139 3209144 3209151
3209164 3209170 3209171 3209174 3209175
3209176 3209193 3209194 3209195 3209208
3209212 3209213 3209230 3209238 3209239
3209240 3209242 3209257 3209259 3209260
3209261 3209262 3209263 3209264 3209266
3209267 3209268 3209287 3209304 3209341
3209342 3209359 3209395 3209396 3209398
3209414 3209415 3209421 3209423 3209430
3209435 3209436 3209437 3209440 3209461
3209464 3209469 3209472 3209473 3209474
3209475 3209488 3209489 3209490 3209491
3209541 3209548 3209552 3209556 3209615
3209620 3209640 3209642 3209645 3209725
3209727 3209737 3209745 3209755 3209776
3209795 3209797 3209813 3209815 3209821
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3209823 3209879 3209880 3209881 3209882
3209884 3209885 3209886 3209897 3209909
3209910 3209940 3209978 3210068 3210130
3210134 3210136 3210151 3210154 3210172
3210173 3210175 3210229 3210235 3210243
3210244 3210251 3210268 3210292 3210293
3210295 3210297 3210298 3210300 3210302
3210306 3210310 3210373 3210374 3210377
3210378 3210410 3210411 3210422 3210434
3210436 3210439 3210442 3210470 3210490
3210491 3210495 3210497 3210498 3210508
3210514 3210516 3210549 3210553 3210575
3210661 3210669 3210673 3210674 3210675
3210677 3210678 3210683 3210691 3210715
3210733 3210738 3210741 3210752 3210758
3210766 3210795 3210797 3210798 3210799
3210801 3210811 3210842 3210843 3210846
3210869 3210896 3210907 3210908 3210909
3210911 3210912 3210917 3210918 3210924
3210926 3210942 3210943 3210944 3210970
3210971 3210972 3210973 3210974 3210975
3210976 3210977 3210985 3210986 3210988
3210989 3210990 3210991 3210992 3210993
3210995 3211001 3211002 3211016 3211022
3211025 3211055 3211129 3211130 3211149
3211163 3211176 3211177 3211186 3211191
3211195 3211197 3211200 3211205 3211206
3211207 3211213 3211221 3211222 3211224
3211238 3211315 3211317 3211319 3211344
3211356 3211358 3211423 3211424 3211428
3211433 3211434 3211451 3211452 3211453
3211454 3211455 3211456 3211457 3211458
3211472 3211474 3211478 3211480 3211481
3211483 3211485 3211486 3211529 3211582
3211583 3211632 3211633 3211643 3211644
3211646 3211650 3211653 3211658 3211660
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3211666 3211719 3211722 3211724 3211740
3211741 3211767 3211784 3211796 3211798
3211817 3211828 3211851 3211852 3211853
3211854 3211919 3211921 3211984 3212040
3212041 3212044 3212046 3212047 3212048
3212049 3212055 3212056 3212057 3212058
3212072 3212113 3212114 3212119 3212123
3212125 3212130 3212192 3212253 3212254
3212258 3212259 3212292 3212314 3212316
3212320 3212339 3212363 3212364 3212367
3212381 3212382 3212383 3212384 3212385
3212386 3212387 3212388 3212389 3212400
3212470 3212492 3212519 3212521 3212560
3212562 3212563 3212565 3212567 3212575
3212577 3212580 3212592 3212623 3212627
3212628 3212631 3212636 3212638 3212762
3212857 3212867 3212875 3212890 3212892
3212989 3212992 3212994 3213006 3213007
3213019 3213025 3213038 3213053 3213055
3213056 3213126 3213127 3213130 3213148
3213175 3213177 3213185 3213189 3213194
3213197 3213198 3213211 3213212 3213217
3213268 3213269 3213320 3213321 3213328
3213340 3213342 3213343 3213344 3213350
3213372 3213374 3213422 3213425 3213429
3213432 3213433 3213444 3213450 3213451
3213453 3213515 3213517 3213524 3213534
3213536 3213552 3213565 3213572 3213573
3213591 3213592 3213620 3213800 3213803
3213806 3213844 3213880 3213910 3213921
3213933 3213990 3213996 3214002 3214003
3214033 3214075 3214076 3214110 3214117
3214118 3214119 3214120 3214121 3214122
3214123 3214257 3214259 3214261 3214263
3214265 3214267 3214268 3214270 3214271
3214272 3214360 3214428 3214463 3214473
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3214476 3214509 3214530 3214548 3214555
3214566 3214568 3214577 3214579 3214584
3214587 3214589 3214590 3214599 3214605
3214620 3214633 3214692 3214695 3214721
3214772 3214780 3214803 3214804 3214805
3214807 3214808 3214809 3214810 3214819
3214868 3214876 3214898 3214899 3214900
3214904 3214923 3214925 3214948 3214956
3214980 3215011 3215032 3215033 3215051
3215095 3215096 3215158 3215164 3215174
3215175 3215184 3215214 3215215 3215221
3215228 3215231 3215235 3215256 3215296
3215303 3215340 3215349 3215404 3215424
3215426 3215436 3215437 3215438 3215459
3215505 3215508 3215510 3215511 3215534
3215565 3215608 3215609 3215610 3215611
3215617 3215619 3215622 3215634 3215670
3215701 3215702 3215705 3215706 3215707
3215783 3215784 3215789 3215838 3215842
3215846 3215929 3215930 3215949 3215994
3215996 3216013 3216047 3216079 3216094
3216095 3216133 3216155 3216230 3216231
3216258 3216261 3216262 3216263 3216264
3216271 3216294 3216398 3216399 3216401
3216412 3216479 3216491 3216508 3216533
3216546 3216560 3216566 3216567 3216582
3216583 3216584 3216624 3216646 3216655
3216656 3216657 3216659 3216661 3216663
3216701 3216720 3216726 3216730 3216732
3216780 3216783 3216807 3216808 3216809
3216811 3216812 3216813 3216896 3216897
3216903 3216984 3216985 3216995 3217002
3217003 3217016 3217019 3217020 3217050
3217055 3217059 3217083 3217084 3217093
3217316 3217320 3217321 3217322 3217323
3217325 3217357 3217463 3217474 3217480
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3217494 3217512 3217536 3217563 3217565
3217566 3217589 3217667 3217691 3217700
3217724 3217757 3217769 3217770 3217774
3217775 3217776 3217777 3217798 3217799
3217805 3217814 3217815 3217816 3217828
3217829 3217831 3217833 3217834 3217840
3217841 3217843 3217868 3217885 3217891
3217898 3217901 3217909 3217910 3217944
3217945 3217966 3218020 3218033 3218036
3218037 3218054 3218056 3218059 3218073
3218075 3218081 3218086 3218125 3218171
3218201 3218215 3218222 3218223 3218224
3218234 3218286 3218304 3218325 3218336
3218338 3218339 3218341 3218351 3218360
3218370 3218372 3218377 3218378 3218394
3218395 3218396 3218411 3218413 3218415
3218417 3218418 3218420 3218423 3218425
3218426 3218444 3218458 3218486 3218534
3218539 3218540 3218553 3218560 3218562
3218573 3218580 3218581 3218582 3218596
3218631 3218635 3218637 3218641 3218649
3218665 3218688 3218692 3218700 3218701
3218715 3218721 3218723 3218733 3218754
3218759 3218763 3218764 3218765 3218809
3218810 3218813 3218814 3218816 3218818
3218819 3218820 3218821 3218822 3218823
3218859 3218860 3218903 3218976 3218983
3218998 3219037 3219038 3219074 3219089
3219101 3219129 3219130 3219197 3219203
3219205 3219209 3219210 3219211 3219240
3219247 3219251 3219254 3219268 3219279
3219291 3219293 3219315 3219330 3219331
3219332 3219334 3219335 3219336 3219337
3219338 3219405 3219423 3219432 3219434
3219446 3219447 3219459 3219474 3219476
3219505 3219544 3219550 3219578 3219595
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3219602 3219604 3219612 3219613 3219617
3219620 3219622 3219623 3219629 3219654
3219664 3219706 3219722 3219723 3219725
3219727 3219738 3219740 3219761 3219847
3219917 3219997 3220001 3220002 3220007
3220010 3220016 3220019 3220020 3220025
3220052 3220084 3220101 3220115 3220124
3220125 3220126 3220127 3220149 3220150
3220152 3220164 3220205 3220209 3220211
3220212 3220233 3220248 3220261 3220262
3220277 3220278 3220279 3220280 3220300
3220305 3220328 3220333 3220342 3220352
3220379 3220386 3220397 3220427 3220435
3220456 3220458 3220503 3220519 3220534
3220535 3220555 3220556 3220558 3220561
3220585 3220612 3220613 3220616 3220617
3220619 3220649 3220652 3220690 3220695
3220699 3220701 3220714 3220718 3220719
3220720 3220742 3220758 3220821 3220822
3220823 3220826 3220827 3220828 3220863
3220892 3220903 3220922 3220923 3220926
3220928 3220936 3220959 3220986 3220987
3220988 3220989 3221001 3221008 3221052
3221120 3221123 3221133 3221147 3221167
3221170 3221171 3221175 3221176 3221193
3221199 3221225 3221226 3221228 3221230
3221231 3221233 3221234 3221295 3221319
3221321 3221322 3221323 3221324 3221336
3221339 3221414 3221422 3221427 3221431
3221432 3221443 3221444 3221445 3221446
3221447 3221459 3221463 3221530 3221532
3221534 3221536 3221537 3221539 3221570
3221572 3221573 3221697 3221705 3221708
3221713 3221719 3221721 3221805 3221832
3221854 3221881 3221886 3221896 3221898
3221901 3221902 3221937 3221938 3221943
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3221944 3221964 3222014 3222015 3222057
3222059 3222060 3222071 3222074 3222084
3222086 3222091 3222112 3222114 3222117
3222118 3222132 3222189 3222190 3222192
3222197 3222199 3222201 3222203 3222204
3222225 3222245 3222246 3222249 3222330
3222340 3222344 3222365 3222389 3222394
3222396 3222408 3222427 3222431 3222432
3222433 3222435 3222470 3222476 3222480
3222487 3222490 3222563 3222576 3222579
3222583 3222600 3222605 3222637 3222665
3222666 3222670 3222671 3222672 3222680
3222683 3222688 3222696 3222704 3222740
3222741 3222742 3222828 3222829 3222833
3222879 3222898 3222906 3222909 3222910
3222912 3222962 3222965 3223006 3223035
3223036 3223038 3223039 3223040 3223052
3223053 3223084 3223085 3223088 3223103
3223105 3223109 3223126 3223138 3223139
3223166 3223167 3223174 3223175 3223190
3223214 3223256 3223263 3223265 3223266
3223268 3223271 3223292 3223324 3223327
3223328 3223329 3223332 3223336 3223337
3223340 3223368 3223373 3223374 3223399
3223420 3223423 3223433 3223442 3223454
3223463 3223465 3223466 3223473 3223482
3223501 3223502 3223504 3223540 3223563
3223565 3223584 3223593 3223598 3223652
3223664 3223677 3223678 3223680 3223684
3223686 3223696 3223698 3223821 3223822
3223828 3223829 3223832 3223833 3223834
3223885 3223888 3223889 3223890 3223893
3223894 3223918 3223919 3223925 3223960
3223965 3223975 3223980 3223981 3223995
3223996 3223997 3224000 3224036 3224091
3224093 3224129 3224140 3224142 3224176
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3224212 3224219 3224220 3224226 3224227
3224232 3224233 3224235 3224236 3224299
3224310 3224323 3224324 3224326 3224327
3224376 3224382 3224383 3224392 3224393
3224484 3224507 3224508 3224509 3224553
3224576 3224637 3224659 3224660 3224662
3224663 3224664 3224704 3224732 3224735
3224772 3224773 3224774 3224777 3224781
3224782 3224785 3224789 3224809 3224810
3224811 3224815 3224829 3224996 3224998
3224999 3225003 3225005 3225009 3225036
3225037 3225038 3225039 3225060 3225061
3225062 3225089 3225163 3225179 3225228
3225350 3225371 3225401 3225429 3225430
3225431 3225437 3225453 3225459 3225462
3225470 3225568 3225635 3225673 3225690
3225693 3225694 3225710 3225721 3225723
3225724 3225726 3225728 3225729 3225752
3225754 3225755 3225817 3225841 3225865
3225869 3225872 3225873 3225912 3225913
3226011 3226013 3226015 3226026 3226027
3226056 3226058 3226062 3226117 3226222
3226223 3226299 3226325 3226327 3226353
3226396 3226403 3226404 3226479 3226480
3226481 3226482 3226483 3226484 3226485
3226486 3226505 3226506 3226576 3226579
3226580 3226609 3226610 3226614 3226615
3226620 3226623 3226629 3226663 3226664
3226672 3226690 3226707 3226724 3226779
3226782 3226783 3226790 3226800 3226807
3226808 3226850 3226869 3226872 3226910
3226911 3226916 3226950 3226951 3226952
3226953 3226966 3227005 3227018 3227239
3227241 3227358 3227360 3227361 3227368
3227394 3227395 3227402 3227405 3227406
3227414 3227416 3227423 3227453 3227478
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3227485 3227498 3227502 3227544 3227682
3227683 3227696 3227809 3227845 3227850
3227851 3227852 3227853 3227855 3227935
3228012 3228013 3228015 3228016 3228030
3228037 3228044 3228048 3228049 3228064
3228069 3228074 3228076 3228077 3228078
3228260 3228270 3228271 3228272 3228458
3228528 3228626 3228628 3228629 3228640
3228717 3228722 3228723 3228727 3228728
3228729 3228735 3228753 3228756 3228759
3228806 3228819 3228855 3228930 3228933
3228941 3228944 3228983 3228996 3229110
3229133 3229181 3229191 3229200 3229241
3229247 3229294 3229300 3229329 3229375
3229376 3229377 3229403 3229415 3229439
3229461 3229463 3229464 3229468 3229493
3229501 3229502 3229503 3229605 3229608
3229625 3229626 3229627 3229636 3229756
3229758 3229798 3229826 3229837 3229875
3229890 3229902 3229906 3229913 3229914
3229960 3229996 3230059 3230073 3230078
3230118 3230119 3230160 3230165 3230168
3230221 3230230 3230288 3230371 3230376
3230451 3230490 3230491 3230496 3230505
3230506 3230507 3230509 3230510 3230523
3230544 3230571 3230588 3230731 3230737
3230740 3230762 3230763 3230765 3230766
3230771 3230775 3230777 3230822 3230827
3230829 3230952 3230985 3230988 3231022
3231023 3231025 3231028 3231118 3231284
3231291 3231328 3231334 3231349 3231353
3231361 3231364 3231380 3231386 3231399
3231410 3231411 3231415 3231416 3231438
3231466 3231468 3231469 3231470 3231471
3231524 3231526 3231528 3231574 3231621
3231622 3231628 3231631 3231714 3231716
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3231736 3231754 3231757 3231767 3231841
3231848 3231889 3231906 3231908 3231917
3231918 3231923 3231929 3231930 3231934
3231935 3231936 3231970 3231995 3231997
3232001 3232180 3232181 3232182 3232200
3232201 3232204 3232265 3232299 3232326
3232335 3232338 3232466 3232468 3232533
3232535 3232597 3232598 3232600 3232601
3232602 3232603 3232694 3232701 3232716
3232717 3232718 3232730 3232734 3232735
3232747 3232748 3232759 3232763 3232765
3232766 3232770 3232771 3232786 3232787
3232798 3232818 3232824 3232848 3232866
3232894 3232909 3232915 3232924 3232925
3233026 3233027 3233029 3233031 3233032
3233146 3233148 3233169 3233180 3233236
3233242 3233246 3233247 3233249 3233250
3233259 3233377 3233409 3233416 3233444
3233448 3233500 3233503 3233540 3233565
3233584 3233588 3233619 3233621 3233622
3233623 3233624 3233627 3233628 3233629
3233665 3233669 3233689 3233706 3233740
3233741 3233754 3233782 3233790 3233800
3233801 3233879 3233880 3233884 3233895
3233969 3233971 3233984 3233987 3234007
3234010 3234011 3234012 3234013 3234014
3234016 3234032 3234038 3234039 3234040
3234052 3234057 3234058 3234099 3234109
3234253 3234282 3234283 3234434 3234435
3234438 3234442 3234459 3234558 3234597
3234656 3234657 3234711 3234713 3234719
3234724 3234731 3234778 3234791 3234842
3234885 3234886 3234890 3234891 3234898
3234901 3234902 3234921 3234925 3234926
3234976 3234979 3234980 3234982 3235016
3235021 3235026 3235027 3235046 3235048
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3235062 3235066 3235087 3235104 3235110
3235169 3235171 3235172 3235187 3235205
3235206 3235254 3235256 3235257 3235258
3235259 3235262 3235310 3235312 3235323
3235371 3235398 3235399 3235412 3235423
3235424 3235430 3235431 3235432 3235435
3235436 3235437 3235474 3235486 3235489
3235509 3235510 3235582 3235584 3235589
3235610 3235611 3235614 3235615 3235637
3235665 3235674 3235680 3235692 3235764
3235770 3235773 3235814 3235818 3235846
3235857 3235859 3235861 3235875 3235936
3235991 3236019 3236030 3236054 3236056
3236069 3236162 3236163 3236212 3236231
3236251 3236255 3236256 3236289 3236348
3236365 3236366 3236367 3236375 3236413
3236421 3236422 3236475 3236520 3236547
3236555 3236567 3236579 3236580 3236582
3236583 3236597 3236601 3236602 3236603
3236722 3236751 3236848 3236853 3236856
3236868 3236870 3236872 3236873 3237007
3237014 3237020 3237021 3237068 3237116
3237135 3237136 3237229 3237232 3237234
3237241 3237258 3237276 3237279 3237280
3237285 3237286 3237295 3237307 3237316
3237346 3237347 3237364 3237382 3237406
3237411 3237412 3237413 3237415 3237458
3237527 3237578 3237582 3237588 3237589
3237591 3237592 3237593 3237595 3237683
3237684 3237703 3237706 3237711 3237713
3237714 3237716 3237717 3237723 3237745
3237746 3237750 3237751 3237752 3237753
3237862 3237871 3237876 3237957 3238074
3238075 3238077 3238079 3238080 3238137
3238138 3238140 3238143 3238144 3238148
3238208 3238242 3238246 3238382 3238412
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3238415 3238416 3238431 3238455 3238456
3238458 3238463 3238470 3238493 3238500
3238502 3238547 3238555 3238602 3238603
3238657 3238672 3238680 3238715 3238716
3238717 3238718 3238719 3238730 3238739
3238741 3238742 3238745 3238811 3238821
3238848 3238878 3238886 3238938 3238957
3238962 3239016 3239017 3239055 3239126
3239131 3239133 3239164 3239178 3239179
3239290 3239295 3239336 3239337 3239340
3239393 3239395 3239396 3239448 3239617
3239724 3239726 3239727 3239868 3239885
3239886 3239907 3239936 3239958 3239961
3239984 3239993 3240010 3240042 3240096
3240097 3240101 3240158 3240165 3240166
3240230 3240512 3240551 3240553 3240576
3240580 3240582 3240583 3240584 3240585
3240740 3240742 3240743 3240764 3240766
3240940 3240945 3240946 3241023 3241288
3241395 3241396 3241424 3241515 3241605
3241631 3241651 3241673 3241866 3241906
3242011 3242012 3242014 3242279 3242285
3242499 3242645 3242646 3242647 3242754
3242766 3242949 3243066 3243071 3243109
3243111 3243162 3243178 3243179 3243339
3244098 3244339 3244364 3244368 3244565
3244569 3245087 3246130 3246425 3246511
3246512 3246571 3246929 3247121 3247219
3247793 3247794 3247795 3247796 3255637
3265719 3268198 3271651 3307779 3459395
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: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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